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PREFACE

The following pages include the task force recommenda-
tions and the caucus statements of the White House
Conferene on Youth.. The Conference was attended by 1318
delegates, of which 915 were youth and 473 were adults.
There were, in addition 100 international delegates.
The youth were selected to reflect a demographic
representation of those youth between the ages of 14 to
24 who had achieved score kind of leadership among their
peers or had exhibited some kind of a demonstrated
interest in their issue area. The adults represented
the leadership of the Nation's institutions.

The primary working units at 'the Conference were task
forces arranged around the following issue areas:

Draft, National Service and Alternatives
Drugs

Economy and Employment
Education
Environment

eorcign Relations
Legal Rignts and Justice

Poverty
Race and Minority Group Rc)ations

Values, Ethics and Culture

These task forces of approximately 150 individuals
ears.- -100 youth and 50 adults ---set their own procedures
concerning th) conduct of their meetings and approval
of their recommendations. The Values, Ethics and
Cd:rule Task Force drafted the preamble for the
Conference, as well as recommendations.

Caucus statements follow the task force recommendations.
The delegate committee to plan the final session made
no requirement as to membership numbers required for
forming a caucus or to quality for including a Ltate-
ment in the proceedings. Some of the caucuses were
large; others were made up of one or two individuals.

Each task force and caucus had the option of bringing its
recommendation(s)Ito the firi1 session of the Conference
fJr a vote. This was in no way to reflect priorities.
It was theesire of the delegates that recommendations
not brought to the final session be of eqval priority
with those weed on at the final session. The results
of the final session voting are listed in the Appendix.
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THE PREAMBLE

23

To the people:

We are'in the midst of a political, social and cultural
re"olution. Uncontrolled tectAblogy and the exploitation
of people by people threaten to dehumanize our society.
We must reaffirm the recognition of Life as the Supreme
Value which will not bear manipulation for other ends.

The approach cf the two hundredth anniversary of the
Revolution wtith gave birth to the United States of
America leAds us to reexamine the foundations of this
country. We find that the high ideals upon which this
'.:cuntry was ostensibly founded have never been a reality
for all peoples from the beginning to the present day.
The Constitution itself was both racist and sexist in its
conception. The greatest blemish on the history of the
United States of America is slavery and its evil legacy.
The annihilation of Indians, genocide, exploitation of
labor, and militaristic expansion have been among the
important short-co(m'ngs which have undermi,led the ideals
to which the people f this country have aspired.

It is time now final y tojaffirm and implement the rights
articulated id 0-eb claration of Independence and the
Constitution., Each individual must be given the full
rights of l'fe, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness,
the Bill o Rights M'Ist be reinterpreted so as to be
meaningfu p rsons in our society. In addition
the follo ing ri3ht are crucial:

The RrOt-to a equate food, clothing, and a decent
home.

TWRight of the individual to do her/his thing, so
long as it does not interfere with the rights cf
another.'

The Right...rto preserve and cultivate ethnic and
cultural heritages.

The Right'to do whatever is necessary to preserve
these Rights.

Governments and nation-states are created to secure and
protect these rights. Through the acquiescence of its
citizenry the government and other power structures of
this nation hive not fulfilled their responsibilities to
the people, seeming instead to be concerned primarily
with their self-perpetuation through serving the inter-
ests of the powerful at the expense of the people. In
so far as any branch, agency, or member of the government
or other power structure neglects its responsibility. it
forfeits its legitimacy. We proclaim the following
grievances:

Denial of equal opportunity has led privation in
the midst of plenty.

Repression has denied the free exercise of political
rights in a "free society".

The system of justice lacks legitimacy for vast
segments of the people, particularly minority group:
and the pool:.

2
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Free cultural expression is discouraged'in a
supposedly plu-calistic society.

Appeals to chauvinism, nationalism and militarism
smother the individual's right to conscientious free
choice of action and belief.

A war which is abhorrent to the majority of Americans
and which inflicts inestimable anguish cn a foreign
people continues.

The government and the-people have allowed economic
and political pwe"r to be concentrated ,in institu-
tions which are not - responsive oY7 answen,thie to the
peopla, resulting in the waste and destruction of
human and natural resources, and the failure to
meet the people's nee6s.

the fear of. Youth identifying with adults and vice-
versa,. the fear of people identifying with them-
selves, the tear of people identifying with their
race, the fear ofpeople identifying with a country

create a climate-of fear which permeates
this nation.

Internal divisiveness has contributed to a loss of
national purpose.

The recommendations which follow we submit to the people
as a realistic, positive, fundamental, minimal program
for the redreS8 of such grievances and the recognition of
these Rights.

We are aware that "cmmissions," "conferences" and
"reports" have often been used as a mee)anism to divert
the attention and energy of the people, in the guise of
furthering "communication". This Conference shall not be
so used.

Youth has been seeking reform of political and social
institutions. Evidently these i.stitutions are threat-
ened by the basic insecurity inherent in change. 'The
result has been repression which has transformed our
struggle foF reform into a struggle for survival.

We must recognize that change is not restricted to the
realm of history, but is an ongoing process, the central
dynamic of life.

We',-recognize further that while youth is often most
receptive to change, they are not alone in desiring it.
We affirm our kinship with persons of good will of all
generations. This affirmation stems from our apprecia-
tion of the indivisible nature of liberty.

We are aware of our responsibility to fight for the
rights of all people. We recognize that we in the United
States of America have strayed from the fundamental tenet
of this nation, that the government is responsible to the
people, in whom power resides, and that the people are
therefore fully responsible for the policies and actions
pursued in their name.

We, as have so many before us, dedicate ourselves to
struggle and sacrifice for the realization of the ideals
embodied in the program we have set forth.



Out of the rage of love for the unimplemented principles

we here assert, wechallenge the government and power

structilreo to respond swiftly, actively, and construc-

tively to our proposals. We ,are motivated not by hatred,

but by disappointment over, 4nd love for, the unfulfilled

potential of this Nation.

7'
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All recommendations were voted upon by the Task Force
members present in general session after open debate on
each item. Drafts of many of the recommendations were
initiated in workshops.

1.1 The Task Force on the Draft, National Service, and
Alternatives has endorsed an end to the draft and the
establishment of an all-volunte r krmed Force. In
arriving at our conclusions, we examined in detail the
need for an adequate national defense, the inequities
of conscription, and the feasibility and social desir-
ability of an all-volunteer force and recommended
policies needed to improve the Armed Services to achieve
such a force. The Advisory Task Force report prepared
by eight youth and four adult members analyzed these
issues and served as the basis for our deliberations.
In the course of our discussions at Estes Park, we
have accepted most of these recommendations, revised
others, and introduced some additional proposals. In
this report, we present the recommendations of the full
task force.

The draft has alienated many youth against their
country, and many others against their peers who were
able to avoid service; it has caused many young
Americans to adopt life styles different from those
which they would otherwise have chosen; and it has had
untold effects on the many who have unwillingly served
two years in the military. This is not to suggest that
there are nut many who truly volunteer or willingly
serve when called, nor that many draftees do not benefit
from their military sev:ice. However, the human cost
that the draft has levied can never be measured. The
irony of the draft is that such forced servitude,such
compulsion, is unnecessary. For these reasons, the
full task force unanimously supports oui first and
most important recommendation:

1.1a We endorse the concept of an all-volunteer Armed
Force. Some have expressed fears that an all-volunteer
force would be socially undesirable, an army of the poor
and the black, a professional army of mercenaries, a
threat to domestic and international stabil:ity. Behind
these questions of potential dangers, is the tacit
assumption that an all-volunteer force would be substan-
tially different from a mixed force of draftees and
volunteers both in its composition and in the way that
it would be used. The Tact: Force found no evidence to
support these alleged dangers and rejects them; we
found instead that thL socially desirable aspects of
the all-volunteer force far outweigh the alleged
dangers.

All of us believe that the draft must be ended, but
when? Some members of our Task Force felt that in
order to best insure the national security, the draft
must be extended during a transition period. Such a
transition period would allow sufficient time to
implem,ut the manpower policies needed to attract
enough true volunteers to maintain necessary force
levels. Without such an extension, manpowerr deficits
might arise that would result in a re-introduction of
the draft. The Department of Defense has, indeed,
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recommended a two-year extension and within this period

they are confident that they can achieve the goal of an

all-volunteer force.

The Advisory Task Force report argued for a one-year

extension of the draft to put the necessary pressure on

Congress, the Department of Defense, and the public to

expedite the policies needed to end the draft. The

one-year extension would further serve to demonstrate

the nation's sincerity in its effort to end the draft

at the earliest possible date with no threat to our

defense capability since Congress would still retain the

authority to extend the law if such action became

necessary.

Other Task Force members argued that the draft is a form

of involuntary servitude, and that such an abrogation of

fundamental liberties can be justified only in time of

grave national emergency. No such emergency now exists.

Young people alone are directly affected by the draft,

and if we do not speak out for our rights and liberties

now, no one else will. We, therefore, favor an imme-

diate repeal of the draft.

The issue.was hotly debated. The Task Force voted on

the question of whether the draft authority should be

allowed to expire or be extended. By a narrow margin

of 43 to 43, we endorsed the following recommendation:

1.1b Confident that the national security will not be

jeopari.lized, we recommend that the draft law be allowed

to expire on June 30, 1971.

Although we endorse repeal of the draft, we cannot be

sure that Congres4 will adopt our recommendation.
Because the draft has such a profound impact on the lives

of young Americans, we feel that it is imperative for us

to propose recommendations that would minimize the in-

equities i who serves when not all serve. In recent

years, the Selective Service System has been improved

but still discriminates against some racial minorities

,!nd favors the more educated who can find loopholes in

the law. To tcnieve greater equity in our present lot-

tery draft, the full Task'Force stxongly endorsed the

following recommendation to improve the operations

System:

Selective Service 1.1c The existing practices of the Selective Service

Changes System must be changed as follows:

30

(1) We endorse the President's intention to phase out

the II-S student deferment, but feel that it is unfair

to make it retroactive by taking away any II-S defer-

ments that have been or might be granted before any new

draft law becomes effective, We also support the
President's effort to phase out the IV-D exemption for

divinity students and urge that the lv-B exemption for

certain elected officials also be phased out.

(2) In order to achieve equal treatment in the granting

of medical deferments, we recommend that physical exam-

inations of black registrants must include a blood test

for Sickle-cell anemia, a
disease peculiar to blacks, and

that the presence of the Sickle-cell anemia trait be

accepted as the basis for a IV-F medical exemption. It
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should be noted that the Sickle-cell disease has already
been accepted as the basis for medical exemption.

(3) We recommend that the requirements for membership
on local draft boards be modified as follows: First,
local board members should live in the area over which
they have jurisdiction. Second, local board membership
should reflect the ethnic and economic composition of
its constituency. 'third, the age requirements for local
board membership should be not less than 18 years of age
and not more than 55 years of age with terms of service
limited to a maximum of five years.

(4) We recommend that the present appeal procedure be
altered to give every registrant the right to have wit-
nesses and legal counsel present during personal appear-
ances. Moreover, we urge that every registrant have the
right to a Presidential appeal in the event that his
appeal is rejected by a state appeals board.

(5) In order to correct the present practice on appeal
for re-examination for medical fitness wherein the regis-
t/ant is re-examined by the same doctors, we recommend
that any registrant making such an appeal be allowed to
be re-examined at a Veterans Administration hospital or
at i. different Armed Forces Entrance Examining Station.

All of these changes will require Congressional legis-
lation in any new draft law, anu we urge their adoption.

A continuing problem that has plagued th,-. Selective
Service S}stem is that of determining who is a conscien-
tious objector. Conscience is by its very nature, pri-
vate, and no one can see inside the mind and heart of
another. In order to mitigate the problems surrounding
the granting of C.O. deferments, we recommend that the
following provisions be adopted in any new draft law:

1.1d We recommend that the Selective Service System
adopt the following practices with respect to conscien-
tious objectors:

(1) Recognizing the private nature of conscientious
beliefs and the difficulties faced by Selective Service
in determining the sincerity of a man claiming to be a
conscientious objector, we recommend that any man
claiming to be a conscientious objector be granted such
status subject to his willingness to perform, if called,
two years of civilian work in the maintenance of the
community or national health, safety, or interest.

(2) We believe that sincere selective objection as such
be recognized along with objection to war in any form.
We urge that local draft boards be informed immediately
that the Supreme Court has recognized one form of selec-
tive objection, namely that young men who object now,
but who do not know what they would do in a future
hypothetical circumstance, can still qualify for C.O.
status.

(3) We strongly urge that opportunities for civilian
alternative servico should be expanded to better
utilize the skills of C.O.'s. In addition, a C.O.
should be allowed to perform his service in his own
community instead of the present system requiring him
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to find work outside of his- community. Further, we
reject the punitive provision in the present House
draft legislation (HR 6531) whereit a C.O. who fails to
perform satisfactorily in his alternative job is inducted
into the Armed Services.

One of the more emotional issues facing our Task Force
was, "What should we Jo about these Americans who have
knowingly violated the draft law, or who are now in
eNile to avoid conscription ?" Some believe that those
who knowingly violated the draft law, thereby trans- ,
ferring the burden of service to others, deserve to be
punished. Because Jf their strong beliefs that the
draft is immoral, others favored the following recommen-
dation that was adopted by a vote of 51 to 35:

1.1e As an act of compassion, we call upon the
President, when the draft ends, to exercise his power
to grant amnesty to a31 draft violators and exiles.

An important concern expressed by many in our Task Force
was that when the draft authority is terminated, what
machinery should be retained to provide for a f1exib2-
response Co any contingency requiring force levels that
cannot be met by the all-volunteer active and reserve
forces? Some argued that no machinery should be kept
because it would still entail compulsion and would make
it easier to return to conscription. By a clue vote
of 46 to 42, the Task FOrce endorsed the following
recommendation:

1.1f We recommend that when the draft is ended, a
standby registration authority should be established
that (a) entails no physical examinations or classifica-
tion of -eiistrants; (b) requires only a simplified form
calling for a minimum of personal information; and (c)
can be accomplished at a post office or other local
agency. Under this standby registration, the power to
induct registrants can only be reinstituted by a joint
resolution of Congress upon the recommendation of the
President. We rurther recommend that this standby
registration authority instituted for a period of
four years with a Congressional review to come at the
end of the third year.

In his memorandum of August 21, 1970, Secretary of
Defense Melvin Laird ann.)unced a new Department of
Defense policy thbt the Reserves and Guards will. provide
the trained manpower in the event of any future e::.,er-
gency requiring the augmentation and expansion of the
active duty forces. We concur with this policy, but
in order to assure compliance, we support the following
amendment:

1.1g When the draft is ended, Congress enaeL legisla-
tion to insure that no person be drafted until all
Reserve and National Guard forces have first been
activated.

Draft reforms and the establishment of standby draft
registration are important parts of a well-designed
plan in the transition to an all-volunteer fozco. The
movement towards an all-volunteer force has progressed
rapidly in the last two years. Many provisions in the
recent House draft legislation (HR 6533) go a long way
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toward this goal. We would like to see these provisions
included in the final military service law, and we
therefore support the following recommendation:

1.1h Whereas President Nixon has playe-dan important
leadership role in promoting the concept of an all-
volunteer armed force; and whereas the President
appointed a distinguished Commission of prominent
Americans who recommended that the draft could be ended
by improving the conditions of military life, and
whereas military pay is currently so ].ow as to force
thousands of servicemen to depend on food stamps and
public welfare for survival; and whereas the House of
Representatives has overwhelmingly passed legislation
which substantially implements the pay proposals of the
Gates Commission; and whereas the President has asked
this Conference to report to him on the draft and the
volunteer force; RESOLVED: We, the Task Force on the
Draft, National Service and Alternatives, of the White
House Conference on Youth, urge the President to support
openly the pay provisions of the House Bill (HR6531)
which is consistent with our recommendations.

Although many men are drafted, a majority of our men
in uniform are volunteers who freely chose to enter
and remain in the Armed Services in preference to
alternative civilian jobs. Our studies have shown that
the numbers of these volunteers are diminished by
extremely low rates of military pay (especially for the
first-term enlisted man), poor housing, and often
irrelevant c-nrk. If we are to end the draft and estab-
lish a viatle all-volunteer force fully capable of
providing for the nation's defense, we rust make some
major policy changes. Towards this end, our Task Force
endorsed by a unanimous vote that the provisions of the
following recommendation be adopted:

1.1i To implement the concept of an all-volunteer
force, we recommend that certain steps be taken:

(1) Military pay levels: Funds should be appropriated
to raise the military pay of first-term enlisted men
and officers to levels that are competitive with civil-
ian wages-. The regular pay of a recruit (including the
value of room and board) should be raised to at least
$444 a month.

(2) Military pay structure: The structure of military
pay should be revised to establish pay differentials
for first-term enlisted men who bring civilian skills
to the military service, who volunteer for occupational
specialties suffering manpower shortages, or who commit
themselves to longer terms of service. Moreover, once
an individual qualifies for a sl.iecialty pay, because
he has a particular skill, he will continue to receive
that pay as long as he possesses the qualifications and
remains in the skill.

(3) Recruiting: The recruiting organization should be
modernized; authorized recruiter strengths should be
eupanded to produce the required number of volunteers;
recruitors should be provided with petty cash funds and
made eligible for higher rates of proficiency pay; and
recruitment and advertising budgets should be increased.
We further urge that precautions must be taken to insure
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that the Armed Forces aahere to strict standards of
truth in advertising and recruiting, and that Armed
Forces advertising budget should never assume such
propore.ons that the Defense Department could signif-
icantly influence the media in their news reporting or
programming. Finally, we strongly recommend that
military recruiting operations be regularly monitored
in order to prohibit the use of unfair or unethical
practices to enlist the uninformed, the disadvantaged,
or those who are coerced to accept military service
in lieu of prosecution.

(4) Officer acquisition: ROTC scholarships should be
increased to an annual, rate equal to 10 per cent of the
authorized non-medical officer strength'with increa,,c!s
beginning on September 1, 1971. We further urge that
in the awarding of these scholarships, particular
emphasis be placed on providing opportunities for
officer training to members of ethnic minorities that
are now under-represented in our active and reserve
forces. The stipends paid to ROTC students should be
increased to $100 per month,

(5) Medical manpower: The comprehensive medical
scholarship program recommended by the Administration
should be adopted. Under this program, the Department
of Defense would award 2,000 medical scholarships with
annual stipends of ,bout $10,000 for an obligation of
one year of military service for each of scholarship
support. We also endorse the Gates Commission recom-
mendations that (a) salaries of military physicians
should be raised to a level comparable with those of
non-military physicians in group practice, and (b)
that the military should study the possibility of
negotiating contracts with groups of non-military
physicians to care for military patients. Adoptions
of these provisions would operate to reduce the need
for the doctor draft.

(6) We urge that Reserve and National Guard units
should make every attempt to reflect the racial and
ethnic composition of the communities from which they
are drawn. These steps would reduce the likelihood
of a situation where an all-white Guard unit is called
in to quell a civil disturbance in a predominantly
black community.

(7) Reserve and Guard Forces: Additional funds should
be appropriated to procure modern weapons a,id equipment
for the Reserve and Guard forces.

(8) Reserve Training: Summer training exercises of
reserve units should be conducted jointly with units of
the active duty forces stationed at overseas bases.
The adoption of these recommendations would eliminate
the financial penalties that now discourage many indi-
viduals who might otherwise have considered a military
service career, thereby expanding the flow of qualified
volunteers for our Armed Forces.

The draft has encouraged the yasteful use of our
nation's scarce manpower resources and discour&ged the
development of personnel practices that would make
service life more attractive. Assistant Secretary of
Defense Roger T. Kelley summarized the problem when he
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stated:

"The ability to reach into the draft well and
pick out whatever numbers you need can cover
a lot of sins, of under-utilization of
manpower, of misuse of manpower, of poor
management."

We applaud the efforts that the Department of Defense
has made in the past two years to eliminate irrelevant
rake-work assignments, to pr/plekde better housing and to
treat their men and women With t pect. These steps
that improve the image of our Arm Services and that
raise the morale of our uniformed p rsonnel are, in
our opinion, essential for a truly viable all-volunteer
force. We accordingly urge that the following recom-
rendaieions be adopted:

1.1j To effect a viable all-volunteer force, we recom-
mend that at least the following steps be taken to
improve the quality of military life:

(1) The military social environment: We propose that
a broad review be undertaken of the military rank and
class structure, in partictlar, the enlisted-officer
relationship; military regulations, especially the
Uniform Code of Military Justice; traditional customs
and courtesies; and all of those factors that contribute
to the military social environment be undertaken,
bearing in mind the dignity aed the need for respect of
each indivtival in the Armed Forces. Those elements of
military life which do not contribute to the overall
success of the mission of the Armed Forces should be
eliminated or changed as appropriate.

(2) Civil Rights: We recommend that a civil righte
provision should be included in the Uniform Cede of
Military Justice to insure that anyone who believes that
he has been diseriminated against for reasons of race,
color, or creed, would have a normal channel for appeal.

(3) Equal Opportunities: Comprehensive manpower devel-
opment and training programs should be enlarged and
maintained to assist members of disadvantaged groups to
obtain, within he Armed Forces, the skills and know-
:.edge required to compete effectively for those assign-
ments and opportunities for which their interests and
aptitudes could reasonably be expected to qualify them.
Among the objectives of this resolution is to minimize
the likelihood of the burden of combat duty falling
disproportionately on members of disadvantaged groups.

(41 Women in the Service: Ceilings set on representa-
tion of women in the services row Congressionally
imposed should be lifted, and all phases of military
life should be equally acce%Isible to membere of both
s, . :es.

We believe that our plan for an all-volunteer force
offers a program that we regard as the only equitable
solution to the problems of the daft. It specifies
a target date, June 30, 1971, for ending the draft and
identifies those policies that must be adopted to
attract men to our Armed Forces on a truly voluntary
basis. Moreover. it ccntains safeguards, in the torn)
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of the standby draft registration authority and a truly
Ready Reserve, to insure that our national security will
be protected in the event of any contingency.

Over twelve million young Americans have just received
the franchise to vote and to actively participate in
the legislative process of our Government. In his
address before the University of Nebraska student body,
President Nixon stated, "You have now the opportunity
and the obligation to mold the world you live in. You
cannot escape this obligation".

The draft has been in existence for a,1 of our lives,
and it is an institution that vitally affects us. The
Task Force on the Draft, National Service and
Alternatives believes that it is in the national interest
to end the draft, and to move to an all-volunteer Armed
Force.

NATIONAL SERVICE 1.2 America's youth wish to serve their society. Every
AND SERVICE- poll testifies to their desire. But our Task Force
LEARNING opposes a compulsory program of national service and

opposes as well the creation of a large centrally-
directed Federal program of voluntary national service.
Instead, we recommend that under the auspices of the
Action Corps, support be provided for volunteer service
projects which a.re locally conceived and directed,
projects which take their direction from people who
serve in them and from the people in the communities
who are served. We particularly recommend programs of
service-learning which are designed not only to meet
pressing local needs but which also promote the
educational growth of those who serve.

I
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We oppose a compulsory program for the reasons cited
by the Scranton Commission on Campus Unrest:

"Whether in the form of pilot projects or
a full-scale program, national service should
be voluntary, and not as some have proposed
before this Commission and elsewhere, compul-
sory. In addition to its enormous cost, a
compulsory national service program would be
an unwarranted infringement on individual free-
dom of choice. Nor should national service
be considered as a method for reforming or re-
placing the draft. Proposals to make civilian
service available as an alternative to the draft
fail to resolve compelling problems of equity
that plague any attempt to compare civilian
programs with military service."

Further, it would be hard to find proper work for unwil-
ling civilian conscripts. And the-devices whereby the
afflueht and well advised now find ways to escape the
draft would be used as well to avoid compulsory civil-
ian service.

Service, then, should be voluntary. It must stand on
its own merits, attracting volunteers who seek'the

. satisfactions of doing a needed job, of learning in the
process and, hopefully, of helping accelerate some
needed social changes. .
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Service-learning is a relatively new idea. It links
school and community. It is like the work-study or
cooperative education programs in which students work
part-time, or leave school for periods of work, then
return for more study. But the number of part-time
paid jobs is limited, whereas there are almost unlimited
service jobs, as tutors, aides it health centers, mental
in stitutions, day care centers, drug abuse and environ-
mental programs, as parole officer assistants and as
interns in government agencies. Put whether the
program is paid work-study or unpaid service-learning,
the objectives and the processes are much the same.
Work or service is considered as mach a part of educa-
tion as studies in school or college. Academic credit
is given for what a person learns. Students, teacher!;,
and job supervisors agree on what is to be learned by
the work or service and by what criteria success will
be measured. For example, work in drug programs may
include precise learning objectives in chemistry,
sociology or, the law.

Projects like these are well under-way in Urban Corps
and College Volunteer programs. But, if they are to
be expanded to other areas, money is needed for program
development and for the training of project supervisors,
who themselves may be volunteers who serve at subsist-
ence pay for a year or two. Once under way, most of
the costs of these programs can be borne by local
schools and colleges, for service-learning would be
a regular part of education which is designed to give
meaning to formal studies, education which exposes
the volunteer to future career opportunities, and
education which breaks down the separation of school
from community. The uses of society are learned by
serving it. Academic credit at all times, from
elementary school through college, is awarded in
recognition of learning which takes place during
service and in preparation for it.

Federal support can help launch these programs. But
they can then be carried on by local schools and
communities. The Task Force on Draft, National
Service and Alternatives therefore believes strongly
that national service should be voluntary and supports
the following recommendations:

1.2a We reject cor:ilyllsory national service. We also
reject those n,Itiemal service proposals which would
utilize service as an alternative to the draft.

r.

We believe that all young people who want to serve
their fellow men have an opportunity to do so. We
believe that programs of service have much to offer
both to those who are served and to those who serve.
Accordingly, we recommend the following:

1.2b This task force endorses the creation of Action
Corps to bring together volunteer service agencies
(Peace Corps, VISTA, Teacher Corps, and other volunteer
offices) to (a) expand opportunities available for full-
time service and (b) to serve as an agency designed to
further utilize part-time, non-paid volunteers.

Service-Learning 1.2c We further endorse an expansion of service-learn-
ing and work study opportunities in high schools and
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colleges. Specifically, we call for programs of part-
tire or temporary service which have precise learning
objectives and for which appropriate academic credit
can be given. .

After considerable debate about the need for an addi-
tional administrative body, and by a narrow margin, the
task force adopted the following resolution:

1,2d' We believe that service activities should be
directed and financed at the local level to the extent
permitted by available resources, and should include
projects organized and directed by young people.
Service activities should be underwritten by a public
foundation at the national level. This public-founda-
tion should be able to receive public and private funds
and be governed by a board of directors with a majority
of priVate citizens, including representatives from
those who serve and from local communities, and be
ultimately responsible to Congress.

In order to provide support for the initial start up
of local projects of service-learning and in order
to assess the effectiveness of service-learning ac a
means of educatidn which might in time offer opportuni-
ties for service to almost half of all Americans from
the,elementary years through and'beyond college age,
we supported the following: /

1.2e That the President call for appropriations under
existing Action Corps legislat4 ''ccient to provide
training for approximately 195, t- -time volunteers
and 5,000 full-time supervise to test, over a
two-year period, the feasibi]i ,,tor Federal
assistance to locally designed Aistered
programs of work-study and se+ : rIg. There
should be several projects du/i iod with
sufficient concentration of vi ro test the
ability of the projects to prov ices to lc cal
problems such as delinquency, L vices training
and delivery, early childhood r, or comparable
needs. Further, we recommend t rector of the
Action Corps undertake a pray -arch and
evaluation to begin at the st / above mentioned
two-year trial program on Jun , and submit his
recommendations regarding the 1 y of expanded
Federal support fpr work-study 'e- learning
programs by June 10, 1973.

We are concerned that prograi-.
Corps be responsive to local I

therefore advocated that the 1-
projects and representatives 1

served by Action Corns, share
policies and procedures of th
development, administration al
projects.

And we advocated that service-
including those for which ;-'c if
available, such as the Collc
Neighborhood Youth Corps prhp
needs of local ccrnmunities,
low-income areas.

1 by the Action
.1esires and we
participate in
communities
s7hing the
,rps and in the
ion of local

projects,
vt is alreahy
ly and the
tiA serve the
!y, those in
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Recommendations were drafted by Task Force workshops and
discussed at a Task Force plenary session where recommen-
dations were voted. The minority caucus report and
recommendations were submitted separately.

The White House Conference Drug Task Force must address
itself to the causes of drug abuse as well as the
solutions.

We acknowledge that drug abuse is largely a symptom of
the individual's inability to cope with his immediate
personal environment. However, it must be understood
that deep societal,ills increase the individual's sense
of personal alienation.

Specifically, our society has permitted the perpetuation
of the Indochina War, of institutional and personal
racism, of the pollution of our.environment., and of the.
urban crisis.

The American people as a whole must deal immediately with
these problems. The President of the United Stag & has
the special burden of providing moral and political
leadership to our people. To date, this administration,
as previous administrations, has failed to net this
burden of leadership.

We call on the President to respond immediately to our
urgent concerns.

Foremost, we call upon the President to end the war in
IndDchina NJW, and to apply our natural and human
resources to our domestic needs.

Should the admirlstration respon0 to these issues, mere
young people of America will became motivated and contrib-
uting members of society. Conversely, if the administra-
tion does not respond to these issues, we risk having
ever larger numbers of young people dropping out of a
society which has great need of their contribution.

If the administration is sincere in its eoncern with drug
abuse, it oust deal agaressively with the root causes as
well as implement the recommendations contained herein.

2.1 The subcommittee had done considerable research in
the latest drug abuse program initiated by the Office of
the Secretary of Defense and of the Armed Services. At-
tached as enclosure No. 1 is the complete report of a
task group appointed by the Departinent of Defense to drug
abuse. *This report was approved by the Secretary of
Defense and has been implemented by the Secretary in DOD
Directive 1300.11, 23 October 1970.

*Space limitations preclude inclusion although we recom-
mend it to the reader.
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2.1a The Task Force workshop recommends the immediate
imlementation of the Mack Task Group Report of July 24,
1970, for revision to DOD drug abuse policy. In making
this recommendation, we commend the recent attempts by
the Armed Services to initiate prevention through educa-
tion, non-punitive treatment via medical intervention,
particularly the amnesty program and respow-ible after-
care through the VA for those discharged under honorable
conditions.

2.1b Without impairing military efficiency, the Armed
Forces'should pioneer in the evaluation of marijuana--
under modern and enlightened controls, in such a way as
to recognize its relation to the real world of many young
adults. In making this recommendation, the Task Force
workshop recognizes the unique situation of military
service which makes such a program particularly applicable

2.1c Recognizing the success of informal "hot-line"
arrangements geared to the special problems of certain
communities the Task Force workshop recommends the
military should establish 24-hour "hot lines" and crisis
'intervention centers staffed by trained peers, outside
the normal channels of military justice and medicine,
with strict guarantees of anonymity. Mcse facilities
would be able to handle the stresses and strains normal
to all young people plus the special frictions indigenous
to military environment.

2.1d We recommend the creation of an organiZed system
of drug abuse education utilizing formal and informal
techniques and incorporating the most recent materials.
This program should be disseminated uniformly throughout
the armed services.

NNW
2.1e We re;:onmend the expansion throughout the Department
of Defense of informal and confidential mental health
care clinics for thenveutic counseling to military
personnel and their dependents available on both a non-
referral and referral basis.

2.1f Information concerning drug related research and
the use of drugs for other than conventional medically
accepted reasons in the arrod services should be made
available to the general public within the boundaries of
national security.

2.2 It is impossible for drag education to be completely
effective without radical alteration of attitudes, values,
outlook, and existing s)ciJ1 institutions that perpetuate
racism, economic exploitatioA, and other social in-
justices.

2.2a Drug education should not be confined to a specific
curriculum within a school setting but approached on an
indiv_dual, school and community -wide basis. It is
imperative that drug education a-so take a positive
alproach by encwiraginj alternatives to drug abuse such
as growth of self-resiect, constructive s cial action,
realization of personal goals, etc.

.5 f
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2.2b It is important to involve persons in drug educa-
tion who, because of their own drug experience, are
particularly credible and can relate to drug users.

2.2c All potential contributors to drug education should
be reaflired to have appropriate and relevant training and
experience.

2.2d It is essential that youth be involved in the evalu-
ation of existing drug education programs and in the
development of new ones.

2.2e Those involved in drug education, on a long-term
basis should be required to be trained in human growth
and self-awareness techniques to increase their under-
standing of and sensitivity to group and individual
differences.

2.2f All persons involved in the drug counseling rela-
tionship should be apprised of their obligation to keep
completely confidential any information which they gain
in the course of this relationship. State legislators
should extend to the persons being counseled the privil-
ege to prevent the counselor and others, if group counsel-
ing is involved, from testifying as to statements made
by such person during counseling in any judicial, admin-
istrative, or legislative proceedings.

2.2g All materials provided in drug education must be
honest and present the reasons people use drugs as well
as the consequences of abuse.

UNRESOLVED ISSUE: Role of racism in preventing drug
education with minority groups.

2.3 The "drug problem" is in actuality a people problem
and symptomatic of the pathology of our society and drug
oriented culture. Treatment modalities should exist with-
in-this orientation. Every effort should be made to
research the causes of drug abuse and alternatives should
be sought to meet human needs instead of focusing on
drugs alone.

2.3a We recommend that additional grant funds should be
made available for drug treatment programs. Furthermore,
the Federal government should seek ways to distribute
information in regard to funding, especially to possible
peer-to-peer participant groups and ethnic groups and
should assist these groups with applications in develop-
ing programs with expertise when asked and funding with
a minimum of bureaucratic interference.

2.3b While we grant that methadbne maintenance is the
lesser evil in comparison to heroin addiction and that
methadone maintenance programs are heavily funded and
popular as a panacea, most methadone programs focus on
the drug and not the person. We recommend that funds
should be set aside for other modalities so that the
addict has available many different types of programs to
him. We respect the arguments againbt methadone mainten-
ance from the Chicano and Black groups.
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2.3c We recommene that the consent laws be amended to
include minors of 12 years of age and over, either living
at home or away, allowing them to seek help on their own
and to sign for consent and thus be assured of
confidentiality.

2.3d Most of the effective treatment and prevention pro-
grams for drug abuse are innovative and experimental
programs operated and controlled by those with personal
drug experience. These programs ar4 often not understood
or accepted by the larger society. The larger society
should be aided in understanding the methods, philosophy,
and goals of these programs in order to enhance community
acceptance and financial support. Efforts to foster com-
munity understanding can be accomplished through public
forums such as the Council for Responsive Action and
Awareness Councils.

2.3e We recommend that local communities be encouraged
to form broadly representative organizations whose purpose
is to assess the community needs regarding drug abase
problems. These local organizations should solicit funds
from Federal, state and private sources in order to
implement a variety of prevention and treatment programs
appropriate to tie particular needs of the drug abuser
and his community. Innovative, imaginative multi-modality
concepts are encouraged for the treatment of all abusers-
non- narcotic as well as narcotic. Recognizing that dif-
ferent modalities are likely to be effective for different

iMependent evaluative procedures should be
designed and implemented to learn which modalities are
effective for different types of individuals. Autonomous
local community programs should have preference over
centralized Federal programs.

2.4 Society's definition of)nroping"has been under-
going a change. As Margaret Mead has phrased it

"Americans believe that it is better to alter
the environment to take advantage of every
possible external aid to the good life; that
unnecessary and avoidable pain should be
prevented, and that any continued attempt to
cop.!--by altering or exercising one's char-
acter with things that could be fixed instead- -
is at best unenterprising rather than virtuous.
Our definition of coping is altering the
environment, or our social situation, using
something external to the self, a new technique,
money, medicine, budgetary arrangements, to
attain a better, more human way of living."

A person's Attitude toward taking drugs, then, reflects
that individual's feelings about how'to handle the
problems of living. These feelings have been shaped by
virtually all factors in his environment since his mother
first answered his hunger wails from the crib.

The purpose of the subcommittee of the Task Force on
Drugs was to examine what effect one of those environ-
mental factors may have had in shR5ing the individual's

'1 1
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attitude toward problem solving; i.e., the production and
advertisement of legal medicines.

The producers and distributors of all drug products, in-
cluding alcohol and tobacco bear a strong responsibility
to society. They must realize that the principle of
"Buyer Beware" cannot apply to their products and should
accept voluntarily a strict principle of truth in
advertising.

Consumers also have a responsibility to deteimine their
wise use of such products by re-evaluating -le necessity
and extent of such usage.

Because we are concerned that much of contemporary drug
use may be attributable to the growth of the production
and advertising of drug products, we make the following
reconrc,ndations.

2.4a We recommend that existing regulations governing
the manufacture, distribution, foreign and domestic sales
and advertising of all drug products, including tobacco
and alcoholic be-rerages, be rigidly enforced. If this
requires additional budgetary appropriations for the
re72ulatory agencies, these funds should be allocated.
Further, such agencies should have the power to impose
stiff penalities for regulatory infractions,

2.4b We recommenl that both advertisers and regulatory
ageucie: review existing or proposed advertisements of
all drug products, including tobacco and alcoholic
beverage-, and eliminate implications that normal prob-
lems of hur,an behavior can he solved by the use of drugs.

2.4c In order to enforce these policies, the Federal
Trade Commission should be given by legislation the
ability to impose within three months stiff penalities
for advertisements which are explicitly or implicitly
untruthful.

If the FTC should fail to act, individuals should be
granted the right to seek court injunctions against the
further use of such advertisements.

2.4d We recommend chat all drug product advertising be
banned from all media, with the exception of professional
journals.

2.5a We recommend that persons who possess drugs for
their personal use no longer be subject to the criminal
law. We make this recommendation because, regardless of
the presence or absence of deterrent effect or possible
efficacy of.punitive sanction meted out by the criminal
process, the use of the criminal law in the area of
posession for personal use has proved too costly to the
individual who is criminalized, degraded and outlawed by
the process, too costly because of its impact on one's
career and later life in general; too costly to our law
enforcement system which exhausts so much effort at the
bottom of the sale-use pyramid and too costly to our
courts which are staggering under the load of drug s-
lated cases.

4i)
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2.5b We recommend that persons who have been convicted
prior to recommendation No. 1 being implemented have the
criminal record of their conviction expunged and that it
be for all intents and purposes as if they had not been
convicted of a criffle and that any person who is incarcer-
ated for the crime of possession b: immediately released
and his criminal record for that offense be similarly
expunged.

2.5c We Lecomend that illegal sale and manufacture for
sale of arugs continue to be dealt with by the criminal
process, with the full range of criminal sanctions con-
tinuing to be available. If a defendent is able to prove
that: (1) he is a drug dependent o: drug addicted person;
and (2) he has not realized a significant economic gain
from the transfer of the substance; and (3) that the
transfer involved a small amount of the drug, we recommend
that such person be looked upon by the law as a possessor
and that he not be convicted as a drug seller. If a per-
son is illegally in possession of large amounts of drugs, .

we recommend that he be presumed to be in possession with
intent to sell and thus be subject to criminal sanction.

2.5d We recommend that if a drug dependent or drug
addicted person is arrested for and convicted of a
criminal offense, drug related or non-drug related,
following evaluation and confirmation of such dependency
or addiction by persons who have relevant training,
experience, and expertise, he La treated in a facility or
program which can reasonab'; be expected to alleviate ,
such d( ,-ndency or addiction, and that such treatment be

na of risonment of other criminal sanctions. If
suc. person Is treated in an in-patient facility, he
cenuot be so held any longer than he could have been
sentenced for the crime with which he was charged.

2.5e We recommend the involuntary civil commitment of
drug addicted or drug dependent persons to an in-patient
facility be utilized only in situations where the person
to be committed is in imminent danger of seriously harm-
ing himself or other persons and that such commitment
remain in effect only so long as such danger exists, and
that easily invoked legal processes and assistance be
regularly available to such committed person. We further
recommend that insofar as possible out-patient facilities
be utilized in order to keep as many persons as possible
functioning in the community and to avoid the deprivation
of the fundamental right of liberty.

2.5f We recommend that Federal, state, and local govern-
ment fund and otherwise encourage the development through-
out the nation of the full range of treatment modalities
and facilities in order that meaningful alternatives to
the criminal law can become more widely available.

2.5g We recommend that vigorous steps be undertaken
immediately to eliminate syndicate and other large-scale
importing and distribution operations, that Federal
strike forces be continued against such operations, and
that all law enforcement officials concentrate their
attention on such operations. We further recommend that
a Federal study be immediately undertaken to ascertain if
the present failure to halt or even seriously diminish
such operations is due to a manpower shortage, corruption,
lack of legal tools, or a combination of these and other
causes, and t.iat steps be taken to deal with these causes,
as aggressively and as soon as possible.
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2.6 The Drug Task Force hereby recommends tc the White
House Conference on Youth that a National Council for
Responsive Action be established to cut across all diver-
gent lines and act jointly on a local and national level
to effectuate and continue programs responsive to commu-
nity needs and deal specifically with all ui.derlying
social problems.

The national directions are as follows: (a) The Council
Must create a social responsibility by providing a
challenge for its members as well as those these members
represent. These members will be independent thinkers
from all diverge.,t groups who will put a stop to patch-
work programs and concentrate on community needs. (b) A
constant communication program must be maintained on all
community levels. This program must be in operation even
before selection of the council members so all citizens
have an equal oprortunity to participate. TT Councils
will be required to demonstrate their effectiveness in
their communities through measurement by an objective
group after a said time--perhaps by NIMH review.

The national eouncil will serve not only as an information
exchange but a le .er for action. This group will seek
solutions for the problems of the local councils--not act
as an overseeing body.

Locai councils will have responsibility to follow up on
their individual programs.

The councils will be set up in Congressional Districts
with as many .s 500 mcrbers in each council. The members
will be volunteers and structure themselves for operation.
One (or more) members will represent each district on the
national coe.,,,i2; (1) Anyone 14 years or older may
volunteer. (2) Tho council will decide to compensate
those anable to attend without such compensation to allow
for more diverse membership.

A national level committee is being established to organ-
ize the National Council for Responsive Action.

2.7a We recommend high quality drug research into the
economic determinants of drug abuse; the political
structures and techniques which support the sale and
diStribution of drugs; and the institutionL1 barriers to
prevention and treatment.

2.7b There is a need to research criteria for determin-
ing the abilities needed by individuals who will be
permitted to work in the areas of drug abuse treatment
and drug abuse education.

2.7c We reccmmend that the Federal government should act
vigorously through HEW ta encourage, organize, and super-
vise the ,..)erformance of collaborativeb, int,n-disciplinary
studies of the effectiveness of alternative forma of
chemo-therapcetic and psychotherapeuti, intervention it)
drug abuse.

4
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2.7d We recommend that research be undertaken to study
contemporary normative patterns of drug use throughout
the nation.

2.7. We recommend that research be undertaken to deter-
mine the most effective national surveillance system of
drug related conditions and the prompt dissemination of
this information.

2./f We recommend that research be undertaken to deter-
mine effective therapeutic goals which meet the criteria
of: (a) Meaningfulness to the individual (b) Achieva-
bility by the individual (c) Acceptability to the indi-
vidual, and (d) Acceptability to the specific cornunity.

2.7g We recommend that every Federally funded interven-
tion program have adequate budgetary means to have on-
going evaluation of program efficacy.

2.8 We strongly recommend that government at appropriate
levels control and license sale, distribution, importa-
tion, retailing, advertising, purity, potency, age of user
and the tax revenues of marijuana with a view to permit-
ting its general use under reasonable standards. The
Drug Task Force has concluded that the social costs of
the present legal framework for dealing with marijuana
grossly exceed any damages or da;.ger resulting frDm its
use.

In reaching this conclusion, we considered: (a) Statis-
tics indicating that the "drug problem" is, in terms of
numbers of citizens involved, largely a marijuana problem.
If we can resolve this portion of the "problem," we can
prioritize our national efforts, redirecting limited
resou-c,'s to the more dangerous problems of other drugs.
(b) Widespread use has created serious disrespect for law
and done much to undermine credibility of government and
other social instit-,tions. (c) A comparison of arrests,
prosecutions, and convictions with responsible estimates
of use indicates selective law enforcement necessarily
based on criteria other than marijuana use. This
describes a government of men rather than of laws which
is the American goal. (d) We noted Chief Justice
Burger's comments about cluttering the courts with so-
called private or victimless crimes and the resulting
impairment of our system of justice. We also question
how far government should go in regulating private
practices of citizens. (e) We reviewed the exhaustive
report to the Congress (dated January 1971) of the
National Institute of Mental Health. We agreed that no
'substance can ever be totally harmless in all circum-
stances, individuals, or dosages, and there is a possible
risk in its use by children and adolescents; b_rt we con-
cluded that medical hazards to individuals or society
under reasonable standards are small enough to be accept-
able to prudent citizens. On the other hand, we believe
that under the suggested program affirTative medical
values probably will accrue.
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2.9 In the world in which we live, whenever power, rx.es-
tige, and money are on the line, inevitably people find
themselves in positions which compromise the issues and
indeed effect even the good intentions of those who wish
to deal with the issues to solve the problem.

Unfortunately, these ambitions have served to interfere
with the basic tasks and goals of the White House, Confer-
ence and specifically the Drug Task Force. From its
inception nearly 8 months ago, these drives and ambitions
have served to divide and destroy the goals of our work-
shop. Tragically, the issue of race has been the flame
which has been used to satisfly the ambitions of a few.

How much longer must we watch these games go on? We are
tired of not being able to be heard. We reject the
power plays, the racial innuendos, and the attempts to
manipulate. Instead, we wish to go on record that the
issues of drug abuse and its effects upon all generations
should not be confused nor diluted. No one can argue
that the war, racism, and the urban bligt contribute
significantly to our present social situation and to the
abuse of drugs. We understand these important factors in
drug abuse. BUT THAT IE 10T THE ISSUE. The issue is
whether young people and enlightened adults must continue
to be had by those whose intentions are for personal gain
not to helping others.

The time has come to call on youth and adults to work
together without games or hidden agendas, bt.c to seek to
solve the problems of all generations on the basis of the
issues. We owe ourselves and the Young People of America
no 1.ss:

The minority members of the drug task force after having
addressed themselves to the majority membership of the
committee on the morning of the first plenary to recom-
mended sessions of unity for the purposes of discussing
the major issues relating to the global nature of the
drug problem, foun the majority membership to be opposed
to Luch a recommendation. We also were aware of the
subtle nature of insults, in the form of non-verbal
incriminations---hisses, suggestions that the group vacate
the Conference, and accusations of power *lay that elilll-
ated fnm the white majority membership of the task force
present at this meeting.

It is an unfortunate consequence of this meeting that we
have net all had ad opportunity to meet in tote. We
believe deprivation is all encompassing, and if we are
trul to li'a in an egalitarian society, it is mandatory
that our people share knowledge on common problems. The
,Ivailability and usage of drugs by our young is a problem

st-terirnt wal presentee' to the Final plenary
Ses:Ao:. of the White !louse Conference on Youth by the
Drug Task Force.
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common to all of us, and to this end, we the members of
the Minority Caucus on the Drug:; Task Force share with
you this our point of view.

The task force planning group is prototypic of the appar-
ent contempt with which you view the problem of drug
abuse in the non-white community.

We regret the situations that precipitated the resigna-
tion of the two black youth members of the drug task
force and the alienation and disillusionment of the
remaining two members. We therefore dedicate this report,
to Ruth Pitts and Philip Hodge and the youths not present
at the 1971 White House Conference on Youth, Drugs Task
Force.

2.10 There are three apparent legal systems in the
United States; one for the rich, one for the poor white
and one for minorities. Public opinion in this country
was not aroused in this decade relative to the "drug
problem" until the legal system for the rich was con-
fronted with the Drug Culture of middle class and rich
youth.. /

In participating in any discussion of or preparing any
propoSals relative to the drug problem in this country,
of primary importance to the legal and criminal ramifica-
tions thereof to Young Americans, too important to be
discarded it tic guagmire of prejudices of our legal
system if tf. rrolosiiion that our humanity demands that
we protect and seve our young, and that in so doing, the
laws 7elative to drugs must be uniformly applied, to the
end of protecting all of our youth and by so doing, pro-
tecting societi.

We, the Minority Ca, :us of the Drugs Task Force, submit
.
that Blacks and ether minorities are not impressed but
rather opposed to tile hypocrisy of "cleaning up the drug
problem in thei r. neighborhoods" by arrests of large num-
bers of street hustlers and drug users, while ignoriny
the source of tiie problem and neglecting vigorous prose-
cution of the irperters and wholesalers of drugs by non-
members and non-re!idents of their community.

Stringent cont'ol of drugs should be classified as to
types of abuser ritHer than by the drug.

Laws must di:tinuish between the Drug Profiteer and the
Drug Abuser.

We define the D,.:Lig Profiteer as a person or group who
deals as an importer or wholesaler of drugs fcr
capitalizinc. on the minds and bodies of our people, dezl-
ing in quantLt'es in excess of amounts suitable to supply
twenty-five in, .viduals for a period of one week.

We define the frug Abuser as any one who overuses drugs

that are prescribcd or who uses any drug that is not
prescribed. This includes the individual at the street
level who sells drugs in order to support his on habit
and who is known as the "local hustler". There are five
types of M!,ieo-2:,ychological abusers recognized by our

_
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group, distinguishable in the law: (1) The experimenter
arising from peer group pressures (2) The occasional
user arising from group usage (3) The dependent aris-
ing from a'psychological and physiological need (4) The
addict - one who cannot pull away - arising from fear of
psychological and physieloOcal pain (5) The junkie -
arising from a life of day to day existence only for drugs

In order to meaningfully control the drug problem, the
United States Government and its relevant agencies and
legal systems must initially confront the fact of the
Capitalism of Drugs in our society and the hypocrisy of
the methodology of control on all levels.

The availability of drugs, without public intervention by
.those who can afford to support their habit with private
funds, makes the uniform application of the laws meaning-
less. The scope of the problem as a health hazard and
the availability of avenues to frustrate control justifies
the establishment of a comprehensive system of drug con-
trol. If registration of drug users is deemed necessary,
we suggest that it be established in such a way that it
`cannot be used as an additional punitive measure against
minorities. It should ensure the registration of all
drug users regardless of race or financial status, and
require the strict licensing of the manufacturers and
distributers of all drugs. %analties far the illegal
transfer by licensed person and the improper record keep-
ing and reporting of transfers should be established.

2.10a We recommend that Drug Abusers be taken out of the
Criminal System and that Civil Commitment or "in commu-
nity" treatment, under process of the court, be substi-
tuted according the classification of the type of abusler
in categories of dependent, addict and junkie. "First
- (fender" therapeutic treatment should be given to the
experimenter and occasional user.

2.105 We recommend that Drug Abusers arrested for drug-
related crimes be immediately transferred to the civil
legal process for adjudication of the drug problem, with-
out resort to the criminal process, until and unless
such is recommended by the civil author. ties.

2.10c We recommend that Federal, state and local pros-
ecutors establish a "First Offender" Policy for all drug
abusers classified aj experimenters and occasional users,
with the view to avoiuing a life being ruined by the
affliction and stigma of a criminal record.

2.11 We strongly criticize the unfair publicity given
to minority youth in regard to the drug problcr. We feel
that advertising, if used in a constructive manner, could
servo as a weapon to help alleviate the problem of drug
abuse.

We are aware that the population of teis country is
effected in terms of its orientation toward most societal
problems by the media of communications. The communica-
tion media serves as a pavlovian conditioning mechanism
to shape attitudinal responses.

A if
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It would appear that some of the drug commercials have
such redeeming artistic values that the educative purpose
is obscured. The result may then be paradoxically anti-
preventive in their consequences upon the mind of the
unsophisticated child and or adult.

We therefore recommend the following.

2.11a The Federal Communication Commission (FCC) take
step§ to stop production of mood altering drug commercials
on radio and television because of the psychological
effects on youth. The FCC should suggest to radio and
television stations that- public service time be focused
on drugs and be presented to the public during prime time
(6 p:m. to 8 p.m.) so that maximum benefit from these
commercials will be derived by those persons most needy
of this kind of education. We further suggest that
sophisticated materials relating to the drug issue- -
presenting the full scope of the problems--be made avail-
able for all .stations, in particular the small' ones.

The media should make some effort to focus attention on
both the non-user pusher and the supplier of drugs who
serve as entrepreneurs.

More emphasis should be put on quality rather than
quantity of production iif,audio-visu 1 materials by the
advertising media.

2.11b We recommend that the Consumer Affairs Bureau take
a look at the techniques used in drug advertising, evalu-
ate these techniques, al.d make recommendations for regula-
tion of the kinds of advertisements that will be allowed
on the market.

We understand that- a contract for $150,000 has been given
to the National Advertising Agency and some of the funds
will be subcontracted to Zebra, a black advertising
agency in New York City. We recommend t!lat the govern-
ment insists that responsible persons working in the area
of drugs be a part of the advertising staff and that a
consultant panel proportionate: in numbers to the severity
of the problem in the greater community be established.
We also recommend these agencies subcontract some of the
money to community' groups for the development of an
effective, relevant, audio-visual campaign against drug
use.

The communication media should be made aware and or re-
minded of their responsibility to the public to give
accurate, complete accounts of drug related incidents.
reporters and broadcasters should be cognizant of the
fact that glorification of the ex-addict could have a
reverse effect on youth groups. Therefore, careful
consideration should be given to the kinds of success
stories written or broadcasted.

2.12 Much of the present edu::ational system has failed
America's youth. This failure to adequately prepare
young peopl. to assume the respont.ibilities of adulthood,
to cope with ever changing internal and external environ-
ments, must be assumed to have contributed to the climate
that made the drug calture possible and prospemus. The
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educational establishment must admit that its failure
contributed to the drug problem and begin to alter i'es
structure to accommodate programs designed to alleviate
and, perhaps, eliminate drugs as apsibbiem.

dugs, especially marijuana and other mind altering drugs,
should be placed in their proper perspective with regards
to those substances which have, because they are cul-
turally accepted, received so little recent attention.
There is evidence that the drug issue actually may be a
dispL.cement oc. emotions from the more awesome and real
problems of the society. Drug education programs must,
therefore, also be concerned with and focused upon the
real drug inducing issues: white racism, urbanization,
and greed.

2.12a The Minority Caucus of the Task Force on Drugs
recommends that the following educational programs be
implerented at the earliest possible date. If at all
feasible, where applicable, drug education should not be
separated from other courses, but should le included in
curriculums of sociology, science, English, etc.

2.12b All in-service and pre-service teacher training
programs should be modified to include comprehensive
programs in drug use, the dangers of abuse, and the insti-
tutions, both educational and therapuetic, that have heen
established to counter a drug oriented culture.

2.12c In those states where rug education is mandatory,
training prcgrams for paraprofessionals should be set up.
These paraprofessionals, who should consist mainly of
parents from the school community, have a real stake in
drug education, and have displayed the initiative and
concern that such programs demand.

2.12d Student oriented and directed drug programs,
especially for young and adolescent students, should be
encouraged. These programs should also be made available
to school dropouts, and should be carried out in schools,
community centers, recreation centers, churches, etc.
Self pride should be the focus of such programs and the
development of alternative and personally profitable and
satisfying life styles should be their objective.

2.12e Supplemental cultural educational centers should
be established. These centers, established, organized,
regulated, and implemented by the respective ethnic or
minority peoples such as Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans,
Asians, and Anerican Indians should be supported by
Federal funds. By developing an adequate concept of self
and producing an effective community role, the sense of
hopelessness and despair that contributes to drug abuse
might be eliminated.

2.12f In order to insure that the 'horror shows"
presently used in drug education programs are eliminated,
truly qualified experts in the field of drug education
should be authorized to review educational materials,
and they should reflect the ethnic or minority character
of the community which they serve. Innovative and inter-
esting drug programs should be encouraged. Audio-visual
materials of a truly multi-media nature should be devel-
oped with specific age groups in view.
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2.12g At the national level, a blue ribbon committee
should be established to enunciate the real goals of drug
education. This group would review the problem in enough
breadth to include; the use of illegal drugs, the abuse
or harm that comes from improper use of non-prescription
preparations, the problems arising from the misuse of
prescription drugs and the general problems of the drugs
we will adopt in the future. The committee should con-
sider means of training people in an intelligent under-
standing of what a drug ready is so that people can best
be able to regulate their own consumption. The committee
should consist of members of the white and non-white
communities in proportion to tht extent of the drug
problem in their respective communities. Because the
non-white community is least able to finance the estab-
lishment of indigenous drug programs, funds and services
made available to the committee should be concentrated in
that community.

2.13 One of the most tragic consequences of the American
society has been its unwillingness to admit to the all
encompassing nature of the malignancy defined as drug
abuse. Of a-en greater concern is the apparent callous
disregard by the white power structure for the environ-
mental components which have created cultural depression
and despair. Periodically there are issues-of such
magnitude that a coalescence of efforts between all groups
is attempted for the express purpose of maximizing inter-
national and experimental expertise. The crisis of drugs,
long consVered a sociocultural phenomena among minorities
has touched the nerve of the nation; belatedly so, only
because of its penetration into white middle class sub-
urbia. The commonality of types of drugs Used among both
non-white and white would negate the belief that economics
alone are responsible foi the movement into a drug
experience.

We, however; cannot overlook the institutional nature of
white supremacy domination in allowing the perpetuation of
the inhumane systems of economic, social and political --
oppression that both foster and reinforce the drug abuse
system in non-white communities. There has been lLttle
concerted effort on the part of presumed allies of non-
whites to honestly address themselves to the elimination
of these systems. Only in instances where inte,-ventien
has been of some economic importance; i.e. urban renewal,
dead-end jobs that give responsibility but allOws no
authority, new and innovatiVe experimental methods of
drug intervention, ad infinitum; have the legislative
and executive branches of both state and national govern-
ments demonstrated concern.

It does not seem critical at this meeting that we address
our attention to the establishing of a new "pseudo-
bureaucratic system", still undefined in terms of struc-
ture' arlirresp.3nsibility, to focus attention on the all
visible problems and irte,Dlitic's that exist in nen-white
areas.

4,
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2.14 To successfully implement an effective treatment
program, a unique and diversified approach is needed and
must be adopted in the areas of Evaluation and Counseling;
Employment and Fidelity Bonding; Treatment; Recognizance
Release; and Civic and Social Involvement.

An adequate program should contain these basic elements:

A screening process which is desioned to properly evaluate
the applicant's problems, needs, and attitudes; ard also
to acquaint the applicant with the program goals and
activities. Action at the appropriate level would follow.
For example, if employment is indicated, central effort
would be directed to the persuasion of employers to hire
the ex-addict. The hitherto exclusionary Fidelity Bond
covering the employers liability would be offered as an
inducement. Such persuasion would be enhanced by the
superior record of ex-offenders whenever they are given
employment opportunities. If the applicant then becomes
addicted to narcotics or alchohol, referral for medically
supervised treatment would be made, after which the sub-
ject returns to the program for group and/or individual
discussion and the supportive aids as required.

Complete assessment of his medical needs with adequate
resources should be provided to meet those needs.

Rehabilitation would lz-J reinforced through active
involvement in lawful civic and social affairs. This
includes addressing youths in the school systems on the
disadvantages of crime and narcotics, contacting commu-
nity} groups for Ale purpose of developing an awareness
and concern for related problems.

Preventive education and consultation are among the
measures that must be used in attempts to reduce narcotic
abuse and subsequent predittable criminal behavior.

Program activities should also include the broadening
of Fidelity Bond coverage; efforts to persuade skeptical
employers to entrust ex-offenders with job opportunities;
the deterrence of youthful criminality and narcotic abuse
through example by corrected and rehabilitated men who
have been "through the mill"; the abolition of U.S.
Government barriers to employment following a period of
good behavior; probation, conditional work release; and
other practices through improved performance in the
"square" world by individuals once considered incorrigible

Scope of Treatment Programs: Drug abuse program treatment
centers should be so organized to provide comprehensive
service to marijuana abusers, soft drug abusers and hard
care addicts.

Dio;-ia centers provide only social sup :ort for hard core
heroin addicts. These centers are popular in treatment
of soft drug ahuse. We question tic irc:.estnent of money
in this tyye of drop-in centers urlesG zllesc centers have
the cipacity to cope with all the needs of hard core
achUcl.s as well

Finan:inj of Treatment Procrans: ethadone maintenance
progrims should rece4ve the financial support that allows

r7, (
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the treatment of each participant for at least two years
if necessary with all the medical, psychological and
social services provided. Experience in existing programs
indicates this means expending $1500.00 to $2000.00 per
addict per year for two years. Maintenance programs
should emphasize the human needs of the individual rather
than the urgent need to protect property.

Special monies should be allocated to finance demonstra-
tion projects in areas of high incidence of heroin
addiction. Grantees should be required only to maintain
usual governmental fiscal procedures.

Special Program Requirements: A comprehensive drug abuse
program should have the capacity for rendering special-
ized treatment of different kinds of drug abuse.

Personnel in a comprehensive drug treatment center should
be trained to cope with the substitution of one addiction
for another (i.e. heroin addiction for alcoholic
addiction).

Support the establishment and adequate financing of live-
in therapeutic facilities of various philosophies in all
communities who have within their population a thousand
known addicts.

Every comprehensive drug treatment program should aggres-
sively extend to every participant the opportunity to try
to handle his drug problem without substitutive therapy
but having all support services made available to him.
He should not be excluded from comprehensive di9g treat-
ment programs because he refuses methadone maintenance.
The ultimate goal of every program should be complete
drug abstinence.

All treatment programs should encourage self help. No
programs should be so constructed to foster dependency
and prolonged involvement in the program.

The use of blocking drugs in place of opiate substitution
is to be preferred since the ultimate goal is first non-
addiction and then a drug free life.

Innovative community developmental projects should in-
volve addicts, non-addicts, ex-addicts, anti-addicts and
youth addicts in goal directed efforts toward altering
life styles. These projects can provide extension of
therapeutic effects to individuals not ready for estab-
lished treatment services.

2.15 There appears to be littlu u--2stion that the sub-
ject of drug abuse in all areas of the military and with
returning veterans has evolved into a rajor problem.
This problem is particularly true with those, veterans who
have acquired 3 drug habit while in service and retuined
to their rupective cornmunities, who are not prepared to
effectively deal with them.

In viuw of the burden these individuals place on their
farilis and communities, a ruch more meaningful and
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humanitarian posture must be assumed by the military and
Veterans Administration.

To this end, we strongly put forth the following
recommendations:

2.15a Just as all branches of the military provide a
period of basic training for individuals entering service,
they should also provide a comprehensive period of de-
processing for individuals returning to civilian life.
The purpose of these de-processing centers would be geared
to reacclimatinq the individuals returning to civilian
life; determining the existence of a drug problem and
taking proper steps to remove this problem before the
individual returns to his community.

2.15b The military should and must change their attitude
about chronic drug users among their ranks from that of
wrongdoers subject to discharge under other than honor-
able conditions to one of a medical problem which must be
dealt with by the military. The medical aspect taking
into consideration the elements of service and non-service
connected disabilities. During the period ef readjust-
rent to civilian life and search for meaningful occupa-
tion, the level of frustration is frequently so great,
especially for the minority veteran. He is confronted
with all tee insensitivity, prejudice and discrimination
impending such transition into the community. He turns
to the use of drugs or continues his usage and the
destructive behavior associated therewith. To alleviate
the burdens of such activity, we recommend that a system
be devised to determine the various levels of disability
derived from the use of drugs during active duty or after
separation from the service so that he will receive the
support services from the Veterans Administration pres-
ently available to other service connected disabilities.

2.15c The Veterans Administration must change the policy
of its hospitals from treating only select neuropsychi-
atric disorder patients to include those individuals
who have a drug problem.

2.16 The Minority Caucus of the Drugs Task Force does
not recommend that the use of marijuana be legalized. We
do recommend that all judicial penalties be removed for
possession or use of marijuana. Courts will he required
to remand all violators to therapeutic aeencies. The
many judicial, sociological, arid ethnic disadvantages of
the present system of controlling the use of this drug
has caused us to arrive at this position. It is impor-
tant that the majority of the Task Force understand that
we do recognize and fully understand the nature of the
marijuana problem, and we do sympathize with those others
desiring to alleviate it. However, thu racist system
within which we must struggle for survival, the lack of
conclusive scientific evidence of the neurophysiological
effects of the drug, and possibility that its lcyali-
zation may render it yet another addition to the large
number of capitalist enterprises, that sap the energy
and motivation of the residents and undercut the eco-
nomic base of the minority eonnunitis, dictates this
Posture.
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Perhaps the most detrimental effects of the present legal
status of marijuana in relation to minority groups in the
use of the marijuana as a tool for political and social
repression aria discrimination. The structure of these
laws today permit a wide range of different punitive
measures for the use of marijuana and thus it is the
perfect tool for social and racial discrimination.
There are numerous cases in which minority political
activists and poor ghetto and barrio youths have been
given excessive sentences for use of marijuana. Further-
more, the courts have a different standard for the appli-
cation of justice in drug related problems to the poor,
the white, and the racial minorities.

The present method of dealing with the marijuana user not
only unjustly considers him as a criminal but also there
is a complete neglect for the social and psychological
pressures which engenders marijuana use among minorities.
Even though we do not advocate the outright legalization
of marijuana, we do want to bring about a change in the
legal structure of dealing with marijuana which would
take into consideration the problems of minority groups
which give rise to drug abuse. The keeping of marijuana
illegal or its outright legalization would consider only
the effects of a deep social problem and not its causes.

We, therefore, advocate a change in the marijuana laws
which would take into consideration the underlying social
problems which cause drug abuse and also encourages help
for abusers. Among the most important considerations
which lead us to stress the need for the use of therapeu-
tic methods is that in many instances the use of drugs
among minorities is a reflection of the greater difficulty
they encounter in coping with social and psychological
pressures. Also, the demotivation and the lethargy
sometimes produced by the over abuse of marijuana produces
social ramifications which must be dealt with. Therefore,
because the over abuse of marijuana can produce detri-
mental effects on a certain type of personality, it must
be considered as a sickness, analogous to the problem of
alcoholism.

Thus, the need for a shift from a punitive to a thera-
peutic treatment of the marijuana user is obvious. In
consideration of the fact that the use of marijuana can
have different results depending on the environment and
the reasons surrounding the taking of the drug, it is
also important to determine whether there is actual or
potential over abuse of marijuana for any particular user.
Once this is determined by competent medical authorities,
therapeutic treatment should follow. The kinds of treat-
ment should consist basically of three types. There must
be personal counseling with a person who would be qual-
ified to deal with the problem not only in radical and
psychological terms but also one to whom the patient can
relate. The treatment must also be given by a person who
is capable of instilling an image of self-respect and
cultural identity in the patient. Mother type of treat-
ment would involve the use of educational devices for
teaching the nature and effects of marijuana and the
hard drugs.

recognition should be given to the possibility
of a relapse of marijuana abuse as being analogous to an
acute exacerbation in a physiological 01_ psychiatric
illness.
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In those cases in which the user of marijuana is unable
to enter into the mainstream of society as a productive
self-sufficient member, there should be provided
Federally financed training and job placement programs.

2.17 We believe that one of the more insidious problems
of the modern youth involves the use and abuse of alcohol.
We define an associative phenomena between drugs and
alcohol and recognize primary alcoholic use and habitua-
tion, cultural or acquired, and secondary alcoholic use
and habituation superimposed upOn a primary matrix of
drug abuse.

Economically deprived youths often begin drug abuse by
excessive imbibing. The introduction to euphoria,
nihilism and oblivion have their root causes in this
process. It often continues after other drugs are added
by an individual to his specific abuse list. There are
some methadone maintenance patients and some patients
psychotherapeutically maintained who turn to excessive
alcohol use as a means to establish acceptab]e euphoriant
states. Probably the greatest single deterrent to
patient, success in the age group of 18-24 in methadone
maintenance programs is excessive alcoholic intake to
replace and re-inforce early euphoriant states: there-
fore we strongly recommend that all drug addiction pro-
grams incorporate the treatment of the pre-and estab-
lished alcoholic.

The National Institute of Alcoholism ha' just received X
number of dollars to combat the problems of alcoholism
in the U.S.A.

It has been clearly established that 20% of all hard core
narcotic addicts (heroin) have signs of alcoholism. at
necropsy.

We strongly recommend that those skills that have been
cL2veloped in the field of Heroin Addiction Rehabilita-
tion be used in the arena of alcoholic rehabilitation
and that those 1-rograms in addiction be funded through
N.I.A. to establish alcohol treatment programs in
narcotic addiction centers. There programs should be
pilot projects evaluated from day of formation.
Health industrial jobs can then be expanded and rehabed
addicts can then be employed in this newly created area.

Programs located in the "National Lahcratory" must have
different yardsticks for measuring program succcss."Taj
Mahal" based addict...on program located in the larger
community have evaluative criteria specific to their
patient population, drug assessment, and behavioral
patterns. The aura of these very middle class oriented
programs are entiicly different from those in highly
ethnic populated areas. Therefore, we recommend a new
set of criteria for their evaluation and measuring of
patient progress of these programs.

r,
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NEED FOR MORE FLEX- 3.1 The existing educational system, especially at the
1BLE AND EMPLOYMENT high school level, has failed to keep options open for
RELEVINT SCHOOL students-to meet their individua needs, to adjust their
CURRICULUM educational curriculum as their interests and aspirations

evolve and to adequately stimulate students in the pur-
suit of education. These failings have been especially
acute in relation to preparing students to move into work.
The recommendations which follow are designed to make the
educational system more flexible and responsive to the
specialized needs of certain groups. Moreover, society
at large has placed excessive importance on attainment of
a college education, to the point individuals not wishing
to pursue higher education, or are unsuited for it, are
pressured in this direction anyway.

Reduction of
"Tracking" and
Elimination of_
"General Education"

Expanded
Counseling

Cooperative
Education and
Work Study
Programs
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3.1a In order to make the basic educational system more
flexible, major efforts must be undertaken to break down
the current system of tracking students early in their
high school careers. Specifically, the general education
curriculum which typically prepares students for neither
jobs nor college, shopld be phased out, and systems
should be developed for integrating academic and voca-
tional education curricula. At the same time, students
should be give a much greater opportunity to transfer
among vocational and academic curricula and, in fact,
avail themselves of offerings from both areas. These
developments not only add to the flexibility of the
school system, but help break down the stigma all too
often associated with vocational and career preparation
in the schools.

3.1b To facilitate the adjustment of youth into a
pattern of education relevant to their long-term employ-
ment and educational aspiration, there is need for a
greatly strengthened vocational and educational coun-
seling program, both in schools and institutions outside
the schools so that youth might initially make intelli-
gent choices of academic and vocational pursuits. More-
over, the nature of this counseling should be increas-
ingly focused on work and career options, as opposed to
the typical "academic" oriented counseling offered in
ligh schools today, which toe c-ten focuses on the con-
tinuation of education into college at the expense of
vocational related guidance. In addition, the nature of
counseling provided should emphasize the needs, aspira-
tions and interests of the individual student rather
than the excessive focus on the employmeet and occupa-
tional demands of the general economy.

3.1c The ability of high schools to offer students curr-
icula relevant to current going needs will be greatly
enhanced by increased involvement of exo]oyers in devel-
opment of the school curriculum. i%nd students' ability
to move into work upon leaving school will be greatly
enhanced by initial participation in work. Accordingly,



FINANCING STUDENTS'
CAREER EDUCATION

stress should be placed on development of cooperatie
education and work study programs which will simultan-
eously provide students with useful part-time and summer
employment, experience in employment relevant to their
career aspirations, where possible, and close involvement
of employers with the school system.

Implementation: The precise knowledge for basic imple-
mentation of all of these proposals immediately is not at
hand. Counselling techniques and knowledge remain uncer-
tain, ways of tracking down curricula barriers while
retaining academic standards are uncertain, and coopera-
tive education -- while having some notable successes
remains largely in a developmental stage. Nevertheless,
while the ultimate in career education is not at hand,
much that is now done is clearly wrong and majoe steps
can and should be taken to alleviate existing deficien-
cies.

A. Total funds provided by the federa,L government, for
career education should be greatly expanded from t:leir
current paltry $600 million for vocational educatic.. to
$2 billion (the current level of federal manpower pro-
grams). But this assistance to states and communities
should be based upon quality programs, involving flexi-
bility of movement among curricula, employer involvement
in curriculum development, and skill relevant to training
and these funds should not be reserved solely for pro-
grams designated as "vocational". Rather, any curriculum
should be assisted which builds in employment and career
development subjects. We commend as an example the
Dayton, Ohio career education system which has served
that community well.

B. Federal and state governments should greatly expand
their resources for school counseling and federal aid
should be contingent upon possession by school coun-
sellors of knowledge and familiarity with the world of
work, such as recently retired persons and those who
have engaged in employment counseling outside the
schools. At the same time, the school counseling pro-
gram, administered by the U. S. Department of Labor,
should be greatly strengthened.

C. In order to assure adequate numbers of qualified
counselors to carry out the above objectives, the
Department of Pealth, Education and Welfare and the
Department of Labor should initiate a joint program oi
training educational and employment counselors Ito meet
the needs of both schools and employment agencies out-
lined above). This training should emphasize the needs
of both education a A emp/ovment for all trainees.

3.2 A serious impediment to the ability of students to
avail themselves of the education and tra.ining m;)st rele-
vant to their individual needs, and esyccially for
continuing education and training upon termination
(either drop-out or gracT.uate) from high s'.-hool,is the
existing mechanism of financing career relevant educa-
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tion. Public financing is provided almost solely through
vocational education and recently developed manpower
training programs for those out of school. But these
system's typically fail to offer options to individuals
for continuation of education and training over a period
of years after leaving the formal school setting

3.2a This Bank would provide funds for higher, vocation-
al and continued education. The Bank would borrow money
at Government rates and then loan money to post-secondary
students, regardless of the student's personal resources.
The Bank would recover the loans la/ payments of a fixed
percentage of the borrower's income tax, collected over
the 30 40 years following the p'a.riod of the loan. By
such a placement of funds for payments to educational
facilities in the hands of the consumer the student -
schools would he forced to set their own priorities and a
variety of private educational institutions would be made
more viable. More youths would finish high school if
they knew continuing education was available at no imme-
diate cost.

3.2b Under this plan, a publicly accountable agency
would issue a voucher for a year's schooling for each
eligible student. The voucher could be turned over to
any school which had been designated as acceptable by an
Educational Voucher Agency. Each school would then turn
in its vouchers for cash. Widespread use of performance
contracting could provide a means of transition from the
existing system to a voucher system - as eventually
parents, using vouchers, would contract directly with
educational centers. Such a voucher system would cer-
tainly promote the development of a more diversified
secondary school system and one more related to existing
career possibilities. The incluSion of private vocation-
al schools into'such a system would force ineffective
priblic school vocational training to adjust and provide
occupational training more Closely related to the world
of work.

Adult Basic 3,2c Basic remedial education should be available to all
Education adults wishing to avail themselves of it, comparable to

free public education for youths. While not restricted
to youths, we anticipate a large number of individuals
under 24 years of age whn have dropped out of school will
choose to return either on a full-time or part-time
basis.

Implementation: A. Establishment of the National Educa-
tional Opportunities Bank can be accomplished immediate-
ly. Congress should appropriate an initial $500 million
for such loans and provide for sufficient continuing
appropriations until this bank becomes self providing -in
an estimated 10 years at an additional $20 million
annually.

B. Educational vouchers have a number of potential
pitfalls including possible growth of poor superficially
attractive schools or excessivefactionalism of the school
systems. Accordingly,this proposal should be adopted
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initially on a pilot experimental basis to determine how
best it might be run and what its likely impact is. We
propose an annual appropriation of $50 million for this
purpose.

C. Annual appropriations for existing adult education
programs should be administered by the U. S. Department
of Education should they greatly expand from that current
$15 million to $100 million per.year.

3.3 Every high school ah6 college student should have
the full opportunity for/rtaningful employment during the
periods when he is hot in he classroom. The benefits of
practical work experience at. an integral part of the edu-
cational process are recognized and accepted. Academic
subjects become more relevant. Career planning and the
development of realistic vocational aspirations become
easier. Dropout rates decrease. Student income is
supplemented. The development of individual responsibil-
ity and self-discipline is enhanced.

The principal obstacle to offering maximum student employ-
ment opportunities is the current academic year cycle
resulting in the traditional ",summer vacation." This
places virtually all students cn the job market during
the same three month period.

Employers, both public and private, generally offer as
many student jobs as possible during the summer months;
massive organizational efforts are pursued in metropol-
itan areas and most large employers have developed
special student employment programs. In other than the
summer months, there are limited part-time and week-end
employment opportunities.

3.3a The current academic year cycle must be hanged to
spread out the job opportunities. This change is a basic
one, which would result in only one-fourth of the
students in secondary schools and colleges being on
extended vacation periods of three months a.... any given
time. The change need not be universal; students in
agricultural areas, as a practical example, would prob-
ably not benefit. But the vast majority of.students in
the United States would benefit. as would educational
institutions and employers.

T}e best way to illustrate the proposed change is to take
the example of a single high school; the example is
applicable to a nationwide system, both in secondary and
post-secondary schools: (1) Divide the calendar year into
four equal quarters of 13 weeks each. (2) Design all
academic courses to be of 13 weeks duration. Hence, for
the traditional 4 years of English, instead of 4 academ-
ic courses of 36 29 weeks each (or 8 semesters), the
student would take 12 academic courses of 13 weeks each.
Decisions would have to be made for the single course
offerings of 1/2 year duration; they ',,ould be reconsti-
tuted to either one course of 13 weeks or two courses of
13 weeks each. (3) Offer every academic subject each

ts-
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quarter throughout the calendar year. (4) The academic
year for a student would be any three quarters, with
vacation the remaining quarter. StudentS in each grade
level would be divided into four equal groups, with each
group scheduled to take vacations in different quarters.
Special considerations such as members of the same fami-
ly,' sports and other organized extra-curricular activi-
ties, job opportunities, etc., would be given in sched-
uling. (5) Faculty staff would also teach 3 quarters
and be off one quarter as a general practice, on a
staggered basis.

The advantages to the change are many. All students
off-campus during a particular quarter should have the
full opportunity for employment. In addition: Cl) _ The
utilization of the school plant would be increased one-
third. (2) The economy would benefit with a more even
load on transportation and recreation facilities and

.-further development of recreational resources and related
services for tourists. (3) Employers could plan better
job opportunities for students. Instead of extra jobs
during the summers, permanent student positions' would be
created, with each one occupied by 4 'students during the
year. (4) Once families adjusted to the change, better
vacations could be planned; summer would no longer be
prime vacation time. (5) There would be a requirement
for additional faculty. the costs of which would be
offset by maximum utilization of administrative and
support staff, as well as a 1/3 increase in the use of /
existing school plakts. (6) If colleges adopted the new'
systeme'it would greatly enhance the very desirable
expansion of cooperative education programs. Arrange-
ments between school authorities w.a employers for
work study and cooperatiVe education agreements are
now seriously inhibited by academic schedules.

Implementation: A. The President endorse.

B. The Secretary, Health, Education, and Welfare active-
ly plan, promote and assist.

C. The U. S. Office of Education through Congressional
action. provide financial assistance to states for cost
in implementation, which would not be great.

D. Governors of each State be encouraged to endorse.

E. Organizaticns representing the Presidents of
Colleges and Universities, State Superintendents of
Education, and other educators, such as the National
Educatic: Association, be encouraged to endorse.

3,4 In o:dSr to utilize time, energy and talents of
People more effectively and satisfactorily, considerably
greater attention must be directed to scheduling of work
and leisure with significant emphasis on flexibility.
For growing numbers of Americans the proportion of a
lifetime available for leisure is increasing greatly;
however, for a vast number of others this 20th century
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expansion of free time is still a dream. These include
many of the poor, migrant workers, tenant and other low
income farmers who must return to their own farm chores
after a day of employment elsewhere, self-employed small
business people and the millions of women still expected
to do double-duty in and out of the home. Obviously,
those with little or no free time are les- affected by
time scheduling. As their economic plight improve..., the
recommendations of this section become more germane.

Whatever the circumstance of the individual, he or she
will have fewer tensions and frustrations, and opportuni_y
for increased satisfactions as the scheduling of various
activities is more flexibly and rationally arranged.
This applies not only to the hours at which paid employ-
ment begin and end the number and variation in days of
the week devoted to work, leisure, community service, and
self-enrichment,result in larger blocks of Vacation time
and extended neriods of retirement. It also requires that
these hours, days and weeks be planned in conjunction
with the life activities of people, whose patterns fluc-
tuate over the course of a lifetime.

In a family where both parents are employed or where
there is only one parent and in a combination this is
a majority of American families -- work scheduling should
take into account the timing of the school day, week and
year of the children as well as the work day of the
adults. Reassessments and redivision of labor in and out
of the home to provide greater equity are imperative.
Rather than require people toaccommodate to the inconven-
ience and after nearly insurmountable barriers imposed by
rigidly traditional schedules,it is more sensible and hu-,
.vane to re-arrange schedules in terms of total family needs.

There is nothing sacred about the 40 hour, 5 day work
week. Concepts of full-time and part-time work are
people-made concepts. The very notions of "work",
"leisure" and "retirement" tend to be not only hard to
defihe but based on assumptions that need re-examina-
tion. Just as the goods and services of our society are
rnaldistributed'as discussed elsewhere by this Task Force,
so too are the hours and years of employment unfairly
distributed. Men and women alike will gain as the in-
equities and inflexibilities are removed.

3.4a Business, industry, unions and educators should
make all possible efforts to explore the feasible work
scheduling and increased free time options wi'chin their
realm and to make these options available to their em-
ployees and those they representin accord with the pre-
ferences of individual employees.

3.4b The federal government should take ateps to lead
the way, both as an employer and a government, toward
more flexible work scheduling opportunities. An Office
of Work Scheduling should be developed within the U. S.
Department of Labor. This Office should: 1) research
existing and encourage experiments in work scheduling
options; 2) provide information and consultation to
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employers and employees concerning the work scheduling
options possible in,their realm of employment and provide
impetus for individualized scheduling techniques; 3) pub-
licize and promoti the general idea of increased work
scheduling option to employer and employee groups and the
public; 4) encourage the federal government to develop
feasible work scheduling optionsfor its employees, thus
setting an example for industry to follow; 5) develop
links with other appropriate agencies, particularly the
developing and computerized job bank system.

3.4c Work sabbaticals should be encouraged by industry
and government to provide a renewal for the individual
through lengthy educational and retraining endeavors or
extended vacations. Institutions should provide- reason-
able support during absence. Additional support could be
provided through loans and grants similar to proposed for
college students.

Implementation: The cost of work scheduling options
within the entire economy is impossible to estimate.
However, it should be noted that such efforts hold the
potential of having no cost, or possibly resulting in
increased production and performance. The cost and imple-
mentation of a work sabbatical Program is vague due to its
newness.

3.5 Employers, including government, have traditionally
:celled on years of schooling, psychological tests and
reference checks of such items as police records for the
selection of new employees. Such approaches and standards
often serve to screen out potentially capable disadvan-
taged youth from ghetto areas. Usually the tests are
based on a white middle class population and therefore do
not accurately measure the abilities of other groups.
Police records, commonplace among disadvantaged popula-
tions, do not necessarily reflect inherent dishonesty or
criminality. Years of schooling are not always the best
indicators of the knowledge and skill required for job
pe:formance.

To expand the job opportunities available to disadvan-
taged youth, we recommend that employers re-examine their ,

hiring requirements and testing practices. As a means of
rejecting applicants for employment, the use of tests
shoula be suspended, in the spirit of the recent Supreme
Court decision, until they can be better geared to a
minority population. Police records should not he used
as an automatic disqualification, but instead each in-
stance should be examined individually for its applica-
tion to a specific job. In place of years of schooling,
the skill and knowledge required for each job should be
identified and ways of measuring the needed skill and
knowledge be devised.

We call upon the federal government to take the leadership
in this re-examination and thus serve as the model for
private industry in devising more job-related selection
Methoes. We ask the President to direct the Civil Service
Commitsion to initiate this re- examination of policy in
all federal departments and agencies wichout delay.



NATIONAL IMPLEMEN- 3.6 In a matter of weeks will begin one of the most
TATION OF CAREER traumatic periods that American youth has experienced.
COUNSELING ifundreds of thousands of young men ano women will enter

a labor market which is incapable of absorbing them --
either in terms .)f permanent or summer employment. The '

impact will be felt by young men and women at all levels
of education, from the secondary school dropout to the
college graduate with the Ph.D. degree.

Current economic circumstances are a major factor in un-
employment as youth will experience, and other recommen-
dations from this Task Force offer means of providing
emergency relief for the young people concerned.

Career Counseling
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But factors other than zconomics contribute to this
distress on both a long term and short term basis. With
the bitter evidence immediately obvious, we would be
derelict in not calling for remedial action. We believe
the following circumstances recommend attention:

3.6a The career counseling of youth (as distinguished
from personal or clinical counseling) from secondary
schools through higher education is being given short
shift. (1) When there are career counselors in the
secondary schools, they are under such pressure from
society to assist youth in getting into higher education
that there is scant time and little encouragement for
them to acquaint these young men and women with the
career opportunities before them. (2) It is particular-
ly tragic that youth dropping out of high school or ter-
minating with the twelfth grade are especially neglected
with respect to job or career Possibilities. (3) The
rapid proliferation of new types of employment opportun-
ities is too infrequeL'Ay known to students or to coun-
selors. Parents, normally a source of information, are
expecially incapable of keeping up with these develop-
ments and assisting their children in this respect.

3.6b With the cry for relevance,a key word in youth's
'challenge to higher education, evidence suggests that
young people at all levels of education are being offered
only the traditional generalist preparation with 14.ttle
or no career consideration.

3.6c In an era notable for a virtual explosion of know-
ledge, resulting in new horizons for personal commitment,
media are notably lacking in helpinj young people find
out "what it's like" to sneni eight hours a day in
these nursuitc.

3.6d While the Department of Labor in general and the
Bureau of Labor Statistics in particular should be
commended for their forecasting of supply and demand in
the labor market, youth is simply not being served in
terms of the Lore sophisticated data which are now an
imperative need. To have the labor market glutted at the
present time with engineers, physicists -- many with
advanced degrees -- who, two years ago were in sort
supply, can no longer be countenanced. Particularly
tragic has been the recent experience of those being
trained as teachers.
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A corollary is that higher education can no longer snirk
the responsibility for admitting young people to any
pursuits in dny number with indifference to supply and
demand. Unhappily it has been our tradition for labor
and education and the federal departments concerned with
them to pursue essentially separate courses, dignified
largely by professional courtesy.

3.6e So rapidly have technological advances occurred
that there are available today highly sophisticated
linkings of computers and multi-media hardware adapta-
tions offering remarkable career counseling Programs for
self-use by students at all levels of education. Their
widespread adoption is being delayed Nbv the lack of
developmental monies which federal funding could quickly
resolve and with disproportionately valuable and remark-
ably prompt implementation.

Implementation: As a consequence of the foregoing, we
propose that either within the presently constituted
framework of federally established responsibility or by
the creation of a new authority, these interests be con-
solidated. We further propose that this authority uni-
quely represent youth interests as related to job and
career, education, training and placement.

SUMMER JOB 3.7 Many cities and towns now have a system set up for
PROGRAMS FOR the employment of youth in the summer. This usually
DISADVANTAGED means a combination of federal, state and local jobs as
YOUTH well as jobs from the private sector for disadvantaged

youth.

The failing of many cities in this area has been three-
fold:

First, there hasn't been, in many cases, a close Scrutiny
of many of the individuals placed in the program. Many
times guidelines are not specified, are too general, or
not followed. The end result has been the inclusion of
many individuals who do not fit criteria for disadvan-
taged youth and the obvious displacement of many disad-
vantaged youth.

Secondly, the problem of "follo4-up" has generally been
neglected in this area of employment. Follow-up is
really essential to an individual's success if he is
truly disadvantaged an if he has the kinds of problems
that would affect his performance and attitude on a job.

Thirdly, few cities have had any 'ong range plans for
the youth whom they employ in summer work. Few cities
set up any long range goals such as the prevention of
hard core unemployables because of their bad job habits,
which could have been good habits if tended to in the
earlier stages of employment: i. e. summer jobs.

Ve recommend a plan which could take effect on a small
trial stage in 1971, in many cities and could be expand-
ed nationwide in 1972. We recommend a plan similar to
the F.B.D. Plan (Boston Brighter Day Plan), which was
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instituted in Boston, Massachusetts in the summer of
1970. This plan went far beyond the following proposal:

First, a tightening up and enforcement of guidelines by
every summer job program to allow only those youth who
are truly disadvantaged to enroll. The generally accept-
ed Economic Poverty guidelines should act as a guide for
the development of specific stipulations.

We recommend that those agencies directly working with
youth and those agencies placing youth in summer jobs
institute a follow-up system for the youth. Follow -up at
minimum should take into account counseling and gui-
dance for the youth. Agencies should be instructed to
develop other means suitable to their situation that
would help to insure the success of the youth on the lob.
Success could be measured in attendance, performance,
motivation on and education of the job.

Finally, we recommend that long range goals be formulated
by those agencies directly involved and that the cities
use summer job programs as a means to help in long range
nrevention of hard care unemployables.

Implementation: We recommend that the President, through
the League of Cities, bring this to the attention of all
mayors. We recommend that the President give his support
to this proposal to bring some quality and purpose to the
youth summer job programs.

3.8 One of the most significant problems concerning em-
ployment is the lack of information which workers and
potential workers have about the work opportunities
available to them. This problem is particularly acute
for youths as they enter and re-enter the "job market".

Knowledge of all available work opportunities would
provide numerous advantages to both "employer" and "em-
ployee". It would provide more appropriate job place-
ment, improve both "employee" and "employer" satisfac-
tion and therefore reduce training, turnovers and job
hunting costs.

A system to provide job information could be available
to all interested persons and cover all occupational and
skill levels from a local, regional and national perspec-
tive. This voluntary system would be known as the
National Job Information Service.

Both job seeking groups and business can be motivated
to play crucial roles in constructing a rational frame-
work for urban and general employment, by establishing
a truly comprehensive and coordinated nationwide system
to match individuals with job and training opportunities,
utilizing a computer-based system. Such a system should
accurately define and describe both the job market and
the employment needs of communities and the Nation,
provide technical assistance to facilitate the flow of
vital information and develop a more effective means of
communication among all involved interests.
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3.9aAn indecendent body should be given the responsibility
of assessing existing programs in the public and private
sectors in order to take full advantage of all experience
to date.

3.8b After an analysis of existing programs, a pilot
project should be implemented immediately, possibly on a
state level, and at the soonest possible date. The Task
Force urges the Department of Labor to continue and empha-
size proven programs.

,3.8c Every community or district should have highly vis-
able and easily accessible centers for the output and
input of.job placement information. Persons seeking em-
ployment should be able to register their abilities and
interests at this center after counseling and necessary -

training. They would then receive existing information
which is relevant to their employment goals. More money
should be provided through the federal and state govern-
ments so that an adequate number of staff and counselors
can be provided for groups with specific employment prob-
lems. One function of the counselors would be the relief
of the Veterans' Employment Representatives who are al-
ready overburdened at the state and local levels. Employ-
ers should be able to register openings and requirements
and receive information about persons currently seeking
jobs, in areas related to their openings. This service
would be available to all who need or want it without
limitation, as to skill levels or nature of employment.

The design and installation of this service would be del-.
egated to a special agency under a performance contract
with a timetable for the completion of the pilot project
being three years.

3.8d Until a National Job information Service can be
initiated, state agencies are encouraged to provide job
information to youth. Adequate funding from the federal
government should he provided to carry out the mission.

3.8e Because of the inability of low income citizens to
move easily as the job market fluctuates from city to
city, it is proposed that free 'transportation be provided
for low income citizens to the job markets of their
choice.

3.8f Finally, free emergency housing is to be provided
for these low income citizens in the new cities for a
maximum of 30 days per family or individual.

3.8g It is recommended that the President's Council on
Youth Opportunity, disbanded April 1, 1971, be immediately
reinstated forthwith as the President's Council on Youth
Opportunity with adequate federal funding provided.

3.811 It is recrTmended that Youth Opportunity Programs
be studied in del,Lh in cooperation with state employment
services so that their efforts may be maximized in
planning jobs for youth.
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3,8i It is recommended that youth be employed by Youth
Opportunity Centers to obtain a better interpretation of
the needs of youth in the employment market. If state
merit service examinations are required for these youth
to be employed they should be s ived. Employment should
be considered especially for minority groups.

3.8j This Task Force calls upon the President, govern-
ors, mayors, ccunty officials, business and labor leaders
to recognize the great need for youth to obtain jobs this
summer. We are deeply concerned over the -navailability
of 'a substantial number of jobs for youth. Every effort
must be made to create and fill lobs with young people.
We urge the President to use all means for mass communi-
cation (including the advertising council) to express
his serious concern about the employment problem and we
further urge him to use his office, to ,6ncourage employers
to hire youth. We further recommend that this proposal
be transmitted to the President immediately for implemen-
'tation and action rather than be hold up for the final-
ized conference report.

3.8k We recommend that the states review existing laws
and insurance requirements which ibar young people (ages
16, 17) from employment. We further recommend that
youth advisory councils to the different states' govern-
ors take this on as their project within the next few
months to see that it is implemente. .mmediately.

3.81 In reviewing the Advisory Tash Force Report
on the Work and Training of Veterans we feel that the
present system of a specific monetary allowance for the
education of veterans based on the number of dependents
be retained as opposed to the proposal of a system
modeled after that which prevailed after World War II.

3.8m Means of communicating with servicemen and Immen
about education, training and other benefits available .

should be established on a uniform basis with the mili-
tary services carrying the major responsibility of indi-
vidual counseling.

3.8n More informatipn than is currently available is
urgently needed to determine what services veterans need,
especially with such small groups as female veterans and
various ethnic minorities. Such studies should also
suggest specific programs which can be initiated.

3.9 Education and the learning process does not termi-
nate upon completion of formal schooling. ;Moreover,

numbers of individuals find themselves, often
leaving school, ill prepared for employment (due in no
small measure to the inadequacies of the school system
outlined above), or find their skills ultimately out-
moded by emerging technological developments. Accord-
ingly, the Task Force strongly endorses the thrust and
direction of federally funded manpower training program.,
which emerged during the sixties, and offers the foll-
owing proposals to enhance their relevance to current
needs

I
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3.9a Total resources for these programt an greatly
deficient in relation to total n - -eds. While the universe

, of persons who might profit from such programs Las been
variously estimated to range between 10 and 15 pillion,
the total persons eerved for out of school p?r'cns is
scant in propor_ion about 200,000. Accor'ingle, to
the extent administrative' capability exists, ,_heal pro-
grams in aggregate should be greatly expanded. At the
-same time, major efforts should be taken to i -entiy and
eliminate those programs onerating poorly or wlid are
failing to meet their stated objectives.

3.9b Increases in aggregate unemployment, w.dch we have
recently-experienced, impinge especially hard on groups
with difficult employment problems at the oleet. dan-
power training programs have a particularly ro. poten-
tial role in such instances, since they ale ( -).:11..s of

targeting direi,ly on those groups in soci, -y most severe-
ly affected. Accordingly, the. potential contribution of
these programs +fp aggregate econmiu ci:Lres should be
explicitly recognized by the Provision cxna),-
sionwith rising unemployment.

Implementation: is. We are unprepared to ac a par-
ticular dollar magnitude for expansion of rArl,.L' pito
grams, largely because of our concern over the feasibil-
ity of rapid expansion over existing levels. We do en-
Oorse such expansion as is feasible. We further support
the Administration's efforts to improve the overall ad-
ministration of these programs by tracking down the wide
range of separate categorical programs; and decentrali-
zation of basic administrative decision-making to states
and eommunities, though not in' terms of the specific
manpower revenue sh&ring proposal propoced in the current
Congress.

B. While endorsing the general principle of manuowe:-
program expansion with rising unemplowent, we recognize
the difficulties of carrying out such expansion on short
notice. Accordingly, we endorse the-modest proposal
currently under consideration in Congress to increase
federal funds automatically by 10% with an increase in
unemployment from 4.5% to 5.5%,:

4

A COMPREHENSIVE 3.10 This ccutry races a p'radox. On the one hand,
NATIONAL SYSTEM OF there are over five million unemployed individuals,
PUBLIC SERVICE including over one million 16 through 19 year old. On
EMPLOIMENT the other hand, public services -- such as schocls,

hospitals, housing and ecological concerns -- are starved
for funds and manpower.' Creativity and lealership are
needed to put together the unemployed's need fe. work
and the public, or human, services' need for manpower to
improve the quality of national life.

75

It is clear from current economic conditions that the
private sector of the economy can absorb only a rela
tively small fraction of the unemployed. The only
source, therefore, capable of financing and sustaining
the massive program required is the federal government.

6"
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A comprehensive national system of public service employ-
ment would have special meaning for youth. It would
satisfy the needs of youth for employment and income,
whether full, part, or summer-time. It would be organ-
ized to maximize opportunities for education and train-
ing, explore vocational interests, achieve personal
and career development;and -- for those who want it --
an opportunity to perform a needed public service. This
system would be especially appropriate and useful for
youth who -- for whatever reason do not find the
present normal education and work programs satisfactory
to their needs.

It is recommended that the Congress of the United States
enact legislation to prcvide a comprehensive national
system of .public service employment, which will fund
employment opportunities and related services for one
million currently unemployed youths and adults and in the
process improve the quality of human services offered in
communities throughout the nation.

This legislation must embody the following provisions:

(I) The quality of jobs developed in this program is
paramount. They must not be menial, deadend, or dehuman-
ized "make work" jobs. Instead they must be productive,
dignifieC satisfying, challenging and contributing to
the betterment of a public or human service.

(2) The jobs must be career development oriented.
Duilt-in 1.ust be maximum opportunity for advancement
This can be achieved by restructuring jobs into an up-
wardly mobile sequence, nruviding education and training
to develop entry level and advanced skills and offering
effective supervision of work experience.

(3) Participation should be open to all youths and
adults with problems around school and work. Included
could be the poor, minority riroup members, students or
dropouts, the unemployed and the underemployed -- anyone
who is unable to work his/her way through the regular
school or work Program.

(4) Compensation should be at the prevailing rate of
pay for the jot beiny performed.

(5) The program should be operated with the utmost
flexibil(ty and individualization. Entry, exit arml
re-entry should be voluntary and be accomplished without
impedimen' . There should be the widest possible options
with respe. to the types of jobs and work study
combinations.

(61 Sponsorship of the job programs should be granted
to any public or non-profit entity capable of handling
the'responsibility. This could include units of the
state, federal, or local governments, non-profit organ-
izations, service institutions (such as hospitals and
sci.00ls) and community groups. Community-operated pro-
grams are especially recommended for inner-city and
rural communities.

C,9
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Implementation: To develoy this :program will require
careful plannin over a period of tire: The urgency of
the needs, therefore, requires immediate action by
Congress. We feel such a program is long overl'ue and
demands urJent attention.

3.11 In America today the meaning of work is rapidly
changing. We live in a country where increased free-time
potential, changing social needs, growing participation
of women in the work force, technological advancement,
higher educational levels and diversification of indivi-
dual preferences are causing changes in the understandiny
of the o2,3anization and the substance of work.

Our society is emerging into a "post industrial" soiety
with the ability to provide a decent means of life for
all citizens if we use our resources and technological
ability to their greatest advantage.

Under the current conditions and emergent affluence, the
upper and middle class ',lave the ability to focus their
primary attention on social, ego and self-actualization
needs. This implies a desire to have ./ork deemed mean-
ingful. Youth 17 to 23 years cld, according to a recent
study, want employer- employee relationships which are
less impersonal. They want to have some decision-making

. power and want to be able to maintain individual style
of dress without jeopardizing their chances for advance-
ment.

Essentially the humanization of work calls for a recogni-
tion of individuals involved all paid and unpaid situ-
ations as "total persons." This means that both employ-
ees and employers must cease viewing and treating each-
other as objects designed to fulfill limited functions.
Rather, attention must be directed to total needs and
potentials of all involved. We recognize that for many
blacks, tenant farmers, migrant workers, .Mericen Indians
and Appalachians, being treated as a tots person includes
having basic needs met. They are not operating from the
same basis of security as middle and upper classes.

There are three factors which are necessary in order to
optimize a humanized work situation. First, the basic
goods or need satisfying items motivating hueln efforts
must be equally distributed. Second, there rust be a
mutually agreed upon common purpose among those invol'reC
to motivate cooperative and full human interaction.
Third, constant communicative effeit must be made to
include all people in participation in the worl'. effcrt.
Some troad areas of application might include motivation
communication patterns, authority and decision-making and
individual rights.

Work situations are highly diverse and must be developed
within specific constraints of each organization.
ever, there are certain basic goals which both em-
ployers and employees should pursue in order to make the
work experience more satisfying and productive for all
persons involved. Experimentation is ne3ded to develop
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successful programs for each specific situation, In
order to improNie the work experience, we suggest that the
following recommendations be used as guidelines wherever
possible.

3.11a Minimal Monetary Compensation: Economic coelpensa-
tion should be equitable in relation to time, effort and
skill exerted on a job. The employee should not be forced
to sacrifice adequate income tc gain fulfillment in em-
ployment; his pay should provide for nutrition, s!lter,
health care, clothing and education. In addition, a
Person should be employed in a safe, sanitary work-condu-
cive atmosphere.

Group Incentive Plans: Group and plant-wide incentive
plans should be .incorporated into economic compensation
plans.. Incentives offering bonuses will facilitate social
interaction and cooperation and will reduce negative in-
fluence on individually competitive "rate-besters".

Job Enrichment: "Job enrichment" efforts should be made
.to create jobs which are interesting to employees; that
is, an attempt should be made to tailor jobs to fit the
individual. In some areas, jobs could be enlarged for
more challenge and diversity. Routine jobs could be
improved by "job rotation" programs, more accessible
"transfer' programs and a real possibility et promotion.

Employee Initiated Assignments: Opportunities should be
more: widely provided via supervisors and counselors to
allow employees to suggest and pursue indiVidually initi-
ated and designed projects which they think would be of
value to the organization.

3.11b Interpersonal and Inter roun Relations Employing
organizations should foster a climate -Te0.-(iiied to encour-
age members of the same and different levels of the organ-
ization to understand each other as total persons through
sensitivity and encounter groups and person-to-person
awareness.

Understandinl_of Organizational and Job Context: Workers
of all I-6761s should understand the signifizance of their
actions and job assignments to the total organization.
Effots should be made to give each employee an overall
view of the organization and.his role in it.

Executive-Employee Interaction: Executives and staff
S-Eadid visit all areas of their organization and spe.id
a period of time doing the work of employees in order to
gain an effective understanding of their lmployee's per-
spective. In turn, employees should be given the oppor-
tunity to experience or understand the responsibilities
and perspectives of the executive level.

3.11c In order to get tilt greatest feeling of involvement
and to make organizational decisions more effective:

(l) Participatory Decision-Makinc and Policy Setting:
All possible efforts ould be made to involve everyone
affected in the decision-making process. This especially
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applies to "subordinates" and when this is not feasible
they should quickly and comp'.etely be informed of the
decisions and reasons leading to it. Also, through open
channels of communication and involvement all employees'
feelings should be taken into account in the policy
setting procedure.

(2) Position Responsibilities: Organization patterns
and roles shoura-te asre-xible as possible in order that
they be responsive to the individual's interests and
talents, and thereby maximize their potential.

(3) Youth Advocate: Business, labor, education and
government institutions should set Up a youth advocate
position or office. The advocate position should be a
responsible one that coordinates and transmits points of
view between youth and the institution. To youth, the
advocate should be advisor and champion.

3.11d In considering humanization. certainly the accept-
ance by otherS of one's individual nature is of utmost
importance. I

(1) Discriminationl An employer should never be allowed
to di7JC-FriiiiiaTerirniiring, employing and firing due to
"life style", sex, handicap, age, race, creed or
national origin. Any such discrimination should be ac-
tively and vigorously prosecuted by federal and state a-
gencies empowered to do so.

(2 ) Individual Design and Scheduling: Employment organ-
izations should make every eTfort to design the job around
the person in order to utilize his utmost capabilities.
More options for individual work sche0..le prefere] 7es
should be provided.

(3) Life Btyle: Needless work policies and restrictions
concerning c othes, expression and overall "life style"
should be removed. Individual identity must be main-
tained.

The ingrained assumption that = j&-, title and position
necessitates a prescribed social should he eliminat-
ed

Implementation: These recommeniations are generally
addressed to the leaders of business, union, governmental,
educational and -,they types of institutions.

3.12 The subcommittee on :4inimum Wage disagrees with the
Advisory Task Force Report's proposal of dual minimum
wage for the following reasons:

0! It encourages discrimination and exploitation of
youth.

(2) We do not believe that this will solve the problem
of youth u employment.
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The current level and coerage of the minimum wage is
inadequate and, therefore, this subcommittee moves that
the Task Force on Economy and Employment endorse a
national minimum wage of $2.00 per hour and increased
coverage to include all types of employment and employees.

3.13 The members of the subcommittee on the elimination
of job discrimination, aware of the immediate and harmful
aTrects of inadequate employment opportunities and dis-
criminatory employment practices against youth and minor-
ities, propose that the following recommendations become
national policy.

3.13a EEOC. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
was estashed by the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Its
mandate was to oversee compliance with Title VII of the
Act.

We find, however, that EEGC in the 7 years of its opera-
tion has had a very limited affect on the problem of dis-
criminatory employment practices.

Its recourse against offenders of Title VII has been
confined to report gathering a,id attempts at voluntary
conciliation.

EEOC's record of progress thus far has not been suffi-
cient to warrant the complete confidence of all Americans.
It is in this light that the follow.ing recommendations
are made.

The EEOC is prevented from protecting persons from dis-
criminatory employmet practices because it lacks suffi-
cient enforcement machinery. We recommend legislation
which will giant to the EECC:

(1) the power to subpoena;
(2) the power to issue cease and desist orders;
(3) direct jurisdiction over cases delayed in state
FEPC machinery;
(i!) authority to initiate pattern of practice suits
(transferrea to EEOC fro:a Department of Justice.1;
(5) extended jurisdiction over employers or unions with
8 or more employees oz members;
(6) extender: jur:.sdiction to cover all public crmloyees,
employers and public educational Institutions; and
(7) permission and requirement to make public minority
Lii:ing statistics..

3.13b OFCC. The Office of Federal Contract Compliance
has the machinery to enforce compliance with affirmative
action }Acing plans and non-discriminatory hiring prac-
tices by employers or unions with government contracts.
But OFCC has never terminated a contract for non-compli-
ance -- because of the absence of Ex?cutive leadership
or lack of staff and adequate resources.

We recommend:

(1) that the Director of OFCC be elevated to status of
Arlistant Secretary in the Department of Labor;
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(2) that OFCC be provided with increased staff and
resources for investigations and follow-up by OFCC field
representatives;
(3) that OFCC office and staff be established in the 10
regional districts;
(4) that OFCC ensure that affirmative action is complied
with by terminating immediately any contractor who fails
to comply with an affirmative action plan within 30 days

. of notice that the plan is unacceptable.

These recommendations depend largely on executive leader-
ship and commitment.

3.13c We recommend that al] political subdivisions
establish their own contract compliance guideli,,2s for
equal employment opportunity similar to those of the
federal government.

3.13d We youths believe that there are not enough short
term jobs for those of us who seek temporary employment.
There are some of us who need jobs year-round but even
more of us who need jobs during summer months. We also
believe that a job orientation program would serve as a
meaningful and beneficial aid to those of us who are
seeking jobs. In light of this, we offer the following
recommendationF.

The high rate of youth unemployment and discriminatory
practices against youth mandates that youth emplcyment
services be established cn every governmental level

(1) states should create Youth Employment Services to
operate year-round to find job.; for young people. Funds
should come prima:ily from the federal government but the
operati3n should he staffed largely Ly youth;
(2) outdated restrictions on youth emoloyment in state
and federal laws should be reviewA;
(3) business should accelerate its efforts to employ
youth. Useiel work experience can be found in remedial
jobs for young people seeking temporary employment,
(4) pilot proj-cts such as the United States Department
of Agriculture's Youth Conservatior Corps should become
on-going permanent programs with the number of available
job slots and the amount of available funds increasing
yearly;
(5) course4 on job-seeking and job-orientatiod should
be provided for students in job-hunting techniques and
procedures. Teachers should direct more of their time
to non-college youth;
(6) business should actively recruit, e,q.Spanish-
speaking youth. Language should not be a barrier to
jobs. Employers should provide bilingual staff personnel
whc can asttist Spanish-speaking minorities on the job and
also aid in eirecting those interested persons to commu-
nity centers providing opportunities to learn English; and
(7) we object to the failure to authorize increased
funds for NYC (Neighborhood Youth Corps) from 1970-1971
while the actual need has doubled. We also recommend
reversal of the decision to cut transportation funds for
NYC participants.
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3.13e Decentralization of American Society and the
Relocation of industry: In light of the decentralization
of American society, the relocation of industry to the
suburbs, and the reconversion of industry into
non-defense production, we recommend:

(1) that industries be held accountable for the conse-
quences of relocation by facilitating the transfer of
employees as well as facilities., and into areas with
open-housing supplied;
(2) that industries rot locate in areas which have
exclusi-nary zoning laws which prohibit low income
housing;
(3) that industry relocation serve to further
the cause of equal housing opportunities for its employ-
cos and city residents;
(4) that industries not locate in areas teat do not have
adequate public tranaport,tion;and
(5) that industries locate in areas where employment
needs are greatest.

3.14 The joint subcommittee, "Job Discrimination
Against Women and Child Care Centers," was formed to
ieal with a problem that the WHCY ignored when organiz.
ing. TheFe two topics are interrelated in that child
care is one solution by which women may be freed for
employment opportunities. This subcommittee feels that
discrimination against women is an issue that is separate
and unlike discrimination against minority groups. This
subcommittee also feels that age and race discrimination
multiply the hardships of women.

Discrimination against women is a legal, social, poli-
tical art economic probl.,m. This subcommittee recognizes
that the educational institutions must to reorganized to
make young women and men mo:-e aware of employment oppor-
tunities. We also urge legislative action to facili';ate
women in employment and strong Executive action to
enforce new laws.

Covernment has been unresponsive to the needs of women.
For example, the U. S. Congress has rejected the Equal
Rights Amendment (ERA) for seveill sessions of C.:!.!ress.
This committee believes that the ERA is essential. The
Supreme Court has also refused to rule on the issue of
whether women are persons by rot including covetage for
women under the 14th Amendment.

We believe there is a need for government and private
action to discourage discrimination against women. The
following facts obtained from the Women's Bureau of tho
Departmen'.:. of Labor support our resolutionsa

(a) Women and girls of every age and race have higher
unemployment and under employment than men and boys.

(b) Threefourths of working women are in low skill,
,low payiny, low promise jobs.

(c) The unemployment rates of women between 16 and 22
are the highest in the country.
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(d) The absence of child care centers severely limits
women's economic independence.

(e) Women college graduates earn on an average the same
earnings as black men with a high school education and
white men with only an 8th grade education.

(f) Over 800 laws in this country actually discriminate
against womer.

3.14a As the subcommittee, we strongly recommend the
adoption of the following resolutions by the Economy and
Employment Task Force and the WHCY:

(1) the adoption of the Equal Rights Amendment;
(2) the formation of a national clearinghouse for the
collection and distribution of informatiOn pertinent
women in or seeking employment;
(3) the reorganization of the educational guidance sys-
tem so ...hat individuals are not restricted to sex-deter-
mined roles;
(4) the continuation of witholding of federal funds from
educational iastitutions which practice sexual discrimi-
nation;
(5) legal steps to open trade unions to women;
(6) that working hours be made more flexible for both
men and women;
(7) the legalization of abortion;
(8) the expansion of birth control centers and programs;
(9) a more truthful approach in the interpretation of
women and women's issues by the mass media; and
(10) the U. S. government should begin a trend of equal-
ity for women by Liring many qualified women for decision-
making and policy-making positions.

There is an increasing awareness throughout the country
of the lack of adequate day care services. The growing
trend toward the employment of women with young children
is a major factor in this development.

Many children would benefit greatly from day care. These
children include those whose mothers work, or whose how
environment is not conducive to healthful mental or physi-
cal development.

This subcommittee envisions child care as a quality child
development program. We feel that it is of paramount im-
portanca that women have the option to become employed.
Child care enables women to take advantage of employment
opportunities. Abortion and birth control are legitimate
solutions for career-minded women. However, chilo care
gives an alternative'to the families and single women who
want to have children.

3.14b To fulfill the unmet need for child care services,
it is essential that federal appropriations be greatly
enlarged and that there be much more financial participa-
tion from the states and localities.

In addition, this subcommittee recommends that private
organizations and businesses become involved in providing



child care services. Businesses which have a substantial
female labor force should establish child care centers at
the job site. Small businesses couie. join and establish
a central child care program. Considering the tremendous
attrition rate in large cities,women with children may be
able to remain longer if child care services were provid-
ed

Also, this subcommittee is in favor of ccmmunity-based
centers. As w..1.11 as caring for children, it would
greatly enhance employment opportunities for young
people and elderly people in addition to mothers and
fathers who could serve as paraprofessionals in the
centers.

The WUC on Children considered the problem of child care.
This subcommittee ehdorses their recommendation for a
system of supplementary child care services which:

(1) "is available to children of all ages from concep-
tion through youth, to faidlies from every kind of eco-
nomic and social background and to every community, with
priorities to those whose needs are greatest;
(2) is available through a wide variety of different
types of programs and during all hours of the day and
time of the year that children, families and communities
need it;
(3) has the full range of components required to promote
the intellectual, social, emotional and physical growth
of the children it serve ;;
,4) insures parents a decisive policy role in the
planning, operation and evaluation of programs which
determine the environment in which the children live;
(5) places the major responsibility for planning and
operating child care and development centers at the local
level; and
(6) reflects and builds on the culture and language of
children, families and the communities being served."

Implementation: 1. Quality child care programs requi.e
substantial funding. Thus, this subcommittee endorses
"The Comprehensive Community Child Development Act of
1971" and "The Universal Child Development Act of 3971"
now being considered in Congress.

2. In order to provide child care which includes a total
educational experience, this subcommittee calls for the
training and retraining of both professionals and para-
professionals on day care staffs and in research in
child development. This could be referred to the Office
of Education under HEW.

3. This subcommittee also endorses the WHCC's proposal
that "a Presidential task force be created to broaden
public understanding of day care needs and to mobilize
continuing support for their fulfillment." Their actions
should include an intensive publicity campaign aimed at
public, private, and non-profit groups, business and
labor, professional associations, community organizations
and other groups to encourage their collaboration and
cooperation.
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4. After our deliberation, this subcommittee has found
itself concurrent with the WHCC recommendations concern-
ing child care and calls for the adoption of Discussion
Item K - Day Care Centers of the Advisory Task Force
Report to the WHCY.

DISCRIMINATION 3.15 There is definite discrimination against those
AGAINST HIGH SCHOOL young women who become pregnant while attending primary
WOMEN and secondary institutions of public education. In most

cases their pregnancy results in the discontinuation or,
at least, interruption of their education in public
school. This discrimination is related to the economy
and employment of the United States. Those who because
of this discrimination have been unable to obtain a valid
high school diploma have great difficulty in finding
employment. At best, the General Education Diploma (GED)
provides entrance to areas of higher education mainly in
colleges or universities which have open enrollment,
Thus, these women are unable to findiemployment as they
have no high school diploma or are extremely limited in
their choices to obtain a college degree which would
further enable them to find jobs for which they are
suited.

CONSUMER PROTECTION
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The State, through its institutions of public education,
primarily involving junior high school and high school
students, should insure that those who do become pregnant
are not discriminated agai "st and are provided the oppor-
tunity to continue their education so that they might
obtain their high school diploma and become eligible for
employment if they so wish or be free to enter, unre-
stricted, into any other form of continuing education.

Implementation: We propose that the Task Force on
Economy and Employment demand as a solution to this prob-
lem, to the Department of Health, Education and Welftre
that the federal government:, through agencies that reg-
ulate and fund public education, should insure that those
who do become pregnant during junior high and high school
years have the opportunity to continue their education at
the school they had been attending or a lor:al school of
comparable quality in whiuh they could receive the sane
junior high and high school diploma.

3.16 The preliminary Task Force Report suggested the
creation of an independent agency, the Federal Consumer
Advocacy Agency (CAA), with the authority and staff to
advocate the consumer's position in courts, Congress anc)
the Executive Branch. Although the intent is good, the
effectiveness of such an arrangement would be short-lived.

In order to make qur point, acknowledge the history of
tither independent agencies which are currently in exist-
ence. For example, the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) was originally created to protect the consumer;
today it is a political vehicle and referee for disputes
between competitive firms. The FDA staff is underpaid
and is placed in the position of servant to the



industry which it is sJppcsed to monitor. Likewise,
other independent Ljencies, such as the FTC, ICC and FAA,
originated as crusad(2r in the public interest, and then
aged into organizati, ,s with illusory concerns for the
public.

Unfortunately, the creation of the CAA will become iheff-
ectual because of the political processes which will
remove any effective :onsurer advocate. In addition,
lobbies of industries will smother the potential of ade-
quate appropriations for such agency. Hence, the consu-
mer, like the drug and food purchaser, will become victim-
ized by as illusory protection agency of false security.

As an alternative to the CAA, the following recommenda-
tions are suggested:

Tax Exemption for 3.16a Today, there ace relatively few groups which can
Consumer Organize- be considered consumer advocates, and these groups suffer
tions from low funding.

It is proposed that tax ..cempt privileges, which are
presently reserved for educational institutions, he
extended by the Internal Pevenue Service to cover inde-
pendent activist consumer organizations effect of 10 on
potential contributions (i.e. a group which could raise
$10,000 with one). This would allow groups chat do not
presently have this benefit to enjoy increased funding,
and thus take a more ar:tiviat role.

While this possibility also carries the possibility cf
abuse by industry, the multiplicity of groups that would
inevitably spring up will make an effective cross-check
on each other. In addition, the control by a firm or
private individual w...uld be diminished because of a Live
percent maximum from any contributor which would be
required in order to have a tLx exemption.

Sources of revenue would be made public by the exempt
consumer organization as to provide the public with r.
credibility review.

This tax exempt:".on arrangement is suggested in lit:a of
the CAA. There would be more possibility of effective
consumer advocacy as reflected by the public interest,
rather than conC.ning consumer protection surveillance
to one federally-funded and politically-controlled
organization -- the CAA.

Consumer Research 3.16b Federal interest in consumer protection should be
Fund reflected in research appropriations. The revenue for

purely technical studies would be dispersed among tax
exempt educational and consumer institutions or organi-
zations. Each institution or organization grant will he
limited to five percent of the body's total budget so as
to preclude the entity's dependence on the federal
government.

In order to avoid the dangers of headhunting on a parti-
cular firm, or the undue influence by a single company
which is under investigation, all research projects
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would be cross-industry comparative studies.

The annual distribution of grants would be handled by the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare under the
advisorship of a Consumer Research Committee made up of
five U. S. Representatives.

To eliminate the possibility that a critical report would
be filed away, CRC would be required to make any such
reports available to consumer activist groups and to the
press'. This would also allow such groups to have a
slight check on these studies by allowing them to comment
on them.

3.17 During the last decade, the annual economic produc-
tion of the United States has grow., at rates approaching
$50 billion. Late in 1970 o,1r Gross National Product
(GNP) passed the S1 trillion mark. Despite considera-
t3ons of inflation, Ire have clearly reached unprecedented
levels of basic economic and :ndustrial wealth.

Although there are wide differences of opinion concerning
the distribution of wealth, it can be generally stated
that our economic growth has been passed on, in varying
degrees, to most sectors of our population. Despite this
apparent and unprecedented 1.ifflence, the social and
political trends of the nation indicate a deep and wide-
spread discontentment, particularly among the youth popu-
lation. Although the nature of this discontent vague
and multivariant, it might generally be described as a
basic dissatisfaction with the overall conditions of life.
These uroblems are increasingly referred to as a concern
for ne 'quality of life." This concern considers eco-
nomic wealth important but also places heavy emphasis
on conditions beyold the immediate realm of economics,
such as thq,vatural ;aviroriment, pollution, health,
over-crowdIng, cultural opportunities and political
influence. Basically, concern over the "quality of life"
suggestF,a growing disenchantment with the primacy which
economics and "materialism" have had in our society and
calls for increased individual and social concern for
matters not directly within the sphere of economics.

The apparent widespread dissatisfaction and available
statistics imply substantial validity to three inter-
related theories. First, despite apparent economic
progress, the overall "quality of life" within the United
States may actually ba declining. Second, there is a
possibility that the "quality of life" may not be dcclii-
ing but that it isreeting neither its fullest potential,
not the expectations of vast portions of the population.
Third, is the possibility that the primacy of econcmic
concerns to our informational, organizational and
decision-making processes may be causing imbalance and
suboptimization oc t'he "rivalitv of life" within our
society. These three prospects suggest a need for vig-
orous re-evaluation of our decision-making criteria and
national priorities. Such re-evaluation and possible
social adju. ;tments will require information and analyti-
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cal tools which are either not available or inadequate at
this time, but it must be understood that GNP is not the
sole indicate,/ of the quality of life.

Ultimately, effective decisions and actions cannot be
made concerning social objectives unless means can be
developed to measure initial conditions and changes in
conditions. There aNdNfive major problems which must be
pursued by efforts. to pebvAde information for today's
social problems. . "First, vastly expanded efforts must be
made to provide information concerning non economic and
semi-economic matters such as pollution, health, and
human.skills and potentials. Second, ways must be devel-
oped to provide visibility and a just balance of atten-
tion to unnoticed yet critical social problems. Third,
metLods must be developed which provide information
about the actual success of public programs in attaining
the objectives for which they were created. Fourth,
there is a need for: a balanced system view of social
concerns to facilitate optimal and efficient enough
provision of relevant information to generate political
pressures through awareness.

The prospect of creating broad economi., and non-economic
measurements to provide balanced indicators of the condi-
tions of life within our society is feasible and partial-
ly researched. Work to this date suggests tiat while it
is unreasonable to expect a sir,Dle variable such as the
GNP to be an indicator: of the "quality of life,' it is
reasonable to envision the development of a series of
consolidated social measures which will provide a general
view of the social welfare. However, the sophisticated
and interrelated social statistics that are becoming
increasingly critical to future decision-making have not
yet materialized.

3.17a Criteria should be iieveloped for the measurement
of the "quality of life" lor both individuals and the
general society and mechanisms should be developed for
the collection, interpretation and presentation of infor-
mation pertaining to this criteria. The criteria should
include the following areas of social and individual
concern:

(1) Natural Environment. Preservation of natural
beauty and wildlife and opportunity to regularly experi-
ence unspoiled wilderness and water. Tabulation on the
use of reserves of natural resources',

(2) Living Environment. Overall maintenance of urban,
suburnr and rural living and working areas, Mainten-
ance of minimal conditions for, clean air and water,
available space, general sanitation and health, housing
and structural safety and building and street aesthetics.

(3) General Health. Basic sanitation and safety main-,
tenance, ample available health care and intensive medi-
cal services for the young and elderly.

(4) Income and Basic Economic Security. Minimization
of indWidual economic deprivation, minimum guaranteed
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living standard, equitable distribution of wealth and
continual opportunity to pursue improved economic condi-
tions:

(5a) Employment and Productivity. r4..neral provision
for productive opportunity which provides equitable per-
sonal rewards, socially beneficial effects and optimiza-
tion of an individual's ability and willingness to con-
tribute,

(5b) Productive Employment Areas. Study of the varia-
tions from the mean which exist within minority groups
regarding educational attainment in relation to earning
power;

(6) Aggregate Economic Advancement. Overall economic
production of society which takes into consideration neg-
ative and preventive production (such as smog control
devices) and environmental deterioration costs,

(7) Training, Education and Culture. Opportunity to
learn usable skills, problem solving abilities and the
value of the world.

(9) Justice and Freedom Concerning Threat and Ccercion.
Ainimum threat of harm or loss of security, Extent of
positive as opposed to negative sanctions used in socie-
tal and individual interaction.

(9) Individualism. Opportunity for free expression and
selection of 'life style:" and levels of soci1 toler-
ance and alienation.

Performance indices should be developed and reports
should be released in a way which provides a highly
visible and simnle indication of how our society is func-
tioning in each of the above categories. Social index
reports should be publicly released on a regular basis in
much the same way as current unemployment and price fig-
ures. Information concerning the means of calculating
these indices and background data should also be publicly
available.

Implementation: There is no clear cost data concerning
the development and maintenance of an expanded social
report system. The 1971 federal government allotment for
statistical programs is approximately $161 million. It
does not seem unlikely that a vastly expanded statistical
program would cost twice as much as existing mechanisms.

Although raw data conceraing the various categories for
an overall "quality of life" report might be collected
by agencies and organitations concerned with the subject
of measurement, it is undesirable that the natilre of the
overall report be unduly influenced by a particular in-
terest of.perspective. it is therefore suggested that
the final accumulation, interpretation and presentation
of "quality of life" data be undertaken by an expanded
version of the Council of Economic Advisors. The 4-itle
of the existing council should be changed to the Council
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of Economic and Social Advisors. The existing staff and
rescilirceseof this body should be broadened and plans
should be made and implemented which will allow a fully
balanced regular report on the overall "quality of life"
by the later half of the 1970's. Ultimately, the.Council
should assume balanced stature and the title of Council
of Aggregate Social Welfare.

TAX DEDUCTIONS FOR 3.18 Any cost incurred above and beyond the expenditures
ENVIRONMENTAL POL- required to meet present statutory regulations in the
LUTION COOPERATIVE correction of the industrial pollution of any company or
COSTS business should be allowed to be written off on the tax

return of that said company. This deduction must meet
I Environmental Control Commission criteria of stopping or

reducing the industrial pollution by a substantial amount,
within the taxable year. Should the IRS find any evi-
dence that unjust price increases are passed onto the
consumer due to the purchases of environmental correction
equipment and manpower cost, this tax deduction should be
denied to the particular company. This deduction, shall
be subject to present IRS regulations on deductions, i.
e., purchase vouchers as corrections systems.

LIMIT DEFENSE
BUDGET

GUARANTEED ANNUAL
INCOME
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3.1.9 Be it resolved: That the defense budget for the
fiscal year 1972 be limited to 50 billion dollars.
Experts and groups such as the Brookings Institution, the
Urban Coalition and Mr. Seymour Melman have estimated
that this would not endanger national security.

Further resolved: That such cuts shall come from the
areas of counterinsurgency and nuclear weapons systems.

Be it further resolved: That no further military funds
be allocated for Vietnam except for the purpose of
withdrawing troops.

3.20 Every citizen of the United States has the right
to a decent and adequate standard of living. Today,
over 24 million United States citizens, or 7.4 million
U. S. families (10% of all U. S. families), are consid-
ered to be living in poverty. This incidence of poverty
and the factors causing it have made i.s necessary to
develop some form of income maintenance program to meet
the subsistence needs of those incapable of supporting
themselves.

Of the current federal funds administered under the
welfare program as it stands today, approximately 70%
of the money goes to aid for dependent children, 20%
goes to the aged and the handicapped, and of the 10%
remaining, less than half goes to those who are employ-
able or trainable.

3.20a The current welfare system of payments, services
and commodities should be replaced with an income pro-
gram which guarantees every person in the United States
sufficient cash income for decent and adequate standards
of food, ohelter and clothing.



We further recommend that the program be designed
include the following essential characteristics:

(1) Eligibility based on need. The onl} requirement
for eligibility should be a simple declaration of need.

(2) Determination of Eligibility. An individual or
family could become eligible through two processes
1) the potential recipient may request cash allowance
upon submission of standardized proof of earning level;
or 2) the administrating agency will inform persons of
their eligibility and noneligibility as a result of IRS
records,

(3) Benefit levels. Cash benefits must be sufficient to
provide for a decent and adequate standard of living.
The benefit level should be no less than the low standard
of adequate income established by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, including regional variations'.

(4) Subsidized public services. The cost of essential
services such as child care, vocational counseling,
family planning, legal aye. health services, should, if
necessary, be directly sw,sidized by the federal govern-
ment. Participants in the program should be free to
purchase the services they need or want. These services
should be integraL:ed with those used by more affluent
citizen and be available to all on a graduated fee
scale based on ability to pay, Food stamps, commodities
and all other such alternatives to cash should be eli-
minated.

(5) Work requirements and benefits. While no one
should be required to work or enroll in training as a
requirement for initial or continued eligibility, work
benefits such as those which work on the same principle
(but no monetary values) as FAP or NWRO should be built
into the program so that participants are encouraged to
work and encouraged to find higher paving jobs if poss-
ible; and

(6) Privacy. All precautions should be taken to insure
that privacy and other rights of participants are pro-
,tected,including the legal right of appeal.

Implementation: This income program should be federally
financed and administered under federal standards. Ad-
ministrative procedures should be as simple as possible.
A good model for the administration of the income pro-
gram is the Social Security System, whose costs of
administration are far lower than the costs of adminis-
tration of any private insurance company performing the
same kind of function.

Participants in the program should be included in pro-
gram developme decision-making and implementation.

This recommendation is to be sent to the House Appropri-
ations Committee for/adoption by the Congress of the
United States, and/tt is to be administered under the
existing FEW Department.

[A joint proposal submitted by the Task Force on Economy
and Employment and the Task Force on Poverty1
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All recommendations were voted on by the entire Task
Force after they were reported out of their respective
workshops. The entire body also voted to include the
minority resolutions in the report.

4.1a The United States of America, the nation with the
largest gross national product in the world, should offer
an educational system which equips her people to live
meaningfully, in a rapidly changing society. However,
this nation has not met this goal; misplaced priorities
have diverted both human and financial resources. .

Federal, state, and local governments must support the
recommendations outlined by the 1971 White House
Conference on Youth Task Force on Education. The Federal
government must reorder national spending priorities so
that the Federal contribution to primary, secondary, and
hicher education will total 25% of the national budget
Tale current Federal contribution to education is 3.67%).
In addition, state and local governments must also
re-examine their spending priorities and determine, ways
in which more funds can be channeled into education.

Implementation: (1) Defense spending must be reduced.
The Federal government currently spends 46.45% of the
federal tax dollar on defense. These funds must be
redirected so that a larger percentage will be spent on
education--to establish new, more effective educational
systems, including programs to serve individuals from
low income backgrounds and persons with nonacademic
interests.

(2) The United States must set a specific date to with-
draw all troops from the Indochina conflict. American
tax dollars must be redirected from this expenditure to
efforts to solve problems, including those involving
education, housing, environment, poverty, drugs, etc.
The Federal Government must not divert American tax
dollars from these efforts to military research and
development.

(3) Special priority for the distribution of these new
funds must include funding black colleges and small
private institutions, as well as other institutions
which serve a significant numbe.: of minority students.

(4) With the reallocation of Federal tax dollars,
methods should be developed that do not rely solely on
personal property taxes as the means of financing
education at the local level.

(5) A system of accountability must be developed for
cities and states using this increased share of federal
monies for education.

4.1b As we begin to understand the intricate process
of learning, we are discovering that needs exist which
can only be met by new methods. However, during the
past decade, educators as well as the public, young as
well as old, have recognized the tremendous difficulty in
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creating changes in, and alternatives to, the present
educational system. Many attempts to create innovative
systems such as drop-out centers, street academies, free
schools, etc. have been thwarted by a lack of funding.
Assistance from all levels or government and from the
community must be forthcoming.

The government at all levels should place great emphasis
on funding experimental and innovative systems because
the need for changes in and alternatives to the present
educational institutions are so great and the obstacles
to change are so formidable.

Implementation: (1) Local communities should provide
support from both the private and public sector; those
endeavors should include newspaper coverage, public
relations, etc.

l(2) Local communities should develop systems to assure
that the dollar amount provided for the education of
each American child will be equitable.

(3) The Federal Government should: (a) provide for
grants which would be made through Federal agencies,
such as the Office of Education and the 0.E.O., to
individuals and groups attempting to meet the
educational needs in their community which are not being
met by the public school system. b) provide all levels
of government and private agencies with funding
incentives to schools which agree to try such innovative
programs and procedures as ungraded classes and "free"
or informal classrooms. (c) design applications for
funds which are sufficiently simple for those individuals
not skilled in filling out bureaucratic forms to have a
chance to receive financial assistance. (d) base the
evaluation of programs on the decision as to whether or
not the goals of that particular program are being met,
rather than on arbitrarily imposed criteria, such as
improvement of the reading level, etc.

4.2a America's democratic system is rooted in the belief
that all citizens who are affected by the system should
have a voice in deciding how the system is to be set up.
This concept of a representative democracy has not been
universally accepted in our Nation's educational
institutions. As students on all levels become
increasingly socially and politically aware, the time
has come to give students a voice in the policy and
governance of their educational system.

To facilitate education, students must be thought of as
'participants, not merely recipients of the educational
process.

Beginning with tl'e secondary level, students should
participate in educational decisions and student
governance. Thny should also participate in broad-based
policy decisions by having representatives on
educational and governing boards at all levels and in
governmental agencies. Special efforts must be made to
include racial and ethnic minorities, students in voca-
tional and non-academic concentrations, and other
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students who, for, various reasons, traditionally tend not
to be involved in educational governance. As members of
the community, they should be indispensable participants
in sound decision-making. In those instances where
students are not voting members, steps should be taken to
move toward giving them voting representation.

Implementation: Government at 011 levels should support
student participation and should include students on all
of its educational boards. State, county, and local
governmental agencies should have student representation.
High school students should be represented on boards
of education. The legal regulations and guidelines for
all federal, state, and local programs that have impact
on students and youth should reflect the above principle
of participation.

Institutions of Higher Education: (1) Policy making
bodies in institutions of higher education should include
students as voting members. Every institution should
have clearly defined procedures, voted on by the total
academic community, for selecting members of bodies
which make and implement policy.

The procedures for selection of these students should
reflect all aspects of the student community. Also, for
truly effective participation, provisions should be made
for terms of more than one year. Where financial
need might prevent a student from participating,
procedures should be established to provide the needed
assistance.

Opportunities to earn course credit for involvement in
university governance should be provided for student
members.

Students should take seriously their obligation to
participate when there are opportunities for real
influence on pc,licy. Some examples of areas in which
students are seeking such a voice are recommendations
on tenure and promotion, curriculum, grading reform, and
course and faculty evaluation.

(2) Secondary schools are for students and students
should be involved in their school's policy decisions,
particularly those concerned with developing curricula
and determining rules governing student conduct.
Students should also have a voice in determining the
criteria for evaluating teach-a-s.

Students must be free to establish and should be
encouraged to participate in student government which
should be an integral part of the educational day.
Student participation should reflect the entire student
community, that is ethnic, racial, academic, and age
groups. All registered students should be eligible to
hold office. trop-outs should be allowed to have
representation on all student governing boards.

Students should have active membership in parent-
teachers associations.

A course in political principles using the school and
community as a lab should be developed and students
should receive some form of course credit for their work
in governance.
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Schools reflect the educational philosophy of the
community served. Parents, school staff, and students
are in pursuit of a common goal; a program which will
prepare the participants for full, active, lifelong,
and responsible participation in their community.
Therefore, local, town, city, and county governments
should establish youth councils which represent the total
youth community. Opportunities should also be made
available within the existing structural government for
more individual student participation.

It is essential that parents be involved in the total
education of their children. Therefore, schools must
promote parental involvement. The schools must educate
the community as well as the students. Students and
parents must be actively and meaningfully involved in
decision-making processes in schools.

Secondary school students should be represented on all
boards of education. These students should be elected
by their peers. Where necessary state legislatures
should alter existing laws or create new ones to permit
widespread student participation on educational boards
at all levels.

A study should be undertaken to determin: what motivates
students to participate in school and community affairs.

(3) Student participation and full membership is needed
not only on top level policy making and governing boards,
but also on commissions, councils, and working
committees throughout the educational system.

(4) Schools, churches, and parents have primarily
prepared youth for participation in society through an
academic appioach. A more meaningful approach would be
to provide youth with learning experiences through
actual involvement in civic affairs. Schools and
colleges should stimulate realistic education beyond
the classroom by providing opportunities to earn credit
f^r learning experiences in business and government
a, ,/or service in communiLy and world affairs.

(5) Genuine implementation and the possible benefits to
be derived from each implementation ate dependent on the
receptivity of the faculty, administrators, and governing
bodies involved. There is a need for a greater awareness
on the part of faculty, administrators, and governing
boards concerning the positive role which students can
play 'in educational decision making. Discussions
concerning how students can be most effective in decision
making processes should be on the agenda of the other
related org,nizations.

4.2b Ignorance and misunderstanding have traditionally
been the root of many of society's most divisive
problems. Recently, it has become' increasingly apparent
that many of the difficulties that have arisen in our
educational institutions are due to a clear lack of
understanding about the legal and social responsibilities
of the institution to the student and the student to
the institution.

We urge all educational institutions, both junior and
senior high schools as well as all institutions of

f
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higher education to adopt a code of student rights,
responsibilities, and conduct which will clearly define
the legal and social relationships of the institution to
the student and the student to the institution in such
areas as speech, demonstrations, dress code, housing,
class attendance, etc.

implementation: (1) The federal government, through the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, should
commission a task force to develop a "model code" of
student rights, responsibilities, and conduct which can
then be disseminated to American educational insti-
tutions. A basis for this study may be the "model code"
developed by the Student Rights Division of the American
Bar Association, the Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education, and other "model codes" currently in use at
educational institutions throughout the country.

(2) State and local school districts should also explore
methods of ptoviding such a coda for their state's
educational institutions.

4.3a Since the Second World War, the United States has
been actively pursuing the goals of equality of
educatioral opportunity regardless of one's age,
socio-economic and cultural background, color, race,
religion, sex, or physical differences.

Racial or ethnic isolation by whatever its cause still
deprives too many Americans of an equal educational
opportunity. Patterns of discrimination usually mean
inadequate teaching, run-down facilities resulting
in the inability of millions of students to achieve their
potential.

Equality of educational opportunity is also frustrated
by other aspects of the American educational system
which affect non-minority students as well:
excessive fragmentation of the curriculum; often
unrealistic prerequisites; still too many insensitive
administrators, counselors, and instructors; and an
overemphasis of the academically inclined with less
attention being paid to those with other valid carer
goals. American education is also too often involved in
the absorption of unrelated facts rather than the
careful correlation of theory with practice.

Frequently arbitrary class periods, rather than interest
and the nature of the subject matter, determine the time
devoted to a subject. Within the classroom, the
learning process seems to be more of a custodial than
of an educational nature.

For the last century the public school system has been
the foundation of American democracy. It has long
provided a melting pot to acclimate new groups to the
ration's value system. Today, however, Americans of
different colors and races challenge this goal and the
process by which it has been achieved. They rightfully
seeA the incorporation of their own cultural values and
heritages into the educational process - -an addition which
should enrich all students equally.

"1
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The organization and content of secondary school
curricula have been overly standardized to help those
students who plan to enter college meet admission
requirements. However, students entering junior and
senior high school differ not only in competence,
interests, and learning styles but also in their
prospects for future education and work. Secondary
schools cannot serve the diverse needs of these students
merely by adding curriculum tracks to the standard
college preparatory sequence. (The Carnegie Unit system
is an anachronism and should he dissolved.) Secondary
school students must be offered opportunities to design
individualized educational programs suited to their
particular competencies and interests with the help of
sensitive, informed advisers and counselors.

Neither do high school students require the same post-
secondary higher education. With changing values and
greater diversity among those pursuing higher education,
further alternatives and options are needed. Those who
have the capacity and potential to pursue one of these
alternatives should not be denied an opportunity to do
so because of age, cultural, financial, class, color,
ethnic, racial, religious, physical, or sexual
discrimination. We should also remember that the seeds
which enable one to undertake an education beyond the
high school are planted in the pre-school years. Our
commitment for change must begin there if we are to
benefit from tho fullest development of each individual's
potential.

Secondary schools and the various institutions of higher
education must provide equal access to educational
opportunities for all students who have the capacity,
desire, or potential to benefit from a particular type of
educational experience regardless of age, cultural,
socio-economic background, color, ethnic, racial,
religious, sexual or physical differences.

These institutions must also provide for and respect
those individual differences by acknowledging that
students have varying rates and patterns of learning and
that they have a need to have their individual goals met.

Implementation: To further equality of educational
opportunity and the eqpality of educational result, all
levels of government4 6ust accept the responsibility for
ensuring equal access to--and the accommodation of
diverse interests in--the secondary and higher
educational institutions of our nation.

(1) The Federal Government Must...(a) vigorously enforce
existing laws and administfative regulations against
discrimination and work positively to further
integration. (b) provide greater support for school
construction assistance to correct existing deficiencies
resulting from de jure and de facto segregation. (c)

secure adequate funding for special programs to assist
administrators, counselors, and instructors involved in
desegregation and integration efforts as well as for
bilingual-bicutural programs to be offered in schools
where there is a substantial minority population.

(2) The State Governments Must...(a) require and fund
bilingual-bicultural programs in schools where there is

Cl
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a substantial number of minority students and provide
that all educators granted certification for the public
schools within their states complete a special program
on cultural divelsity dealing with the problems
confronting the disadvantaged and bilingual student. (b)

maintain alternative systems of education beyond the
high school, each worthy of respect. (c) recognize the
instructionally oriented institutions of higher education
designed to educate the professional as being of equal
merit with the more research-oriented state instituticns.
(d) mandate equalization of ver capita public
expenditures to remove the financial barriers which now
prevent largely minority areas from having adequate
educational facilities, programs, and personnel and in
the transition period, provide additional support te
rectify past inadequacies. (e) aid in the consolidation
of small schools where appropriate to offer more adequate
educational opportunity in rural areas. (f) exercise
authority toestablish school district Loundaries that
will provide a better balanced and more financially
sound public school constituency than now exists in
many urban-suburban communities. !g) increase state
support for education through additional and more
equitable sources of revenue--such as the income tax- -
in addition to the local property tax which largely
finances American public schools.

(3) Educators bear a particular responsibility for
implementation of these recommendations. Simply adding
more money--as necessary and ae justified as that might
be in many cases--to much of the existing educational
system will not solve many of our current educational
problems. What is also required is a firm commitment
and the will to accomplish what is right.

Educators at All Levels Must...(a) encourage students to
re-enter}the educational system after they have dropped
out for employment, national service, or personal
reasons. (b) utilize as part of the curricula the
student's total potential educational environment and
not restrict the learning experience to the classroom.
(c) esttablish programs to re-educate professional
personnel in the use of the community as an instructional
laboratory and to renew and improve their effectiveness
as practitioners. (d) stress in the design sf curricula
critical thinking and problem-solving. (e) introduce
bilingual-bicultural courses where the dominant culture
and a significant minority of :itudents can benefit from
such I program. (f) individualize instruction and
develop integrated core curricula in many fjelds to
overcome course fragmentation and proliferation. (y)

eliminate unreasonable course prerequisites related to
level of education in order that students of diverse
ages cn-tax and learn together. (h) experiment with

systems of evaluation--such as regular
written faculty evaluations which analyze the student's
potential in relation to a given level of mastery and/or
which permit a student to repeat a course without failure
until he has achieved that level of matery--to overcome
the n2gative effects which the present system has had on
the 12atning process and in particular as it related to
minority students. (i) reduce social .:lass barriers
within an educational institution through programs by
which student, non-student, and parent alike, can gain
a better understanding of each ethers' values and improve
intetpeisonal relationships. (j) make school counselors
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more readily available to all students. The roles of
these counselors should be determined at the local levd1
by the students to be served, the employers. and the
counselors. Assignments should be clear in recognizing
the primary professional concern of counselors to be
the worth and the well-being of students. A counselor's
work may be complemented Ly trained student peer
counselors. (k) improve the career advisement function
by encouraging department heads to make information
Available on their respective fields, especially for
minority students. (1) urge the faculty, who represent
various disciplines in the sciences and professions,
to work with their colleagues at the next lower level of
education to identify and to encourage minority students
to enter those fields.

(4) Industry and the Professions Must...(a) seek more
from the educational process than simply performance
of in-service training. The need is for individuals
who are broadly educated, yet who possess the expertise
and confidence in their chosen field. To deny the
student of science and technology adequatc understanding
of the humanities and the soc'ral sciences and,
specifically, the capacity to read, to write, and to
speak with precision is not meeting the long-run
interests of profession, industry, student, or societyi,'
Similarly, the student of the humanities and the social
sciences must have some comprehension of the
professional, industrial, and technical world in which
he lives. (b) provide more internship, work-study
opportunities so that students will work with successful
professionals and firms who will in turn make available
personnel and facilities in a joint effort with
educational institutions. (c) continue efforts with
government cooperation to assimilate and provide suitable
employment for youth, since the attitudes of students
toward education and their willingness to engage in
serious academic study are influenced profoundly by
their conviction as to whether or not their school
performance will eventuate in worthwnile employment.

(5) The Media Must...more adequately meet the
responsibilities which their use of the public air
waves and the second class postal privilege impz,ses on
them by...(a) developing programs for self-learning
and continuing education for young and old, advantaged
and disadvantaged alike. (b) participating more
actively in noting the dcoomplishmunts of ethnic
minorities and the role they have played and th,
contributions they have made and are making. (c)

reviewing existing programs and articles and creating
new ones which will dignify all work which is done
within our society, whether it is work dn' with the
mind, the hands, or both.

4.3b The financial barriers to equal access to
educational opportunity should be eliminated through
Lhe full funding of existing federal programs.

Institutions of higher education postulate a goal of
equal access to educational opportunity at a point in
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history when existing programs of yreat promise are
grossly Underfunded. At present each of the programs
administered by the Division of Student Financial Aid
and of the Office of Educgtion is unable to meet the
demand for,dollars represented approved requests for
funding from institutions. The ptngrans so underfunded
are:

( Educational Opportunity Grants--Initial Starts
Educational Opportunity Grants--Renewals
College Work Study
National Defense Savings Loan

Of the three branches of special services, none can fJnd
the institutional programs presently planned and
approved. These programs are:

Upward Bound
Educational Talent Search
Special Services

The Civil Rights Commission has documented the gross
under funding of the predominatly Negro land grant
colleges from both federal and state sources and
attributed it to racism.

The Administration has failed in its budgetary request
to fund the Bureau of Student Financial Aid programs
even up to the level of the Congressi ally approved
appropriations.

The level of funding requested by the Administration for
Student Financial Aid in its proposals for the Higher
Education Act of 1971 is insufficient to meet student
need.

We desire to Lccomplish the goal stated forthrightly by
tilt: President that "nu student shall be denied access to
post secondary educational opportunity because lack
of money."

One measure of this attainment would be equalization,
that is, matriculation, rates equivalent for students
from the two low income quarters of the population to
those of the two upper income quartiles.

We recommend immediate full funding of existing programs
in order that the goal's of these programs may be
accomplished. Recognizing the need for experimentation
to achieve requisite efficiency, we argue less for form
than for level of funding.

Implementation: Should the demand for educational
opportunity become so great and grant funding remain
inadequate, thus, denying our higher education to many
millions of Americans, we suggest that Congress
carefully study the establishment di a federal loan
program whereby any individual with the capacity, desire,
or potential for higher education may borrow up to
$2,003 a year, not to exceed four academic years of
higher education. The interest and principal would
not need to be repaid until four years after the
completion of the educational period and then repaid
throxgh a surcharge on the indtvidual's federal income
tax.

94
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4.4a During the past few years students have protested
the present curriculum in schools and colleges and have
cried out for a 'relevant' education. For tnese students
a 'relevant' education means one which will suit their
specific needs, Thus, instruction must become
individualized and a large variety of alternative systems_
of education and forms of precentation, materials etc.
within these systems must be made available.

Educational systems and programs must be made relevant
to students' life situations and the probable futures
that their world will offer. Students must be permitted
to explore various areas of interest, which include the
social, emotional s. intellectual and physical
development of the Students need to be
allowed to learn outside the formal classroom and to
receive, academic redit nor these experiences. They
also need to move freely between vocational and academic
programs. Educational systems must perceive and build
their curriculum (which encompasses the total learning
experiences of the student) on the basis that the total
community is the context in which education occurs.
Counselors should specifically be concerned with
assisting students in identifying what options are
available to them, in developing new options a.2re n.ne
exists and in assisting students to exercise their right
of choica.

Implementation: (1) Local, state, and federal
government_ should significantly i;crease and continue
to fund research and development programs, as well as
alternative systems, materials, and such techniques
as performance contracting, the voucher system, deferred
tuition programs, independent study programs, the
Parkway Progress Program and work-study programs, etc.
Increased funding should be provided for vocae.onally
oriented programs which are integrated into the regular
educational system. Other funds should continue to be
specifically earmarked for specific vocational programs.

(2) Institutions of higher education must continuously
evaluate their objectives and design curricula to
promote the growth of the individual. Students should
be allowed to develop approved individualized programs
of study. Courses should be developed offering learning
opportunities concerned with interpersonal re?Itionships
and present day problems. Additional systems of
secondary education are nee::led to provide for both the
social and technical needs of today's students. Grading
and college entrance and graduation requirements need
to be thoroughly re-evaluated and in many instances,
revised. Cooperative efforts between the university
and the local community in the form of social and
service learning and work-study programs must be
strengtherm.d.

(3) Secondary educational systems, which include the
students as well as members of their educational
communities, need to periodically define and publicize
their objectives and design curricula to achieve these
objectives. Educational experiences should be provided
which offer opportunities for otudentt; to relate with
peer groups, other generations, and p.rsons of diverse
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ethnic, economic and cultural circumstances. A
counselling staff competent i1 academic, personal and
vocational fields, should be available in the ratio 1:5
students. Schools should assume responsibility for job
placement of all students, including drop-outs. Course
requirements and the grading system should be thoroughly
re-evaluated and revised in many instances.

Cooperative efforts beteen the community and the school
in the form of social and service learning and work-study
programs must be strengthened. The school should draw
from the talents and skills of the community men and
women who should be recognized as vital educational
partners.

(4) Media must accept the responsibility of being a most
important educational force. The FCC must establish
regulations which protect media freedom while at the
same time ensuring maximum educational benefits for the
Nations' students and other citizens.

4.4b The relevant school of today and tomorrow will
be pluralistic in structure and function. It will
provide a large variety of in and out of school, short
and long term, and planned and spontaneous learning
experiences. To insure that the student can profit
frog: opportunities provided him, he must be presented
with more than a choice of opportunities. For thz
student t.) receive an education which is personally
meaningful, personal and environmental exploration,
career and life style planning and decision-making must
be gven major emphasis throughout a stYient's
elementary and secondary schooling.

counselors should: (a) Devote a major share of their
time and effort to facilitating the student's personal,
cultural, s.nd environmental exploration, career and life
style planning and decision-making and building multiple
choices within the curriculum. (b) Be available in
sufficient numbers to work with all students throughout
elementary and secondary schools (one counselor to 25
students). (u) Be freed of quasi-administrative,
clerical and disciplinary duties which prevent them from
attending to the real interests and needs of students.

Implementation: (1) The Government should provide
support only for those school counseling programs in
which counselors are solely involved in counseling and
guidance activities. (2) Institutions of Higher
Education must prepare counselors to work in areas
defined by students to meet their various interests and
needs. (3) Secondary and elementary schools must
continually re-ausess and evaluate their guidance
programs to insure that counselors are available in
sufficient numbers and responsive to the needs of the
students. (4) Business and the community must
regularly consult with students and counselors to insure
that their educational programs are functioning within
agreed upon guidelines.

4.4c The dropout has Leen told constantly by educators
that hj.s or her only solution to achieving success is
by obta!ning a high school diploma. However, the
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ability to think and perform various skills is not
determined by the mere possesion of a diploma. Many
students are presently recognizing that schools are
not meeting their needs and that learning occurs in
places other than a formal classroom.

School systems must recognize dropouts as part of the
normal student body population. They require alternative
educational procedures which include such features as a
flexible curriculum and extended counseling services.
They also require that the schools recognize their
different cultural and ethnic contributions.

Implementation: (1) Dropouts should participate fully
in all educational governance. Schools must recruit
dropouts for all governing bo,lies. (2) The educational
establishment must recognize the dropout as a member of
the total educational system. Teachers and
administrators, who expect students to achieve poorly,
usually create an atmosphere that makes this self-
fulfilling; consequently if an atmosphere of high
achievement is developed, students will usually do very
well. (3) High schools and colleges must develop
alternative criteria other than a diploma or a degree
for admission to further education. (4) Employment
requirements must be changed; industry must not rely
solely upon a diploma or credentials for determining
employability. A dropout should have as equal an
opportunity of access to all jobs as graduates. Hiring
should be based solely on the individual's ability to
perform the job.

4.4d The cry for a relevant education has echoed through
every office and classroom. An important aspect of the
issue is that learning may not be meaningful if grades
become the focus of a learning experience. Too often
students play grade "games" and do not learn; too
often students develop failure identities and simply
give up; too often youth do not discover learning -
instead they learn a system.

Alternative methods of evaluating students must be
explored. Relevancy in school curriculum as a whole
must extend to the individual class. The student can
follow his interests freely only when not dependent on
the favor of a class leader. Performance criteria must
be set and judged by both the student and the teacher.

Implementation: (1) Every level of education should
adopt a pass-fail or credit-no credit system for all
courses except those in the student's major. (2) If
local schools desire, a student should be able to earn
"honors" recognition for extremely exceptional effort.
(3) Written evaluations should be given to the student
and his parents so that they may understand and assist
him. (4) The teacher and student should confer
periodically in mutual evaluations. This could be the
most important and most productive factor in improved
evaluation - and part of a system which sti,-Ilates
increased learning.
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4.4e The basic determinants of the quality of man's
life are his total physical environment and his
relationships to his fellow man. A concerted effort
should be made to enable man to develop a real and basic
understanding of how he exists within his environment,
and to become aware of the tremendous impact he has
upon his world. Any educational system which is to be
truly relevant to the people it serves must provide for
integrated programs in the above areas.

In order to provide people with the understanding
necessary to make intelligent decisions about their
environment, educational institutions should implement
an integrated program of environmental education. Such
a program should include studies of man's physical
environment, and of _his effect upon the environment,
both as a consumer of resources, and as an agent with
power to alter his environment, for better or.for worse.
Realizing that man is an integral part of his
enviroment, curriculum designers should emphasize
population studies, and the impact of over-population
upon man and his earth.

Implementation: (1) Government should recognize that
quality of environment and quality of life are
synonomous. It should continue to support, through
Federal and State grants, programs to develop relevant
systems of environmental education. Emphasis should be
placed on funding teacher training programs as well as
student oriented curricula. (2) Institutions of Higher
Education should strew teacher training programs which
develop qualified teachers in these areas. (3) Primary
and Secondary Schools should realize the importance of
environmental education and should integrate the concept
of enviroment into the entire curriculum. Schools
should be concerned with all aspects of the human
environment and should recognize the effect of human
sexuality upon peoples lives. (4) Media should
cooperate in the development of environmental education
programs. They should evaluate their current
programming according to the guidelines outlined in the
above recommendation.

Architectirc 4.4f Traditional school surroundings tend to dehumanize
students and hinder their ability to learn.
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Architectural surroundings of the schools should be safe
and conducive to learning.

Implementa'.ion: Light, paint and carpeting should be
provided to make the architectural surroundings of the
schools more conducive to learning. The physical set
up should be flexible and adaptable to various modes
of learning and teaching.

4..a Presently college and high school resources are
used on a limited 8-3, Monday-Friday, September-June
basis. This limited utilization hinders individual as

n .)
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well as cc..munity achievement of educational goals. The
increased use of these facilities would provide for the
following: (a) Needed adult education and retraining in
academic and vocational areas so necessary in America's
rapidly advancing technological society. (b) A community
center where positive interaction Yould be possible for
all community members, i.e., each school could become a
community college, child care center, sport and civic
center, etc.---during hours not utilized by members of
the conventional educational community. (c) Interaction
between diverse peoples to greatly enhance the entire
experience of learning. Businessmen, housewives,
laborers, and all other members of the community could
facilitate the education of their young people.

The limited use of high school and college faculty and
facilities must be expanded. Since education is a
lifelong process, communities can utilize these resources
for the total education of people in all walks of life.
Therefore, it must be recognized that the school is an
extension of the surrounding community and should involve
all members of its society. These members are partially
responsible and should participate in the education of
their young people using the community school concept.

Implementation: (1) Decentralization of administrative
power concerning policy, curriculum, and administrative
decisions must be transfei ed from the state level to
the local level. Thus, the special needs of individual
communities' environments could be met by increased
community involvement; decisions would he made by
parents, teachers, students, as well as school board
members. (2) A year-round schedule should be developed
for schools in which educational activities for
interested persons are made available. Students should
also be permitted to choose the terms in which they
wish to study. (3) The community school concept must
be seriously considered by all state and local school
boards.

4.5b Students can obtain more relevant education when
the school is viewed as a laboratory within the
community. Since 18 year olds now have a vote, it is
important that schools and colleges offer training in
how communities are organized and how political
processes operate. Through this training, students will
become knowledgeable about how institutions, including
schools, are organized and function. Students will
become better citizens of the community after graduation
if they understand how institutions operate.

Each school and college should establish a course, the
conte of which would be the study of that school or

: and 'Its community. The school will act as a
social laboratory for students to discover the dynamics
and political processes at work.

Implementation: (1) Local school districts should
develop model courses along the lines of these
recommendations. The courses should be organized in an
independent study and seminar structure in which a
student selects a community institution to study,
becomes actively involved in it, and then returns to
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share experiences and observations in a seminar. (2)

Local educational districts should provide in-service
training for teachers who want to lead such seminars.
(3) Business and industry should provide special
teacher preparation courses for community-school
laborat-ries. (4) Federal and state funds should bc
made available for model courses in each community.

4.5c The American elementary and secondary education
systems have traditionally favored students intent on
pursuing higher education rather thar providing for the
true needs of the individual. This traditio6ti system
was functional at one time because societal and economic
needs required a large labor force and a small eductted
class. 'Also, in pre-technological times the labor
force served as an alternative to formal education-
allowing people to learn on the job and grow into
positions of greater responsibility.

Today, education is a requirement for entry into the
labor force, yet our educational institutions have
largely failed to recognize and adjust to this change.
However, there are examples of our nation mobilizing its
human resources to miet new needs. In the past these
mobilizations have occured in the face of external
threat, real or imagined. The crisis today resides
within, yet demands the same total response. Our defense
establishment has been able to train e,'ery individual to
his maximum capacity and need. We have supplied soldiers
with literacy training, therapeutic and preventive
health care, and job skills. must do the same with

uall of our citizenry. If we undertake to meet these
specific needs, not only will American society benefit,
but it will also permit the individual to grow in
stature and to strengthen his self-image. These
individual human concerns are of utmost importance to
us.

We recommend the establishment of a new type of community
learning center, a center that would marshal the
services and make available the cultural (including those
of the barrio and ghetto), educational, and business and
industry resources of the total community. The
community learning centers would help any learner obtain
the kind of relevant education that is required by that
learner at that time. We conceive of these community
learning centers providing education for the world of
work, continuing academic studies or for personal
development and fulfillment.

Implementation: (1) '-:quality of education for all
people does not mean that everyone should receive the
same education. (2) Each student's educational program,
at any time in his life, should be created to meet his
individual needs. This necessitates creating more
options than the present system provides, including
,tilization of non-school community resources. (3)

Within a learning center credit should be granted for
work experience--jobs, volunteer activities--that
contribute to career choices. Work experience provides
a chance to become oriented toward several kinds of
work, to gain employability and socialization skills,
to assume responsibilities and specific job skills. In
addition, it allows everyone of every Ewe to make a
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contribution to society. (4) Work experience also
enables students to take advantage of facilities and
equipment already existing within a community, thus
reducing, in many instances, the cost of education.
(5) These work experiences can be ar important
component in community involvement. Employers have a
stake in assuring that their workers are receiving a
relevant education. ;Additionally, community involvement
is assured because there is no terminal point in public
education--everyone can go to school to get whatever he
needs at any time in his life. (6) Such a learning
center should take advantage of the innovative,
operational and administrative efficiencies and
advantages which the comprehensive application of
technological systems can make possible. The future of
education lies in the expanded use of instructional
technology which not only allows for individulization of
instruction, but frees the teacher to interact with each
student. (7) Thus, educational media centers should
be established which have community-wide responsibility
for the planning, design, production and acquisition of
teaching materials. These materials should be
disseminated by a variety of delivery systems (radio and
TV broadcasting films, cable TV, audio, video and film
cassettes) and made available to learners. To achieve
such a delivery system, the administration and Congress
must provide additional funds. (8) Such a
communications system built as an integral part of
these learning centers, could make the cultural and
educational resources of the community available to
support and strengthen existing educational institutions
and training centers. These systems would also make
teaching materials available to individuals or groups in
the home, also the neijhborhood. (9) Because the system
is open to everyone at any time in his life, the learning
centers should make a valuable extensive counseling
service by trained professionals to help dll community
residents determine their life choices.

The success of the learning centers must be measured by
their ability to prepare the student for the next step
ii his life, be it the next grade, another center,
college, vocational school, or job. Accountability
within the learning center requires that at each level
of education someone must be personally responsible for
others' success, the success of students is the
responsibility of the teacher and the success of the
teacher is the responsibility of the administrator. For
everyone in the system, from the entering student to
the highest administrative official, failure showq their
performance must be reassessed and their possible forced
exit from the system considered.

All those associated with the learning center would
assume the dual roles of both teacher and student.
Educational professionals would be expected to take
regular leaves of absence for inservice training to
observe innovations in learning occurring in other
places.

The dignity of vocational skills would be enhanced by
the learning center because all teachers would no longer
need to be college-educated. Plumbers, electricians and
farmers could also teach, making their trades and crafts
focal points of the formal educational system.
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Learning centers would be financed in part through
education monies, collected from whatever level and
source and distributed to areas of the greatest need.
The responsibility for meeting specific program needs of
education would remain at the level closest to the
people.

The learning centers would be in business to please
their clients. It would be the responsibility of all
those associated witH the centers to be sure that the
customers, the students, were pleased with the centers'
product. The customers dissatisfaction would indicate
that the centers were unsuccessful and changes would
need to be .made.

0
4.6a The schools as they now exist are stifling,
unyielding institutions with little flexibility or
humaneness.

The focus must always be on the student as a person
rather than on the content of a subject. Thus, the
concerns of each individual student, which arise out of
his life within the community, must be the substance of
education.

A humane school offers students and teachers options
which allow for alternative styles of teaching and
learning.

The school which the task force envisions is a total
learning community in which students, parents, faculty,
administrators, interns, Para- professionals and the
outside community are involved in the real decision-
making process. For participation to have any meaning,
decisions about the curriculum and the educational
process must be decentralized to the local school.

Teachers need to be prepared to teach in this kind of

(1) Training of all school staff must be centered on
student learning. Therefore, teacher training must Le
removed from the teacher training institution to the
actual school location. The real life s7:t.'ation of the
school Is the best site for training pro, .ctive teachers.

(2) School and university personnel must unite in a
collaborative effort to prepare teachers. The goal
should be to hetter integrate practice and theory in the
training ( f U.,clers

(3) ifectiv( eaching requires self-understanding and
!_o desires and feelin,l of student. . The

implications of dealing humanely alth students point to
a need for the teacher to have knowledge ,end
understanding of minority and youth cultures. The
teacher must be involved continuously in a sensitivity
training process designed to increase his understanding
of himself and others in their school relationships.
The goal of this suggestion is to open up effective and

*See end of section 4.6a for a proposed model to
accomplish this idea.
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honest communication among all those within the school
community, this, increasing mutual trust.

(4) In recognition of individual differences and needs,
teaches preparation must offer alternative sites and
activities for learning, thus, allowing for .-lf-selection
among prospective teachers.

(5) Certification shov.ld be based on competencies
demonstrated with children. These competencies should be
jointly defined by the schools and the teacher training
faculty.

(6) Teachers must become facilitators of learning., They
should be prepared to assume roles as resource managers
and leaders of paraprofessionals and community
volunteers who assiF,t in programs of individualized
instruction. Their professional training should include
experiences in learning similiar to those they are
expected to provide for pupils; thus, they should be
taught as they are expected to teach.

I

(7) The teacher needs to be educated to be the kind of
person that society ..--xpects. Throughout the teacher's
professional career, he should have a broad, liberal
education, exposing him to many areas of inter-related

,,'.:t knowledge, including economics, political science,
;psychology, sociology and philosophy. This knowledge
should be integrated to promote self understanding of the

'- teacher in the society in which he exists.

(8) We must recognize that certain competencies in
effective classroom teaching are not guaranteed by a
college degree. There is a need to open up the entr- way
by which people are certified to teach. In the school ---

teacher-training site, envisioned by the task force,
means other than the college classroom will be offered
for a person to aquire the compentencies to teach.

(9) A component 'of teacher education misc. include an
understanding of educational decision-making and pol.Lics
so that teachers, concerned with change in their schools,
will have the knowledge and skills to effect change.

(10) Special training components must provide for
competen-cies needed in cross-cultural and minority
teaching/learning situations. Sensitivity to and
knowledge of minority students, and their culture must be
translated thrOugh training into effective teaching skills
which enable the student to learn.

(11) Teacher training institutions should move rapidly
to employ in the full range of positions, faculty and
administrators from racial minorities.

(12) There are many areas of educational concern for
which wn are lacking objective information to make final
judgments. Yet, we need to move forward toward innovation
if schools are to fulfill this mandate. We need action
research in the area of student output and highly refined
devices of evaluation of that output. Theref.-,re, we need
increased research in the measurement of student output
and the reasons for that output.
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(13) Guidance in the schools must be humanized and
modernized. The guidance counselor must organize his
service around the student as a person in such a way as
to provide assistance appropriate to the needs of each
student. In order to provide the guidance counselor with
time, we recommend the use of modern information retrieval
systems available directly to the student to provide facts
on career options and training.

We recommend the same model of training for counselors;
centered on student need/preference, on site in the
school, and including a sensitivity component.

(14) School administrators must have and use power to
effect change in their individual schools. We recommend
cooperative on site school/university training which is
also performance based for middle-level administrators.

Implementation. Implementation of these recommendations
should follow the plans outlined below:

(1) State departments of education should substitute
approval of college/school programs for the present
approach of central state requirements,

(2) State departments of education must join the NCATE*
recirrocity agreement.

(3) Federal funding of programs within
Education Personnel Development, such
Urban/Rural, etc., which embody the pr
resolutions, should be increased. Th.

programs, which hold great_promise for
in schools, are constantly underfunded.
change national priorities in the dir.

(4) Instituti s of higher education-
colleges and junior colleges should (
teaching effectiveness centers to prov
and up-grading of professional instru,

Specifically the task f')rce envisions
schools in which a team of people [tor
school improve learning and train in,;
prospective teachers. The teen would
administrators,'master teachers, in-s,
education faculty members based in th
aides, both from the college and the
teacher trainees who have completed t
studies at the college.

The aim of this model is to markedly
performance of a school in a short If.
at the same time to provide pre-sery
teacher trainees as well as inservicc
veteran teachers.

Basic to ti,, mode... is the position ,o!

*National Counc:1. Accreditation 1
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This position should be filled by men and women of
proven competence in the classrooM who have a desire to
work closely and sympathetically with neophyte teachers.
Each trainee would work with a "master teacher"; the
trainee would receive progressively greater respon-
sibility for managing a class as his ability increases.

4.6b A sensitive area of decision-making is that of
promoting teachers and administrators to tenure on both
ti secondary and college level. The present system
protects poor teachers and administrators and provides
little stimuli,: for updating of Fikill3 and knowledge.
Tile present system puts the burden of success solely on
students and not on the ability of the teacher or
administrator.

The teacher and administrator tenure system should be
revamped. Since good teaching should be the criterion
fcr tenure, teaching quality should be assessed on the
basis of evaluations by students, colleaTies'who have
observed the teacher, administrators, and the teacher
himself. Teachers entering a system should be given the

.
option of a one year contract or a limited tenure period.
Renewal of contract should be based on cumulative
evaluations.

Implementation; (1) Students should be provided the
opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of their
teachers and administrators at least once a year.
Evaluation from students along with evaluations from
colleagues, administrators, community members and
the teacher, himself, should be the basis for renewal of
contract.

(2) Each school should establish a personnel committee
composed of representatives from the student body,
administration, faculty, and community to reviev the
evaluations of each teacher and administrator a.ld to
make decisions concerning renewing or discontinuing a
contract.

(3) Teachers and administrators should be hired for a
maximum period of three years with renewal based on
cumulative evaluations. The personnel committee of each
school should make the decision to renew or withdraw a
contract.

(4) Teachers and administrators entering a school
district should have two basic options: (a) One year
contract. If the local school personnel committee, based
on positive evaluations, rermws a contract, a sunstantial
pay increase should be provide,..l. (b) Three year
contract. Fominal pay increases s!loIld be providcd for
the three year period. Renewal of contract after three
years should be based on favorab.le cumulative
evaluations. At time of renewal a substantial pay
increase shculd be provided.

Tho primacy goal of edlicatior should Le self-
actuali-sation of the individuals serve('., not preparation
of individuals to fit existing social slots- which sire

1
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determined mainly by economic considerations. Except-
ional students are those who differ from the noun. This
group includes the physically, emotionally and mentally
handicapped, the learning disabled, as well as the
gifted. Exceptional students have remained on the
periphery of the educational system. This is not
acceptable. It must be recognized that exceptional
students need to learn how best to develop their
individual interests and aptitudes.

4.7e Early detection of exceptional children may
eliminate the possibility of further compounding, the
prOblem. Moreover, gifted children mist be recognized
so that their abilities may be cultivated before they are
buried beneath years of boredom.

Exceptional children must be given the earliest
opportunity to develop their individual interests and
apitudes.

Implementation: Maltidisciplinary teams trained in the
area of handicapped and gifted children should be used
to identify exceptional students.

4.7b Integration of exceptional students benefits
exceptional youths as well as normal students. It is
through integration that the specidl.student can be
educated intellectually ana

Schools should reduce as much"as possible the programs
which isolate exceptional students and make a maximum
effort to integrate them into thlwregular life of schools,
colleges and communities. A corollary to integration is
the individualization of education programs.

Implementation: T.n the case of the physically
handicapped, architectural barriers must be removed and
ra ps and other facilities built in the proper
proportions for those in wheelchairs.

In the case of the gifted, special programs should be
designed to stimulate interest ind develnp talents.

In the case of the mentally retarded, the emotionally
disturbed and the learning disabled, individual programs
must be developmental in nature. Thp programs should
affirm what the student is already capable of and
build from there. It is important that these students
be given a feeling of self-worth. Most are already
painfully aware that they cannot perform in normal ways.

4.7c Ignorance stops learning. That is, the ignorance
of the problems and needs of students stops their
1arning and the most neglected of students ere
exceptional students.

The total corinunity needs to be trained and educated so
that they can work with the exceptional student easily
and naturally. They should learn how to help these
students graciously and ,.:ithout mutual embarrassment.
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Implementation: A television program, dedicated to
promoting and understanding the exceptional students
must be produced on a major network during prime time.
Such a program need not be a "lesson one, step one
procedure. Rather, methods in dealing with and relative
to exceptional students can be incorporated in a family,
story ty7e program.

Brochures whioh are easy to understand and easy to apply
to daily life must be distributed.

Classes taught by the exceptional or in which the
exceptional work closely with the regular teacher should
be offered.

The news media must cover stories on new programs
designed for exceptional students. Groups organizing
these programv must make an effort to alert the media to
these programs.

4.7d It is believed that research a basic principle by
which complex problems can be brought to light and
solved, must be fully funded on a national scale.

Research centers should be continued and studies to delve
deeper into more specific areas concerning not only,the
pathological, but the social problems facing exceptional
students, should be initiated.

Implementation: Research of causes, treatment and
prevention of handicapping conditions must be expanded
through federal funding.

4.7e 1Many states have realized their obligation to
teducate all of the communities' students, and have
passed legislation requiring school districts to create
Special classes for the mentally retarded, emotionally /

disturbed, learnkrig disabled and :Lifted. Unfortunately,
systems have either established makeshift programs
saddling one teacher to handle all the exceptional
students in a self-contained class, or else they have
failed to create any procran due to lack of funds.

The legislation that now exists requiring school systems
to establish programs for exceptional students should in
fief be carried out and funded. CcJimunity programs
should be reviewed by state and local officials, and the
school system should be provided with guidelines for
setting up special programs.

Implementation:. State and local officials in charge of
special education should be responsible for coordinating
and advising school systems in the establishment and
continuance of special education programs.

Coordinatien should include interagency matters.

4.1f The rights of children and youth have long been
overlooked, especially in the case of the exceptional
student. Services and help may never be delivered, or
delivered only in part or inefficiently.

1
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Each state must have a mechanism to act as an advocate
for the needs of all students, especially the exceptional
student. This office would locate and coordinate all the
various institutions and services that may help the
student and insure that his needs and rights are
respected. It would also direct citizen concerns about
service inadequacy to appropriate channels of correction
and develop suitable channels if none exist. This office
should not be responsible to any single agency. It
might be supported by any state or federal fund.

Implementation: Such an office should have as it..
advisory board a legislator, a state official on
education, persons representing service agencies and a
student representative.

It would be the responsibility of this office to inform
the public about available services and to promote
understanding about the problems and needs of children
and youth.

4.7g Funding of special education programs has been
inadequate. An entire segment of society has been
neglected. Money is needed for research and for the
programs proposed by this task force so that the
exceptional student can become a contributing member of
society.

Innovative programs created to meet the full range of
the special needs of exceptional students must be funded.
Exceptional students include the physically, emotionally
and mentally handicapped, and the learning disabled, as
well as the gifted.

Im plementation: Financial aid tee schools for the
purpose of providing for the architectural needs of
special students or for removing architectural barriers
which impede the special students is deemed necessary.

Aid must be made available for the purchase of special
ecoipment such as braille typewriters, tape recorders
and supplementary materials for the learning disabled
and the gifted.

Additionally, aid should be provided to students for the
purchase of cosmetics and prosthetic devices.

Con;:inued support is needed for vocational education
programs which must also be age appropriate.

Further, funds must be made available to research and
develop programs which can be modified to Jleet the
individual needs of the special students.

4.8a We resolve that. the American government review the
education program in American-Samoa with a view to
making it more relevant to the native American Samoans.

(Ye;
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4.8b The internat!onal student faces two major dilemmas:

1. financial
2. counselling and advising

In California for example foreign student fees have
jumped 200% in one year. Counselling and advising has
not improved.

At the present rates of exchange, it is dirficult enough
for the international student to pay the existing fees
but when fees jump as in California, $8.00 per unit the
first semester, $20.00 per unit the next semester, and
$37.00 per unit the semester after, it becomes impossible
for some students to continue to attend.

Tne international student becomes disillusioned with
the sincerity of this nation. He may abandon his
studies, he will often find ways to remain in this
country as he has too much pride to return as a failure
to his country.

As the international student is, (a) youth, (b) within
this society, (c) within the educational system, (d)
has problems, we propose that:

(A) Th7. Federal Government look into methods of aiding
international students perhaps through international
aid (B) Private foundations and international companies
consider aiding international students. (C) A system
of international student advisees to be composed of
persons who are knowledgeable in specific needs of the
foreign studentbe set up.

The international student has almost no representation
in this country except for accidental incidents such as
this conference. Therefore, we urge you not to take
this lightly.

4.9a Working under pressure or fear of grades is not
conducive for the learning process. Grades are a
comparison between one child and another. This process
interferes with a child's individual dignity.

All grades should be abolished, A,B,C,D, or pass/fail.
In its place stuc:.ent, teacher and parent should ce
involved in in-depth personal evaluation of a student's
progress.

Implementation: With written evaluations, teachers will
come to recognize the student's potential as an
individual. Parents should be informed of the positions
taken by schools concerning the evaluation process and
should take an active part in the evaluation of their
child's progress.

4.9b Historically, America has placed a blind faith in
education. Our educational system has partially at lea t
served us well.
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There is mounting evidence, however, that public
confidence in education is eroding and that the whole
system should undergu a thorough review.

The greatest deficiency in American education is the
absence of a clear cut organizing principle, a
conceptually simple reason for being. The time has
come to correct this debilitating deficiency. The Task
Force on Education fot the White House Conference on
Youth, therefore, proposes the following which should
serve as philosophic guidelines for educational
leadership in the 1970's and beyond. Educational
leadership and educators should be held accountable
for implementing this policy.

(1) Our ultimate concern is with the human spirit and
human minds and not schools. In short we should concern
ourselves with human fulfillment. Schools are not ends
withir themselves but rather vehicles through which
the you and old unite in the imaginative consideration

of learning."

(2) Within the realm of potential of every human being
cher° is a level of awareness and achievement which can
make life rewarding.

(3) Most people want desperately to find that level.

(4) It is the responsibility of educational leadership
to devise'programs which reach out to the student and
engage him in a process which is both interesting and
fair and win, thus, lead to a level of awareness and
achievement which gives him a positive perception of
himself and his relationship to others.

(5) Any subject can be taught in an intellectually
honest and interesting way by the competent, imaginative
teacher who cares, given the necessary -resources.

Within this broad policy framework, we further propose
that educational institutions at all levels in America
involve the student in an experience which will:

(1) Free his intellect from ignorance and maki of it a
critical but constructive instrument. This can be
done by developing in him an understanding of "waat has
been," a grasp of "what is," and then asking him to
rely on his own resources to state "what ought to be."

(2) Confront him with mo,.rd, ethical and spiritual
conflicts of his culture and force him to devise a
system of values which is both personal and internalized.

(3) Introduce him to the many and varied opportunities
for rewarding work and help him develop a mark table
skill growing out of a vocational competence.

(4) Develop in him the capacity to express himself
creatively through arts, sports or some other
recreational or avocational interest.

The mutual interaction of these four qualities would
result in what Woodrow Wilson called "the wholly
awakened man.' This individual would be a genuinely
free, responsible and responsive human being capable of
creating and maintaining a just, enlightened and aumane
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society--and, that, after all is the issue at stake.
Thinking people who care, with a social conscience and
a marketable skill-a powerful combination.

4.9c In order to construct the educational background
for 21st cantury societies, it is necessary to undergo
an analysis of the fundamental principles and assumptions
that lie behind and suppert the content of the educational
structures and relate them to changes, new scopes and
directions of the nation and the world as a whole from
both the sociological point of view and the
individualistic point of view. This report deals with
the former point of view.

The world, as it is today, claims desperately for a
global convention, an international agreement of what
such basic principles and assumptions are. And, it
claims to relate them intimately with the preconditions
for world development, coexistence and even survival
within a society that offers the possibility of fulfill-
ment of individual life and social stability based upon
justice, freedom, peace and a harmonic relationship with
nature.

A new perspective governing international affairs is
needed. It is clear that the present multinational
model, as it tends to perpetuate the intrinsic conflicts
of interests between nations, without a strong
international regulatory body, on the long run will
fail to solve problems such as wars, nuclear devastation,
poverty, etc.

All this reflects on the educational system Which works
on the assumptions of national interest and national
sovereignty. The next generation needs a new set of
principles. It needs to be aware of humanity as a
whole much more than our actual conception of humanity,
i.e., as a set of nations in constant chaotic conflict.
It needs sociological concepts to hell) cope with growing
problems. Traditional concepts such as nationalism
won't work. To prepare the next veneration to meet the
future is to develop in the direction of a world aware-
ness, of a uniqueness of the "World village". If the
world is to continue to misfunction under its present
international structure with the inertia of a tradition
of nationalism as main motor, then the costs will go
beyond the possibility of control. And all this will
relate very closely to education.

It is not enough, by any means, to center our attention
on the internal educational system of this nation. It
is not enough to implement these systems by using a
closed set of ideas that are contained by the limits
of national systems of educations.

Assumptions which are implicit in the content of an
education that was conceived before our modern scientific
and technological advances began not only strongly
conditioring the directions of society but demanding
absolute disassociation with the past, need no longer
be valid. Asra matter of fact, these assumptions can
bury civilization, humanity Jr life itself, because, in
our times we have the constant thicat of nuclear war, a
disproportionate arms race, overpopultion, etc. The



only way to abolish permanently the threat of nuclear
war is to create an international structure that Will
constitutionalize an international law for nations which
will prevent by whatever means is needed nations from
having nuclear weapons, starting wars, etc. This means
some amount of national sovereignty must be sacrificed.
But it also mez..ns that the principle that the interests
of humanity are more important than the interests of a
particular nation must be accepted. It also means
international justice and not e arbitrary
imposition of a stronger nation upon a weaker nation
It implies world government, no more arms races or 0.obal
pacification. But it also implies the possibility of
the cementation of totalitarianism

How, the point is, are the people prepared to deal vith
such ideas and attitudes, which are simply the final
generalization of a legal structure of rights and
obligations within the same process that began in making
states out of cities and nations out of states?

Will the principles involved in international affairs
give the future generations the tools to work out a
society that will keep up with problems, innovations
in science and technology and at the same time be a
healthy society? The answer is no. And if those
principles are not changed for modern ones, there is no
sense of discussi* g education as a structure or the
individualist approach to education.

What sense does it make to educate the young to love
freedom and respect different ideas and ways of life, to
work hard for social justice, if suddenly they will be
involved in a war or a crisis provoked ether by a quest
for power or for economic he.gemony or, tragically
enough, because of a very distorted view of the world
and the role of their nation in it?

That sense does it make to learn science, if it is going
to be applied in the systematic killing and repression
of the people of the world?

What sense does it make to develop a skill that will
fulfill or.e's life, one day a nuclear war gets started
and we all end losers, but no one left to state it?

What sense does it make to educate paranoid people?

It is necessary to move forward, and move fast. The
intensity of political paranoia on both sides of the
superpowers, with its consequent black and white
pictures of nations, peoples and philosophies of life,
paranoia that breeds militarism no matter how democratic
or socialistic a country can be; the tremendous strain
and tension that the danger of total destruction
generates, and the practically impossible problems the
world we will be confronting by the end of this century
require our rapid action. All this should make evident
that if we do not educate the next generation of this
raticn and the world to learn to live together and
cooperate together in the solution of the great problems,
overcoming the prejudices that have made this and the
past generations fail so badly, breaking the barriers of
selfish interests, stupidity, fanaticism, ignorance and
hate, then, the probability of any future at all will
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be very low. And if by chance we don't annihilate each
other in the next decades, the perspectives of such a
future will be gray.

It is then, under this spirit, that the following
recommendations are made:

(1) People should be educated to be free, to live
harmoniously in a society where they can fulfill their
potentialities, to respect the rights of others on a
basis of justice, peace and love.

(2) The next generation needs to be educated with an
intense, realistic awareness of the s.Auation of the
world, and to where this world is heading. It should
be prepared in the educational process to accept a more

. broad and functional definition of humanity other than
a conglomerate of nations in a permanent display of
conflict of interests, wars and chaos. It should be
made aware and be prepared to solve the problems of the
world as a whole, with a sense of commitment and a
willingness in cooperating, in establishing as the
highest priority the interests of humanity and in
abolishing as highest priority the interests of any
particular nation or s.:ctor. Conceptions of a society
based in world terms should be fomented by the
educational process. People should be educated to
coexist in a diverse world; to respect the different
cultures and peoples and, at the same time, identify with
them as forming part of the same humanity; to see clearly
that to help primarily the world develop is to help
themselves, regardless of their local interests.

(3) Governments and media should stop the systematic
propagandistic education, information and entertainment,
dealing with nations and peoples with different ways
of life. These distort reality, create fanaticism and
fantasies, undermine the mentality and values of a
free country, and induce totalitarianism.

(4) The education of the people should be in consonance
with the main stream of principles and assumptions, upon
which the actions of the different branches of government
are based and justified. In the long run, it is not
possible to educate people to believe in the things
which are opposite to those their governments believe,
to behave contrary to their conscience on behalf of the
demands of their social system. Governments should stop
killing in the name of anything, to exploit in the name
of development, to be corrupt and impose themselves in
the name of national security. People should be
educated to detest wars, not to glorify them; and to
detest exploitation, not to perpetuate it by accepting
it.

Nothing is so urgent as to create in thL minds of the
common cit-zeni of nations the awareness of their
citizenship of the worj'l. Otherwise, Vietnams will
continue, wars will pass and go, world problems will
increase in frequency, variety and intensity, and
national pride will become a gross tragic joke.

Implementations (1) All school systems in the U.S.A.
should take steps to delete any part of their
educational material which propagates the attitude that

1



this nation has a moral superiority to other peoples
of the world. This would mean revising textbooks which
imply a manifest destiny for the people of the U.S.,
which imply an inferiority of the history and culture of
American minorities, and the people of the world. State
and national governments should provide funds for the
revision of these textbooks. Funding incentives from
all levels of government should be implemented for
schools willing to begin using revised training programs.

(2) Universities should immediately begin to train
teachers to approach education from a world understanding
pDint of view. Funding incentives should be provided
for universities willing to undertake such programs.

(3) A screening process should be implemented at the
teacher training level which would screen out potential
teachers who cannot accept educating from such a
prospective.

(4) Foreign exchange programs should be expanded at all
levels of education.

(5) The U.S. government is instructed by this task force,
after a sufficient level of awareness is reached by
the U.S. population, to present to the United Nations
General Assembly a concept of world government in which
national sovereignties forego the power to make war and
cooperate in economic and cultural terms under the
authority of a representative world government. That
level of awareness shoull be reached through a public
relations prograr, supported by the U.S. government. It
will be sufficient awareness when the Harris and Gallup
polls indicate that at least fifty percent of the U.S.
population supports such a move.

JOINT RESOLUTION
FOR CONFERENCE
EVERY FOUR YEARS

4.10 Whereas the express purpose of Lie White House
Conference on Youth is to offer a platform for the
presentation of youth's viewpoints on problems
confronting America and their possible solutions to those
in power.

Whereas a conference held each decade does not encounter
the many generational and attitudinal changes of
American Society within that ten year period.

Whereas the nation's educational institutions iilso
produce several generations of different composition and
attitudes within a decade, whose needs are not met or
considered by a conference held every ten years.

Whereas the governmental administrations of that ten
year period need a continuous flow of relevant and
futuristic ideas, which a conference held every four
years would provide to be effective in meeting the
needs IF_ the people, especially those of youth.
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Be it resolved, by the 1971 White House Conference on

Youth that the White House Administrations, both the

present Lnd those of the future, establish, finance, and

administer a national conference on youth in the middle

of each Presidential term.

(Joint resolution by Task Force on Education, and Legal

Rights and Justice).
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The following recommendations were initiated in workshop
groups and passed formally in open session by the full
task force plenum.

5.1a "Since wars begin in the minds of men, it is within
the minds of -Fen that the defenses of peace must be
constructed."

UNESCO Charter

We the youth of America, have known before and have
learned again at this conference, that an issue-oriented
approach to the problems of this nation and of the world
is not only ineffective, bity also concedes the basis of
the problems to their effects instead of their causes.

These problems all emerge from a mentality that continues
today - a mentality and culture which not only condone
war Jut also support the mechanisms of destruction;
which not only fail to protect the natural environment
but also create an urban environment that traps the
poor of all colors, enforces the arrogance of our racism,
and is nothing less than total insult to the spirit of
man.

The ideas expressed in the resolutions that follow
both from the Environment Task Force and all others
too often confront merely the manifestations of this
outdated mentality.

5.lb Inasmuch as the available resources of the earth
are limited, the basic problem is the survival of life,
including ms , in a world in which life is worth living.
The demand for resources is proportional both to
population and per capita consumption. Therefore, we
recommend the following:

(1) That world population be stabilized substantially
below the current level.

(2) That regarding consumption:

(A) The use of the world's resources should he
'shared equally a;rong all people. .

(II) A steady-state economy in which the production
of durable goods is constant should be achieved.

(C) As many'of out cycles of production and eon-
sumption as possible should be closed through
recycling and reuse.

5.1c Although environmental degradation has become
recognized in recent_ years as a 111:101- social
the public focus on this issue /..n1 usually [con directed
towards problems that are importnL to middle-class
Americans. The issues of urban transportation; slum
housing; inadequate health core; recteation and education;
and unemployment ore vital to urban poor people, but
have not been properly understood in an environmental
context or dealt w+tn from an ecological perspective.
In the inner city areas of urban Amer'ea, the environment
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has become increasingly unliveable. It is an undisputed
fact that this environment is genetically the most
hazardous to human health and survival and presents
few opportunities for improvement to those who must
live in it. The quality of life in the inner city is ,

degraded by disproportionate concentrations of pollutants,
overcongestion, dilapidated housing, and insufficient
recreation facilities. Social services are totally
inadequate, and public attention has not been focused on
the needs of the people.

The J..nvironment Task Force hereby proposes that national
priority be given to the actions necessary to improve
the quality of the environment of the people of America's
,inner cities.

We propose the following specifics for developing this
priority:

(1) Citizen participation All levels of government
should include grass roots participation (allowing for
increasing involvement by citizens) by adopting new
guidelines and/or enforcing existing ones, whicn require
community participation in both planning and implemen-
tation.

(2) Citizens' Right of Action It is a fact that many
of our problems are associated with a failure on the part
of government institutions and the public in general
to enforce existing laws and regulations. All existing
laws and regulations must be enforced, and citizens
must be guaranteed the right to pursue this enforcement
in a court of law. ,

(3) Pollution All governmental and private activities
must include consideration of the impact of pollutants
and other environmental degradants in urban areas on
man's he,th and well-being.

(4) Alternatives to the Automobile base] Transportation
System - Support must be given for urban mass transit
systems in the inner city. Ve urge the abolition of
the Highway Trust Fund and its replacement by a Trans-
portation Trust Fund.

(1) Open Spaces and Recreation Urban ol'en spaces and
park areas must he expanded to meet the greatly increased
recreation and community needs of the inner city.

(G) Housing - We urge that immediate action he taken by
federal, state and local government to provide decent
housing for all poisons living in the utban core areas
of the nation's cities.

5.1d We believe that every citizen of the United States
has not only the fundamental right to a decent and
healthful environment, but also the dut. to contrihnt
to its protection. In furtherance of this belief, each
citizen should have equal access to the judicial tri-
bunals to secure and enforce these rights.

Therefore, we recommend the passage of 5.1032 as submit-
ted by Senator:; Philip hart and George floCovern in the
Senate and by Pepreentatives Forris Udall and John
Dingell in the House. Wo urge the passage tit this
legislation as amended by the incolp,,ration of the
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of the following provisions:

(1) Where the term "unreasonable" pollution is used,
"unreasonable" shall be stricken (Sec. 2.(a), Se:7.2.(b) ,
Sec.3.(a), and Fec.4.(a)).

(2) Filing of complaints in more locations and public
notice of suits initiated should be require,l.

5.2a We believe that every citizen of the United States
has not only the fundamental right to a decent and
healthful environment, but also the duty to contribute
to its protection. In furtherance of this belief, each
citizen should have equal accesss to the judicial
tribunals to secure and enforce these rights.

Therefore, we r 'icommend the passage of S. 1032 as sub-
mitted by Senators Philip Hart and George McGovern in the
Senate and by Representatives Morris Uda 1 and John
Dingell in the House. We urge the passage of thi=
legislation as amended by the incorporation of the
following provisions:

(A) Where the term 'unreasonable" pollution is used,
"unreasonable" should be stricken (Sec. 2.(a), (Sec.
2. (b) , (Sec. 3. (a) , and (Sec. 4.(a).

(0) Filing of complaints in more locations and public
notice of suits initiated should be required.

5.2b We endorse the concept of expanding the require-
ments of section 102 (2)C of the Nationa, Environ-
me-.tal Policy Act to he administered by an appropriate
Fe(Leral Agency with the discretionary power to require
an environmental impact statement, supported by scien-
tific study and facts, fr'm any member of the public
or prvate sector, if in the appropriate agencies
opinion, the process, product or project is major and
will significantly affect the (.;uality of the human
environment. Appropriate penalties will be imposed
for a legal finding that the environmental =;tatement
was made knowingly false.

5.2c We endorse in principle, the use of economic
incentives, ir...luding effluent taxes, in conjunction
with iqulatciy standards, to reduce the level of
pollution, ana as a means of allocating the assimi-
lation capacity of the nation's air and water. We
further urge that the Council on Environmental Quality
and the Lnvironmental Protection Agency crepare and
submit appropriate legislation consistent with thi:;
recommendation and including application of Pedeial
money and taxes to fit .1 cures for the causes of effluents.

5.2a We reord--ena that the Internal Reven.ie Code be
arenaed, as it affects group,,, classified as 501 (c)(3)
lax exempt oiganizations, to remove all present res-
!laints vitta relpect to influencing legislation.
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3.2e We recommend the establishment of a National
Environmental Corps and support the introduction into
Congress of the attached draft legislation, but with
the un.-....imous proviso that the Corps should be adminis-
tered only by tile Environmental Protection Agency. If
the National Environmental Corps is to be made a
component of the proposed Voluntary Service Organization,
then it should be rejected.

National Environmental Corps.- a Bill

To establish a National Environmental Corps, and for

other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

Section 1. Short Title. This act may be cited as the
"National Environmental Corps Act."

Section 2. Policy and Purposes. (A) The Congress finds
that there is an urgent need for:

.

1. Skilled and professional manpower for constructive
environmental action programs, monitoring and data
collection, and research throughout the nation;

2. Opportunities for the young people of this nation
interested in helping to solve environmental and socio-

logical problems in the United States;

3. Provision of relatively uniform direction of infor-
mation resources for environmental programs in local
communities and coordination of those programs at the

federal, state and local levels;

4. An educational grant, an aid assistance program of

fellowships and loans to support environmental education
and specialized technical training in environmental
skills.

(13) It is declared to be a part of the public policy of

the United States:

1. To allow younj people to participate in the decisions
which determine what kind of future they are to have;

2. To allow them to contribute thuil talents and

energies to both practical and theoretical environmental
action.

(C Accordingly, j_t is the purpose of this Act_ to
further the development and maintenance of the natural
resources and of the quality of the environment of the
United States by the youth upon whom will fall the grin

consclueuees of a failure to,act.

Sction 3. National Environmental Service Corps

(A) To carry cat the purpo:4es of this act, there in
hereby eqtablished a National Environmental Ccips
(hereinafter refer:el to as the "Corps").

(13)
The Corps shall consist of men and women who ale

p'rr anent residents of t'le United States, its terri-
tories, or possessi(ais, and who have attained age
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eighteen and such professional staff as may be appointed
as herein after provided.

(C) Corpsmen shall be selected for their potential
contribution to environmental service, regardless of
previous technical training or attined educational
level; provided however that preference shall be given
to disadvantaged youth.

(D) Corpsmen shall servo for two years after completion
of training.

(E) The Corps, in order to achieve the greatest
national good with respect to environmental action
programs, shall be a component of and administered by
the Environmental Protection Agency.

(F) The Youth Conservation Corps pilot program estab-
lished pursuant to P.L. 91-378 shall be transferred to
the Corps and youth appointed under that program shall
be "Summer Corpsmen".

(G) The President, with the advice and consent of the
Congress is a.ithorized to appoint a Director of the
National Environmental Corps {hereinafter the "Director")
and such staff as may be necessary to implement the
purposes of this act.

Section 4. Training

(A) The training of Corpsmen in the National Environ-
mental Corps shall consist of at least a two month
residential program for all participants.

(Li) Corpsmen shall receive training according to their
prior training and skills/pprsonal preferences, and
local neeJs.

(C) Training shall be planned by an advisory committee
of whose members thirty percent shall be youth aged
eighteen to twenty-four.

(D) Employment preference for training personnel shall
be given to secondary and university teachers and admin-
istrators and persons pursuing studies in environmental
education, natural resources and environmental or
ecological. science.

Sc 'tion 5. Employment Conditions and Compensation

(A) The rates and hours and other ccnditons of eploy-
rent_ in the corps shalt be as determined by the Adminis-
ttator of tee Environmental Protection Agency; provided
however, that volunteers in the Corps shall receive a
subsisLance income and allowances for dependents.

(B) Corpsmen willing to contract for additional service
beyond the usual placeent tent may qualify fut fcdetal
educational assi;:tance for advanced education.

:ection G. Definitions As used in this Act:

'Corps" means the Not ionai Environmc ill Cot p.
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"Corpsmen" means a volunteer serving in the National
Environmental Corps.

'Summer Corpsmen" means a young person serving in the
pilot proc;ram established pursuant to the Youth Conser-
vation Corps (P.L. 91 -378)

"Director" means the Director of the National Environ-
mental Corps.

Section 7. Responsibilities and Activities of Corpsmen

(A) Community Action:

1. To provide manpower, other resources and opportuni-
ties for constructive involvement of the young people in
local communities;

2. To work with residents to organize educational
programs and media coverage relating to the environment;

3. To initiate coordination of planning, operation and
evaluation of all programs by social services and private
agencies in the community relating to environment;

4. To help groups of community residents to organize '

themselves and to share experiences across neighborhoods;

5. To organize community debates on major legislative
or executive programs that effect the environment of the
community;

(B) Technical and Skilled Manpower

1. To provide staff assistance for research and to
maintain accurate current data;

2. To provide technical input which would facilitate
community action;

3. To establish metropolitan and state Youth Advisory
Committees on the Environ-ent to serve as consultants
on policy alternatives implementation for these
governments;

(C) professional and Scientific Capability

1. To provide a professional assistance proyiam that
would be involved in full time laboratory environmental
monitoring investiniti(n, research with Environmental
Protection Agency, other scientifically oriented
agencies, and any agency that is involved in environ-
mental policy;

Section S. Youth Advisoty Councils and Committees

(A) The President is authorized.without rego'd to the
civil service Jaws, from tine to tine, to uppoint such
aLivisory councils and coAmittees of youth and aciult3
as may be necessary to advise and consult with the
Director.

(B) :.lembers of such a.dvisoly councils or comnilltees
are not regular fulltimi employees of the Uni!ed States
shall, while attending nectInT; or conferences of such
council or committee or otheiwise engaged on business of
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such council or committee, be entitled to receive compen-
sation at a rate fixed by the Director, but not exceeding
$100 per diem, including travel tine, and while so
serving away from their home or regular place of business,
they may be allowed travel expenses, including per diem
in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section 5 of
the Administrative Expenses Act of 1946 (5 U.S.C. 73 b-2)
for persons in the government service employed inter-
mittently.

Section 9. Appropriations Authorized

(A) For the purposes of this Act, there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated the sum of $25,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972,and for the
fiscal year ending Junc 30, 1973, and the three suc-
ceeding fiscal years ana annual appropriation.

5.3a Since the developed nations of the world with one-
fifth of the world's population consume more gran three-
fourths of the world's resources, and since the United
States is by far the leading consumer among these
nations, the Task Force urges that the United States
take an exemplary leadership role in effecting measurable
iteps towards population stabilization and eventual
reduction,

5.?b The Task Force recommends that family planning
techniques be provided on an ability to pay basis to all
persons on demand regardless of age or marital status,
and that restrictive state legislation be removed.

5.3c The Task Force recommends that further research
to develop improved methods of contraception be funded
through the National Institute of Health.

5.3d It is acknowledged that the decision to Lerzlin,Ite
pregnancy rests solely between a woman and her doctor.
It is therefore recommended that restrictive state
abortion laws be repealed and that abortion services
be available to all women on demand and on an ability
to pay basis.

5.3e It is recognized, hovover, that abortion is only a
stopgap measure. To fill this gap, a major nationwide
sex education program is urged. To this end We recomrPnd
the removal of current restrictive sex education laws
on a state level. The educational thrust. should L:at be
solely confined to reproductive physiology, but should
revolve around family life and the inculcation of rm)ral
responsibility as it relates to the future conse,,luences
of population growth and control, and family planning.

line 'ollowiri statement is taken from the TIsk Ferro
Advis)ry Report as an endorsement of the recom7endatinn
on population eduL7ation).

Every seconds a new i,--erican is 1 in. ne then 150
years after Thomas predictions, these babies
are torn into a world which aiTroaching his foreca!,t
that the geometric groth of tie carth.3 FDpulation will
somenay surpass the capacity of the plonot to 1,p,,t!

1 .
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its population. The population of undeveloped and
modernized countries of the world continues to expand
at increasingly rapid rates. Many nations will quadruple
in population during the lifetimes of children, born
today.. It is clear that it will be impossible to
increase food production enough to cope with continued
population growth. Malthus' warning is reflected in
Rachel Carson's writings and extended by Garrett Hardin:

"The world can no longer ignore what has been called
the 'ecological ethic.' The ethical system under
which we operated in the past was possibly adequate
for an uncrowded world, though even this is debat-
able. But it is inadequate for a world that is
already overcrowded."

Of course arguments ensue about how much 'blame' for the
abuse of the environment can be assigned to an overload
of people and how much to failure of technology and of
social engineering. It is a fact that there are more
and more people using the finite resources of the earth.

Furthermore,

"The causal chain of (environmental) deterioration
is easily followed to its source. Too many cars,
too many factories, too much detergent, too much
pesticide, multiplying contrails, inadequate sewage
treatment plants, too little water, too much carbon
dioxide--all can be traced easily to too meal
people."

It has been estimated that each American baby will
consume in its 70 year life span, directly or indirectly,
at least the following resources:

26 million gallons of water
21,000 gallons of gasoline
10,000 pounds of Feat
28,000 pounds of milk and cream
$5,000-8,000 in school builiing materials
$6,300 worth of clothing
$7,000 worth of furniture

The impact of the population explosion is fir reaching.
Too many people using too many resources means that
planning for the wise use of our c:ivirGneent cannot
occur without confrentation of the need for opulation
control. A definition from biologist Southwood may b(.
helpful in conceptualizing the issues of population
control:

"The oiAimum population of man is the MJNiMUM that
can be maintained indefinitely without detriment
to the health of the individuals 1rem pollution or
from social er nutritienal success."

In more specific tetmas, it estimated that it would
take a drop to an average of "i.1 children pet woman in
the United States to bring population growth to a halt.
It was 3.7 per wcman in the late 1950's, with a pie-
jeeted 2.5-;'.8 per woman in the 1970's. If su,tained
ovet thirty yeces the higher figure would moan 25 million
more Americans by the year 2000.

The world population reached 3.5 billion in rid-1)68,

- _
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with an annual increment of approximately 70 million

people. At least one-half billion of these are under-

nourished (deficient in calories) and approximately an

additional billion are malnourished (deficient in

protein). The 200 million mark was passed in the United

States in 1969. 350 million is projected for the United

States in the year 2000. An average of fifty-five
people occupy each square mile (sixty-five excluding
Alaska) in the United States. Although that figure is

ten times as high in Europe, the overall density figure

for the United States is misleading because two-thirds

of the population live in metropolitan areas; in central

cities the density averages around 7,000 people per

square mile.

There are several obvious causes of this huge increase

in population which seem to be more salient than a

rising birth rate. The death rate in this country has

been substantially reduced. The average length of life

has been increased. There is a "youth bulge' where

more than half the population is under twenEy-five. As

a result, there has been a huge increase in the percen-

tage of females surviving to (and presently approaching)

the child-bearing age. In Latin America, as an extreme

example, "...the increasing percentage of children in

the popUlation means that by 1975 there will be 60'i,

more marriages formed than in 1960."

Of course, there are hugo psychological consequences
resulting from the increase in population. Kingsley

Davis, head of the International Population and Urban

Research Center at Berkeley calculates that by 1990

more than half of the world's population will be living

in cities with over 100,000 inhabitants. Studies of

wild life and of rats under controlled conditions have

demonstrated the results of extreme overcrowding. This

research suggests that once animal numbers in an area

increase beyond a certain level, 'neuroses' rnd social

disorders are prevalent. Dr. John Calhoun, of the

National Institutes of Mental Health, has conducted some

experiments on the overcrowding of mice. He has observed

a pecking order, withdrawal syndromes, excessive violence.

abnormal mothering and adrenal changes in overcrowded

mice. One could hypothesize connections between his

findings and human behavior in overcrowded conditions.
Leyhausen of the MAX Planck Institute has stated that

the danger of overpopulation "...lies in whether the

population will exceed the limits of human tolerance

towards the presence of other humans. These limits

have Leen set by evolutionary processes over millions

of years.

olhey !elated hypelheses have been extended, too. For

example:

The fact remains that this generation of young,

unlike their elders, will live to see Dr. Calhoun's

'upper threshold' reacd. In it pos:;ibie that when

the threshold is ceacheci, ppulation groxth will be

ended, not by birth control or the homh, but by the

Mysterious and terrible process that ended all

reproduction in Dr. Ca,houn's mou;eiy: Is it

possible that the young have sore soit of suhcon-

scious prescience of what lie'; in sto/,2/"

Whet er or Tint that author's questions are realistic.,

19'1
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young people have indicated a growing concern for popu-
lation growth. They have been the "...vanguard in its
anxiety and action to preserve a habitable environment.
This generation, it has been said, is the first to carry
strontium in their bones and DDT in their tissues.
They are indeed justified in their very deep concern
over the quality of life on earth in the years to come.'

Of course, many others have been concerned with the
population explosion. Planned Parenthood-World Popu-
lation is attempting to control population growth in
more than 100 countries, including the United States,
with 181 affiliates and 620 clinics in 40 states and
the International Planned Parenthood Federation overseas.
However, there are 350 million women in developing
countries who aren't getting family planning assistance.
In the United States, only fifteen percent of the more
than five million women who 'need and want birth control
help" are receiving it. However, Planned Parenthood
methods, extensive and successful as they are in many
ways, have their critics who see them as the only major
efforts now being made to limit population growth:

The things that make family planning methods
acceptable are theVery things that make it in-
effective for population control. By stressing
the right of parents to have the number of children
they want, it evades the basic question of popu-
lation policy which is how to give societies the
number of children they need. By offering only
the means of couples to control fertility, it
neglects the need for societies to do so."

In addition to examining the causal role of population
overload, we should also question the effectiveness of
social technology. The Ur'ted States government has
taken some steps toward population control. Some
people contend that it should take a lealership role
since, with less than 1/15 of the world's population, it
uses over 1/2 of the world's raw materials consumed
each year.

In fact, America has had a some,:hat mirimal record in
promoting population control:

(

The 1950's were a decade of official neglect and
public apathy toward the population crisis, despite
the intense educational efforts of many private
groups and individuals. During the 1960's,
ever, the population ressage was finally taken from
the hands of experts and brought to the pubis...
in 1961, President Kennedy staced that population
growth was threatening standards of life lhroughcnt
the developing world... AID grudgingly included
family planning assistance in its program in 1965...
AID budgets for this purpose remained miniscule
until 1969, when Congress specifically earmarked
$34.7 million to be used only for population
:,ctivities. For fiscal 1971 the family planninn
figure has risen to $86.0 million."

In addition to AID, five other Federal agencies aro
involved in so-lie way with family planning: Health,
Educatton end Welfare; Office of Economic Opportun...ty;
Natienal science Foundatien; Department of State; and
Departr.,2n'._ of Interior. foul Ehrlich has criticized
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these expenditures as "less than a drop in the bucket,
not even a micro-drop, since much of it is frittered
away in, family planning. Little is done on population
control...the population budget of all the agencies
would not buy more than a dozen sophisticated military
jets. (In 1968) it is roughly the same amount as the
government appropriation for ra control."

At any rate, it seems clear from Aocumentation given
here and in numerous other sources that the population
explosion is uncontrolled and is critica' to our survival
on the planet. It is in our interest, young people,
private groups and government alike, to control the rate
of growth of the population so that the country can live
within the capabilities of its social systems and the
limits of its resources. The following statement summar-
izes well the urgency of national steps:

"It seems feasible, in theory at least, to mitigate
problems arising from the distribution of popu-
lation, environmental pollution, cnd scarcity of
resources by altering government regulations,
taxes, and subsidies; re-allocating costs, and
adoptil-.:1 different technologies and life styles.
But such measures, even if society is willing to
accept the costs, will not enable the United States
to postpone indefinitely facing questions about
population growth. Eventually growth will have
to come to a halt...If society waits until limi-
tation becomes a matter of desperate urgency, it
may be too late for humane, noncoercive policies,
and in any event the quality of life will have been
severely and perhaps irreparably impaired."

PRUPCSAI,

Population control cannot be forml/ated or implerxentod
effectively without participation by all American
citizens. Ignorance and apathy about population control
are widespread. ;.;e tend .to believe erroneously that
only the undereducated in our affluent society are
contributing to the population explosion. In 1969,
two-thirds of the 3.6 million babies born in :he United
States were children of middle and upper class parents.
In addition, some experts claim that Americans want too
many children, that births beyond the two children per
mother necesssly for zero population growth arc fre-
quently 'planned' by parents desiring large families.

Therefore. if we have 1) general ignorance about
population control, 2) high birth rates to affluent
parents, and 3) adults who want families larger than
two children, steps taken thus far toward family
planning may not be sufficient. Evident1,-, the United
States needs a major educational program th.-t will
have an impact on all children and will fill the infoz-
mation gap now present. Ehile other countries have
taken :;tops toward this goal, America has been negligent
in not moving forward on a substantial population
ed'iciticn program. Children must be instructed, not
only in the "birds-and- the--bees" format of hygiene
classes, about the long-run consequences of contHnued
poulatio;, growth and p)pulation control and tinily
planning measures.

1
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"One of the most hopeful and essential means of
bringing birth rates down to the replacement level
is to introduce this entire subject into the
curricula of schools and colleges. If students
are to cope with the complex world which they will
soon govern as leaders and voters, no more important
subjects can be set before them than the growth
of human populations, the deterioration of our
environment, the decline of.many social services,
the erosion of personal and political freedom, and
the relationshipsJamong all these trends."

Contracts for population education would be awarded to
State and local agencies, institutions of higher edu-
cation, and other public and private educational institu-
tions which have expressed their concern with informing
the public about the consequences of population expansion.
Research and demonstration projects would be authorized,
but it is anticipated that the majority of funding would
support operational programs throughout the country
which would continue for at least three to five years.

A. CURRICULUM One of the most important and hopeful
ways of lowering birth rates to the replacement level
is to introduce population education into the curricula
of elementary and secondary schools and institutions of
higher education.

"Ecology, more as a mode of analyzing and viewing
our physical and biological world than as a precise
experimental science, could, in the 1970's, become
a fulcrum of school curriculum around which many
other disciplines would pivot. Biology, geography
(greatly enhanced by infusions of economics),
demography, geology, agronomy, anthropology (with
a much greater emphasis on natural history and the
changing relationships of man to his environment
how he has treated it and how it has treated him)
and other disciplines can all contribute to a deeper
understanding of our world ecosystem. Ecology is
the highest form of systems analysis."

Provisions should be made for careful evaluation of
available textbook and teaching materials. From these
judgments materials which fill existing deficiencies
should be prepared on population education. Planning
for integration of these materi-eds into school curricula
would include the development of model course work and
supportive programs on population education ror at least
the following levels: elementary school; secondary
school; technical school; adult education; colleges and
universities. Curriculum development for population
education would have a strong interdisciplinary direction
as well. In addition, special planning for geographic
region and cultural and racial issues related to popu-
lation control (including genocide concepts) will be an
integral part of curriculum development to insure wide
applicability of materials. Attention to the use of a
range of unusual aad challenging audio-visual supportive
techniques as well ar planning for the use of materials
and information by para-professional teacher aides
will also be included in curriculum development.

...it is essential to stress the relationship of
human population trends to the physical and biolo-
gical world. Approaches to balancing population and
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resources and otherwise assuring the bases for human
survival must also be studied. Underlying all
these lines of inquiry should be a clear recog-
nition of education's highest calling: to reinforce
and, where nd*ssary, to'help change public mores.

It is anticipated that such curriculum development would
be sufficiently comprehensive to encompass existing
sex education programs in se.....ondary schools. Instruction
about anatomy, sexuality and personal and collective
responsibility for population control would be combined
in one approach.

An emphasis would be plabed on the wide dissemination
of curriculum materials so that educational institutions
and organizations can utilize the materials as soon as
they are available. Dissemination of information about
successful ongoing programs would also be included.

B. COMMUNITY EDUCATION Mary teenagers and adults
would not have the opportunity to profit from curriculum
development for educational institutions. Therefore,
materials prepared should be developed in new ways to
meet at least the following needs: 1) outreach into
communities with high high school dropout rates;
2) information Jissemination among the entire adult
population; and 3) extension of Planned Parenthood
activities into community education about population
control. In addition to the development of informative
and attention-getting materials, a skillful team of
residents, young people, educators and population control
experts will be required to develop strategies for
effective methods of informing communities about
population control.

Activities in community education would include wide
use (DT local resources -- parks, libraries, museums and
schools. Potentially this stage of population education
could unite public officials (e.g. from the Park Service,
EPA, and Mayors' Commissions on environmental problems),
university and elementary and secondary teachers,
students, and other concerned citizens to provide a
comprehensive information service. In this regard,
materials and audio-visual aids for a variety of
audiences will need to be developed. A particular
emphasis on community education during summer months
when most children are not in school and college student
manpower would be available seems reasonable.

C. TRAINING Training individuals to implement effec-
tively new curriculum materials and community education
projects would include provision of at least the
following skills: 1) understanding concepts to be
taught; 2) familiarity with use of new curricular
materials and community education methods; 3) .capability
to develop new learning situations for maximum use of
new materials; and 4) effective personal functioning
in new situations with new materials. Training would
be provided to educational personnel as 'ell as community
residents and young people and Government, business
and industrial employees interested in teaching in
population education programs. Financial assistance
would be made available to insure participation in the
training programs.

139 Training would be based on the national provision of new
. .12
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curricular and resource materials. It would develop
some uniform skills among individuals interest in in-
school and community population education.- In addition,
efforts should be made to !Take training relevant to
local concerns and L'iqueness of communities.

D. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMEFiT InstitutesT r ecological
study are emerging in universities andli a greater
emphasis to issues of population expansion and its
relationship to other ecological concerns: "Ecologists
now realize that they must study, and study fast, the
diverse relationships between man and his t^ta1 environ-
ment." Grants for research in population control and
population education would be authorized for institutions
of higher education. Teams of researchers and local
residents could develop research and demonstrations of
the results and proposals of that research for substan-
tial funding. Feedback' from research and demonstration
should be helpful in subsequent years'for developing
revised and additional resources for population edu-
cation.

In addition to the local orientation of the population
education proposal, the central office -will have other
major responsibilities, includiing evaluation and techni-
cal assistance. Evaluation of ongoing programs, use and
effectiveness of newly developed materials, training
programs, and research and demonstration is an integral
part of this proposal. Population education is an area
which needs rapid but excellent advancement in scientific,
social and political terms "Comparatively little edu-
cational information has emanated from leadership
sources or from mass media to counteract the massive
effect of pronatalist influences." Developing
materials and training evaluation which reflects as
objectively as possible the inadequacies of the program
anaessential to advancing population education and
keeping it updated.

Technical assistance from experts in education and on
population will be providad to local communities as
they implement the various aspects of the program. In
addition, structured provision of technical assistance
to public agencies and universities in their population
education activities would strengthen the local effort.
Technical assistance would include providing resources
specifically needed by a locality, modification of
existing resources with a locality, consultation on
specific population education problems, identification
of publication of model progl-ams, and facilitation of
communication between educational institutions and
Federal agencies.

ImaLementation Consistent with the Environmental Quality
Education Act the population education activities des-
cribed in this proposal would be included in the programs
of the Office of Environmental Education in the Office
of Education in the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. Under the supervision of the Commissioner this
office would be responsible for the administration of
population education activities and would coordinate
activities in the Office of Education related to popu-
lation education.

It is anticipated that the administration of the Office
of Environmental Education would contain a director and
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staff for population education. In addition, a review
council composed of: the Director of Environmental
Activities, EPA; the Special Assistant to the Secretary
of the Interior Department for Youth and the Environment;
the Special Assistant to the Secretary of HEW for
Environmental Affairs; and representatives from the
National Science Foundation, AID, 0E0, the Council on
Environmental Quality, and the Office of Student and
Youth Affairs in the Office of the Secretary of HEW.
The review council would have advisory responsibilities
for the staff of the population education program in
their development of curriculum materials, as well as in
provision of technical assistance, research and demon-
stration and strategies for community education. The
Advisory Council on Environmental Quality Education
which advises the Commissioner, recommends allocation of
funds and evaluates programs shall be augmented or
revised to include representatives explicitly concerned
with population education.

The budget for population education should eventually be
subsumed under that for the Office of Environmental
Education. Basically it should include the following:

Administration $10 million

Curriculum evaluation
Curriculum development
Community education materials
Training programs
Research and demonstration
Evaluation
Technical assistance

5.3f We are very much aware of the objections of many
minority groups tc any discussion of population planning.
We realize that such discussions are often perceived
as attempts at ethnic genocide. It is perceived to be
another extension of a very real racial oppression. We
would hope that population planning would be perceived
as the preservation of the optimum health and welfare of
all peoples. Therefore, we ask that the President of the
United States immediately issue a population statement
uniting the nation behind a policy of population stabili-
zation.

5.3g Given the available resources of the earth the basic
problem is survival. The demand on these resources is
proportional both to the size of the population and .the
per capita consumption. In addressing the use part of
the equation, we recommend three long-range goals.

1. A11 individuals should have an equal share of world
resources.

2. We must go to a steady-state economy in which the
production of durable goods is constant.

1, We must try to close as many of our cycles of pro-
duction and consumption as possible through recycling
and reuse.

The Task Force recommends the following as some of the
initial steps which must be taken to achieve these goals:

(1) Conversion to consumption of renewable resources

1
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instead of non-renewaole resources wherever possible,

(2) Internationalization and control of all ocean
resources including the outer continental shelves,

(3) Phasing out exploitation of the resources of poor
countries by rich countries

5.4a The following proposals are directed to the govern-
ment of the United States, but it is expected that other
concerned nations, recognizing the needs, will take
similar steps.

Since the people of all nations of the world share the
same planet; and

Since the resources of the planet earth are limited
and relatively abused; and

Because the ecological networks comprising the biosphere
have little or no relation to the arbitrary political
boundaries of nation-states;

It is proposed that steps be taken to reduce national
sovereignty by increasing focus on the world and.on
people, eliminating unnatural nation-states.

World Environmental 5.4b Purpose:
Organization

The "environment" is whatever affects the ability of an
organism to survive or reproduce.

New knowledge often holds the potential for impairing the
ability of organisms, especially human beings, to survive
or ieproduce.

So, it seems appropriate to constitute a World Environ-
mental Organization, to protect environmental health and
its necessary extension, human health.

The World Environmental Organization should organize
itself to give attention to a number of issue areas.
Among these are:

1. The atmosphere
2. The oceans
3. Outer space
4. Conservation of resources
5. Discoveries in bi,logical science
6. The ecology of urbanization
7. Population and resource distribution

We describe suggested goals in these issue areas below.
We further note that a suggested structure for su:h a
World Environmental Organization has been mentioned by
the Environment Commission of the United Nations World
Youth Assembly of 1970, and perhaps it might be investi-
gated further, (see UN document 52/WYA/P/6, of July 16,
1970 para. 12; and unofficial background documents in
White House Confe-ence files.)
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Functions:

1. To anticipate future environmental problems and the
directions of current ones;

2. To conduct research to accurately determine the
effects of sur_, problems on various parts of the bio-
sphere, including human beings, and how they may be
avoided or reversed;

3. To disseminate information about discoveries, data
resulting from research, predictions about future bio-
spheric integrity, and successful attempts to improve an
undesirable environmental situation, from any place in
the world to any other place;

4. To coordinate the environmental activities of as
many of the world's institutions as possible; and

5. To search for ardactivate as many mechanisms as
possible for implementation of programs and bringing
about needed changes.

Implementation if the World Environmental Organizaticn
will he facilitated best in the absence of politically
motivated nation-states and will also be simply a token
institution unless strong and intimate ties are made.

5.4c It is recommended that the resources, including
financial, of the Peace Corps, be transferred to the
United Nations 'Volunteer Corps and the International
Youth Center Project, distributed in equal amounts to
both and in an amount not less than the Peace Corps
budget at its highest annual level.

It is further recommended that the United Nations
Volunteers be composed of at least one-half youth, on
the staffs, decision-making bodies and other branches
of the organization.

5.4d The world's oceans are an international resource
where deterioration through oil spillage and dumping of
waste material affects all nations.

Be it recommended that an international effort be under-
taken to control and prevent this senseless destruction
through the following specific proposals:

(A) That oil firms be required to pay the full cost of
clean-up of any oil spillage from tankers or wells
belonging to them, to the satisfaction of the anove
mentioned World Environmental Organization.

(B) That the indiscriminate flushing of oil tankers at
sea be entirely prohibited.

The world's oceans today provide man with considerable
resources in the form of fish and other aquatic animals.
The demand on ocean food supplies is expected to increase
in the future. It is nevertheless quite obvious that
human demand for ocean resources will outstrip nature's
ability to renew species of ocean fauna. Be it recom-
mended chat an international effort be undertaken to
control indiscriminate over-exploitation of the ocean's
bio-mass with particular urgency expressed for the preser-
vation of whales.
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In addition to the above, it is projected that the ocean.
bottom will become another valuable resource providing
both food and minerals for fOture generations. Yet,
there exist only a few nations with the wealth and
technology to exploit the oceans with the greatest need
for the products of this resource.

Be it recommended that an international effort be under-
taken to see to it that this resource's wealth be equi-
tably divided among the world's nations through the
international control of the oceans and its resources.

The preceding recommendations are to be implemented
through the World Environmental Organization and the
cooperation of the world's nation states.

5.4e We express concern over the chemical assault on
the environment and recognize the irpact of these con-
taminants on the ecological systems and the life forms
of the planet. Chemicals, such as pesticides, heavy
metals, industrial solvents and food additives recognize
no political boundary. Hence, we recommend that govern-
ment and industry seek alternatives to biocides and
evaluate the implications to human health and welfare of
these chemicals.

There are many products produced by countries which are
environmentally harmful. Such products as DDT and
cyclamates which have been banned from use in the
United states should not be sold to other countries.

..4f Recommendations on the environmental responsibi-
lities of American corporation with branches abroad.

At the present time, there is considerable interest in
control and restriction of industrial pollution within
the United States. Yet, many of the firms located in
the United States have numerous operations in othei
nations. In order to provide an effective environ-
mental control program, it is necessary to restrict
environmental degradation throughout, the world.

Be it recommended, therefore, that the White House Con-
ference on Youth propose that the environmental respon-
sibilities imposed upon American corporations in the U.S.
be identical to the responsibilities of branches abroad,
taking into account the regional, ecological, and geo-
graphic differences or that ne responsibilities be
those declared by the nation, within whose boundaries the
branches are located, whichever is more restrictive.

Be it recommended also that this be the first step in
urging the World Environmental Organizacion to adapt
standardized environmental controls for all industry.

5.4g We recommend that intensive research be conducted
on the development of alternate power sources to those
organic sources utilized extensively today.

The world is presently utilizing power at a phenomenal
rate, a rate which is dramatically increasing. It is
apparent, in addition, that the fuel resources of the
world are limited, especially so in connection with
the non-renewable organic fuels such as coal and
petroleum. The human species win be faced with cri:_ical
situations in the near future unless something be done
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rapidly.

This is not simply a problem facing isolated nations, but
the entire assembly of nations.

Be it recommended, therefore, that intensive research be
conducted by the government of the U.S., .the World
Environmental Organization, and other nations into
alternate power soUrces for the future, particularly
tidal, geothermal; solar, nuclear fusion, and nuclear
fission through Ole further development of breeder
reactors.

5.4h Large amounts of resources are used in launching
manned and unmanned space vehicles into the upper levels
of the atmosphere and into outer space.

Competition among technologically advanced nations
often focuses upon achievements in aerospace technologies.

Many pressing social problems appear to be deprived of
funds by the nearly identical and expensive space pro-

_

grams of competing nations.

We recommend that world cooperation in the unmanned, non-
military exploration of earth from outer space be inten-
sified and increased, and that manned exploration of
outer space be ended until people on earch all have the
opportunity to appreciate the beauty of discovery and the
full potential of the human mind for creativity.

In this way, wasteful and unneeded duplicate efforts
toward uncertain goals will be minimized or eliminated.

5.4i Be it recommended that environmentally safe sound
levels for all forms of life and properties be estab-
lished and instituted so as to ban all supersonic air-
craft, both domestic and foreign from American airports.

5.4j The White House Conference on Youth endorses and
supports the 1971 International Youth Conference on the
Human Environment which has as its theme, "Youth and
Environmental Action", as a follow up to the White
House Conference on Youth and as a youth precursor con-
ference to the 1972 UN Conference on The Human Environ-
ment", which will be held in Stockholm. We further
recommend that the White Hous Conference on Youth
provide sufficient funds for sponsoring two or more
delegates to the 1971 International Youth Conference on
the Human Environment.

The Task Force on Environment has a direct interest in
promoting and facilitating youth involvement and repre-
sentation in both the 1971 International Youth Conference
on Environment and the 1972 UN Conference on Environment.
Therefore, this task force shall designate its three
members of the White House Conference on Youth follow-
up committee, as well as four other elected delegates
as responsible for:

1. Ensuring that the environmental resolutions of this
Conference are represented in the 1971 International Youth
Conference on the Human Environment.

2. Providing a variety of advisory and information
resources for the 1971 International Youth Conference on
the Human Environment.



3. Insisting upon formal youth representation and input
in the 1972 UN Conference from the UN and the U.S.
delegations, thereby imparting the concerns, values, and
attitudes as reflected in the nation, the White House
Conference on Youth, and the 1971 International Youth
Conference on the Human Environment.

Comprehensive 5.4k To follow up the 1971 White House Youth Conference
Strategy with comprehensive strategy for joint-youth action:

Involvement in the future of thin country and the world.

The White House Conference:

Having stressed the importance of increasing youth invol-
vement and participation in the issues confronting the
national and world community.

Recognizing that the World Youth Assembly held at the
United National headquarters in July 1970 was the first
global attempt to carry out this philosophy by developing
new lines of communicaton between an increased cross-
section of world youth-rural, trade-labor, liberation and
student groups in conjunction with the U.N.

Emphasizing that the majority of the youth from the 120
member states of the U.N. and 13 non-ilember states and
territories and 36 international youth organizations
attending the World Youth Assembly overwhelmingly
declared themselves in Commission III(Education) in
favor of creating an International Youth Center.

Noting that the International Student Movement for the
U.N. having student affiliates in nations all over the
world, representing youth of diverse ideological,
political and cultural positions have agreed to assist
in the development of pilot projects for I.Y.C. with
the International Student Club in Vienna, Austria, the
International House in New York, N.Y. and other inter-
national-Centers throughout the world.

Welcomes the initiative for the foundation of Inter-
national Youth Centers whose purposes are: 1. to
encourage a global perspective among youth throughout
the world; 2. to relate the values and activist orien-
tation of an increased cross-section of world youth,
including young workers, rural youth and students to the
ideals and realities of the U.N.; 3. to broaden the
base and legitimize world ycrith participation in all
phases of U.N. concern; 4. to coordinate information
on youth policies and programs on a global scale provid-
ing a shared pool of data and resources related to youth;
5. to utilize this assemblage of information on youth
policies and programs to stimulate and develop new
strategies for joint-youth action; 6. to form a per-
manent international nation-governmental organization
youth projects and to provide means for implementing and
following up proposals for world youth; 7. to introduce
into the U.N. new techniques of mass communication;
8. to emphasize the techniques of mediation and conflict
resolution for young people throughout the world.

Also recognizing that the problems of this nation, the
U.S.A., are integrally related to the problems of the
world and therefore require integrated international
solutions.
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Recommends:

1. That the implementation of the proposals of this 1971
White House Conference on Youth woild be greatly facili-
tated by cooperation and participation on the Project for
International Youth Centers.

2. That the operation and the results of the activity of
the task forces can continue past the time of the White
House Conference by participation in the pilot project of
I.Y.C. to coordinate and diStribute information on youth
participation and resources available to youth working'on
the areas of Development, Education, Environment, Human
Rights and Peace.

6

3. That U.S. youth join in the effort to make available
to youth throughout the world, information on where and
how they can take active roles in working towards, the
solutions of the problems discussed in this Whitd" House
Cc:inference on Youth.

4. That institutions represented at the White House Con-
ference on Youth make every effort to -,rovide[resourees
including funds, printed materials and other relevant
materials to the five issues addressed by I.Y.C. to its
pilot project.

5.5 Although environmental pollution has becomo recognized
in recent years as a Idajor crisis of society, the focus of
this issue bas overwhelmingly been addressed t.) problems
that are important to middle class Americans. isroblems of
polluted lakes and rivers, national parks and wi:derness,
and population growth have been associated wit' -he terms
environment and ecology. The problems of
portation, slum housing conditions, inadequc.,0 k th
care, recreation and education, and unemploy
unsatisfactory employment ale vital to urban pc.i people,
but have not been properly understood and dealt with as
part of the environmental crisis.

In inner areas of most of the nation's cities, the
emironment has become nearly unliveable and is the most
hazardous to human health and survival, presenting few
opportunities for improvement of living conditions. The
quality of life in the inner city is affected by'concen-
trations of air, water, garbage and noise pollutants,
over congestion, run-down housing and inadequate recrea-
tion facilities which are absent or minimal in non-urban
settings. Thus many of the solutions to the environ-
mental crisis must begin with an emphasis on correcting
inner city conditions.

The degraded urban environment has come about because
people who live in the inner city areas and the services
they require have been largely ignored, inadequately
provided for or given low priorities by America's
institutions and the public. ;-.s a whole.

The White House Conference o:1 youth hereby proposes that
national priority be given fnr the necessary actions to
improve the quality of the el.vironment of the people of
America's inner cities.

5.5a All governmentally support.' programs must include
full citizen participation in plahr.iLg and implementation.
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Millions of Americans from all socio-economic str
have developed an environmental awareness. But it the
environmental movement as to have more relative cohesive-
ness and impact than other social movements, folic s

and programs ,"lust be effected which attract a broaLief
citizenry to positive action. Only by involvin increas-
ingly more people in graduated programs of committme,t
will the movement gain the breadth and momentum it 2acks
at the present.

Urban human ecology must be a people-oriented iiv,2x.ent,
stressing community involvement. Community inv
.mean3 "grass roots" participation in planning and i.ile
mentation-of all programs involving the social lr.1

physical well- being of people. It is recommenc i

strongly that all governmental units involve "yr,Ir=.,
roots" participation, by adopting new guidelinc- r

the enforcemcrl of existing ones, which makes ful]
community part Lcipation in planning and implc-lent
a compulsory i-,gu:rement for all federally assi
programs. Examples include: Model Cities, Covf.
. Action Programs, Antipoverty, and health Educed.

In addition' more emphasis must be placed on mai.,
training and the provision of community jobs fol
employable unemployed in housing maintenance; sanitation;
community social workerS and homemakers; health aids;
youth job corps; and home-school coordinators.

5.5b All existing laws and regulations should be en-
forced and",citizensshould have a right to guarantee
this enforcement in a court of law. It is a fact that
many of our problems are associated with a failure on the
part of the yovernmnt institutions and the public in
general to require the enforcement of existing laws and
regulations.

1. Youth of this Conference must go back to their com-
. Munities, evaluate th, laws now in existence; determine
what laws are not being enforce,?, why they are not and
who is opposing their enforcement; and direct organized
efforts throu2gh community action to bring about their

2. Youth must attempt to involve in this community
aoty.in government and public lawyers who can utilize
bott. -neir knowledge and,leverage to require that all
levels of government enforce laws and regulations where
federal funds are being used to sv_plemeit programs

improving the quality of life in the urban environ-
ment.-

3." The Conference advocates the legal principle that the
citizen hat the right to bring suits against any person,
institution or government agency which acts in vio-
lation of existing laws pertaining to all areas of the
envirc ment.

5.5c All governmental and private pollution control
activities must include considerltion of the impact of
pollutants on the imminent hazards to man's health and
well being in the urban areas. We insist that all the
e:vironmental protection organizations at all levels
of government give Special emphasis to the environmental
health impact of concentrations of air, water, so/id
waste and aesthetic pollutants on the people of the
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inner city; that the governmental budget be eypanded to
finance monitoring systems for identifying this impact;
and that-within this system an early-warning procedure
be established; and that jf,,a trend is demonstrated
providing a dangerous influence (current or imminent)
on the quality of life for the people of the inner city,
that action be taken immediately to end the danger. We
also support the concept that the federaLgovernment
guarantees to every citizen adequate-health care. .

5.5d Support. should be given for non-highway modes of
transportation in the inner city,and to implement this we
urge the abolition of the Highway Trust Fund and its
replacement by a Transportation Trust Fund. It is the
people who live in the inner cities'who have suffered
the tragic cons(quences of our inflexible marriage to the
highway system. It is they who must live with the traffic
which has paralyzed movements in our urban areas. It
is they who must choke on the'exhaust fumes from the
thousands of commuter automobiles.

Yet, it is these people who have had to pay the costs for
these highways. It is they who have lo3t theiz homes,
their parklanCs, and their community identity. Therefore,
we propose the following:

Lt It is recommended that Congress abolish the Federal
Hignway Trust Fund and institute in its place a Trans-
poration fund, from which monies would be appropriated

--for all modes of transportation, including, but not
limited to mass transportation.

2. All citizens are urged to contact their Congressmen
and future candidates for Congress to demonstrate their
support for more aid to non-highway modes of transior-
tation.

3. We believe that .the $400 million appropriated in
fiscal 1.971 for mass transportation is totally inadequate
and that increased federal funding is mandatory if our
urban areas are to maintain and develop viable systems
of urban mass transportation.

4. We urge youth to petition Congress to institute a
federal fund of categorical grants related to the
problems unique.to those who a a poor and those who are
relatively immobile. We believe that such a fund would
be a first step in changing planning priorities for trans-
portation. Among those' modes of transportation that
might be considered are bike-ways and dial-a-bus systems.

5.5e Urban open space and park areas must be expanded t,
meet the greatly increased recreation and communityneeds.
Whereas the bulk of the population growth has occured
in our urban cities;

Whereas the density of people has outstripped the total
land area in our urban centers;

Whereas many of the nation's pollution problems have been
indigenous to our urban centers;

Whereas the total land for recreation and leisure rela-
tive to the density of people in our urban areas is
inversely proportional;

149 Whereas recreation and leisure is an integral part of
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our social, physical, mental, and spiritual well being;

Whereas there has been gross neglect for those living in
ghetto and low income housing projects in terms of edu-
cation, recreation, and health;

Whereas open spaces, parks, playgrounds, and recreation
areas, are an essential part of every community's needs;

Whereas the urban area has been infamous for gross
neglect in long range urban planning and development;

Whereas a higher percentage of our nation's youth reside
in urban areas;

Whereas he President has asked Congress to appropriate
an even larger sum for urban areas from 75 million to
200 million dollars for urban park facilities;

Whereas there has been a lack of citizen participation in
the decis ^n making process in urban planning agencies
in ragan.3s to urban growth patterns and development;

We strongly support'the folloW2ng recommendations and
comments:

(1) All available space such as neighborhood parks, in
the inner city of any city should be utilized for all
seasons. Activities including cultural and entertain-
ment programs, must be instigated.

(2) Because the use of leisure time is a valuable exper-
ience especially for young people, utilization of all
available space to facilitate activities for community
youth is essential'.

(3) Because of shorter work time, opportunities must
be provided for adults to allow them more creativity and
involvement in leisure activities.

(4) School facilities must be utilized in such a manner
that the schools will become more involVed in satisfying
community needs.

(5) In areas that provide limited open space we urge
creative and innovative uses of space such as roof tops
of buildings. Such activities as day-care centers,
parks, skating rinks, tennis courts, tracks, etc., can
be designed to occupy this space. Community involvement
will support this action.

(6) St'idy must be done on comprehensive recreation
requirements for the inner city, for there is no research
focusing on inner city recreation.

(7) More funds should be provided for urban recreation
activities, facilities and personnel for inner city
communitie.T.

i

(8) The report of the President's Commission on Violence
indicates that recreation and park facilities within an
urban setting help to cut down on riots, ia part, from
lack of space.

(9) Development must be instigated that makes fuller
use of street areas, water fronts and other potential
recreation sites.

1.1;1
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(?1) All levels of government, federal, state and local,
must incorporate an urban planning citizen's bureau with
sufficient power to veto any short or long-range urban
plans initiated by the government that are not in the
best interest of the welfare of tae people.

5.5f We recommend that immediate action be taken by
Federal, state, and local gover'nment to provide decent
housing for all persons living in the urban areas of our
country.

This country weeds 26 million housing units to meet the
need. New units are being built at a rate of 1 1/2
million per year. This is totally unsatisfactory to
meet today's need.

We recommend the following as specific methods to be used
in allowing the goal of sufficient urban housing.

1. Increased construction of new housing units.

2. The recycling of existing housing in the campaign
to provide decent housing for millions of
Americans.

3. The renovation of housing must be coordinated with
the effr,rt to revitalize the total urban community
through programs such as Model Cities, Urban Renewal,
Low Income Housing, and other governmental and public
efforts.

4. All multiple dwelling housing units, including those
provided by modernization and upgrading must have built
in programs fnr alistiLing operation and maintenance of
the facilities in accordarce with applicable housing
codes. This offers an opportunity to orovide jobs for
members of the community.

5. Elimination of racial diFcrimination in all housing
programs. Public housing should be racially and
economically integrated.

6. Housing projects should provide adequate modes of
transportation to places of work, shopping, education,

. and so forth.

7. We strongly question our society h-ich allows some
people to go without adequate hou:inq wh'la others own
two or more homes.

5.6 The youth of America, in recognition of the fact
that land and w.'er uses have critical impacts on human
life and the quality of our environment, do urge that
the United States develop and adopt as a matter of
national action a comprehensive land policy. Such a
policy must recognize that men and ,rations and their
g)vernments are trustees of Earth's land and water
resources and that all people and all generations, as
beneficiaries of thin trust, have a right to be secure
in the protection and wise use of these resources.

To further this policy, we recommends

5.6a An immediate attempt must be made to both identify
the total reserves of non-renewable resources on the
planet and to undertake major, accurate projections for
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their future consumption. A regulatory international
community in order to maintain control over environ-
mentally damaging actions committed by individual members
which are harmful to all, is necessary.

5.6b That the North American nations jointly develop a
natural systems inventory to provide the basis for ecolo-
gically oriented land and water classification. We take
note of work in progress in this area by the Canadian
government through the ARDA program.

5.6c That the _federal government assume the lead role
in developing a comprehensive land use classification and
planning system through all appropriate means, to include
financial and technical assistance to regional bodies,
states, and local governments.

5.6d All public and private development programs and
activity must be subject to full review and analysis.
This would require public hearings and involvement by
the public, student groups, and environmental groups.

5.6e Immediate step must be taken to insure that short-
term decisions on land use in urban areas favor more
amenities and a better environment. Public land acqui-
sitions, especially in the Eastern United States, must
be accelerated.

5.6f Special programs must be developed to address the
coastal zones, out it is essential that these areas be
considered as part of a larger ecological system. This
special coastal zone protection must include:

(A) All beaches be public property with public access
guaranteed across all private lands;

(B) Estuary protection from pollution, fill and dredging,

(C) Com?lete coastal management zoning on regional and
statewide lands;

(D) Protection of the seabed and off&hore coastal
resources;

(E) Activities uniquely appropriate to the coastal zone
would take priority.

Specific Government 5.6g Certain specific government programs merit our
Programs support:

Network of Public
and 132:-ivate Lands

Competence of Land
Use Planners

(A) Wilderness Act of 1964

(B) Natural National Landmar% Program

(C) National Trail Program

(0) Wild and Scenic Rivers Program

5.6h That the land policy include provision for a net-
work of public and private lands for diverse recreation
activities, such a network to include federal wilderness
youth hostels, parklands, forests, and refuges; and,
similar areas at the state and local government levels.

5.6i That concurrent with a national land policy, pro-
grams to enlighten and improve professional and technical
competence of land use planners, managers, and others

1
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involved in land use decisions be initiated.

5.6j As areas very distinct from the continental United
States, the islands of, or possessea by, or held in
trusteeship by the government of the United States must
be treated in ways different from the policies applied
to the continental states.

Islands are pre-eminent examples of the most basic of
ecological principles -- a whole, alone, spaceship earth.
They are the natural settings for experimenting and under-
standing the essence of closed environmental systems.

Presently, united stateg' island lands, most notably the
Hawaiian Islands, are in a state of severe cultural and
biological disequilibrium. The result of the rendering
of the cultural fabric by tourism, commercialism, assimi-
lative education policies and insensitive administrative
policies coupled with massive ecological disruption from
in-migration, poor and use, and hundreds of imported
species of plants and animals, is an emminent human
environmental crisis facing these islands.

Recognizing the uniqueness of islands and the right of
communities and peoples' to have the greatest voice in
the decisions which affect them most, a new policy must
be embarked upon by the federal and island governments.

]. In land use and related policy areas, the goal must
1 be maximim self-sufficiency of food supply. Vegetables

and meat must come before pineapples and sugar cane.

2. The Dole Company owns an entire major Hawaiian island
called Lanai. This land must be returned to the State
and people of Hawaii. A military target island similarly
must be returned.

, 3. Adequate housing, public open space and amenities
must be prioi to military bases and "national security",
presently a burden born disproportionately by United
States island areas.

4. Luxury imports must be heavily taxed to provide for
the solution of solid waste problems.

5. The tourist industry must pay the costs of the ser-
vices it requires and the degradation it causes. Cheap
inter-island water transit and intra-island mobile mass
traas'A must be developed.

6. Other policies which may be island-isolationalist in
their nature and contrary to the idea of nationalism
must be experimented with to allow for the health and
integrity and preservation of the people and their lands.

5.6k Theie are a number of areas -- including agricul-
ture and urban growth and transportation -- on which we
lack the time and mechanisms at this Conference to
comment. We therefore recommend that in specific deci-
sion-making, environmental protection take priority over
commercial or political, gain. Further, there are current
examples of major environmental degradation -- including
strip mining, Black Mesa -- Navajo Power Plant, trans
Aiaska pipeline, the Nation's wetlands, timbercutting
on public and private lands, Appalachia and highway
planning -- which must be curtailed.
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5.61 This Task Force believes that the evidence on the
Appalachian coal industry can lead to only one conclusion:
the industry must be nationalized or preferably Appalach-
ianized so that the people will have the power to halt
the needless death and human suffering and be able to
reclaim the wealth generated from the mining industry
which is rightfully theirs. We propose that there be
created an Appalachian Mountain Authority, which would
own and operate for the people of Appalachia the mining
industry and invest the wealth accrued from this owner-
ship to needed public investments for the uplift of the
Appalachian Region.

.5.7 Community action in environmental action is vital.
To this end, the Task Force endorses the concept of the
community ecology center as a base for recycling, infor-
mation, etc.

The 1960's were marked by the turmoil of the two great
social movements of black liberation and peace. Although
these movements resulted in many positive changes in
American life, few would contest that there were some
serious shortcomings in terms of eliciting broad-based
citizen support, particularly at the beginning of the
movement. One of the principal reasons for the short-
comings of these movements was the lack of movement-
oriented institutions through which individuals and
groups could not only express their concern, but also
see if followed through into actual social change. The
present decade has seen the spawning of an environmental
movement which supplements the ongoing liberation and
peace movements. Given that thousands of Americans
from all socio-economic strata have developed an environ-
mental awareness, there are several needs which must be
met if the envi, :onmental movement is to have more
relative cohesiveness and impact than the other move-
ments.

The first, most basic, need is to establish channels to
transform this new-found awareness and concern into
actions leading to the revolutionary changes which must
occur in order to avoid a cultural and ecological catas-
trophe.

A second need is to develop methods for increasing the
momentum of the movement. Thus, any mechanisms for
generating initial action must continually reinforce
the deepening of an ecological perspective among both
individuals and groups. At the same time, programs must
be effecter' which attract citizens into positive action.
Only by involving increasingly more people in graduated
programs of commitment will the movement gain the
momentum it lacks at the present.

Additionally, since interest in the environment is shared
by such a diversity of Americans, centers for environ-
mental action must present a wide variety of programs.
These programs should be explicitly designed to top thl
common denominator of ecological concern and use it as
a basic for uniting diversified perspective into an
ecological ethic.

If these considerations are not met, then the environ-
mental movement will not have a lasting impact on
American life, and the power of the decision-making
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process will never rest in the hands of people who
possess an ecological consciousness. If a grass-roots
environmental movement fails to effect a propound re-
ordering of the American culture, then the consequences
will indeed be dire.

A STEP THE ECOLOGY CENTER CONCEPT In some twenty-
rive communities across the nation, citizens, under the
leadership of young people have realized these needs
and have established locally ba!ied ecology centers to
try to meet them. Most of the centers are non-profit
corporations which are publically promoting ecology to
citizens of the community. They are achieving this
goal by initAating programs of their own and by coor-
dinating the activities of existing and developing en-
vircnmental groups. Prcgrams and services of these
centers vary with the circumstances of their locale, but
all have the goal of generating environmental infor-
mation and then indicating appropriate targets for
individual and organizational action. Common features
of these centers are public environmental libraries and
bookstores, speakers bureaus, switchboards for environ-
mental information and referrals, and publications
ranging from weekly calendars of events to lengthy
political critiques. Ecology radio shows, recycling
centers, testimony presentations, environmental in-
ventories of local areas, and environmental education
projects of all sorts are facilitated, coordinated or
sponsored by most of these centers. Some of the centers
are deeply involved in counter-cultural projects such
as free universities, peoples' parks, organic gardens
and food co-ops.

At the same time, many of these same centers have worked
with large corporations and universities, small busi-
nesses, labor unions and all levels of special puzpose
government. In dealing with these institutions, the
centers have adhered the same viewpoint as in dealing
with street people or suburban housewives. The viewpoint
is that the development of an ecological ethic in both
individuals and institutions supersedes all political
ideologids and economic motives.

Operating from a tax-exempt framework, ecology centers
have been relatively very successful in promoting
environmental concern end action. They are able to avoid
the potential pitfalls of political partisanship while
simulatneously increasing the effectiveness of political
organizations by serving as a clearinghouse and infor-
mation and resource generator for them.

The ecology center concept is functioning in a cross-
section of American communities, from the huge Eastern
megalopolis to intellectual centers of the midwest, to
small towns Ln the west and south. The concept is evol-
ving concurrently with the sophistication of the environ-
mental movement. The success of the concept does not
appea.: to be ephemeral, however. Centers continue to
receive support from many interests and are continually
expanding their constituencies. More importantly,
ecology centers are generally recognized by their communi-
ties as the organization most responsive to the needs
discussed at the outset of this essay. The ecology
center concept, then, can be regarded as a genuine and
hopeful first step in developing the movement-generating
organ that is so vitally needed.

145
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PROPOSAL The Ecology Center concept is a model for the
participants of this conference to apply to their
local communities when the conference is over.

The flexibility of the concept allows ecology centers
to successfully operate in widely varied areas, depen-
ding on Jocal circumstances.

The centers are operated by full-time staffs, paid sub-
sistence wages, and by volunteers from ,,li segments of
the community. For the most part, the paid staff are
under age thirty, but volunteers range from boy scouts
to retirees. Fundiag has been a problem common to all
centers and staff members could probably be earning
substantially more in other capacities. Still, they
have chosen to work with ecology centers because of the
centers' great potential for realizing social change.

It is recommended that the ecology center concept be
tested in local communities by the returning participants
of this conference. Appended to this recommendation is
a sample budget for a local ecology center in its first
year of operation.

The figures are based on a composite for several indivi-
dual centers.

This is a sample budget for an existing ecology center.
Local rents and utilities may be considerably less and
sa'.aries should vary according to local cost-of-living
expenses. An ecology center should be able to operate
quite effectively on $40,000 in its first year of
existence. Budgets for the second year usually rise
about 20%. Generally, this increase represents an
increase in program and personnel.

Salaries

Director $ 5,800
Projects Manager 5,800
Researcher & Librarian 5,600
Secretary (part time) 2,800

$20,000
Payroll taxes (10%) 2,000

$22,000
Center Facilities

Rent ($500.00/m3) $ 6,000
Utilities 1,200

$ 7,200

Communications
Telephone ($120.00/mo) $ 1,440
Postage 1,000

$ 2,440

Staff Travel & Expenses

Fares $ 600

Office Supplies $ 500

Equipment

(Typewriters, filing cabi-
nets, chairs, etc.) 700
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Library

(Books, newsletter and
magazine subscriptions) $ 1,500

Publicity

(Ads, handbills, posters} 500

Publications

(Reprints, fact sheets,
booklets) 1,600

Project Seed Money

(Materials, fund raising
costs, services) 3,000

Legal & Accountiny Fees $ 200

Insurance $ 350

$40 ,590

NOTES: More specific information, suggestions and
individual consultation may be obtained from the Ecology
Center Communications Council, Inc., 1728 20th Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009. This Council was formed
in December 1970 as a means of improving communications
between existing centers and facilitating the develop-
ment of new centers.

Eighteen ecology centers which were operating at that
time compose the charter members of the Council. Since
December several other centers have become informally
affiliated. Through its central office in Washington,
the ECCC is able eo draw upon the expertise of success-
ful grass roots organizations, as well as the wealth of
information which is in Washington. The Council can then
make these resources directly available to parties
wishing to apply the ecology center concept to their
own community in an effort to make the environmental
ethic an integral part of the American Culture.

5.8 The Task Force recommends that 20% of the national
defense budget be re-allocated to the defense and pro-
tection of life in the United States. One of the broad
objectives which should receive additioaal funds is the
improvement of environment in urban areas.

5.9 The Task Force recommends that the risk of environ-
mental damage from transportation of Arctic Alaskan oil
is great enough to halt further development of these
fields at this time. If energy requirements require
their development. transportation should be designed to
lower the risx of environmental damage.

5.10 The Task Force authorizes the publication of their
activities, discussions, proposals, and recommendations
by an editorial board elected from this group. The edi-
torial board will meet after the Conference to prepare
this report.



The report would include a prologue defining the environ-
ment and trends in the environmental movement, delegate
essays, and an appendix of eco-tactics and action pro-
grams which have been discussed by the Task Force groups.

Any profits from the publication will be contriouted
to the eco-centers and/or the International Youth Con-
ference of 1971.

CHEMICAL AND BlO- 5.11 The Task Force recommends that funding for chemical
LOGICAL WARFARE and biological warfare be halted.

WAR

Banning Military
Operations

CULTURAL EXCHANGE
PROGRAMS
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5.12 War is an environmental disaster. Intraspecific
killing is not conducive to the survival of a species.
In addition, wars have spread disease and destroyed the
land through fire, devastation, and deforestation.

In our own time, the environmental hazards of war have
greatly increased. The power of environmental destruc-
tion by nuclear war, biocides, and other biological and
chemical methods is so great that no country should be
able to risk the total destruction of all or large
parts of the planet.

5.12a To this endthe Task Force recommends the following:

1. completely banning nuclear tests,
2. completely banning all forms of chemical and biolo-
gical warfare,
3. banning weapons from the sea as well as the sea floor,
and
4. banning military equipment eld operations from space.

5.13 National governments need not be the only vehicle
for contact between people. Since non-political citizen

contacts are sometimes productive, the Task Force
recommends the expansion of cultural exchange programs
among citizens of the United States, the Soviet Union,
Red China, and the developing nations, with emphasis on
scientific and ecological cooperation.
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All recommendations were voted upon and approved by the
Whole Task Force meeting in general session. Drafts of
the recormendations originated from Task Force workshops.
The Task Force alsp decided to include a list of mincrity
positions which appear at the end of each section.

6.1a We the members of the African workshop deplore the
racist and colonial regimes of Southern Africa. Further
we feel that our policies towards these nations hinder
our relations with black and other non-white nations.
Therefore, we make the following polLcy recommendations
for endorsements by this Youth Task Force Plenary Session.

1. That the U.S. Government ratify the UN Convention on
Elimination of Racial Discrimination.

!(
2. That the U.S. Government initiate restrictions on
U.S. investments contrary to this convention.

3. That in line with the U.S. boycctt of Rhodesia
through UN sanctions, the U.S. initiate an international
boycott of S. Africa in all financial, social, economic
and cultural areas. Specifically the U.S. Government
should:
a. Boycott all athletic Cvents involving S. African
players, which are not open to Black Africans on an equal
basis.
b. Support the Congressional Black Caucus effort to with-
draw sugar quota from S. Africa and shift it to Black
African nations.

4. That the U.S. Government should inform the American
public of the problems of Southern Africa, specifically
thoSe problems related to ,legalized discrimination.

5. That the U.S. Government should condemn the restOr-l-
tion of British arms sales to Africa.

6. That the U.S. Government tighten loophol,- which al-
low trade to continue with Rhodesia through 0..rtual and
S. Africa, and the U.S. Government urge otl!er governments
do likewise.

7. That we condemn U.S. military aid to Pdrtugal and re-
quest that it be cut off until such time that Portugal
recognizes the right of Mozambi%ue, Angola and Guinea
(Bissau) to self-determination.

Yes No Ab. Total
68 20 18 \J 88

8. That the,U.S. Government should not exercise its veto
in the UN :3ecurity Council on the use of force in brina-
ing down the regime in Rhodesia. (Minority Report)

Yes No Ab. Total
41 55 7 96

r.

We also utge the U.S. Government to better its policies
with Black Africa. Specifically:,

1. To ,.support the Congressional Black Caucus propopal to
double U.S. economic aid to Black Africa from 8 - 16% of
the U.S. aid without any political strings attached. This
aid should be allocated in line with the recipient coun-
tries' priorities.

r--
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2. To broaden cultural exchanges, scholarships and bet-
terment of education in Black Africa with particular con-
..J.deration of programs including Black Americans.

3. To increase aid to the refugees of the S. African
Conflict..

4. To support the stockholder's attempt to withdraw Gulf
Jil from Angola.

5. To urge other organizations to follow the lead of the
World Council of Churches in supporting national libera-
tion groups in Black Tarica.

Furthermore we c)ndemn the Cabora Bassa Dam project in
Mozambique which allows the influx of S. African troops
to suppress the Mozambique freedom fighters. We also ex-
press deep conc.:!rn over the adverse implications for the
villages and people resulting from the dam's operation.

Yes No Ab. Total
30 5 104

6.2a The Task Force on Foreign RelatIons of the White
House Conference on Youth rejects the Administration's
continuing plea for a gradual withdrawal to be terminated
at some unspecified date as one last attempt to influence
militarily the eventual outcome of the war in Indochina.
Therefore, the Task Force on Foreign Relations

RECOMMENDS TOTAL AND IMMEDIATE CESSATION OF U.S. GROUND
AND NAVAL OPERATIONS IN INDOCHINA.

RECOMMENDS TOTAL AND IMMEDIATE CESSATION OF U.S. BOMBING
IN INDOCHINA.

RECOMMENDS-TOTAL WITHDRAWAL OF ALL U.S. MILITARY FORCES
AND CESSATION OF LOGISTICAL SUPPORT, BOTH OVERT AND CO-
VERT, FROM INDOCHINA BY DECEMBER 31, 1971. SUCH ACTION
WILL BEST INSURE 1HE RELEkSE OF ALL PRISONERS OF WAR AS
WE SEE NO RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MILITARY PRESSURE AND THE
RELEASE OF AMERICAN PRISONERS.

Recognizing the U.S. share of responsibility for the
plight of the refugees and the rehabilitation of the land,
the Task Force further recommends that at the cessation
of the conflict in Indochina, even if confronted with a
reorganization of the political spectrum in Vietnam, the
U.S. should vigorously support an international effort
to assist in reconstruction and economic development by
means designed to benefit and strengthen the makimuw num-
ber of peop1 of that area, at the request of the govern-
ments of the area.

Yes No Ab. Total
50 34

6.2b The Task Force on Foreign'Relations of the White
House Conference on Youth believes that a majority of
young people support efforts to withdraw American Combat
Troops from Indochina. The Yankelovich Study indicated
that 56% of American young people support "steady with-
drawal but with reasonable assurance the South Vietnamese

remain strong enough to be able to make their own
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political choices." This, we believe, speaks to the
heart of tile problem. The ability of the South and the
extent of the American commitment to protect the right of
self-determination of thest people must be c'ansidered in
any discussion of American Troop withdrawals.

We support the continued and accelerated withdrawal of
American Combat Troops from SoutheaSt Asia. We believe
in the Vietnamization process on the grounds that nations
should develop the capability to defend themselves.

Withdrawal of American Troops must be based on factors in-
cluding the safety of American Troops and an agreement on
the safe return of Prisoners of War once the American com-
bat involvement has ended.

We call for increased diplomatic efforts to encourage the
early exchange of Prisoners of War between the United
States, South Vietnam, North Vietnam, and the Viet Cong.
We further call for the release of information of the
names of prisoners now held by Forth Vietnam and the Viet
Cong, the flow of correspondence, and the inspection of
POW camps by the International Red Cross.

The Government of the United States and its citizens must
realize that we should have a continued interest in the
development of the nations and peorles of Indochina. We
encourage increased economic assistance to these nations
over the next ten years.

We believe that America cannot once again return to a
policy of Isolationism especially in Indochina, but must
involve itself through cultural and economic assistance
to aid these people in their development throughout the
1970's. /34 votes]

6.2c The Foreign Relations Task Force joins with the
special session on Indochina in endorsing the principles
of the People's Peace Treaty, and calling upon President
Nixon to instruct our representatives in Paris to end the
war on its fair and just terms.

Introduction

Be it known that the American and Vietnamese people are
not enemies. The war is carried out in the name of the
people of the United States, but without our consent. It
destroys the land and the people of Viet Nam. It drains
America of her resources, her youth and her honor.

We hereby agree to end the war on the following terms, so
Lhat both peoples can live under the joy of independence
and can deVote themselves to building a society based on
human equality and respect for the earth. In rejecting
the war we also reject all forms of racism and discrimina-
tion against people based on color, cla313, sex, national
origin and ethnic grouping which form a basis of the wai
policies, present and pass, of the United States.

PRINCIPLE.; OF THE JOINT TREATY OF PEACE

AMERICANS agree to immediate and total withdrawl from
Viet Nam, and publicly to set the date by'which all U.S.
military forces will be removed.
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Vietnamese agree to participate in an immediate cease-
fire, and will enter discussions on the procedures to
guarantee the safety of all withdrawing troops, and to
secure releace of all military prisoners.

AMERICANS pledge to stop imposing Thieu, Ky and Khiem on
the people of Viet Nam in order to ensure their right to
self-determination, and to ensure that all political
prisoners -are released.

Vietnamese pledge to form a provisional coalition govern-
ment to organize democratic elections, in which all South
Vietnamese cah participate freely without the preset .e of
any foreign troops, and to enter discussions of procedures
to guarantee the safety and political freedom of persons
who cooperated with either side in the war.

AMERICANS and VIETNAMESE agree to respect the independ-
ence, peace and neutrality of Laos .and Cambodia

Upon these points of agreement, we pledge to end the war.
We will resolve all other questions in mutual respect
for the rights of self determination of the people of
Viet Nam and of the United States. .

/7 votes]

6.2d Iii light of the continued deadlock in the Vietnamese
peace negotiations we call on the United States govern-
ment to:

a) Ask the Soviet Union and United Kingdom to reconvene
the Geneva Conference of 1954 and also to consider ex-
panding Asian membership;

b) request the United Nations, and its members, especial-
ly the Asian onces, to mediate and supervise a peace set-
tlement, the withdrawal of all foreign troops, and the
holding of free elections so that the people of Southeast
Asia may settle their own destiny.

Yes No Ab. Total
36 57 i 93

6.2e Whereas the United States has a continuing respon-
sibility to the people of Indochina, and

Whereas it has coAsistently been an ideal of the United
States to provide economic assistance towards social
development of foreign nations, and

Whereas the Unites States has been directl_ responsible
for destruction of people, agricultural lands and hospi-
tal facilitiev in Indochina, and

Whereas the United Nations has been an effective channel
for administration of foreign assistance problems.

Therefore be it resolved that the Vietnam caucus of the
White House Conference on Youth recommends agricultural
support, development rehabilitation, and relief in the
form of a two billion dollar grant to the people of
Cambodia, Vietnam and Laos.

r-,
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Be it further resolved that these furAs be administered
by the United Nations.

Yes No Ab. ,Total
36 57 1 93

6.2f i RESOLUTION .ASSED bY THE WHITE HOUSE TASK FORCE
ON LEGAL RIGHTS AND JUSTICE AND REFERRED TO THE TASK FORCE
ON FOREIGN RELATIONS FOR CONSIDERATION:

WE BELIEVE THAT THE CURRENT PLIGHT OF ALL PRISONERS OF
WAR IN SOUTHEAST ASIA IS AN INSULT TO HUMAN DIGNITY AS
WELL AS INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE. WE THEREFORE CALL UPON
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF NORT.: VIET NAM, THE NATIONAL
LIBERATION FRONT (NLF), THE PATHET LAO, AS WELL AS THE
GOVERNMENT OF SOUTH VIET NAM FOR THE IMMEDIATE UNCONDI-
TIONAL RELEASE OF ALL PRISONERS OF WAR CURRENTLY BEING
HELD. WE FURTHERMORE SUPPORT THE IMMEDIATE EXCHANGE AND
REPATRIATION OF ANY IIRISONERfl OF WAR TAKEN AFTER. THE INI-
TIAL RELEASE OF ALL PRISONERS.

Yes No Ab.
52 18 2

Total
70

6.2g :f.n 1956 UN Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold flew
to Peking in a dramatic humani`arian gesture that brought
about the release of all American Korean War POW's.

Accordingly we call on Secretary General U Thant to take
personal action to help secure the freedom of all pris-
oners of war being held in both North and South Vietnam.
/gassed unanimouslg

6.2h BE IT RESOLVED (hat the White House Conference on
Youth strongly endorses a-id supports non-vicient demon-
strations in opposition to the United States military
activities in Indochina.

We further resolve that telegrams of support be sent to
the following sponsors of ongoing and future activities.

(1) Vim. am Veterans Against the War endorsing the Dewey
Canyon III operation through this week.

(2) Concerned Officers Movement Memorial Service for the
Indochina War Dead to be attended by G.I.'s in uniform at
the Washington Cathedral on April 23, 1971.

(3) National Pace Action Coalition marches in Washing-
ton, D.C. and San Francisco on April 24, 1971.

(4) Moratorium for Kent State and Jackson State on
lay f in major cities in the United States.

Yes No Ab. Total
52 23 4 75

6.21 GIVEN the growing controveYsy rejarding the signi-
ficance and dimensions of the newly discovered oil fields
of he coast of South Vietnam

AND the possible relationship between American oil com-
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aanies' requests to the Saigon regime for leases and_the
potential influence these requests may have on United
States policy toward South Vietnam.

BE IT RESOLVED that the Foreign Relations Task Force of
the White House Conference on Youth, strongly requests
immediate and exhaustive hearings by the Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations and the House Committee on Foreign
Affairs, on this vital and 'emerging issue.

Yes No Ab. Total
48 17 8 65

6.3a We strongly recommend that the United States in
crease its financial support of the United Nations Relief
and Works Agency for Palestinian Refugees (UNRWA) in order
to maintain the medical, educational, welfare, and other
humanitarian services of that organization. We also urge
that, effective immediately, the United States assume the
UNRWA deficit for a period of three years, if possible in
concert with other nations.

6.3b We believe that a solution to the Middle East Crises
should not be imposed by the Great Powers. Rather, we
urge the United States government to act even more ener-
getically to promote international guarantees for the
maintenance of a durable peace in the Middle East, ac-
ceptable to all parties concerned including the Pales-
tinians. And to this end, the United States should sup-
port the development of an apparatus to maintain any
mutually acceptable peace arrangements.

6.3c We urge the United States to intensify negotiations
with the other major powers involved in supplying military
assistance to the Middle East to reduce military polariza-
tion and to de-escalate the arms build-up. And further,
we urge the government and private organizations of the
United States to make special efforts to renew and stren-
gthen diplomatic, educational, and cultural ties with all
peoples and states in the Middle East.

Yes No Ab. Total
6.3a 58 45- 8 103
6.3b 48 42 7 90
6.3c 79 9 6 88

6.3d We recommend that immediately after a peace settle-
ment in the Middle East, the United States Government
support an increased economic, political, and educational
interchange between all countries of the Middle East as
the first stage in development of a Middle East independ-
ent common market. And to this end, we urae that the
United States, at the request of the countries involved,
take the initiative in c' _ing an international authority
through the auspices of the United Nations, for the re-
gional development of the area, includtng water, highway
communication, and fundamental resources.

Yes No Ab. Total
46 41 10 87



Permanent Home for 6.3e(1) Support the struggle of the Palestinian peolle
Refugees to live in their own homeland with freedom and dignity.

Mid-East People-to-
People Program
(Minority Report)

Terrorist Tactics
(Minority Report)

UN Conference on
Human Rights
(Minority Report)

(2) Resolve that a permanent and just solution to the
Middle East conflict must be based or the'right of both
Jews and Palestinians (Moslems and Christians) to live in
a democratic, secular state that ensures the freedom,
equality and integrity of all its citizens.

Yes No Ab. Total
40
42

29
28

5

4

69
70

6.3f We endorse and support the rightful aspirations of
Palestinians as of all peoples everywhere to political
and national identity. We condemn and oppose the use of
terrorism--that is violence directed against non-combatant
civilians--to achieve these or any other aspirations.

Presently the Palestinian people regard as their principal
means for recognition fighting oppressive Arab and Israeli
regimes. Though we appreciate those efforts taken by
nation-states, we believe that immediate initiatives must
be taken on a people-to-people basis to promote a mean-
ingful co-existence politically, culturally, and economi-
cally, of all peoples of the Middle East.

Yes No Ab. Total
28 43 5 71

6.3g Let it be known that the White House Conference on
Youth strongly condemns the murdering and shooting of
women, children, and other unarmed civilians. We, there-
fore, condemn the tactics of the Palestinian terrorists,
whose constant target is the innocent civilian.

Yes No Ab. Total
33 34 9 67

6.3h Citing the first resolutions of the United Nations
Conference on Human Rights, we condemn the destruction of
homes, dispossession of property and inhuman practices
of Israeli authorities in occupied territories and d..--
mands its compliance and respect of the Declaration of
Human Rights and rules of the Geneva Convention of which
it is a signatory.

Yes No Ab.
27 41 5

Total
68

ARMS CONTROL RESOLD- 6.4 Whereas the arms race Ilas continued unabated for
TON more than two decades with the nations of the world,

spending literally hundreds of billions of dollars on
armaments, we call upon our national :.eadership and the
leaders of other major Powers to critically examine the
balance of power philosophy and the accompanying threat
system as pructice&by all nations which forces chem to
experd much of their human and material resources on war
and national defense. ;s youth, most of us have lived
our :ives under tip shadow of nuclear annilhilation. We
ask, is there not another way to achieve peace and secu-
rity?

We are particule.rly concerned about recent escalations in
167 the nuclear arms race with the development of MIRV
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(multiple independently targetable warheads) and ABM
(anti-ballistic missiles).

(i) The U.S. should accept the Soviet Union's proposal
for a treeze on further deployment of ABM systems, on con-
dition that negotiations;Proceed on a ban on further de-
ployments of offensive strategic nuclear weapon systems.

(ii) The U.S. should an0ounce an immediate and unilateral
suspension of MIRV f-t0ist tests and'call upon the Soviet
Union, to do likewise,/ ending the outcome of negotiations
on a limitation on of,; sive systems under (i).

(iii) The U.S. sho#1d/announce an immediate and unilateral
moratorium on nucl4ar weapon tests, call upon the Soviet
Union to do likewise and to enter into an exchange of
technical data regarding the detection of underground nu-
clear e :plosions, and negotiate a treaty which would ban
all underground muclear weapon tests, in addition to those
in the atmosphere, outer space and under water which are
already banned under the Limited Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.

(iv) The U.S. should propose that the United Eingdom,
France and the Peoples Republic of China be invited to
join the U.S. and Soviet Union in Strategic Arms Limita-
tion Talks (SALT), on the understanding that multilateral
talks would proceed on this basis without prejudice to the
continuation of bilateral negotiations between the U.S.
and Soviet Union.

But, strategic weapons are not the only ones which should
be subject to international control. mhe arms trade busi-
ness has resulted in a massive proliferation of conven-
tional weapons in the less developed countries of the
world. These weapons have been used to kill and maim
hundreds of thousands of human beings. The United States
and other nations are profiting from the sale of weapons
abroad. This should be stopped. We urge that the United
States take an initiative in pressuring other nations to
agree to a multi-lateral moratorium on arms transfers so
that effective steps toward disarmament can be undertaken.

Finally, we would recommend that the Senate ratify the
1925 Geneva Protocol banning the use in warfare of chemi-
cal and biological weapons without reservation. If rati-
fied, the United States would then join 95 other nations,
including all the major powers, in zupporting this Treaty.

Yes No Ab. Total
6J 22 5 82

6.5 Whereas the United States is committed to t-he protec-
tion and promotion of human rights both under its own con-
stitution and laws, and through its Charter membership in
the United Nations.

The Foreign Relations Task Force of the White House Con-
ference cm Youth strongly supports the implementation of
this commitment and urges the President and Senate to al-
prove and ratify the several human rights conventions
which have been presented to the nations of the world in
anticipation of developing an international code of con-
duct in line with the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights--these include (1) the UN Genocide Convention now
waiting Senate debate, and also 1L0 and UNESCO Conventions
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binding states that ratify them,(2) to grant women polit-
ical rights equal to those of men, (3) to prevent discrim-
ination in employment and occupations, (4) to serve equal
remuneration for work of equal values for men and women,
(5) to eliminate discrimination in education, and (6) to
guarantee civil and political rights to all persons with-
out regard to race, religion, class, political beliefs or
sex.

We further urge the United States to use its influence
the international forum to speak out against the violation
of human rights in every nation and to join in internation-
al efforts to secure the implementation of human rights
for all peoples in the world, regardless of race, religion,
political views, class, sex, for all the oppressed.

While all issues of human freedom rightly concern us, we
speak out here on certain areas of specific concern.

a. Genocide Convention

Twenty-three years have passed since the United Nations
General Assembly pawed the Genocide Convention, outlaw-
ing genocide and making it a crime against all humanity.

Virtually every major nation on earth has ratified this
document. At the moment, however, the treaty's.future in
the Senate as a whole remains very much in doubt.

The White House Conference on Youth calls on President
Nixon, the leaders of both parties in the Senate, and all
national opinion holders to work for a speedy ratifica-
tion of this document.

b. International Exploitation

We deplore the exploitation of one nation by another,
whether in the form of colonialism, neo- colonialism or
imperialism. We cite as examples of these phenLmena, the
continued existence of the Portugese, African and Asian
colonies. The Soviet domination of its East European
bl-c and the Baltic States, and the control of Nambia
(S.W. Africa) by the Republic of South Africa.

We therefore strongly endorse the United Nations termina-
tion of South Africa's mandate over Nambia and the United
Nations Resolution on the granting of independence to
colonial peoples (passed December 17, 1970). We urge the
United States not only to support actively these particu-
lar proposals, but also to put an end to all forms of
international exploitation whether committed by other
nations or by itself.

c. Apartheid and South Africa

The repressive racist regime of the Republic of Soutn
Africa has earned the proper condemnation of the civi-
lized world. The policy of Apartheid, of forced racial
separation und separate development is merely an euphemi3m
for a form of virulent racism ur.riva.'ed anywhere in earth.

We call on the government of South Africa to rejoin the
family of democra.dc nations by immediately doing away
with this discreuited policy, by abolishing its detention
and bill of attainder acts that violate international
norms for civil and political rights and by allowing

1 58
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universal free suffrage so that the people of South Africa
ma',' decide their own future.

We demand that the government of the United Stages take
every step commensurate with the requisite United Nations
resolutions to influence the government of South Africa.

a. Soviet Jewry

Despite its great progress in technological and scientific
matters the Soviet Uniods record in the realm of mi-
nority protection harkens back to the days of Czarist op-
pression.

Soviet Jews, in particular, are denied the most rudimentary
elements of religious life and civil liberties while their
ethnic identity is ruthlessly stifled. They are singled
out for harsh arA unjust treatment in every realm of
Soviet life.

We call on the leadership of the Soviet Union to treat its
Jewish citizens in accordance with the rights guaranteed
to all by the Soviet Constitution, the United Nations
Declaration of Human Rights, and the Communist Party pro-
gram. Religious freedom, the right to teach and be taught,
and the right to emigrate are birthrights of all men every-
where.

We urge the government of the United States to use its
good offices and those of the United Nations in an effort
to alleviate the plight of Soviet Jewry.

Yes No Ab. Total
70 12 5 82

6.6a Whereas, most human problems now have global dimen-
sions that obviously will not yield to partial, national,
or piecemeal approaches.

Whereas, global problems, i.e., ecology, poverty, war,
population, human rights, and disease require global so-
lutions.

Whereas, the U.N. has shown itself tc be as effective and
vital force in bringing about social, economic, and human-
itarian change but still does not have the authority to
cope effectively with many of the momentous problems
facing mankind and his world.

Whereas, a strengthened United Nations could become an
effective international authority to implement agreed law
at the pletary levels in matters as national, provincial,
or state and local levels do now.

Yes No Ab. Total
7 8 7T

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED: that we, the Foreign Relations
Task Force of the White House Conference on Youth, com-
mend the decisions of the United Nations

170 a. to consider reform of the procedures of :he General
Assembly
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b. to study in 1971 the views of member States on the
fole of the International Court of Justice

c. to study in 1972 the views of member States on the
need to consider proposals for reviewing the Charter of
the United Nations

We further urge that the U.N., in its study of possible
Charter revision, place particular emphasis on the ques-
tion of voting procedures in the Security Council and
General Assembly.

These decisions represent a responsible and timely re-
sponse to the conviction of the great majority of States
that the United Nations must be improved and given greater
responsibility in the conduct of world affairs.

WE SPECIFICALLY REQUEST THAT: The President of the United
States initiate high level studies in the executive branch
of the government to determine what changes should be made
in the Charter of the UN in order to make it a more ef-
fective force in the pursuit of a just and lasting peace
and the advancement of fundamental human rights and free-
doms.

The President is further requested to report to the Com-
mittee on Foreign Relations of the Senate and the Committee
on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives before
March 31, 1972, the results of such studies.

The Government of the United States is requested to sup-
port the formal calling of a conference to revieW the
UN Charter in accordance with article 109 of the Charter,
not later than 1974.

6.6b International Court of Justice. The World Court is
presently in a state pf disuse. The reasons are several
but fundamentally it is the historic conflict between the
sovereignty of the rations and the jurisdiction of the ,

Court.

As a first step toward overcoming the problem, we recom-
mend the U.S. rescind the Connally Reservation. We also
urge that the U.E. join other nations in accepting the
decisions of the Court as binding.

Yes No Ab.
53 19 11

Total
72

6.6c In many instances it has not been possible for the
Security Council to (live effect to its decisions or even
to reach decisions on matters of the utmost importance to
the international community. There are several possible
approaches to enhancing the decision making authority and
ability of the Security Council. These approaches include
enlargement of the number of permanent members of the
Security Council by such countries as India a' . Japan,
thus reflecting more accurately the present distribution
of political and economic power.

Yes No Ab. Total
42 26 9 C9

6.6d Because there is no provision in the UN for mechan-
isms aiding in the peaceful settlements of political dis-
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putes through arbitration of negotiation, we recommend
the establishment of a United Nations Conciliation Com-
mission. The Conciliation Commission would enable parties
to avoid representation before the Security Council of
other UN bodies where the tendency had been to fix blame,
condemn, or impose penalties on one of the parties involved
in the dispute.

In addition,, the development of a corps of trained UN
civil mediators could be called 6pon to assist in the
settlement of'local disputes and their terms of referenc
set forth.

Yes No Ab. Total
48 26 8 74

6.6e The primary responsibility of the UN is the main-
tenance of international peace and security. 'This role
has not been satisfactorily fulfilled primarily due to
the lack of adequate peacekeeping machinery and the prevel-
ance of nationalistic attitudes of States.

The benefits of multilateral efforts are many, not only
in regard to confining international conflict bUt also in
terms of providing an alternative to unilateral, action
which may be costly in terms of international respect and
physical resources.

We advocate that the following reh:t2d measures be con-
sidered to improve the United Nations' peacekeeping cap-
abilities.

(1) Agreement should be sought among UN members on a
definition of UN peacekeeping operations and on rules to
govern the deploymen.. and withdrawal of UN forces, their
proper and effecti:e use, their financing by an equitable
assessment- formula. A significantly large peacekeeping
fund should be immediately established in order that there
are sufficient funds on hand to guarantee long term fi-
nancing of this uperation.

(2) UN peacekeeping' forces should be composed of special-
ly trained nationally recruited contingents from states
other than the permanent me1bers of the Security Council.

Yes No Ab. Total
48 27 7 75

6.6f Membership in the United Nations should be univer-
sal and the jurisdiction of the United Nations, as defined
in the Charter, should equally be universal. Although we
are cognizant of the political problems involved in the
question of divided States, we advocate their admission
into the United Nations as soon as possible has,d nn
their desire to qssin,Le membership.

In this day and rye we no longer regard membership in the
United Nations as a mere privilege. but as a duty. Rea-
listically speaking, however, we advocate the exploration
of providing a separate associate status for those coun-
tries that ale so limited in their geographic area and
resources that they are unable to fulfill the responsi-
bility related to membership. Associate status would
exempt these states from the usual financial obligations

1
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' Fihancing

RESOLUTION ON THE
PEACEFUL USES AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOP-
WENT OF THE OCEAN

but they would receive all other membership benefits
except the vote.

6.6g In o-der that the United Nations may adequately dis-
charge the responsibilities which it has been assigned
and will not he dependent on the good will of the govern-
ments of member States, it must have at its disposal its
own independent financial resources.

We advocate the exploration of d UN tax on the exploita-
tion of the Seabed and Outer-space, i.e., on those re-
sources which would he regarded as belonging to all man-
kind.

We further advocate that the United Nations' Special Ac-
count, established for the collection of private and
corporate donations be given widespread publicity.

Yes No
18

Ab. Total
56 8 74

6.7 Nations row have the technological ability and the
political, economic and military incentives to occupy and
exploit the ocean. If the seas are to remain viable, their
waters must be treated as an ecological whole consisting
of many inter3ependent life processes and must be pro-
claimed the "common heritage of mankind."

We commend the United States State Department's forward
looking "Draft United Nations Convention on the Inter-
national Sea Bed Area," and urge its support in all
branches of our government. Although we da not believe
that intermediary trusteeships favoring coastal States
should be established, we ere especially heartened by
the support of our Goernment for a United National Inter-
national Sea Bed Resource Authority with enforceable
powers. /Passed unanimously]

RESOLUTION ON THE 6.8 The closed svotem of Earth and its atmosphere :s be-
ENVIRONMENT ing drastically affected by unforeseen consequences of

our modern technology, made far worse by threat of over-
population. These threats to the environment create an
urgent need for international controls.
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We applaud the action of the Unitc-d Nations in planning
a "United Nations Conference on the Environment" in
Stockholm in 1972. We urge those preparing for tae con-
ference to think io bold terms commensurate with the dan-
gers we face.

We urge the United States .-c) intensify its internal ef-
forts to cut pollution, preserve our natural resources,
stabilize our population, and protect our .environment;
to offer assistance to all nations in meeLinq these prob-
lems; and to hack United Nations efforts to alert mankind
to these dangers and to develop and publish suitable
guidelines.

We further recommend that the United Stites take a leading
role in efforts to establish a United Nations Environ-
mental Agency :chose task it wouli be to initiate, coordi-
nate and overa'-- i environmental programs of an inter-
national natur

Yet
71
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6.9a Resolved: that the delegates to the White House
Conference on Youth request the President to hold a
prime-time televised Presidential Press Conference, in-
forming the American public of the resolutions reached in
the plenary session of the White House Conference on Youth.

6.9b Resolved: that the youth of America formally regis-
ter their dissatisfaction with the credibility, quality,
and Tuantity of information reaching the public, especial-
ly in the area of U.S. foreign relations.

6.9c Resolved: that each Congressman shall have a sys-
tematic liaison with concerned youth of his constitcency
for the purpose of the exclange of informaticn on ths
priorities of youth.

Yes No Ab. Total
6.9a 55 25 5 80
6.9b 66 14 6 80
6.9c 51 28 5 79

6.9d Section I. Resolved that the teaching of internation-
al relations in the elementary and secondary schools be
implemented, expanded and improved.

a. Language classes should include culture, history,
religion, etc. of that language area.

b. bilingual programs not only are of obvious value to
the population involved, but they offer as well an ex-
panded view of world horizons and an appreciation of for-
epgn pe9ples and cr'tures to a community's exclusively
Ehg.ishIspeaking members. This is an important secondary
gain to be recognized and exploited.

Secondary school government and history classes should
include a study of U.S. Government agencies, international
law and intnational agencies.

d. The view of world problems should be expanded with
emphasis on mutual respect and the means by which to solve
th6
\

rOblems.

Res o ved that long-term commitment be made to these pro-

Resolved that the, funding of the Institute of Internation-
al Studies he expanded to permit development of curricu-
lum materials in international and intra-cultural studies
for elementary and secondary schom s. In addition, we
recommend that additional emphasis be placed on publica-
tion of Aaerican antra- cultural study materials.

Section II. Resolved that the International ::ducation
Act should be extended and fully funded.

Resolved that there is an urgent need -for expansion of
meaningful and significant exchan,je of youth within the
world community. There should be a mechanism established
that shall provide for:

a. Development of programs that emphasize life style
sides of countries rather than the tourist overview.

r-)
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b. Expansion of educational exchange in all fields of
study-to be taken in a foreign environment in order to
promote an international orientation.

c. Expansion of internation input by inviting more for-
eign professionals and students on temporary assignments.

1

Section III. Resolved that more background, analytical
programs on international relations should be produced and
broadcasted on public and commercial rass media.

a. Documentaries should take an objective and analytical
overview of each area discussed.

b. The Public Broadcasting Corpo cion should be encourag-
ed to support and devise analytical, indepth programs on
international a lairs.

Resolved that a National Youth Mass Media Council should
be gstabl:shed for the purpose of input on local program-
ming and international coverage.

a. Youth exercise influence in content of programming.

b. Youth should be responsible , expanding participation
in productions for local programming.

Section IV. The committee recommends that youth take the
initiative in their local communitias to inst.4.gate infor-
mal study and discussion groups on international relations,
aiving special emphasis to ?articipation and leadership
by youth, ..r. that the WHCY delegates take the responsi-
bility for generating this interest in cooperating with
existing organizations.

Sections 1 - IV passed according to the following vote:

Yes No Ab. Total
75 7 2 83

6.5e As youth becomes more involved in world affairs the
need for recognition becomes increasingly necessary. Ack-
nowledgement of the young in the form of a conference
once every ten ycars 3s simply not encugh to maintain a
realistic contact with youth. Communication and inter-
change must be a continuing process. The structure for
an agency which would continue the White House Conference
on Youth process must have the ability to folloW up the
1971 White House Conference on Youth with implementation
of the recommendations and resolutions submitted by the
Conference group. It must also have facilities to keep
in touch with the opinions of the young through such
means as Outreach and National Polling Organizations.

I. RkSOLVED that an Interim Steering Committee for the
White House Conference continuation and follow-up be
established for approximately one year.

. I

A. Purpose of the Committee

1. to work in conjunction with the Conference staff and
the executive departnent in implementing Conference rec-
ommeadations and resolutions.

2. to act as representatives of Conference delegates of-
fering explanation-. and clarifications of the Conference

I
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repoxts and recommendations.

B. Membership Composition

This committee should be composed of two (2) adult and
and three (3) youth delegates from each task force.

The youth delegates should include all ten (10) youth
Co-chairpeople. These persons will select the remaining
youth delegates froh task force sub-group leaders.

The adults will be selected by the youth members of the
Committee.

II. RESOLVED that this Conference Interim Committee in
their follow-up activities establish a National Youth
Foundation.

A. Nacional Youth Foundation will serve at the National
level and whenever possible at the local level as a
means of obtEdning and publicizing youth opinions, ideas
and proposals on national and international isstes and
policies.

B. All youth delegates to the White Rouse Conference on
Youth (1971) will be charter members of the Nationa'
Youth Foundation.

C. The Interim Steering Committee of the White House Con-
ference on Youth will draft a charter for the Foundation
submitting it to the members for ratificaticn by a ma-
jority vole.

In designing this Foundation, the need for a demographic
representation of a diverse youth population, with special
consideration of ethnic and minority gccups, must be con-
sidered.

III. RESOLVED that I' order to develop more adequate in-
formatien and more effective youth impart on internation-
al affairs, delegates to this Conference are urged to work
with and seek to strengthen existing voluntary organiza-
tions such as United Nation Associations, U.S.A., Council
on International Relations and UN Affairs (r:IRUNA) and
World Affairs Councils at both the national and local
levels. /Passed by voice vote]

6.9f The dower of the people rest it the power to vote.
The majority of the population are the "young." The
"ballot box" is the best influence on foreign policy.

We think that organizations of Youth Voter's Leagues in
states that have lowered the voting age to eighteen
should be organized and funded through private constitu-
encies. The leagues organized by Blacks throughout the
country have been somewhat effective.

Young people need to be informed of political procedures.
Very few knew what evolves in a political wheel. We feel
this is why most demonstrations fail to yet a positive
response. Some type of political organization should be
formed to make them aware of these things. We can not
wait for the government to aid our programs, but begin
working ourselves.
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RESOLVED: That individual delegates from the conference
returning to their various communities, be responsible for
leading the movement and organizing community action groups
to get out the young vote. A central liaison body should
be cs-tablished, and information should be elicited from
such organizations as "Common Cause" through Mr. Gardner,
National League of Woren Vote.is, and Black League of
Voters.

Yes No Ab. Total
48 34 2 81

6.10 The present existing problem in the Panama Canal
Zone is a unique situation. To be specific about what I
am saying is, that the type discrimination in the United
States is nct really relevant here in the Panama Canal
Zine.

It is undoubtedly a true fact that such a thing as dis-
crimination exists but in a more subtle manner.

The discriminatory problem lies in equal job opportunities
and equal education.

What we are concerned about as a group is humanitarian
rights which is not compleceiy exercised in the Panama
Canal Lone

Our national status here in the Panama Canal Zone is a very
technical and argumentative situation. At this Confer-
errle I don't wars to be misinterpreted. I know most of
you really do not have any knowledge about the Panama
Canal Zone. It has a large historical background which
would probably take me days or weeks to expound.

M.Lpri-hary objective here is to make you all aware of
serious problems concerning us Panamanians here in the
Canal Zone, in relation to the foreign policies exercised
by the United States Government and the Republic of Panama.

As I said earlier we would like to see some chnges in
the Unted States foreign policies specifically ih equal
opportunities and education.

There are E. whole lot of obvious things that show how
discriminatory the United States is in relation to the
Black Panamanians.

I could go on speaking for a whole day OA our problem in
the Panama Canal Zone but I wouldn't because we are such
a small segment in comparison with the other countries
that are here present.

At this time I would like very much to propose a resolu-
tion to our foreign problem with the United States.

1. That the United States review its present policies
governing jobs, education and opportunities for Panaman-
ians in the Panama Canal Zone.

2. That a serious revision be made to the present Civil
Service Commission laws that are being exercised in a
foreign country.

Yes No Ab. Total
49 15 8
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6.11a Recognizing that communication among nations is an
essential first step toward the achievement of mutual
respect for, and understanding of, other peoples; and

Recognizing that diplomatic recognition is an indispens-
able step in furthering such communication; and

Recognizing that such ideas as the Wilsonian concept of
diplomatic recognition as is exemplified in the Stimson
Doctrine are dangerously ,naive and inaccurate in their
perception of real power in the world today;

Be it therefore resolved that: The United States estab-
lish diplomatic relations with the governments of all
nations which are well established and clearly in control
of the people within their boundaries. Such recognition
shall not be construed to indicate support for, or dis-
approved of, a pai.tic.alar regime.

Exceptions to this polic}, are valid only in those circum-
stances where a regime is so abhorrent to the community
of nations, as is the case with regard to Zimbabue, that
the UN decide.to invoke diplomatic sanctions.

Yes No Ab. Total
53 22 1 75

6.11b Resolved: that if the White House is .erious about
a generation of peace, the Administration and the Congress
take steps to initiate a fundamental change in our economic
priorities: away from arms production and war materiel
and toward international exchange, food programs, housing,
health care, education, and environmental protection. In
order to impiexent this, we recommend a reduction of 25%
in our defense sp for next year 'from present levels
and the immediat- ,nitiation or steps toward the imple-
mentation of a pceetime economy.

Yes No Ab. Total
45 23 3 68

Clandestine Opera- 6.11c WHEREAS, the White House Conference on Youth recog-
tions nizes that the 'United States, like all nations, has in-

terests to be acknowledged and defended, and

WHEREAS, the Conference regards these interests as best
served by open diplomatic and economic measures,

Be it resolved, that the Conference condemns the resort
to clandestine political and military operations; advo-
cates as a general principle military non-interference in
the internal affairs of other nations; and recommends
that in every case of internal conflict, our government
should initiate negotiations with all parties to a policy
of universal military and paramilitary noninterference
with the internal affairs of other nations.

Yes No Ab. Total
76 14 6 90
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Yes No Total
56 34 3 90

6.11e That the Department of Defense, due to its vested
.1.riteres,, in wa- preparedness, should not produce educa-
tional material on Foreign Relations designed for public
and troop consumption.

Yes No - -- Ab. Total
49 42 3 91

6.11f Reduction of United States armed forces to a maxi-
mum of one million men in order to avoid future Viet Nams
and to lessen the ability to intervene militarily in other
nations.

Yes No Ab. Total
33 53 4 86

6.11g WHEREAS, the Government of Pakistan has utilized
brutal force to suppress insurgency in East Pakistan re-
sulting in the massacre of the civilian population of
East Pakistan,

Be it Resolved, that the White House Conference on Youth
strongly condemns the militarl: conduct of the Government
of Pakistan.

Yes No Ab. Total
5b 28 5 8b

F.11h RESOLVED: The White House Conference on Youth en-
courages the convening of an all-European security con-
ference that would propose the mutual withdrawl of Russian
end American troops from Europe and the establishment of
a nuclear free zone in Cerltral Europe.

Yes No Ab. Total
49 38 5 87

6.11i Let it be resolved that the White House Conference
on Youth that we condemn and deplore the massacre which
takes place in Sudan by the Sudanese Government against
the non-Moslem people in South Sudan.

Yes No Ab. Total
48 31 9 79

6,11j WHEREAS, the purpose of American foreign economic
assistance is to assist recipient nations, and

WHEREAS, the typing of American economic foreign assist-
ance to considerations of national interest distorts the
purpose of foreign assistance,

Bc it Resolved, that the White douse Conference on Youth
sapports the re-channelling of all United States bilateral
foreign economic assistance to multilateral agencies un-
der the auspices of the United Nations and the consequent
termination of all bilateral foreign economic assistance.

IL

Yes No Ab. Total
41 47 5 flr
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6.11k RESOLVED: That if the White House is serious
about a generation of peace, the Administration and the
Congress take steps to initiate a fundamental change in
our economic priorities: away from arms production and
war materiel and toward international exchange, food pro-
grams, housing, health care, education, and environmental
protection. In order to implement this, we recommend A
reduction of 50% in our defense spending for next year
from present levels_

Yes No Ab.
42 43 9

Total
94

6.11 1 WHEREAS, the assumptions under which many U.S.
alliances have been created are no longer realistic.

We therefore propose the disbanding or re-negotiating of
all formal military alliances in which the U.S. partici-
pates, i.e., NATO, SEATO, ANZUS, Rio Pact, and informed
military alliances such as CENTO, the Middle East resolu-
tion and the military relationship with Spain and all in-
formal military alliances which wouid involve and imply
automatic U.S. participation. This does not preclude
formation of future military alliances, either bi- or
multi-laterally on the condition that these are re-negoti-
able, as formal treaties, every 5 years.

Yes No Ab. fetal
24 41 9 65

6.11m WHEREAS, the Government of Pakistan has utilized
brutal force to suppress insurgency in East Pakistan re-
sulting in the massacre of the civilian population of
East Pakistan,

Be it Resolved, that the White House Conference on Youth
urges the United States Government to strongly condemn
the military conduct of the Government of Pakistan.

Yes No Ab. Total
36 49 4 85

6.11n We, the Whitt House Conference on Youth urge the
United States Government to condemn the Sudanese Govern-
ment for the slaughter of the non-Moslem people of South
Sudan.

Yes No Ab. Total
35 45 12 80

6.12a RESOLVED: That the Task Force on Foreign Relations
strongly endorses the conclusions and recommendations of
the report of the Pearson Commission, "Partners in Devel-
opment."

Yes No Ab.
51 11 6

Total
62

6.12b We urge that national integrities be respected and
that the U.S. will not take punitive action against a for-
eign country which expropriates or takes economic action,
against U.S. Foreign Investment.



Repeal Hickenlooper
Amendment

Promote Private
Investment

6.12c RESOLUTION: Wo urge the repeal of statutes such
as the Hickenlooper Amendment which legally bind aspects
of AMerican foreign policy to American private investment

abroad. Task Force vote on 6.12b and 6.12c:

Yns No Ab. Total
35 31 6 66

6.12d Resolves that: The J.S. .should promote U.S. pri-
vate investment in less developed countries with aid of
international organizations, (i.e., International insur-

ance policy).

That: A substantial interest of tie corporation be con-
trolled by the pe -ole in the host countr:.

That: Such investment should aid economic development of

the host country through local employment of human and

natural resources.

r'oncluding that: A specific percentage of the profit, de-
termined by negotiation between the host country and the
corporation, be reinvested for the economic development
of the people through technical and capital transfer to

less developed countries.

Yes No Ab. Total
35 lt 5 53

Lift Trade Restric- 6.12e The Foreign and Economic Policy Workshop

tions

RESOLUTIONS ON CHINA

Commend Response

Urges: The immediate lifting of all punitive U.S. trade
restrictions and economic restraints imposed on socialist

countries.

We are opposed to the economic blockage of Cuba, and fur-
ther urge that Cuba be admitted back into the OM. We

applaud the recent moves to facLlitate trade between the
U.S. and The People's Republic of China.

Yes No Ab. Total
43 27 3 70

6.33a WHEREAS, the promotion of a lasting Peace in Asia,
including a stable resolution of the conflicts in Indo-
ch.i.na, requires a normalization of relations between the
United States and The People's Republic of CI'lea,

WHEREAS, the Nixon Administration has responded promptly
and constructively to the recent initiatives of The
People's Republic of China to promote freer contact be-

tween citizens of the two countries,

BE IT RESOLVED that it is the sense of the White House
Conference on Youth that the United States Government be

commended for its rapid and positive response to initial
communist Chinese overtures;

AND BE IT RESOLVED that the Conference urges the United
States Government to sei::e every possible opportunity to
promote better relations with The People's Republic of
China, culminating in recognition and the establishment

101
of full diplomatic relations. We agree with the President
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that "there is no place on this small planet for a billicn
of its potentially most able people to live in angry iso-
lation."

Yes No Ab. Total
5° 21 3 80

6.13b The Foreign Relations Task Force of the White House
Conference cn Youth: resolves that the President of the
U.S. seek negotiations toward the establishment of diplo-
matic relations with the People's Republic of China, and
that he publicly announce that the U.S. is prepared,
through negotiations, to recognize the P.R.C.

It is further resolved that the U.S. should support a
resolution acknowledging the fact that the P.R.C. is the
effective government of mainland China and therefore en-
titled to be the sole representative of China in the Gen-
eral Assembly and Security Council.

The Task Force, in addition, recognizes that eventual res-
olution of the future identify and political status of
Taiwan is neither the unilateral responsibility nor with-
in the power of the U.S. We believe, however, that the
U.S. can contribute to a solution by seeking p,Jss3ble
step-by-step solutions, on a multi-lateral basis.

In keeping with rne emphasis on metilateral endeavors,
we urge the U.S. governMent to adopt a stance which would
permit and encourage long range peaceful resolution of
these difficulties. Such a stance should include cessa-
tion of "Vietnilm surplus" arms and other small arms to
the Republic of China and a carefully termed reduction of
U.S. military assistance to, and presence on, Taiwan.

Yes No Ab. Total
36 44 80

6.14 WHEREAS: Every man has the right to his own lite
and the product of his labor.

WHEREAS: No individual or institution has the right to
take money (property) from any individual without approval.

WHEREAS: No individual or institution has a right to pro-
hibit voluntary association between men, that does not
deny others their inalienable rights as human beings.

Be it resolved that the United States government end all
unconditional tax collection for aid to the United Nations
and Underdeveloped Nations.

Furthermore, the U.S. government should limit ii,portation
taxes and end import quotas on non-strategic goods.

1'11

Yes No Ab Total
18 53 5 71
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The procedures used in develoninc, this renort were as
follows: all recomrcndations were voted upon by the en-
tire hody of delegates, only after they were fully re-
searched and renorted out of committee. The minority
renort was not adopted hv the entire body, but we feel
that because these arguments were raised, they were valid
enough for inclusion in our official record.

The additions, addendums, and exhibits attached to the
recommendations were included to show not only back-
ground material but also are intended to show some of the
bases for our recommendations.

The various recommendations emanating from this Task
rorce, as well as from various other task forces and
groups of the Conference, will doubtless require- size-
able allocation of national resources if they arc to be
implemented. (liven prior exnerience concerning the ac-
tual implementation of stated objectives, we are con-
cerned about the likely fate of our recommendations.

Regrettably our society has a lona and dismal history of
verbalizing idealistic objectives while failing miser-
ably to allocate resources toward the implementation of
statedJObjectives. Such glaring. discrepancies between
rheto:4ic a?:(1 reality are esnecially noteworthy in the
juvenile And criminal justice systems. For example, the
beneficTent and humane_objectives of the juvenile court
nhilosonhv of narens natriae have Consisted essentially
of Good intent=7-7isTIFETTv unsunnOrted by the actual
realities to which juveniles are exnosed. Similarly, it
has been estimated that the cost of the entire Federal
Judicial System is somewhat less than that of a single
sonhisticated jet bomber.

Therefore, if we are to deal sincerely with the problems
addressed by this task force and the conference as a
whole, ibis essential that a basic re- ordering of na
tional prior be underEW07

!!ornover, to ensure that good intentions and rhetoric do
not become substitutes for the actual implementation of
program objectives, we strongly urge that some system of
accountability be devised for monitoring and evaluating
the adequacy and effectiveness of various social insti-
tutions and agencies.

7.1aW1IREAS the emotional, political, and educational ma-
turity of today's 18-year-old is greater now than at any
time in the history of our.country; and

MEREPS today's 1R-year-old is fully capable of handling
the responsibilities of voting; and

¶ -fl the areat exnense of a dual voting ace in the
country ma!, consume money that could he hetter spent;

NOW TEEREFOPE, the following resolution be and hereby
is adopted:

BE IT RESOLVED, That the participants in this White
I!ouse Conference on Youth supnort the amendment to lower
the voting ace.
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BF IT FURHTER RESOLVED that this Conference recommend
that the legislatures of the following states seek pas-
sage of the amendment; Alabama, Arizona, Colorado, Flo-
rida, Ceorgia, Illinois, itentuckv, Louisiana, Mississi-
ppi, Missouri, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, South Oakota, Texas, ttah, Virginia, West Vir-
ginia, Wisconsin, anc Wyoming.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a cony of this resolution be
presented to each of the aforementioned state leaisla-
tures at the earliest possible late.

7.1b BE IT RESOLVED THAT

1. It is the unqualified recommendation of the members
of this task force that the age of majority be lowered
to 18, granting our young citizens full rights and res-
ponsibilities and the opportunity to participate fully
in our society.

2. We commend the Report of the Special Commission on
the Age of Majority, established in V:chiaan by Governor
William G. Milliken. This report, endorsed by the Coy-
ernor, can serve as a foundation for future legislation
throuahout the countrv.

3. We rucommend that a copy of this resolution be trans-
mitted to the governors and leaislatures of
states, the District of Columbia, the Cor: ! of
Puerto Rico, and all Hnited States' terries
trust territories.

7.2 The aualitv of justice depends
correctional institutions as dell as nrcce
the courts. Recently, the rights and 1,1f
dividual in a free society have been cart'
and safeguarded; regrettably, a comparThi'
commitment of resources has not been sho i
inal offender. Not surnrisinglv, reci6f
on alarmina 'Pronortions. Clearly, the 1,,
heain to exercise power beyond the intern
application of laws.

I, We recommend that. the following 1,c re !

larly inspect the correctional facilities
they are associated;

a. Federal and state officials having
resnonsibility for such facilities;

b. Legislators having budgetary reseom7f
facilities;

c. Judges sentencing criminal defonda
facifitips;

O. AttornovF: ;_nvolv(0 in criminal nio-

2. 11e further recommend that there 10
level correctional authority to release-
or absolutely--orisoners at such time
determine.; that a prisoner has, been r,fr.
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further recommend that judges of original criminal juris-
diction facilitate such release by means of indeterminate
sentencing within statutorily mandated limits. These
limits should reflect an appropriate categorization of
criminal offenses..?

3. National standards for correctional institutions
should he established. Basically, these standards should
assure that no juvenile, youthful offender or adult be
detained or incarcerated in a correctional institution
that is unable to provide meaningful programs and ratis-
factory facilities. More specifically, national stand-
ards shall call for:

a. Emphasis en development and operation of commu-
nity based correctional facilities and programs, includ-
ing diagnostic services, half-way houses, probation, and
other suonryisory release programs for preadjudication
and post-offenders, and first offenders, as well as
community oriented programs for the supervision of
parolees;

b. The specification of minimum standards for physical
facilities of correctional institutions;

c. Separate facilities and programs for juveniles,
youthful offenders, and adults.

Furthermore, the national standards shall specify:

a. nualificatinns in training for corrections personnel;

b. Minimum levels of nay;

c. A satisfactory means of securing Bnd monitoring the
comnliance of each state to the provisions of the
standards.

We recommend enactment of Federal leg5siation to estab-
lish national standards for correctional institutions
and programs. The legislation shall empower the Depart-
ment of Justice to issue appropriate regulations to
carry out the provisions of the act and monitor compli-
ance by the states. The Department of Justice shall an-
point a National Advisory Board, composed of representa-
tives of national organizations concerned with
corrections reform, to assist in developing appropriate
regultions.

Following enactment of the national standards, the states
and local communities shall he allotted a reasonable
length of time, specified by the legislation, to inspect
correctional institutions within their jurisdiction and
initiate necessary reforms.

Subsequently, the Department of Justice shall conduct an
annual review tlf correctional institutions and issue a
renort to the President, Congress, and the novernor of
each state. This report shall indicate the degree to
which each institution has comnlied with the national
standards. if, after notice of a reasonable length of
time in which to comply, the institution ierains in non-
compliance, no offender may be detained or incarcerated
in such an institution, ,nd Federal funds shall be
withheld.
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CC,URT REFORM AND
LEGAL. SERVICE

In addition, we urge public defenders, community legal
services, and the legal profession at large to bring
suit acjainst prisons and prison officials on the grounds
that serving sentences in many correctional institutions
not only constitutes cruel and unusual punishment pro-
scribed by the Eighth Amendment, but also violates the
positive statutory duty to provide rehabilitation.

7.3 WfiEREAS courts which are understaffed encourage
inadequate judicial determination of particular cases,

-shortage of probation officers results in a lack of
careful individualized disposition, and woefully inade-
quate numbers of legal aid services and public defenders
deprive poor people of a fair and just adjudication of
these cases. THEREFORE, we recommend that:

(1) The judicial system he funded to increase the number
of judges and supporting services, including legal aid
services and nubile defenders to help insure a fair and
just disposition and adjudication of every case. The ju-
dicial system today is not adequately equipped to deal
with the magnitude of the problems before it. We fur-
ther recommend the following strategy:

(a) Urge Consiress to enlarge the appropriations for the
operation of the Federal judicial system to permit,
among others, increasing the number of judges and pro-
bation officers.

(b) Urge the individual states to enlarge their appro-
nriations foi-the aforementioned items, in addition to
increasing the number of state public defenders and le -.
gal aid programs.

(e) Urge that state planning agencies re-allocate Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration funds to give
greater priority to programs aimed at prevention of de-
linquency and crime, and imnrovement of adult and juve-
nile and rehabilitation programs. .

Zxcess to Lawvers 7) WHEREAS we believe that Americans of all ages should
ye access to lawyers. THERErORE, we recommend that

Fanctions

CRIMINAL

The necessary public funds be appropriated to provide ur
nartiillv subsidize legal services. The lawyers who
provide these services should he responsible only to
their clients and not to political pressures. Funds to
particular nrograms shoull not be discontinued for po-
litical reasons. We are deeply concerned about recent
attempts to cut off funds to publicly funded legal ser-
vices program4. Consequently, we recommend that the
rower of executives to veto specific programs he abol-
ished by Fede:-al statute.

(3) We further recommend that sanctions be imnosed n

parties responsible for unsatisf"otorily explained de-
lays in criminal proceedings. These sanctions minht be
nrcvided by court rule or legislation.

7.4 We recormendthatlederal and state law be arrncled
Td.POR'l to abolir01 capital nunisbment.
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(1) We further reeorrend the enactment of Federal law to:

(a) Require registration of all firearmF_; and

(h) To establish uniform national minimum standars for
licensing firearms ownership and use.

These provisions to be enforced by individual state aov-
ernments.

(2) We iurther recommend that any criminal sanctions for
all types of private consensual sexual conduct between
adults be abolished.

(3) We further recommend that there he enactment of Fed-
eral legislation to make willful deprivation of civil
rights by economic coercion--as well as by force and vio-
lence--a criminal offense. By this, we mean that the
use of economic nressure or means to punish an individual
for or deter an individual from exercising his or her
civil riahts shall be prohibited.

7.5 A significant body of our criminal law--local,
state, and Federal--concerns itself with criminal ac-
tivities involyina purely voluntary participants. These
are widely termed " crimes without victims." Many peo-
ple, and ennecially young people, object to laws pro-
scribing such activities on the grounds that individuals
should be free to do as they choose so long as they do
not infringe on the freedoms of others. But there are
practical grounds as well for challenging many of these
laws. Law, in general, can be a flimsy defense against
certain unapproved behavior; sometimes it actually en-
courages the outlawed practice and worsens its conse-
quences. If an activity is slightly risky under the best
and most controlled of situations, it can be perilously
so when placed in the Grips of an irresponsible under-
world apparatus. Thus, the man who solicits an illegal
Prostitute is also buying a high probability of ieing
conned, Peaten, robbed, or infected with venereal dis-
ease. These are all dangers nobody would make light of;
vet they are introduced into the economy of prostitution
by our desire to prohibit a practice which we are
clearly far from unanimous in condemning (if there were
no dissentors, after all, it could not survive).

Other such crimes include drug abuse, sexual deviation,
pornography, obscenity, gambling, and birth control (and
arguably, abortions). We propose a set of quidel'nes
for raking the law a positive and productive instrument
in these areas, rather than mevely a compounder of the
problem.

We recommend that practices which have not been ohjec-
tively deronstrated to do serious iniury he licensed
and controlled as any other business, the controls to
aive snecia) attention to proteclAna the customer or
participant and to insulating from the activity all those
who wish not to be exposed to it. Thus prostitutes and
pornographers could operate in specially zoned areas or
entirely without public display and promotion.
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We recommend that the controls to be placed on the manu-
facture and dissemination of a drug or food additive be
decided solely according to the degree and likelihood of
injury it may cause, and without regard to the kinds of
social circles in which use of a aiven substance enjoys
popularity. If alcohol is to be publicly available {and
our experience with prohibition indicates it ought to
be), then there can be no grounds for outlawing a drug
unless its dangers appear to be more serious than those .

of alcohol.

We recommend that all laws restricting ,,cceptable kinds
of birth control, or seriously discouraging birth con-
trol through excessive controls, be repealed.

We recommend that, so far as our criminal laws are con-
cerned, a woman should he free to determine for herself
and her own reproductive life. Therefore, al) laws pro-
hibiting abortions should be repealed.

Where an activity or a drug has been shown to do serious
injury, whether or not that injury is eventually deemed
sufficient to justify prohibition, publicity should be a
major weapon wielded against it. The fluctuating eco-
nomic fortunes of the birth control pill are an indica-
tion that openness can be as powerful a weapon as crim-
inal restraints.

We reiterate ou3 'nposition to all laws governing pri-
vate, consentual ,ox between adults. At best, Luca
regulations are a comic anachronism; at worst they drain
off time from legitimate law enforcement activities and
constitute an unconscionable interference with personal
liberty.

In short, we recommend a "no smoking car" approach to
some of these questions, legalizing a practice so as to
protect innocent persons from its real or fancied o.f-
feces. In some areas, this will involve a complex sys-
tem of controls; in some, possibly no controls at all.
But in general, we believe that legal restrictions
placed on voluntary criminal transactions ought to re-
flect a balance of the following factors:

Objective harm caused by the practice;

(2) Effects on persons other than direct participants;

(3) Practicality of eliminating it; and

(4) The projected consequences of controlled legaliza-
tion in terms of cutting underworld income and generat-
ing new tax dollars.

In suggesting such a massive reconsideration of criminal
statutes, we necessarily call upon such nationwide bod-
ies as the American Bar Association to consider and cod-
ify the broad recommendations made here, and to work
alone with other croups and individuals toward their im-
plementation at all levels. We do not claim that the
chances set forth above will be the final answer to
the-6e nagging questions. But if Americans as a whole
are to rertain a common threshold of respect for our laws
and the institutions that administer them, we will have
to move quickly to redraw the statutes referred to above
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and others of a like nature. We soon will have had stud-
ies, report, recommendations, and conferences enough.

7.6 There is a feeling among youth of an abrogation
and diminution of civil rights in the United States,
particularly with reference to conspiracy trials and
surveillance by various government agencies of the ac-
tivities of politicians, political candidates, and po-
litically active citizens, and those considered radicals
(whether to the left or the right of the political spec-
trum). While we are concerned with repressive trials,
the recommendations that follow do rot address them-
selves to this issue, but rather to the methods by which
information and evidence for possible prosecution are
obtained.

Another aspect of the abuse of information gathering
techniques and agencies is the passage of confidential
information among and by commercial institutions, includ-
ing insurance agencies, credit bureaus, loan companies,
banks, promotional sales forces, etc., without the in-

dividual's convent. We believe that in many cases this
constitutes an invasion of privacy.

It is our opinion that the practices of collecting con-
fidential information have become uncontrollably wide-

spread in this country. The offending agencies have
inadequate, unrestrictive regulations placed on them,

leaving the individual with very little means of redress
to correct injustices which may result from these
practices.

We therefore present the following recommendations to
the Department of Justice, Congress, and the State Leg-

islatures to rectify this state of affairs.

We recommend the establishment of a governmental agency
(on the Federal and state levels) for the protection and

expedition of claims processing in the area of invasion

of privacy. The primary Purpose of such an agency would

be to aid the individual in protecting his rights as set

forth in the Constitution, with particular reference to

the Bill of Rights.

Furthermore, we recommend the establishment of a judicial
tribunal (under Article III of the Constitution) at Fed-

eral and state levels to enforce justice in the disposi-
tion of cases referring to infringement of such rights.

In cases of questionable integrity and propriety of re-
vealing information, where it could be detrimental to
the welfare of the community, the information agency in

question will be responsible to show due cause as to why
such information should not be revealed to the

individual.

We recommend that strict regulatory codes he imposed on
information gathering agencies with reference to the tiqe

of any electronic and/or mechanical means of gathering

confidential information. Such codes should be dr:--fn ur

with the purpose of protecitng the rights of the indi-

vidual citizens. The Federal and state legislatures,
with the assistance of the government agency and judi-

cial tribunal, will be responsible for creating and

legislating means for the implementation of these codes.
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We recommend that all commercial institutions and agen-
cies be restricted from divulging any confidential in-
formation to any person(s) or agency without the first
party consent of the individual concerned. If violations
o' these restrictions occur, the institution which re-
c.. red the information should be compelled to inform the
individual of the origin of that information. Severe
sanctions should be imposed on those commercial institu-
tions that reveal information without the party's con-
sent. This administrative function will come under the
protection agency outlined above.

7. 7 It is alleged that the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation has evolved into an overreaching (u:.warranted)
institution engaged in indiscriminate spying and surveil-
lance activities on law abiding and innocent citizens.

Charges of improver and expanding activities leveled
against the FBI have generated a chilling effect that
has resulted in a feeling of fear and intimidation among
the youth, minorities, and a significant number of people
in this nation and members of both houses of the United
States Congress.

FBI investigations have smacked of political surveil-
lance of citizens who express themselves by engaging in
protesting public policies. Eavesdropping is not a le-
gitimate function of the FBI where no crime or threat of
crime or violence is involved.

To counteract the EXCESSIVE ZEAL of the FBI and other
civilian intelligence agencies, we propose the creation
of an Independent Review Board composed of congressmen,
judges, lawyers, intelli.ence officers, laymen_, univer-
sity professors, andyouth, all of equal representation.

The validity of all allegations leveled againSt the FBI
is a question that needs to be answered by the Indepen-
dent Review Board.

the purpose of the Board would be to monitor all govern-
ment agencies which gather intelligence information on
civilians as well as national civilian agelviies perform-
ing similar functions.

The Board would issue an annual report and such other
reports as deemed necessary and appropriate by its mem-
bers. The Board should further be charged with recom-
mending limitations on the scope of domestic intelli-
gence by the FBI and other government and national
civilian agencies.

In line with the above avowed _purposes said recommenda-
tions put forward by the Board should be reflected-in
su port legislation. This lealTra=78uld include
limitations on: secret survei ance; t the main-
tenance of secret Mos; and (11 the use and accessibi-
lity of such secret files.

Jt is to be pointed out that the proper vehicle for such
investigations as the proposed Board would undertake is
not the Sentate Constitutional Rights Subcommittee.
This subcommittee has little rapport with the Justice
Department, which itself has constantly balked at un-
dertaking such investigations.
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7.8 Students, as the major constituency of educational
institutions, should have a clear understanding of their
rights and responsibilities in that context. These
rights and responsibilities are rarely specified and stu-
dents usually have little hand inthe formation of rules
governing their lives in these institutions. In order to
correct this, this task force recommends the followina:

(1) We recommend that each secondary school system, col-
lege or university, whether public, private, or public
on a military reservation, with participation by all sig-
nificant constituencies, such as students, teachers and
administrators, devise a statement of the rights and res-
ponsibilities of ::tudents. This statement shall
include:

(a) An explanation of how the application of the basic
freedoms apply to students within the elucation system,
to include as a minimum:

((1)) Freedom of speech, nress, assembly, and association
within the educational institutions; e.g., dress codes,
hair styles, and movement to include open campuses, and
finally, the right of the students to petition the
administration.

((2)) Freedom from unreasonable search and seizure of
person, property, and place of residence, whether on or
off campus.

((3)) Freedom from administration restrictions on stu-
dents involved in off-campus actiyIties.

(b) An enumeration of student resconsibilties, coupled
with a statement of administration, faculty, and student
responsibilities to not unrea:;onably interfere with the
orderly educational process, others' participation in
the process and other individuals' rights.

c) A statement on the procedural safeguards when penal-
ties can be imposed, to include, but not be limited, to
the following:

((1)) In disciplinary proceedings, students are to be en-
titled to elements of due process of law: the right to
notice of the rule and the charge; a timely hearing, in-
cluding the right to present evidence, and the right to
an advisor's assistance, the results in a decision; and
review of any decision reached in the hearing.

(d) &tate the degree to which students shall be involved
in various areas of institutional decision making. That
Etudents, along with others whose interests are vitally
affected, have significant voting rights in fie decision
making process, and that student participation shall be
present in all areas of decision making.

(e) nuarantee necessary participation when revisions in
these statements are made.

(2) We further recommend that the body which establishes
these rules should undertake'an educational program to
insure that the various constituencies are informed of
the rules and of the rights, responsibilities, and pro-
cedures concerning policy within the school and relations

193 between the school and the outside community.
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(3) We further recommend that foreign students' riahts
include the followina areas:

(a) That every educational institution with a foreign
student enrollment should accept the obligation of pro-
tecting the rights of their foreign students and to es-
tablish procedures by which each foreign student will be
informed of his rights and ohliaations in the United
States.

(b) That each educational institution should also ensure
that any enrolled foreign student faced with deportation
he provided legal assistance and be advised of his legal
rights in such procedures.

(4) We further recommend that all academic, disciplinary
or other permanent evaluative records regarding individ-
ual students by academic institutions be made available
to the students on demand, in the case of secondary or
higher institutions' students, or to parents in the case
of younger students. Also, that all students be given
the right to place, in all school records, any rebuttal
explaining disciplinary actions or academic performance.
We further recommend that the student rec,.!ive a copy of
any part of his record sent by the institution to any
party making an inquiry as to the record at the time of
the inquiry, and that no student records, other than en-
rollment status, age at entrance or graduation, and de-
grees received shall be released by any edlicational in-
stitution without the written permission of the student
himself. In the case of a student who has not attained
the age of majority, such information may he released to
said student's parents or leaai guardian without the stu-
dent's written permission.

(5) We further recommend that'Judaets appropriated for
academic research or other administrative, faculty, or
student activities by governmental bodies or to academic
institutions for such activities be protected from un-
timely withdrawal or future budgetary retaliation due to
student political activityprovided that such funds are
utilized in accordance with the purpose of the funding.

(6) We further recommend that the above be implemented as
follows:

(a) That the aforementioned measures be implemented to
include all races, creeds, colors, sexes, or varying
economic backgrounds, and that they be instituted in
every educational institution (private, nublic, and par-
ochial) in the United States, its territories and mili-
tary bases. That each of these recommendations be
printed in those languages necessary so as ,to provide
every student in the above mentioned areas with a full
and complete understanding of their substance.

(b) That the above recommendations shall be distributed
to all state education acencies and their various deci-
sion making bodies in the Union, as well as all nation-

state, and local educational associations accompan-
ied by a letter stressing the need for immediate
implementation of the rev :or'mendations within their
specific education areas. Furthermore, copies of these
recommendations should be made available for distribu-
tion to anyone who desires them.
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(c) That all state education agencies and their various
decision making bodies shall require each individual edu-
cational institution within their jurisdiction to estab-
lish a student-faculty-administrative review board com-
posed of not less than 50 percent student participation,
which would review administrative decisions involving
students' rights and responsibilities.

(d) That the recommendations shall also be distributed
to all educational accrediting associations with the
purpose of requiring the individual educational institu-
tions to implement the recommendations as a criteria,
for accreditation.

7.9 There is a very serious concern by youth with the
role of police in our society. Serious inequities in
law enforcement exist. Communities often have little
control of police, lacking leverage over the pressure
points that effect police behavior (funding and appoint-
ments). Some police are often unresponsive to the prob-
lems of the community and appear to have no sense of
responsility for their solution.

The lack of training and education of many police offi-
cers continues to limit the effectiveness of some police
departments. The insensitivity to the problems of youth
has necessitated constitutional changes in the proce-
dures in recent years. Because of these problems, we
recommend that:

(1) The individual policy officer should make every ef-
fort to become involved in the community 'he serves.

(2) A civilian community review board composed of youth
and adults and not more than one-third police representa-
tives to he established on a precinct level to provide
advice and recomrandtions in the areas of promotions,
assignments, And complaints.

(3) Police officers should he limited, as lawyers and
judges, in discussing a pending case.

(4) fore police should be assigned to foot and motor-
scooter patrol and regularly assigned to the same com-
munity heat.

(5) Relax or eliminate such trivial physical require
ments as nearsightedness, hay fever, etc., that may
eliminate an otherwise qualified candidate from consid-
eration. Similarly, a man with a juvenile or minor
criminal record who might otherwise be qualified.

(F) We recDmend that more officers be recruited from
groups sensitive to youth and minority group problems.
We further :'quest that recruitment efforts be made to
encourage minority and youth involvement.

(7) We recomond that all uniformed officers he required
to wear highly visible pictured name tags to make them
more identifiable and accountable.

(8) We recommend that all law enforcement officers re-
ceive the incentives and training both academically and
in-service to deal with youth and community problems.
We specifically request that poln funds he made
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available to the Department of Justice and that these
funds he directed to assist in the implementation of the
above described goals. Through educational programs sup-
ported through the Law Enforcement Assistance Administrar
tion and that assistance to the academic institutions be
available for the foundation and funding of college
courses implementing studies in youth and community prob-
lemS. We further request that law enforcement agencies
assist officers inthe pursuit of academic training by
providing them time and incentive for attendance.

('3) We recommend that State boards of education require
young people to take a professionally designed course or
series of courses on youth and the law, including the
role of the police, courts and correctional systems.
Such a course should include classroom exneriences and
direct ohservation of as much of the criminal justice
system as nracticable.

Because we, as youth, feel that we are not adequately in-

formed with regard to the impact of the legal system, we
recommend that the Attorney Ceneral of the United States
and the individual attorneys general of each state ini-
tiate and undertake to make available to youth ON THE
LOCAL LEVEL information and explanations of programs,
policies, and the impact of the legal system, particular-
ly the criminal law, on youth. It is to be stressed that
implementation of these programs should be oriented to
'fit into every local school system in the country. Such
programs should include the use of persons responsible
in the anplication and theory of law and legal rights;
e.g., judges at all levc's, prosecutors, defense attor-
neys, law students, police, law professors, offenders,
etc. A similar program is ut)erating successfully in St,

Louis, liissouri. Another is the Appalachee Correctional
Institute's nrogram in Florida, called "Boys in Blue."

710 The American public's attention has focused on the
growing controversy over the uuality of military justice.

It is evident 'hat-many Americans, including a substantial
number of servicemen, are losing faith in the military le-
gal system. -Action must be taken immediately to restore

faith in the system. Reforms which increase the typical
serviceman's confidence in the military legal system's
fairness will inevitably raise rather than lower the State

of military discipline and morale. /

The annropriate Departments of the Executive Branch and
committees of Congress immediately undertake a comorehen-
s1=Teview and revision of the military legal system.

To imnlement this recommendation, the Departments and

committees should 7onsider the adoption of the follow-

ing prPnosals:

(1) Command influence inthe court martial. Every service-

man, who is the accused in a general or special court -

martial, slInuld be nrantedtIlp right to trial a sin Tle,
indenendent military judge or a nanel of such -iudn,2s.

When the accused elects to have a jury trial by court

members, the court remhers should truly constitute a

jury of the accu!;ed's peers; officers should be tried by

courts of officers and enlisted men by courts of enlisted

men.
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(2) Administrative board proceedings. The servicemen
who ,-17C!,_osnolinalinistrative board proceedings
should he granted additional procedural safeguards; they
should be granted such elements of orocedural due pro-
cess as a broader richt to counsel and a more effective
cuarantee of the right of confrontation.

(3) Article15 pro Current procedures are so in-
formal that they mip. r just. All services should
adopt the United States "rmy's rule that the serviceman
in an Article 15 proceeding be guaranteed the right to
consult legally qualified counsel.

(4) Survey. A surye,, should be made of young service-
men's perceptions of or opinions about the military legal
system. The survey's scope should include members of the
Reserves, including the National Guard. The survey's
results should he distributed nationally.

(5) Legal rights and responsibilities. The limitations
on servicemen's constitutional rights should be revised
to eliminate any restriction which unnecessarily limits
those rights more severely than the national defense
requires.

(a) Suring basic training servicemen should receive ex-
tensive training concerning their constitutional rights
and the limitations upon the exercise of those rights.

(b) National guardsmen shold receive additional training
concerning their resnonsi,lities under the Uniform
Code of Nilitary Justice Ind during civil disorders and
disturbances.

(c) All servicemen should receive intensive training in
the standards to he used to determine whether an order
issued to them is illegal.

(d) servicemen should be guaranteed their rights under
the first Amendment to freedom of speech, nress, freedom
to organize and peaceably assemble.

7.11 We call upon the Congress of the United States to
effect the immediate pa,sage of Equal Fights Amendment
H.J. Res. 2(113.forbidding distrimination on the basis of
sex and further reques'" that all differential treatment -

of women under state, local and administrative regula-
tions be eliminated.

7.12 It is well established that many minors are not
seeking and thus not receiving medical care for serious
health Problems because of 'heir reluctance to reveal
them to their narents. In addition, Physicians, in
many states, are prevented by state laws from treating
minors without parental consent.

Although the task force on Legal Rights and Justice of
the Ullite House Conference on Youth believes Cant the
narents should be informed and their consent obtained
whenaver possible for treatment if minors, nevertheless
the Task ''orce on Legal Rights 'nd Justice stands in
favcr of legislation which ould allow the self consent
for diagnostic, preventatve, and therareutic health
car( of minors when, in the judgment of the treat _gig
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nhvsieian or osPital, there exists significant hazard
to the health of said minor or others,ad the treatment
of such health, hazards could not he administered effec-
tively if the right to self-consent swre qenied.

This leci-llation rill not only permit ti.e physician to
treat venereal disease, which increased to epidei-im
portions in the past few years ,ith the hichest incidence
and increase in the ace croup 15 to 24, but a] =o
permit the treatment of dreg addiction, emotional prob-
lems, and others.

7.13 the incidence of gonorrhea, according to
calculation of ratios based on estimated number of cases
treated in the United States indicated that one in ev-
ery Sn teenaaers contracted nonorrhea in 1968, the 2971
nroiected ratio is considerably higher. The Chief of
Venereal Disease Control for the State of California
Public Health Denartment recently stated that LI "some
urban areas at least 70 percent of our high school stu-
dents will he infected hefore the' receive their (limbo-
mas;" and

VFLPI:P.5, venereal disease is reaching enidric nropor-
tions throughout the nation with the highest incidence
and increase in the ace croup of 15-24; and

WhEPFAS the :lational Congress of Parents and Teachers a]-
r. ad's in 1N7(,, endorsed vD education in the school cur-
ricula and many other groups since have endorsee it.

CI: IT rURTNIIP PI'SOT,'.7VT), that the statutes dealing with
.1 education be amended to rerove nrohibitory languaoe

that ra%cs it difficult, if not ir-possible, for euhlig
schools to teach the prevention, control, and treatment
of V-).

AND 12 IT 7TPTHLN r:SOLVLD, that the Task rorce on Legal
Pights ,-1;1,1 Justice of the Illite house Conference on Yeulh
endorses an obiectiv,2 and factual educational oreerar en
venereal disease with consideration of prevention, trans-
mission, and treatment in the iunior and senior hch
school curricula.

cr.!-,y of this resolution should he tran.;mitted to the
State hoards of l'Oncation in each of the 50 mtate.

7.14 Illegitimacy in the teenager has risen sharply in
the L'ilited States since World War II. The Pregnant teen-
ager married and unmarried in frequently sur,n,i,nded from
high school attendance under varinw; pretexts 'hick arc
art. rats at d cat,ricicu-3.

The imp.-)rtahe of receiviog public education t!irnuci
1.elfth male has not only rrci.al and Psychological hut
.also ecnnnmic Tn ,]ePrive a toenaocr c' high
schrol education is to inflict uoon her irreparable in-
viry, to desri rep her of /it- prepertv ithout due n20(2-
cSS of law and to den her the eual protection of the

The ilognant uncd adolescent girl is net only at risk
physically and erotionall,., but also educationally if
she in decried of her basic, legal r'.cht to attend
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school. The Task Force on Legal Rights and Justice of
the White House Conference on Youth reaffirms the legal
right of the prean nt adolescent to attend school if she
so wishes.

The Task Force, furthermore, endorses the introduction of
courses in family life and human sexuality, which would
include in its subject matter the development of a real-
istic picture of the risk of Pregnancy. Such courses
should be integrated into the school curriculum in the
hope of Preventing out of wedlock pregnancies and their
conseguences: the unwanted, neglected, rejected, and
often battered child.

7-, copy of this resolution should be transmitted to the
State Board of Education in each of the 50 states.

7.1.5 Pecent Presidential elections have served to dram-
atize the urgency for Electoral College reform,

tnder present electoral provisions, it is possible that
the candidate who is not the popular choice of the
people may he elected.There is the danger of an "un-
faithful elector" thwarting the express wishes of the
voters, and of the Congress, rather than the people,
ultimately selecting the President and Vice President.
In addition, the influence of an individual vote may
vary depending on the geographic location of the voter.

Only the direct election of the President and Vice Presi-
dent will eliminate all of these dangers and assure the
election of the ponular choice of the voters.

":0 nr.d recommend that the Oonnreaenrove, and
the ;'tale Legis7atures ratify, an amendrrontto the Con-
stitution providno for the aHelition of thejleetoral
'.-ellecre and the establishment of direct election of the
7 rei(lent and vice President of the rnited ft ates.

7. 1C A s,,stor pr nrc-i:idictent release in recorT-merdcd
for frst offenders, these with minimal police record-,
and tThse who apparently will receive probation anyway.
If tie nresecuter and court agree that the defendant is
not a threat to the community, the defendant :7.ay he
placed en erchation until his trial comes un, rattler
than waiting in prison.

7.17 Yaoh individual has a riglIt to oheoso his Place
of ,aitation and to emgrate to anoth(,r county- which
is !-ea (iv to accent.

This resolutien war; treugl.t in front of f'10 roreign
Tas;: rnrce for endororent and furt':er elabcra-

ttnn or. !;peeifLc eyaneles of oeressed rmole, of the
world.

18 is a ,,volt necd ler the Ian sc]lool;; of 1.10
i'nitoil :tates to enhanco t), 1c011 ed.xation exnerionce

the o'te! lisrunt and exeansion of extra curricula
nn l cociirricula progra,7s to law :11):1Lnt'; relevant

,-x-errience in the Piwictice or 1Hnolly an

1 r, ,



unfilled need in today's society for adequate and ieadily
available legal services forth° lower income citizen.

Law schoo] linical programs are uniquely appropriate to
meet the aforementioned nee's and such programs, to be
successful., require new sources of financial support.

An urgent plea for Federal support of clinical teaching
in aw sc oc s is recommen e .

Specifically, it is recommended that the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare take all approor"ite and
necessary measures to effectuate the imOementation of
173eral legislative measures, such as Title XI of the
iii5h7r Education Act of 1965t Besianed to provide Fed-
er,;-.1 funding to law school ciinical programs.

Clinical p.rograms to rye included in Federal funding mea-
sures are juvenile legal processes, legal aid programs,
public defender programs prosecutor programs
pro .ction programs, ancrecrdlassistance pro-
gr-,s73-titIF civil and criminal).

The Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare is to ma}:e
his efforts nubliclv known to the House Special Educa-
tion Subcommittee and the Senaie Subcommittee on Educa-
tion.

It further recommended that the Secretary of Health,
Education( and Welfare fully coordinate his efforts with
the Association of American Law schools (AALS the

American Bar Association (ABA), TT Law StAZTi Tsion
of the Areric7i-har AssoTratnn, the Council on Leaal
rducation for. Professional Pesnonsibi.itv (CLEPP77the
fldtinnal. Bar AssorThiton (NBA), an -Pie Association (Tf
American Law Libraries (71ALL).

Exhibit A The House nresentiv is considerina ria/-:er Fducation ar
nropriatiens, but inclusion of any funds for Title XI
tune pronrns is not entiristic. The House P.onrnria-
tinns Co7rnittee bill has net nrovided for any funds for
clinical legal proarars.
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The Administratien has C070 fen.7ard with lenislation pro-
nosinn tl,e roneal of Title and the creation of a

roundation would he atile to Putt
linical legal pronramq,

.7. number of hills has Bern intrnd,,e*:4.3hy. various con,r-
resr;ron an(] senators in the hiaer c(11.?catinn area, the
majority of which sec}: to continde a srecific au0nriza-
tier for clinical leeal rreorar-s, The Title XI dosic/-
natinn is retained in the maiorit,,. of the hills, but Lt_
least t102 hills ould include a orgasm under (liffr,int
lenislatien.

Title XI has been cntlir 1,00ks since 19 and ajl rff,,rt;

Lr r:ecurr fundine of te err \,isinn hE,ve faile(1. 'The

nil-,eri7ainn to f.ind tl.c rroyision 1.111 run cut in .1une

"...1slound and effective )0,711 education is vita] to
success of ('1r leeal s,-stem. -.110 of the na-

ti,n nnr),prino ,11,flut 33r1,rnn have A crucial role in
seryir(1 in rlihtminirn crtnality hefole

1 c. .
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law and equality of opportunity, and in providing. the
frames nrl: necessary for ordered progress in all aspects
of our national life. A legal profession worthy of its
responsibility is crucial to susta.Aina and reaffirming
Limo validity of the democratic process of this nation.
our law schools, through their teaching function, are the
wellsorinas of the profession. They also can and should
he increasingly imnortant centers of research into the
vorkinns of justice in the community and sources of pub-
lic understanding of the proper role of law, legal in-
stitutinns and processes. This function of the law
school,: and of the legal scholars in their faculties can,
if adequately snonorted, make a truly significant con-
tribution to the solution of the Problem of society in
the nation and even beyond its borders."

----Statement of the P.ssociation of Jbrerican Law Schools
no legislation for hiaher Fducation, ?larch 1971, pre-
.onted to the ]lcuse Foecial ]',education Subcommittee on
7)ril 15,

7.19 co.:Press purpose of the White House
Confor'once on Youth is to offer a nldtform fot the pre-
sentation of youth's vie:'noint on problems confronting
;'oerica and their possible solutions to those in orwer,
and

Wilf7F, a conference held each decade does not encounter
the rang generational and attitudinal changes rf r"rreri-
can society within that ten-year neric..:, and.'

ITI:21 the nation's educational institutions also Pro-
duce several generations of different corposition and
attitudes ithin a decade, whose needs are not met or
consi:lered a conference hold every ten ?'oar;, and

Will,Pb:.S the novornTntal adi-inistrations of that ten-
.oar rerind florid a continuous flow of relevant and fu-
turistic ideas ,:hich a conference hold e''ery four year-;
oruld Torovicle in order to 1,0 effective in reetinn
/-,red the eseeriallv those of youth,

IT hl:'cl,VP hv the Task. voice on Lena] lieLts owl
,'nstIc 0,at the ';ite hour,e e-Aahlish, finance, and
10.rtnistor a notional con'erence on youth in the ri,Idle
of each Presi,lential terry.

7.20 In order that the efforts of the hhite Nouse Con-
forenro en Youth have r.air-um imnact, oe rocoff end that
the house Conferene orm Youth follr-us body he
rosoonsihic for ronvcring recn7rendations to the acero-
loiate bodies and roiting hack to all the doleaates
accounting for irnlorentations and folloy un of s-ccifi
3enol Piebts and t'nrec -,corTendations,
Such should be sent to ta,i; Inrce delegates at
least ever'- six montn,.

In A'75C71Si:11, the legal needs and rignts of vout
as roll as children, and consistent vilh the. r.,corgren-
dations of the doleQates to the White house confcAence
on Childro, ye urnontly reco7rrend A fecirterrJ of
Children anus Youth at time Cabinet level. Surely if

Y.%
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have departments of defense, justice, transporta,'on, and
the interior--and we allecc that children and youth arc a
national Priorityhow can we not afford to have a Be-
nartment of Children and Youth to guarantee attention to
and solution of their problems?

7.2L. The task force on Lecal rights and Justice re-
solves that it is imnortant for the development of a
fuller future for us all that we substitute, as soon as
nossihle, the term HU!'AN JUSTICE for the presently used
terms "criminal justice" and "juvenile justice."

Ue would further recommend that the concert and nractice
of Human Justice be applied beyond nolice, courts and
corrections to all other institutions which attempt to
fulfill the nromises made to the people of the United
States of America.

7.23 In the :7nited States, esnecially inthe field of
civil la, there is a definite resistance by legal in-
stitutions, such as Boards of iipervisors, Community
Councils, and even the courts, to allow young neople to

. work on through networks of laws, codes, and municipal
regulations. In short, young people are often not al-
lowed to solve or even atternt to find solutions to their
own nroblems. Therefore, we recommend:

That the resistance to youth businesses and other related
actrvitics shnuld be reduced and that the vast amount of
red tape that young People must go through to achieve
tTieir coals shntird be cut back, thereby giving youn9 pen-
nle similar onnortunities to those of their aauIt
counternarts.

Irplereritatinn

Sore Chances in laws, especially in the 3Ina of runici-
nal codes, will heln is assisting these hinds of enual
orntection for Young nennle, Fain) chances may in turn
bo facilitated if youna neoole try a variety of nress-
ure factinn on local locislatie

;-:("?. also Un-1c that courts include theraelv,,n ir
nilch nuentrns of discrimination acainst ','own'

pronle.

7. 24 En recomrend that the coal to he strived for is
the ireroyerent of the juvenile iuntice systor with cm-
nhasin on coo urily treat'ent and prevention nrocrar: .

fee rene,Tnize four directions -.Mich Trust be taken
aaievino coal:

First, t'20 nite House Conference irplementltic'n bogs, is
437577 to ipsore that Confer2nce recormendations gin eval-
uated and eairied out.

Also, tocauso of the of :1-,owleanc shout the effoc-
tiveness and conseences of the 1,,v,hiln justice systor,
we recommend that programs aril pilot nrolocts be cF;tah-
lishcd that will allow authorities to evaluate existinn
nreqrars and to plan alternatives.



Second; because of the lack of knowledge by youth and
the community of how the juvenile justice system oper-
ates, who gets involved and why, we recommend expanded
efforts in disseminating information about the system to
the entire society.

Third, because of the high incidence of youth contact
with the law, we recommend thgt ways be developed to imA
prove the effectiveness of the s cial institutions that
deal with youth.

Fourth, because of the inadequacy of present laws per-
iaTETFa to the or-iblers of youth, we recommend that
present statutes be revised.

Also, because of the inadequacy of the juvenile justice
system in areas of law enforcement, adjudication, dis-
position, treatment, and corrections, we recommend that
there be drastic reorientation of the roles and functions
that these institutions perform. Such changes should
include nreatly expanded youth involvement.

Wo submit the following wcrshcp recommendations as pos-
sible solutions. The Task Force did not vote on the
specific recommendations included, in this background
material.

Implumentation Di-
rections

A. Program Planning and Management
Establishment of Pepartment of Children and Youth

2. Ustablish manacrement group for White rouse Confer-
ence Proposals
3. Dovelon strategics for implementation
4, Develop standards fnr all aspects of the system
5, nevelon evaluation process for total and selected
level-, of the system
C. Youth representacion on governing boards,

P. Understanding and involvinn vm:th and their families
in the juvenile justice ;ester.

7Aulti-educational nrogrars fnr )1nderstanding the
sytr7--
2. qhoroun irvolverentnf youth, adultsrand profession-
als
3. the nature of the problem, and develop appro-
rriate social institutions to deal yith the problem
4. (nderstanding of legal I-10MS of youth

c. Provonting Youth -Problems anl Pelirguuncy
1. Create and ::trcrintlwn a series of co=unit? based
treatment programs

. rAe acencie,- aoconntable
1. 1-ran aoencies to re,,Pcnil to tho vruth in conflict

Dovelorront of service HIrnau,;
and chanoe intitutioral functioning th,:t

and olstrqct ,ooth development
r. T'Inorlrs of divei-7ion fear juvenile

5-0!!;te7

7. T'rrl,itIon approach
youth involvol in ,,rojects in the justice so';ter,

2(13
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D. Improving Laws and the Juvenile Justice System
1. Restrict use of court for serious offenses
2. Legislative review (every five years)
3. Juvenile court cost-effectiveness study
4. Evaluation, including youth, of the juvenile justice
system
5. Develop cualifications and standards of Practice
6. Involve the Dar and law students in the juvenile
justice system
7. Equalize justice for minority youth through more ade-
quate social supports
8. Waiver to adult court he reviewed
9. Use of records be limited (possibility of destroying
records)
in. Increase funding and staffs
11. Raise tolerance levels of community
12. Establishing separate facilities for youth
13. Visit by judges and lawyers to the institutions
youth are sent
14. Increase of nublic defender services

Long-term nlanninn, research and demonstration programs
should he initiated on a statewide basis: (1) for gain-
ing a more relevant understanding of the problems of our
young people in trouble; (2) for developing viable meth-
ods of nreventine juvenile delinquency and youth crimes;
(3) for developing more effecitve law enforcement tech-
nioues; and (4) for imnrovinq our juvenile justice
system. The design and development of these programs
should recognize the following:

(,7',) That we as a nation have made limited progress in de-
linguencv prevention during the past three decades. ml
if our focus continues to be only upon the existing sys-,
tem, the existing processes and the existing rules,
there does net annear to he much prospect for innovation
nr progress over the next several decades. In spite of
the complexity of the problem, we cannot indefinitely af-
ford the cynical ]tixury of focusing only upon controlling
crime and correcting offenders. If c believe we are
capable of improving our record on preventing delinquency
then ue must seriously onmrit ourselves to the task,

(ii i:ithin a general framec-;ork Federal and stato guidance
and support, the principal centers for innovation and ac-
tion in devolnnino useful delinquency prevention took
annear to he at the local levol, and particularly et the
communit, level. Increased Federal and state snnort
!,.hou1(1 include those public and Private rosearch levels
,;:he have established bacl:ground in dealing with .,gong
neenle in trouble and :1(-) exhibit a high deree of cnm-
nctence in modern m?theds of mara,lement and analvsis.

reguirc a review of each love] of tee juf,tice sv.aer,
through citizen effort involving colh and a(lult; to ea-
Sill " intice iS renred in of -,.outh,

2. r(fc,lin parr needed in funding nio,rams
are Prcven+ative in nature with ,,r,e0i:11 consideration
sin n the nuth and 11i5 fari.l;

this educational -,,.!;tom and other communit.,. and
sroiefal irnrcv'nt.; .which eci:crate and/or incroar,0
trctio,75

1 09
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3. Study is needed in the identification, assessment
arid alteration of these features of the institutional

functionina that impede and obstruct a favorable course

of youth development for all youth.

4. Major stud' and action are renuired in the nroblerr of

incarceration of the poor and/or minority Young People

and equalize justice through more adequate social sun -

ports available to the middle-class deviant sfouth.

5. Programs need to be developed and funded which pro-

vide legitimate helping roles for the juvenile offender.

6. Establish more small group homes within the community

setting for those youths who have inadequate homes as

defined by the court or a desire by narent and child for

a briefonaration period to obtain needed couns0:ina.

7. Provide services to those Youths who are in trouble

in school and/nr community and work with the community

agencies to help provide the conditions for the youth to

succeed. Such services could he rendered by the Public

as well as subcontracting such services to any annronri-

ate community agency.

0, Traffic offenses, civil and criminal, should not be

handled in juvenile court, with the following exception:

traffic court could waive jurisdiction md remand to the

juvenile court cases it felt could he more anpronriately

handled there.

7,25 Juvenile arrest records can be extremely decep-

tive. A charge of robbery, for examnle, may turn out to

have been one kid stealing a rubber ball from another

kid; or, on the oth4 hand, a teenager assaulting a wn-
rran to take her noclietbook. Such discriminations ought

to he evident, on the record itself.

Thus ye recoruend that charaos should always be ;Iccrrr-

nanied by a descrintion of the events cornosinrr the

crime.

Also such recordsincludino psychiatric and probation

records- -often unfairly
restrict themselves to a nern-

tive nr nrnsecutorial view, when, as is semetirns the

case, this was the only view to receive official airino

nr else the charge in fact never made it illto court.

Juvonile record should contain the defendant's own ver-

sion of event:, ralu:i relevant staterents from his crun-

el, err a psychiatrist or social worer advecae

v7liere tLese riehL tend to balance the rlicturc.

Juvenile records ave smetimes disnonsed to a vaiHet,.. nc

public and en ',rate aoenoics for a vi-rirtv of nutrnser:,

while at the care lire the'' remain complotole inacce:s-

iLle to the defendant hi-rsrlf.

We recommend that juvenile arrest, social and court 1-:-

ords he men onle to nolice, courts and treatrent a(zet-

cies, when the juvenile is Foino nroccqct,d 1,v these

arterioles; and to the de!i.ndant himself, his par.,i,t,; inch

his counsel, at all time.
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We further recommend that federal and state laws be en-
acted to prohibit identification by communications media
of juvenile and youthful offenders and the juvenile and
youthful victims of such offenders.

Leaislation should be drawn un to ban the passina of law
enforcerent information and records to unauthorized aren-
cies and Persons, with meaningful sanctions.

7.26 The juvenile justice system, as presently consti-
tuted, is too heavily weiahted in favor of the official
or narens natria viewpoint, reinforcing existing notions
of how to treat juvenile offenders, reaffirmina conven-
tional definitions of juvenile delinquency, aenerally
holding out for adherence to the norm even when a child's
reaction aaainst it may, on balance, erove more rational
than the norm itself.

Pocordinaly we prone se a massive buildup of the defense
and related counseling networks, to aive defendants some
anoroxiration of the resources and knowledge now heina
used hv others to decide their fates. F,necifically we
recommend:

(1) An expanded noblic defender s''stem for juveniles,
nessibly to include law student interns under nroner
suneryisjon, following cases from contact through dis-
nnsition and treatment.

(2) ;Nn expanded networl: of hish school, college, and
graduate student interns to pursue individuA cases from
intake to disposition, and beyond.

(3) Substantial programs to involve neignborhood ncople,
including ex- offenders, as naranrofessionals in all .

nkases of juvenile delingliencv prevention, rehabilita-
tion and follow us.

(1) A Psychiatrist advocate system responsible for ex-
aminina and challenaina official diaannscs :,:hcre he
feels a juvenile may have been unfairly catecorized as
ahnormal or maladjusted.

(5) A purely educational tar/lc:ram Lc involve seers in the
juvenile justice system, ciying jilvcniles a chance to be
exrnsel to its workinas and in turn drawinn on their im-
pressions to rake the sster more corPre;ensible to the
nrople with whom it directly deals. "Teen juries" for
certain cases would he one such proarar.

few of the Prorosals we rake draw on volunteer serv-
ices, hut the total cost of the auProaches described
here will be massive. Federal funds rust he the rain
sour:7e of money; the responsibility, however, for ern-
craLino and running these proarams mqst lie with the
communities. Once again, funding aaencies rust broaden
the eateaories of programs considered for support.
Present fundinq concentrates ton much on traditional
court_ and corrections processes. by stri..:ina a new
balance between those agencies charged with viewing the
juvenile from the syst.,2r's vantage point, and those
ether aaencies charged with viewino the system from the
-juvenile's vantage r)oirt, can conceivahly channel
sore funds from ore side to the other.
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7.27 We know that existing means for handling juvenile
offenders show depressingly low rates of success--and
high rates of recidivism. Yet the system is not nearly
open enough to comoeting approaches. An orthodoxy that
has proven itself a failure is often defended as if, in-
stead, it had made a compelling case against all comers.

A wide range of treatment and referral programs should
be organized outside the existing juvenile justice sys-
tem, by private and public snonsoring groups alike, and
a greatly increased number of juveniles be remanded to
such nrograms, esnecially before being channeled into
court.

Snecifically, we would encourage neighborhood based and
community controlled referral anencies, to counsel and
discipline troublesome youths and to nive them positive
functions within their communities.

At the same time we would encourage private and public
groups to launch Pilot treatment Programs.

Tn implement these recommendations, we pronose that
agencies of the juvenile justice system be reorganized
to fund alternative annroaches on a contract basis. In
other words, young Persons coming into contact with the
juvenile justice system should be assisted into nroorams
administered 1) public and nrivate agencies which have
not traditionally been mart of the system.

Tn order to avoid the danger that established agencies
rinht exclude especially unorthodox approaches, we rec-
ommend that additional money he made available for such
rrogrars through: (1) the Federal covernr:-.ent (including
1111, the Labor renartmont, "odel Cities, aid the Law En-
forcemeift Assistance P.drinistration); and (2) state and
local governments directly. To facilitate this, the
LUA in rarticular and other funding agencies ii general
must broaden their definitions of fundable activities to
ir,:lu0o informal and pars-judicial nrocrams onerated hy
noichhorior!(1 or nrivate organipations. In addition, lo-
cal cormunities Fedora] rlanning .Trant assistance
rust devote vast new energies to the developm-et of im-
aolnative programs suitable for Cleir

in surrar, )elicve that an injection of frce enter
Prise and corc.l'etilion into corrections could certainly
do ro harm, and ri(iht lead us toward neY and
solution.

0

7.28 ;';e rocomrend tdat state and local official un-
derta:e an :rmediatc revEew of the functions and
diction of the iuvonilc court with a vie.: toward
di'velepil and strengthening of non judicial anencics
to handle ,:ore of t'c grohle; of- dependency and incor-
rigibilit- nov dealt 'rich 1'' tl, court. !neciricall..,,
Ye erg, that thrcc ortions bc censidereC:

I. :'tats and local goveynrent.-1 create a Yout'l :'crvice
Ilureau to ,wrfoiri im1P function of , dionnosi,,, and
tcfcri 11 to oter corrnitv ace ncics for troatnt and
I}ti iii' juvenile court,; as a la,:t 7=sor'.



Volunteer Programs

2. That Mate and 1,,cal governments revaluate and anal-
yze thei,- current resources in such a way as to create
and/or s(:enathen nrivately funded community based agen-
cies suc, as family counseling programs, neighborhood
centers, and other counselina programs to respond to the
needs of youth.

3. In addition, each state legislature should review
the statutes as they relate to youth every five years to
make certain of the relevancy of the laws like the area
of the definition of a delinquent.

At present over 100,000 Americans contribute supplemen-
tary services without nay to the juvenile justice system
in courts, probation, parole, and juvenile institutions.
These services are rendered principally in rehabilita-
tive areas.

This modern volunteer movement has grown a hundredfold
in the past fnur years and continues to prow rapidly.
Even at this early stage, at least 50 percent of juve-
nile courts today have volunteer Programs, and there are
at lest five times as many volunteers as paid workers
\\in the juvenile justice system,

Thus, the very magnitude of the movement demands our at-
tention in '_flat its vast eneraies be used in the best
possible ways. Specifically, it is recommended that we
contact its. leadershin to urge continual improvement in

. the auality of existing programs, a greater number of-.
such nrograns, and redirection of the volunteer move-
ment's vast eneraies to the principal concerns of this
Task Force.

Current runctions 1. Ps a treatment acent (at least 1n0 distinct -e13 ,:loq-

crir)tions3 exist here);

In educatina the volunteer him cif to the problems
and concerns of Youth in the juvenile justice system and
to the system itself; and

3, '120 open channels cif direct communication between the
enTrrunity and the juvenile justice anencv, rote that a

volunteer wor1:er is listened in hv the aaenc far
more than an ordinary ulinvolve0 citizen.

1. pre volunteer prn,irars to he (lpvcloned in non-
iedcial, diversionary or preventative projects.

2. '!ore effort to 1e concentrated on volunteer nro-
araint a.t an altnrnativo to institutionalization for
ounasters ,:hn are dur-e0 nn institutions because no
treatr-ent alternative; c.isL in cr;,77-enite. ollIn-
trers :%ae provide the only such alternative in srallr
errun

"r°`;ent, iuvenile justice s,r1ter, voluhtveri!:r is
rainle a 7--tcCp class phenc.r.enon (hnt hlac; And ':' }rite },

Yhile t`. r' s'Ioulci hp crcoul,IctA to r,*p
w!latcver centrilbltion it can tbiono rediur, rflle
o'Crtl lo'VrYthO)Cfi a000S` .,1-: to at flt:1('T

veutH rirority CYOUr;7; bovert-:
'-eo!,14 ; of!'enCer

208
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Implementation

special effort should he lade to involve the clients
of the system, and there is nrecedent for the success of
snecial efforts in this regard. If remuneration or sub-
sidination for services is annropriate for these neople,
no lilywhite concention of cure amateurism should pre-
vent it.

In fact, volunteers create the need for more naid super-
visor!, nositions in the supervision of volunteers, and
at least one statewide program is managed by CEO.

4. In general, more effort must he devoted to making
mere citizens of all types aware of the onportunities
for iuvenile justice syster volunteer service.

1. ;t present, two national organizations exist for no
,other nurposethan to encourage the launching of such vol-
unteer programs and to provide technical assistance in
making them effective and responsible.

These organizations are:

a. The National Information Center on volunteers in
Courts, ho >: 215, boulder, Colorado.

h. Volunteers in Probation, Inc., 200 Washington Square
Plaza, royal Oak, lichiaan.

2. The resolutions of this Task Force should he communi-
cated to these organizations, emphasizing especially the
redirections of voluntee nrogram efforts, advocated as
the nrincinal concerns e this Task Force.

3. While most juvenile justice system volunteer pro -
grams are primarily locally nlanned and manaced res -
nonse to local needs, some state resources and sunOrt
are needed for these local programs if th2.y are to reach
full potential. In ackno,:dedoment of this need, 35
states are currently planning on operating in this area,
thnuoh only four or five of these are fully operational
at the present time.

k'e recommend the further dev is meat and strengthening
of these state plans in the iuve)ile justice volunteer
nrogram area.

uree that this be placed on the agandA of each state
follow up conference of the White Hou;e Confer,7,1;ce on
Youth.

ror each state the National Information Center on Volun-
teers in Courts can provide names and addresses of C.e
volunteer planning or operational agencies in that
state.

Tic Center is also convening a national confereice of
state correctional vfllunteer planners on Senterl:er 22-
25 in houller, Colorado. flails are availahle from
the Center.

Iro:olvoment The three rrnr,oserl IT-eject.; have in coloron
ourpo.--;er::

/. To increase, youth undertandine ..:nnvle,luc of the'
inveniLt ,,,,;tk-,r, be participator- ethic,Itional

209' volve7ent in As processes.
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2. Prom that basis of increased knnwledge, to increase
Youth's potential for creative impact on the system. All
three nrojects aro proposed initially for funding as
demonstration or nilot ornjects,to be implemented more
broadly as rapidly as is consistent -.ith the evaluation L

of the results of the pilot nrojects. )
It is recommended that in as many communities as is fea-
sible, Youth mode] courts be held in which yout'i.oarti-
cinate in the roles of audge, Probation Officer,
Pefenclant, narents, Attorney, and other significant
neoPle in the ,juvenile justice nrocess.

Open discussion between narticinants and audience, fol-

Cle youth court, will be an important nart of t')e.
Process; and Particular pressure should be exerted oa
juvenile justice system professinnals and 'udaes to at-
tend youth court.

The moderds Bov's State, the flawaii,State YItCA Nodal
Legislature, and similar nrocrams in which youth narti-
cinate in rodel legislative nrocesses. Here the idea
will he applied to the juvenile justice process.

The purposes are

1, To familiarize both narticipating Youth and audience
with the juvenile iustice process.

2, To serve as a model for adults and youth on ideal

ways it which the iuyenile'justice oyster. should be con-

ducted. We therefore urge that Youth not only imitate
traditional rules in the conduct of youth court, but
also develop exnerimental innovations which they believe

will improve the process.

3. There must be cleveloned a serious connection between
youth courts and actual courts in the Community im terms

of which youth court participants can forward actionable
recommenda eons to the community court. We reject there-
by any notion of youth court as "those cute kids playing
around" in favor of a concept of real impact as well as
education emerging, alone with a potential for local or
national innovationfrom the point of view of youth as po-
tential and real clients of the court.

4. As nart of the jrnact process, local and national
media coverage should be given to youth court sessions
so that the general public as well as the immediate au-
dience is exposed to youth ideas on th' subject. Na-

tional commercial and educational TV should be asked to
consider presentation of Youth court sessions along with

local TV stations. Perhaps the best youth courts can
be selected for national coverage or at least a range of

selected courts.

1. A Youth ':-'ask Force should be set up to implement
this prnnosal immediately unon the conclusion of this

.
conference and/or in each state follow un conference.

2. Funport for the program should be sow-Tilt from na-
tional orcanizations,some of-which might be:

Radio, press, TV national networks and local outlets

'1 C.



Youth Observer
Corns

National PTA (Committee on Judicial Concern for Children
in Trouble)

National Council of Juvenile Court Judges

American Bar Association (Special Projects) and/or local
bar associations

rational Trial Judges Association (Reno, Nevada)

NCCD

There are a number of proarams in which youth observe
the legislative nrocess. There are also some Programs
in which adults observe court operations.

We recommend a national program in which youth act as
court observers and evaluators, with clear channels to
discuss their recommendations with local officials of
the system.

If court rules as to protection of identity prevent ob-
servation of the juvenile court, youth may still observe
adult court nroceedinas, visit probation or parole of-
fices and (if nermitted) juvenile detention centers or
institutions. Thei, may also tour high-delinquency neigh-
borhoods, local jails, police stations and discuss
their observations with the nersonnel concerned.

A report will neriodicallv be issued by the Youth Obser-
ver Corns locally, and brought to the attention of the
public and appronriate local officials.

A national conference of Youth ObserVer Corns Chapters,
-eerindicallY convene?, would draw national attention to
the oist of aeneral conclusions and evaluations.

Considerable attention should be aiven by youth to de-
. velonment of resnonsible criteria for the evaluation of _
their obsrvations, and this may include innovative as
well as traditional standards in the administration of
juvenile justice.

Imnlementation 1. T. youth committee annointed from this conference
and/or each state follow un conference.

211

2. This resolution brought to the attention of each
state follow un conference for imnlomentation in that
state.

3. Sunnott to he sought from national ornani7ations ca-
canahle of assisting in imnlementaion, for example,

PTA (Committee on Judicial Concern for Children)

National Council of Juvenile Court Judges

American Dar Association and its local chapters

ZIr:CD C:ational Council on Crime and Delinauencs0

Fxistirm Adult Court Observer nrograms, notable in In-
diananolis, "iori, and Ft. Louis.

I
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Upgrading Profes-
sional Services
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It is recommended that a nurber of positions be created
in which youth are paid to work as apprentices in the
juvenile justice system in various rehabilitative and
administrative capacities.

While similar positions currently exist in internships
in connection with college courses in'sociolopy, psycho-
logy, and the like, the nresent program would be open to
all well motivated youth, regardless of college level or
snecialization .

The purposes are:

1. To create interest and awareness-by-participation
among youth who might not otherwise be exposed to the
juvenile justice systerh.

21 To add services and ideas to the juvenile rehabili-
tation system, which benefits from the unioue perspec-
tives and experiences!of the youth apprentices.

1. A youth committeeiongoing from this conference and/
of set un by state fc4low up conferences.

2. This committee and/or these state conferences should
contact state juveni14 correctional professional associ-
ations in each state,ipursuant imnlementing the an-
prentice idea in each state. (1 L'Al will have names and
addresses of such associations in each state.)

3. Substantial funding must be sought for the committee
and/or state follow ug conferences from LEAH, imw, or
state legislatures.

The principal thrust of this Task Force and possibly of
the entire Conference has been a vote of no confidence
in the juvenile justice system and the professionals
who work in it, including the probation officer, the

. parole officer, the yc!uth care workers, detention of-
ficer, etc.

Witness the ernhasis o1 non-judiicial diversionary
projects which, howeveir intended, seem to say: "What-
ever you do, keen the id out of their hands."

Witness the internretation by some of the need for
volunteers as a rebuke' to the inadeauacy of the profes-.
sionals--volunteers have to come and bail you out.

13ut we have in all this overlooked the juvenile justjec
system professional as a tremendously unused resource,
along with all our other suggestions, for the improve-
ment of the juvenile justice system.

IN FACT, VE OAS !:1:171:11 nEhLLY PEEN nivrN 'A CHANCE.

Fe is underpaid, undertrained, and overworked. Case-
loads averaging 75-1T1 are ahlurd and tragic.

Therefore be it resolved:

1. That "intensive 'ca.seload" model nrojects he conduc-
ted far more freguently under the auspices of LEAA, HLW,
anC! state correctional agencies.

2.1)(1
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2. That Far more rederal and state funds he provided
towards a decent nay scale for attracting and holding
hiah aualitY juvenile justice system professionals.

3. That some really adequate funding he nrovided for
state training officers in the juvenile justice system,
and that the position of training officer itself he un-
araded administratively and careerwise.

729 The pace of justice in both state and Federal
courts has become slow and unsure. Extensive reform is
needed to end the delays. A large number of the delays
in court are the result of adjournments, lateness, and
non-annearance. To reduce the occurrence of these
events, we pronsoe the following sanctions:

1. One non-anoearance or lateness by the defendant,
which causes an adjournment;and has no reasonable excuse,
shall result in the forfeiture of bail or the fixation
of bail if the defendant had previously been released on
his own recognizance.

2. If without legitimate reason the prosecution is not
with its case on two occasions the charges shall he
dismissed for lack of prosecution.on.

3. If without legitimate reason the defense is not
ready with its case on two occasions, tle case stall be
moved to trial or hearing.

4. If a police officer is late or fails to report with-
out aTegitimate reason, the court shall notify his
commanding officer.
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All recommendations were voted upon and approved by the
whole Task Force meeting in general session. Drafts of
the recommendations originated from Task Force workshops.

8.1 -Every citizen in the United States has the right to
a decent and adequate standard of living. Today there
are millions of American families "in poverty". This
incidence,of poverty and the factors causing it have made
it necessary to develop some form of income maintenance
programs to provide for subsistence needs of those
incapable of supporting themselves.

8.la The current welfare system of bayments, services, and
commodities should be replaced with an income program
which guarantees every person in America sufficient
cash income for decent and adequate standards of food,
shelter, and clothing, supplemented by supportive
services. We fiarther recommend that the program be
designed tc include the following essential
characteristics.

(1) Benefit levels. Cash benefits must be sufficient
to provide for a decent and adequate standard of living.
The benefit level should be no less than the lower
standard budget established by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, with regional variations. The BLS lower
standard budget was $6500 for a family of four in 1969.

(2) Eligibility based on need. The only requirement
for eligibility should be a simple declaration of need.

(3) Determination of eligibility. An individual or
family could become eligible through two processes:
(1) the potential recipient may request cash allowance
upon submittal of standardized proof of earning level;
or (2) the administering agent will inform persons of
the eligibility and ineligibility as a result of their.
records.

(4) Subsidized public services. The cost of essL.ntial
services such as child care, vocational planning, family
counseling, legal and health services, should, if
necessary, be directly subsidized by the federal
government. Participants in the income program shoulJ
be free to purchase the services they need or want.
These services should be integrated into those used by
the affluent citizens and available to all on a gradua,ed
fee scale based on ability to pay. Food stamps,
commodities, and other such alternatives to cash should
be eliminated.

(5) Yiokk bel fits. Work benefits should be built in
so that participants in the income program are
encouraged tc work and encouraged to find higher paying
jobs :f possible.

(6) Work requirements. No one should be required to
work or enroll in trifEing as a requirement for initial
or continued eligWlity.
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(7) Privacy. All precautions should be taken to
guarantee that privacy and other rights of participants
are protected including legal rights of appeal.

Implementation. This income program should be federally /

financed and administered according to federal standards.
Administration procedures should be simple and
participants in the program should be included in
program development, decision making, and implementation.

8.2 The Task Force on Poverty believes that the
educational system is a primary deterrent to the economic
and political sufficiency and mobility of poor people
in America. The American public school system cannot
meet the needs of all the youth if a significant number
of people are excluded from the decision-making process.

Any program designed with the purpose of truly educating,
poor youth must necessarily make education accountable
and acceptable to life the way it is actually lived in
poor communities. We strongly believe that there must be
a two-pronged approach to the current education problems
of the poor community.

6.2a We submit that priority be given to the fostering
of alternatives to the present education system, and
that all vehicles of funding be explored, such as
Voucher systems, Street Academies, and Performance
Contracts.

8.2b The following steps must be taken to reform the
existing system. The Task Force on Poverty advocates .

full community control of schools fog poverty areas.
Community residents of poverty areas should control
decisions on personnel, expenditures, and curricula.
Each school should have a policy-making board of
community residents. Students above the elementary
school level should be represented on the policy- making
board of community residents. Policy-making boards
could seek technical assistance in their work, but
the role of the consultants should be defined by the
boards. Students and parents should be represented on
all district-wide policy-making boards. Steps should
be taken to involve representation of all segments of
the canmunity on district boards. We strongly recommend
proportional representation.

These two basic approaches--alternatives to the public
school system and full community control--undergird each
of the following recommendations.

8.2c The Task Force on Poverty recognizes the importance
of adequate nutrition to the educational process. A
hungry child cannot learn. We support a fully expanded
child nutr:;.tion program, including the following:

(1.1 We recommend that Congress increase the proposed
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FY 1972 budget request for Section 11, Free and Reduced
Price Lunches to $600 million.

(2) We recommend that Congress increase the non-food
assistance funds for the purpose of providing
facilities to non-participating schools to $33 million
for FY 1972.

(3) We recommend that Congress increase Section 4
School Lunch funds to $500 million for FY 1972.

(4) We recommend that the Administration and the
Congress set a goal to feed the 10 million eligible
school children a free or reduced price luncn by
Thanksgiving 1971.

(5) We recommend that the Congress and the
Administration work toward the implementatio. a

universal free school lunch program by no late,. than
January 1, 1976.

(6). We recommend that the Congress raise the school
breakfast program budget request to $100 million for
FY 1972.

8.2d The counseling services now established in the
public educational systeMs do not satisfy the needs of
the individual students. Many counselors, ,appointed by
the school boards, have inadequate training, thus having
little or none of "the students' confidence. Due'to the
small number of counselors per school, the 'lack of
understanding on the part of the counselors of the
low-income or'minority -group students and the
stereotyping of these students' futures, we see need ;for
changes in the present system.

In accordance with our recommendation for Community
Control We feel tne following could alleviate many of tne
present problems:

(1) Guidance Counseling, which is crucial to the
educational life of a student, should be extended to the
elementary level.

(2) A maximum of 300 students per counselor should be
established to give counselors sufficient time to
deal with students' individual problems.

(3) Junior High and High School students should have an
effective voice in the selection of their counselors.

8.2e We strongly recommend the expansion of pre-school
educational programs. Recognizing the importance of
pre-school education, we feel it mandatory that all
children have equal opportunities for development of
proper life forms and habits to help enable their proper
growth and development. Our recommendations in this
area are as follows:
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(1) That a considerable increase be made in funds in
the Head Start Program, which, in its fifth year, reaches
only 15 percent of poor pre-schoolers.

That an expanded Day Care Program be adopted which
provides for health, nutrition, social services, and .

early education; is controlled by the parents of enrolled
students; and staffed by community residents.

(2) That public kindergarten be financially unler-
written by the Federal Government and immediately
incorporated into the public school system.

8.2f The education system is not prenared to present
culturally different children with teachers, materials
and environments which respect the differences of unique
cultural identities and lifestyles. The school system c

does not present these children with programs which help
them deal with the concrete realities of the ghetto, the
barrio, the reservation and the "holler" rather than with
the reality of far-away suburbia.

It is the conclusion of this Task Force that the
educational problems of poor people' in this country are
not the result of cultural deprivation but, rather, the
failure of the educational system in this country at all
levels to recognize the right of an individual to possess
behavioral and cultural patterns other than those of the '

dominant middle-class majority. We have come to believe
as a result of our hearings and study that the freedom to
express openly and with pride one's own unique cultural
heritage is as important an issue in addressing the
problems of poverty in this country as are the usually
cited issues of economic self-sufficiency and the right
to good education.

A related deficiency of formal education is the lack of
emphasis on cross-cultural experience with the result
that the public's understanding of diverse behavior
patterns and culture is minimal. What exposure there is
to other cultures is passive and is transmitted, in
large part, by the mass media.

It is the conclusion of this Task Force that so long as
the American educational system at all levels continues
to isolate students behind four walls with peers of
their own social and economic class while refusing to
give students opportunities to live and work within real
cross-cultural experiences, racism and discrimination
will continue to be pervasive influences in American
society.

(1) Indian children are forced to attend B.I.A. - run
boarding high schools away from their homes. There are
no high schools in Indian communities. Many teachers in
Indian schools are not chosen by the community. There
are many job training programs, but they do not lead to
jobs on the reservation and there are few recreational
activities.

-- High schools should be set up in Indian communities.

220 High schools should have Indian staff.
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-- The Indians in each community should choose staff,
plan curricula, and select materials for their
children.

Funds should be provided to establish community
colleges.

.

Job-training programs should lead to jobs on the
reservation.

Recreation programs and facilities should be set up
in Indian communities,

(2) This Task Force realizes that Spanish-speaking
Americans are handicapped in the educatif,nal system and
in the job-market.

We recommend that a comprehensive bi-lingual eduCation
program be created; and that it be available to;
Spanislispeaking students at an early age, such as Head
Start classes; and that where a professional bi- lingual
teacher is not available to teach in schools with
Spanish-speaking enrollment, persons from theySpanish
speaking community be employed as teacher aides to
facilitate communication and understanding Pith students
who are not proficient in English.

--- Este Grupo de Trabajo estima que los
norteamericanos de habla espail'Ola estan en desventaja en
el sistema educacional y en la disponibilidad de empleos.

Recomendamos que sea creado un Itasto programa educacional
bilingue y que este a disposicion de estudiantes de habla
espahola de temprana edad: tales coma los cursos del
"Head Start" y que cuando no se disponga de maestros
bilingues para ensehar en escuelas con erirolamiento de
estudiantes de habla espaola, sean empleadas personas de
la comunidad de habla espaiiola en calidad de avudantes,
para facilitar la comunicacien y el entendimienfo con
los estudiantes que tienen dificultades con el idioms
ingles.

(3) I-Q tests have been widely used across the nation
as a basis of the tracking system in elementary and
high school education. Performance on these tests is the
decisive factor for future jobs and opportunities for
higher education. Mentally retarded and slow learning
classes are disproportionately filled with children of -'
minority and poverty backgrounds because of the inability
of this testing procedure to relate to them. The
inherent inequities in this type of culturally biased
testing are further perpetuated 11 the tracking system.

We hold that this type of testing and the accompanying
track system are an arbitrary and discriminatory means
of categorizing poor people. Therefore, the
administration of I-Q tests or their equivalents should
not be used as a measure of a child's potential and
abilities.

(4) This Task Force recognizes and supports the
commitment undertaken by the Federal Government to
provide truly equal opportunities for all citi7ens. In
order to facilitate this goal of proportionate
reoreseitation of poor and minority persons in 4-year
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institutions of higher education, vocational and W4:5(Thr
College education, this Task Force recommends the
following:

Vocational-Technical Education: (a) That the PresitIcrIL
and the Congress significantly increase the amount of
funds available for high- quality vocational - technical
education training for poor youth and, equally important,
that these schools be located within the communities
where poor youth live; (b) That vocational programs be
offered in junior high and high schools for students
whose :talents lie outside the academic sphere so that
they may develop -these talents and receive the praise and
confidence received by academic achievers; (c) That -.tiro rk

study programs be expanded in terms of both, philosophy
and funding. In addition to providing cash income, '-he
high school and college work study programs can be used
as training vehicles to prepare stuaents for a vocation
or profession either temporary or permanent.

Higher Education: (a) That the Educational Oppor(inities
Program (EOP) be not only retained but expanded and _ it

increased funds be made available for the Grant-Ili-i,i,
(GIA) portion of this program, until the goal of
proportionate minority and poor representation is met;
(b) That community junior colleges be within 30 miles of
any potential student and that these institutions
become open-door colleges serving the needs of poor
studerits; (c) That state legislatures throughout the

-country re-evaluate their state scholarship programs and
immediately begin undertaking the direct aid or the
grant approach to assisting students in defraying the
cost of their educational expenses; (d) That a Teacher
Int(/ns'.ip Program be established for residents .of poor
ares While they are being trained; all persons would -
receive an adequate living allowance. They would work
with children, i.ot as mimeograph operators or secretaries.
Training,. which w ild lead to full professional status,
would inclule credits for life experience, work
experience and regular academic courses.

8.3 Today as a direct result of massive indifference
on the part of our government we face a full-scale
housing famine in America. In our country where
43 million Americans do not have an adequate income, as
determined by the Bureau of Labor.Statistics, we find
that all poor people, including welfare recipients, the
unemployed and even the low wage earners, ;.re unable to
buy new homes, renovate old homes or even pay the meager
rents in rent-subsidized housing. We see the only method
of dealing with this mammoth crisis as the declaration
of a national housing emergency; and that concurrently
national economic priorities must be reoriented to focus
on the housing needs of the poor.

In 1949 Congress set a national housing goal - to provide
"a decent home and a suitable living environment for
every American family." Today, 22 years later, we have
not come cloge to achieving that goal. In fact, the
housing needs of the nation's poorest families are more
acute than ever. The Task Force on Poverty is convinced
that the nation's housing programs have not been
implemented to serve the poor. Indeed, housing programs
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for low income urban residents have not reached 10% of
their constituency; in rural areas, they have yet to
reach 5% of those in need.

8.3a Every Americap has a nor '1 and legal right to a
"safe, decent and sanitary home." Further, we feel that
until such time that a guaranteed adequate'income,
consistent with the figures.of the Bureau.of Labor.
Statistics, is instituted for every American, the
government must provide a safe, decent and sanitary
dwelling with adequate space for all Americans, whatever
the cost.

8.3b We call upon the President to declare a national
state of emergency, and reorient national economic
priorities to focus_ on the housing needs of the poor.

To meet this drastic need, we call for the consolidation
of all federal, state, and local housing agencies
(including the Farmers Home Administration) into one
supervisory agency called the National Agency for
Adequate Housing. Extensions of this agency should be
located in all appropriate political subdivisions.

The control of this Agency is to be shared equally, on
all levels, by the administration and those
non-governmental organizations that represent the
recipients of federal housing assistance (such, as the
.National Tenants Organiation and National Welfare
Rights Organization).

This Agency will have a specific mandate to follow
closely the resolutions of this report.

Included in this Agency will be a special unit for
Emergency Rural. Home Developmentto deal with the housing
problems of the rural poor.

8.3c In order to expedite, the construction of low-income
housing, we recommend that at least 50% of'all future
housing starts be in the low income category. Within the
next year, a national housing survey should be made.
This survey will determine by political subdivision the
precise percentage of low-income.housing required. Each
political subdivision will be responsible for the
implementation of the housing survey recommendations.
If any subdivision fails to come into compliance within
6 months of publication of the survey, the governor of
that state shall be empowered.to enforce compliance by
any means at his disposal. If there is a continued
failure to produce the appropriate housing ratio, the
President shall,through the Agency for Adequate Housing,
produce compliance.

Implementation An extensive program for implementation
is included, as an appendix to the Task Force Report on
Poverty.

8.4 Six major obstacles prevent the provision of
adequate physical and mental health services Thr the
nation's poverty population:
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The inability of poor Americans to afford health

care;

A health care delivery system unequipped to serve

the poor chiefly because of geographic
maldistribution of medical personnel and services:

Exclusion of the poor from policy making within the

health care system;

Lack of accountability of governmental and voluntary

agencies;

Lack of effective programs for health and family

life education;

Lack of coordinated planning for the resolution of

the nation's health problems;

The cost of medicine, particularly when prescribed

by brand name, often prohibits the marginally poor

from following their medical programs;

The Task Force recommends that adequate health care be an

inherent legal right of every American. Fulfillment of

this right requires the development of a national health

plan that will include the following elements:

6.4a (1) Universal coverage for all residents of the

United States. No one shall be denied participation

because of income, race, creed, color, geographical

location, age, sex, citizenship status, or for any other

reason.

(2) Comprehensive health services available to all. The

following types of health services should be

provided; preventive, diagnostic, therapeutic,

rehabilitative, health maintenance, and health related

custodial care.

(3) High quality laalth care must be delivered. Program

support should be restricted to those providers who meet

standards of quality, effectiveness, and efficiency

determined by regional accrediting bodies composed of

health care professionals and consumers of health

' ervices.

(4) Equal access to health care delivery system.

Comprehensive and specialized health services should be

distributed throughout the nation in accordance with the

population as a whole and poverty and rural areas in

particular.

(5) Development of additional manpower. Federal monies

should be made available to stimu ate the development of

educational facilities for the training of health

personnel. federal traineeships, loans, and grants to

health care training
institutions should be used to

stimulate the entry of individuals to the health

professions. Supplementary funds should be made

available to studenta from poverty backgrounds and to the

institutions that train them. A related program to

recruit and train paraprofessional personnel rust be

implemented and must include built-in opportunities for

additional training and upward mobility.
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(6) Federal financial incentives to guarantee effective
distribution of health care services. Economic incentives
should be used to promote an adequate distribution of
personnel and facilities so that rural and ghetto areas
may have access to a full range of health services.

(7) Federal support for medical research should receive
a high priority. Special efforts should be made available
to support research designed to identify and solve the
special health problems of ethnic minority groups, such
as sickle cell anemia.

8.4b (I) Consumer _participation in policy-making. At
each level of service delivery, consumers, representative
of the service area of the facility or service, must have
the opportunity to participate, along with health care
prcifesSionals; in the development of policy and the
evaluation of the overall impact of the service delivery
unit.

(2) Attention to case finding and public education.
Regardless of the quality of health care services, these
services will not be comprehensive or adequate for
thousands of Americans unless outreach programs are
included which provide health education and screening
activities, transportation services, rehabilitative, and
follow-up care. The -system should provide that health
personnel reach the consumer at his level of need within
the community. Specific efforts must be directed to
health and family life education within the community ane
school system and tge maximum development of public
health facilities and community resources.

(3) Treatment of miners. While under normal
circumstances it is prudent to involve parents or leeel
guardians of a minor in his treatment elan, the public
welfare sill better be served by removing barriers that
prevent minors from seeking care. It 5s therefore
important to enable health care personnel to provide
treatment and counseling to minors without the
involvement of their parents in the following problem
areas: drug abuse, birth control, and venereal disease.
State and local laws should be changed to facilitate this
practice.

(4) Abortion. It is recommended that the concept of
aborrlon be removed from the legal arena and left to a
decidion that may be reached between the doctor and his
patient.

(5) Voluntary sterilization should he made available to
those who w..sh.it.

(6) We condemn legislation or acts which promote
in oluntary sterilization beceuse we believe that it is a
step toward genocide of poor people.

8.4c Duridg the period of phasing out the present
welfare system the problem of hunger persists. The Task
Force on Poverty recomends that the Administration and
Congress address itself to the question of hunger in
America immee.iately. We recommend:

(1) That the President declare a national hunger
emergency and use the authority he has to assure
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that no American in need goes without federal food
assistance;

(2) That the Food Stamp Program be expanded to every
appropriate political subdivision in the nation;

(3) That the budget request for fiscal year 1972 for the
Food Stamp Program be increased to 2.75 billion
dollars to accomplish reccmmendations (1) and (2),
and 3.5 billion for fiscal year 1973;

(4) That the Department of Agriculture henceforth base
Food Stamp Value of Coupon Allotment on the
low-cost Food Plan ($134 per month for a family of
four);

(5) The Task Force opposes any "Cash-Out" of Food Stamps
in a guaranteed income proposal unless that cash-out
is on a dollar for dollar basis.

8.5 There is a continuing need for better recreation
programs serving poor youth in both urban and rural areas.
One of the most immediate needs of poor youth is in
recreational facilities in their own neighborhoods to
give them "something to do." Adequately funded
recreation programs, proposed by poor youth themselves,
could yield numerous benefits in areas such as crime,
drug abuse, education, and the environment.

Federal aid for youth recreation programs has been
severely limited in the past consisting mainly of
projects initiated by 0E0 gross at the local level or
through the Mayors' Youth Opportunity projects funded by
the President's Council on Youth Opportunity in the
nation's 50 largest cities. These efforts haqe been
wholly inadequate in meeting recreational needs of young
people. Most other federal recreation programs provide
funds only for the building of parks; lakes and other
large public works in recreation programs which are not
accessible to youth in poverty areas.

Because the interest of young people in the country
varies so greatly from regicn to region and community to
community, it is difficult to propose felera] Legislation
to meet this need. With,these difficulties in mind, the
Task Force has drafted the following recommendation
which we think can lay the basic groundwork for improving
the nation's recreation resources for young people.

8.5a We recommend there be established in the
appropriate federal agency a national youth recreation
program which would receive funds from Congress to fund
youth - origin tad recreation proposals from young people
across the country. There would only be two limitations
on the type of project which this agency would fund:
(a) that it would be a recreation project proposed by
poor youth for their neighborhoods, and (b) that the
programs should not coh.pete with or duplicate existing
private effort, unless that effort is not in fact serving
poor youth.
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Implementation There would be a number of details
which would have to be worked out to insure that maximum
utilization was made of the funds available. In most
communities, Community Action Programs, Local Development
Districts or Mayors' Youth Opportunity Offices could be
used as clearinghouse Offices for youth-originated
proposals from their areas. The Task Force recommends
that $10,000,000 be made available on a demonstration
basis, to test the effectiveness of such a program for
one year. Six months after the initial funding of such
recreation programs, they should be reviewed by the
community which they serve to determine whether funding
should continue. The level of program funding should
automatically increase with a downward shift in the
value of the dollar. Persons who are sympathetic with the
economically and culturally deprived should be appointed
in every state and territory of the U.S. to inform poor
youth of the recreational and cultural activities
available in their neighborhoods.

In funding recreation programs in accordance with this
recommendation, special attention should be given to
areas such as Indian reservations where few if any
recreational facilities exist.

It is also recommended that the public schocls do their
part in providing recreational facilities by allowing
their gyms and other facilities to be used by youth on
weekends, after school hours, and throughout the summer.

I

8.6 Manpower programs in the past have not adequately
dealt with the employment problems of poor youth. Poor
youth have been trained for irrelevant jobs which do not
offer them opportunities for upward mobility. They have
not been giver the training and education necessary for
securing self-satisfying jobs in their own communities.
Therefore, we recommend that the following'program be
implemented.

-- A National service learning program should be
established to serve all poor youth between the ages of,
14 and 24.

-- Participants in this program should receive, in
payment for their services, a salary of no less than the
minimum wage with provisions for fringe benefits and
salary increase on the basis of merit.

-- Participants should oe trained for development of
specific skills suited to their need for upward
mobility. They should receive academic credit and also
documentation of their shills which could be used as a
job qualification.

-- Adequate supportive services should be provided,
including counseling, health services, and provision for
tran,;nortation to work.

Length of participation in the program should
vary with indiv.dual skill and needs.
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A follow-up proaram should be established to
ensure placerent in an open jk,b market after participation
in this program.

Implementation A national body, separate from any
existing body, should be established and authorized to
administer this program and all existing youth manpower
programs. It would contract and make grants to local
public and private agencies which would conduct service
learning programs, and it would develop and encourage
greater participation by state and local institutions and
agencies.

An advisory Board, composed of 51% youth, would be
established on a national and local level to advise and
make recommendations to the national' and local . -
administering bodies in the areas of program planning and
coordination.

Education and training of youth participants should take
priority over administrative costs wnen detci- mining
economic anocations.

In areas where the local economy cannot support this
program, such as Indian reservations, Appalachia, migrant
camps and rural areas, funds should be allocated by the
Federal government to develop and implement this program.

A special committee, consisting of a youth majority,
should be established to ensure the implementation of the
afore-listed recommendations.

8.7 In Appalachia, strip mining has caused injury to
miners, black lung disease, and the destruction of
natural resources. In addition, the natural resources of
Appalachia are mined with very little benefit accruing to
the people of the region. This leads fn .only one
conclusion: the industry must be nationalized or
preferably Appalachianized so that the people will have
the power to halt the needless death and human suffering
and be able to :?.claim the wealth generated from the
mining industry which is rightfully theirs.

8.7a An Appalachian Mountain Authority, similar to the
Tennessee Valley Authoiity,should be created to own and
operate the mining industry for the people of Appalachia.
lb) The wealth accrued from this ownership should be
invested in needed public projects for the uplift of the
Appalachian Region.

8.7b Federal legislation should be proposed immediately
to abolish strip mining as a legitimate process for the
extraction of coal from the earth.

8.8 Of all 0E0 programs CAP comes closest to serving
the poor because it comes closest to being a client-
oriented program. .Under CAP guidelines residents of a
poverty community are expected to draw up their short
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and long-range plans and priorities for a local war on
poverty and then wage the battle.

And it is to these recommendations from the lew-income .

residents that the CAP programs must give their first
priorities, This procedure insures the adherence to the
mandate of 1964 legislation bringing OF') into being. The
mandate guarantees that the poor will play a major role in
establishing the programmatic priorities that directly
affect their lives.

The philosophy of felt need by the poor is only viable
and effective when CAP administrators and CAP boards and
loca/ officials refuse the temptation of superimposiny
their values upon the will of the poor.

If some CAP programs have failed to respond to the needs
of the poor, the fault lies not in the basic 0E0
philosophy, but rather in the failure to honor the
premise that the people affected must have a powerful
voice in determining their destiny.

We strenuously object to the recent arbitrarily imposed
across-the-board reduction in funding for all CAP
programs.

CAP funding should instead be based upon the degree to
which a local CAP program responds to programmatic
priorities established by its low-income recipients.

8.9 The coal mining minority group feels that the
Poverty Task Force as a whole was not aware of the true
nature of strip mining and mine safety regulation issues.
Furthermore, specific information was not presented to
the task forces. Neither was there adequate discussion
upon the recommeneation as adopted by the Poverty Task
Force. Therefore, we wish to offer a minority opinion
and alternative recommendations.

Severence tax should be placed upon all coal. The
revenue from this tax should be distributed to the state
and local governments on a 40-60% basis respectively.

- - The minority group recognizes that strip mining is
detrimental to both the physical and social environment.
We further acknowledge that some strip mining can be
accomplished without serious permanent damage to the
environment. It is recognized that certain geographical
features are conducive to strip mining and others are
not. Thus the minority opinion is that a federal mining
agency should be established to formulate and execute
strict strip mining regulations. A possible
implementation of this could be through the establishment
of a federal agency along the lines of the Federal
Reserve Bdard. No one associated with mining could serve
in this agency.

It is recommended that this agcicy formulate and
enforce safety regulations for all mining.
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- This agency should formulate and present to the
local, state and federal governments any proposals that
would improve area development of coal mining regions.

(This statement was presented by a minority caucus. The
Task Force considered it and voted to include it as part
of the record. The Task Force also re-affirmed its
support of the ma)ority recommendation on coal mining.)

Right to Life of the . 8.10 The right to life is guaranteed by our constitution,
Unborn Child .respected by society, and considered by all as a most

precious possession. This, if meaningful at all, must
apply not only to the strong and affluent, but also to
the weak, the poor and the handicapped. It Dust be
defended and protected for all; 1 especially for those
who are least able to defend and protect themselves.
This defense must be embodied in the attitudes and
actions of everyone in our society. But above all, it
must receive the protection of our laws.

APPENDIX I
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Among the weakest and most in need of protection is the
unborn child. This child has the right to be born. This
right must be respected and protected. Its existence
cannot be left to the private determination or whim of
other individuals. It cannot protect itself, but
deserves the defense and protection of a society which
cares for its weakest members. This protection must
find expression in laws which prohibit abortion.

Moreover, the ill-effects of illegal abortion must be
overcome, not by legalizing abortion, but by educational
programs, service and action programs, and by enforcement
of those la4& which prohibit the killing of the unborn
child.

(This state:rent was presented in response to section (b)
4 of the recommendation on Health of the Task Force on
Poverty.)

Housing Recommendation of The Task Force on Poverty.
Strategies for Implementation - committee report on
Housing.

Two-thirds of the inadequate housing in the United States
is found in rural areas. Furthermore, the depressed
economic and housing conditions in rural America are
the cause of the mass migration of the rural poor into
urban ghettos. In light of these facts, the housing
workshop makes the following recommendations:

(a) The establishment of a 5 year Emergency Rural Home
Development Agency, as proposed by the National
Rural Housing Alliance. This agency would be charged
with the responsibility to fulfill all rural housing
needs within 5 years.

(b) That until such time as a guaranteed adequate i.come
consistent with the figures of the BLS is available
for all Americans, each American that is unable to
pay for a dwelling-unit due to low income must be
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provided with a "safe, decent anti sanitary dwelling"
at the government's expense.

(c) That the institution of a guaranteed adequate income
is inseparable from the fulfillment of housing needs.
The low-income persons who are unable to provide
themselves with other needs are also unable to
provide themselves with adequate housing.

(d) The establishment of regional rotating funds to
supply loans for pre-mo::tgage costs and the
homeowners' share of construction costs.

(e) The establishment of regional component housing
industries making use of local natural resources as
materials for building low-income component housing.

(f) The assimilation of Farmer's Home Admiaistration into
the National Agency for Adequate Housing.

(g) The restructuring of housing efforts for it,dians,
including:

(1) the abolition of the practice that Indians
cannot obtain FHA loans because they are wards of
government.
(2) the abolition of BIA control over Indian land.
It is dehumanizing to the Indian that he has no say
over the control and disbursement of his real
property.
(3) the institution of compl,te community control
over decisions relating to housing on the
reservation. This will include free choice to: (a)

institute a self-help program whereby the government
supplies the materials and employs trained,
iiiemployed Indians at a competitive wage to build
their own homes, if they so wish; or (b) reject the
self-help program, at which point it would become
the responsibility of the National Agency for
Adequate Housing to build homes that are judged by
the tribal council to be consistent with the
lifestyles and culture of the tribe.
(4) full implementation of the 1970 Farm Labor Act.

(h) Serving the housing needs of migrant workers,
includiag:

(1) providing specific funds for mortgages for
those migrant workers who are leaving the migrant
stream.
(2) centralized camps providing housing and social
services for the migrant workers who are forced to
leave the migrant cycle.
(3) rest stations every 250 miles on the major
routes taken by migrant workers.
(4) providing mobile homes for those migrant
workers who have the desire and capability to use
them.

(i) We would like to focus attention on the housing
seeds of Alaska. Because of the cistance of Alaska
from the continental U.S. and the distance of
Alaska's welfare from the minds of people in the
continental. U.S., only a pittance of federal money
ever gets to Alaska.
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Since adequate provisions of low income houSing are
directly dependent on increased allocations of money; a:d
since the Federal government is the only feasible source
of the sums needed, we call for a commitment of massive
federal funding in the low-income housing field.

(a) The key to home ownership and property maintenance
is a financially sound family structure. for this
reason we call for the adoption of a Guaranteed
Adequate Income based on the Bureau Of Labor
Statistics' lower standard budget.

(b) The administration must apply pressure to the
nation's financial institutions to insure that they
participate fully in federal mortgage programs such
as section 235 of the Housing Act.

(c) The president must use the power and prestige of his
office to inspire in the American people a commitment
to fulfill the goal of a "safe, decent and sanitary
home for all Americans."

(d) Outmoded and restrictive zoning and building 'codes
should be reviewed in order to allow the use of new
technOlogical breakthroughcz in housing.

(e) The use of the Section 23 leasing program should be
. greatly exp..4nded; and a requirement should be

instituted that 25 to 50% of the occupants of any
Section 23 building be low income.

We must develop an understanding of the role of the
neighborhood. Too often we put a new house into a
tormented neighborhood only to be surprised when the
house is destroyed.

(a) The administration should state publicly the
inseparable relationship between poor housing, poor
health, racism and inadequate education. Further,
the administration must commit itself to solve all
these problems in concert.

(b) The President must make use of the prestige of his
office to assure that all Americans accept the
necessity for a full social and economic mix in
their community. Nothing short of an outright
declaration by the President can be effective.

(c) No Federal program can successfully be imposed on a
neighborhood without the responsible participation
of the community. ct

(d) A metropolitan housing policy should be devised that
can effectively assist in achieving the pr(vious
two points. This policy should give more than lip
service to these goalsriusing capital incentives for
compliance, and withdrawal of funds for
non-compliance.

(e) Metropolitan areas should be compelled to develop
neighborhood scale plans for each community. These
plans should be created by the community residents
with the help of advocate planners assigned to the
community by the National Agency for Adequate
Housing.
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(f) A point of emphasis these plans should be
community determination of allocations for
recreational facilities, parking, green spaces, etc.

(g) A commitment of NAAH's resources to supportive
services for the vitality of the community, i.e.,
day care, drug rehabilitation centers, youth centers
and community health servies. It is further
recommended that these servics be free to all
community people and that co iunity participants
manage the projects 'at all h.iels.

In order to break the pattern o_ slum growth,
comprehensive community maintenance must be instituted.
We must stop the wasteful cycle if allowing communities
to deteriorate to the point her the only cure iLs
massive demolition. We call for a commitment to retain
every existing neighborhood in iu-,erica as a viable and
healthy social unit. We recomcerd.:

(a) A significant commitvmt to the rehabilitation of
existing housing.

(b) That a firm c.onaitment by '7J111 be made to deal with
community capital improvements by matching on a 2-1
ratio all monies expended for residential property
improvements. Capital improvements could be in the
form of playgroUnds, paving, etc.

(c) That private landlords and homeowners be offered
relief of assessment for improvements made to theii
properties. In the case of landlords, incentives
should be given only with the provision that tenants
that live in the dwellings before the improvements
will also live in the dwellings after the
improvements and that their rent levels will remain
con3tant.

(d) That the unemployed be given on-the-job training in
the construction and other vocations related to the
building trade on location in their on neighborhood.
Further, we recommend that job training wages be set
at a minimum of at least $3.00 an hour. Again, we
stress maximum community participation and that
work is optional, not mandatory.

We reaffirm. our belief that all people have a right to a
safe, decent and sanitary home. . In order to facilitate
this basic human right, we recommend the following:

(a) That all tenants in both public and private housing
have the right of a fair hearing prior to eviction
and that NAAH provide counsel to all tenants.

(b) That all tenants be given the right not to pay rent
to paTic or private landlords if the dwelling unit
does not satisfy the requirement of a "safe, decent
and sanitary dwelling."

(c) That a national housing code be developed by NAAH
and that fines be imposed on landlords that do not
comply; funds to go to tenant organizations. ,

(d) That funds for tenant organizations come directly
from NAAH upon request from the community in both
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public and private housing and that all monies are
controlled by community people,

(e) That tenants are guaranteed the right to bargain
collectively with landlords and that a mechanism be
sat up to deal with tenant grievances.

(f) That tenants have the right to withhold portions or
whole payments of rent if the tenant chooses to make
the necessary improvements to the property.

(g) That in public housing on all levels the tenants
represent 51% of the decisr&E-making body.

(h) That HEW cooperate with NAAH to make sure that the
housing needs of welfare recipients are not
overlooked.

(a) The President must use the prestige and influence of
his office to get from the building trades unions a
uommitment to a program of production-line low-
income component housing.. Without this, no
significant progress can be made in alleviating the
housing emergency.

(b) Component nousing tec,Ilology Should be develooed to
make use of the specific natural resources of a
given region. This will allow for a myriad of new
regional industries and will greatly reduce the
shipping costs of the components. In addition, our
country will be able to return to indigenous
regional styles.

(c) Building Codes and zoning ordinances must be revised
to allow for the use of component and mobile housing.

(d) We criticize Operation Breakthrou0 as a
non-commital showpiece to substitute fo- real action.
It's time to stop demonstration projects and get
down to work.

(a) Publicly owned lands should be transferred and used,
wherever possible and feasible, for the development of
new communities. To help disperse the 40,000,000 new
people expected to inhabit our cities in the next ten
years, selfcontained new communities with a high
percentage.of low income housing must be developed.

(b) 'Throughout the nation tLere are cities of under
100,000 population. These cities should be aided in
efforts to provide jobs and services so that they will
grow significantly. This is imperative if ae are to hope
to minimize the mr;ery involved in the continued mass
migiation to our nation's mcgalopolsis.

(a) We'C'all for the President to appoint a blue-ribbon
commission to make specific recommendations as to how
our country can successfully go from a wartime Lo a
peacetime economy.

(b) Component housing offers many opportunites for
retooling existing. factories. This is a key element in
n fl,,,Ipsful attack on the housing emergency.
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(a) Social reaulations controlling the-U.S. Bureau of
Public Roads must be strengthened at least to the point
where BPR must pay for and construct two dwelling units
for each one it demolishes.

(b) -There must be a significant cutback in funds for
BPR. Those funds should. be redirected to urban mass
rapid transit.

(c) Finally, the geatest single negative factor
interfering with progress in the area o housing is the
attitude of our present administration. We have an
insensitive administration that is wholly and consciously
unwilling to respond to a clear crisis.
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All recommendations were approved by the respective
workshops and discussed by the whole Task Force.

We, as members of the Task Force on Race and
Minority Group Relations, have worked from the following
assumptions and beliefs: The majority of this Task
Force realizes that it is impossible to deal collectively
with the concerra of minority groups. We reject the
American concept of the "melting pot". Accordingly,
we rather chose to recognize the unique features of the
cultures of the various minority groups and their right
tc determine the effects of racism on them.

Why does white America need this sickness of racism?
It is up to white America to take the responsibility now
for this sickness which it has caused and perpetuated.

Wnite Americo cannot lean on oppressed minority groups
for the solution of the problems of all Americans,
oppressors and oppressed. All Americans, especially
their youth, must become aware of the discrepancy
between the preachings of what should be done, ane chat
is actually done.

As a result, this Task Force on Race and Minority Group
Relations decided to deal effectively and realistically
with the problem of racism in the United States. This
Task Force recognizes that,any delay or procrastination
on the part of those with power to implement the following
recomendations perpetuates the very real and progressing
cancer of white hegemony and non-white subjugation.

Scientific Racism which stems from faulty premises and
popularizes the myth of inferior and superior peoples
and their respective cultures is the most insidious
form of racism because it permeates the value and moral
structure of American society.

9.1 The Asian Caucus of the Task Force on Race and
Minority Groups Relations met to inform the President and
the nation of the concerns of Asian-Americans.

We, like several other ethnic minority caucuses, face
similar problems brought about by American institutional
racism. We strongly feel that this nation must recognize
the Asian-American concerns along with the other ethnic
minority concerns. Often the Asian-American is ignored
in the discussion of racism; in the discussion o' repre-
sentation in boards, commissions, and jobs; ane I the
discussion of America as a whole. The lack of sian-
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Americans in established institutions is of great concern
.to us.

The Asian-American Cauerrs strongly believes that ethnic
minorities need not conform to the white American culture
and standards. We believe that America should be .a
pluralistic society made up of all races and cultures.

We endorse all twelve recommendations of the Task Force;
however, because we feel that the implementation should
be more specific and strategic, we have made a series
of additions and modifications. We have also added two
recommendations dealing with the repeal of the Emergency
Detention Act of the Internal Security Act of 1950, and
the creation of New American Centers to aid new immigrants
in the United States.

Oppose Racism r 9.1a American institutions must actively oppose racism.

Implementation: The Asian Caucus joins the Task Force
on Race and Minority Relations in naming institutional
racism as a major problem in American society, and it
agrees that more than proclamations are needed.

Textbooks Must
Reflect Racial
Diversity

We also recommend that the President of the United States
officially denounce racism and initiate broad discussions
across the country by community groups, civic and frater-
nal organizations, and churches and other religious
bodies on national, state, and local levels. The Asian
Caucus recommends further that these discussions be held
with the purpose of reviewing for institutional racism,
and that the progress of these reviews be publicized in
newspapers, on television, on radio, and through other
news media.

9.1b Those American textbooks which are used in elemen-
tary schools, secondary schools, and colleges must more
clearly and honestly reflect the diverse racial and
ethnic heritage of this country.

Implementation: The Asian Caucus of the Task Force on
Race and Minority Relations recognizes the concern and
need for accurate minority representation of history,
literature, music, art, and all curriculum. The history
of the Chinese in America is rarely mentioned, although
it has played a significant part in the history of the
building of America. The history of the Japanese
concentration camps is an ugly blot in the history of
the American democracy, and it is never mentioned. The
rich classical and folk literature and arts of the Asian '

and Pacific peoples are rarely studied as part of world
literature and arts.

The Asian Caucus therefore not only recommends that
students, parents, teachers, boards of education and
school personnel, book publishers, and authors demand the
inclusion of Asian perspective in all facets of education,
but that the Federal government establish facilities
and provide funds for the research of the true histories
of minority groups in America and for the development of
the research into curriculum for students at all grade
levels.

Understanding of 9.1c All Americans should be encouraged to know the
Racial Cultures culture of each racial and ethnic group in the country.
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Implemeatation: The Asian Caucus of the Race and
Minority Relations Task Force at the White House Confer-
ence on Youth could well identify with this recommenda-
tion of the Task Force. Misconceptions as to their
cultures and social status were many at the Conference,
as were their own misconceptions of other ethnic groups.

The Asian Caucus therefore also recommends that federal
and state agencies make funds available to racial and
ethnic minorities for the establishment of regional and
national non-profit culture educational centers, as the
Task Force did, with the suggestion that the Federal
government also fund a pilot project to take place at
the University of Hawaii's Center For Cros,s Cultural
Training and Research at Hilo. This pilot project would
bring white members of large American institutions to
workshops in sensitivity to and understanding of peoples
of other ethnic cultures and vice versa.

9.1d Bilingual Bicultural education must becomea
reality.

Implementation: This proposal is particularly of
concern and importance to the Asian Caucus, as there is
a great need for bilingual and bicultural education for.
the Asian immigrants to America. Bilin programs do
exist for Chinese immigrants, but they are not nearly
enough programs to meet the need, and ractically none
exist for Filippino immigrants who have a great need
for them.

The Asian Caucus therefore recommends that Federal
subsidies be made available to states so that every
school with at least 10 percent of its students for whom
English is a second language could provide a free
bPingual-bicultural education program.

9.1.i 'Youth must be given more decision-making respon-
sibilities, especially in areas which directly affect
their lives.

The Asian Caucus asserts that by the very dedication and
hard work that youth have put into the White House
Conference on Youth, that it is both willing and capable
to commit themselves to effecting legitimate political
and social change. At the same time, the minority youth
on the various task forces have shown clear responsi-
bility to the elimination of racism.

The Asian Caucus therefore also recommends to all
Federal, State, and local governments as well as private
institutions which serve youth to include young people
as a significant part of their policy-making bodies, and
that those organizations which serve minority youth
include minority young people as a significant part of
their policy-making bodies. This would include lowering
The age restriction on elective positions to 18 or 21
wherever possible, and involving youth in full partici-
pation in the planning, policy-making, and implementa-
tion of issues which affect them.

9.1f A national campaign should be waged to broaden
meaningful part-time and full-time job opportunities for
racial and ethnic minority youth.
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Implementation: The Asian Caucus recognizes the
positicn of the Task Force that there should exist for
every American a standard of living below which no one
would be expected to live and the fact that many youth
must work to remain in school and/or'support their
families. As members of a minority group, the Asian
Caucus could also strongly relate to the fact that youth
unemployment is heaviest in minority communities.

Therefore, the Asian Caucus joins the Task Force on
Race and Minority Relations in recommending that the
President anti Congress initiate programs to either
create or generate meaningful employment opportunities
for minority youth 16'to 24 in school and out, and that
this work should either be apprentice in nature or give
youth some opportunity to see the wide variety of jobs
which are available. The Asian Caucus further recom-
mends that one step in such change would be the admini-
stration of equival6nce tests to the Civil Service
Examination to racial minorities and the poor, who often
cannot qualify for a job of which they are capable
because they cannot pass a standardized Civil Service
Examination (that is, standardized to American white
values).

9.1g Coordinated recreational, educational, and coun-
selling services must be made available for all youth
tnroughout the country.

Implementation: The Asian Caucus expresses particular
concern for the lack of centers where youth might
gather for recreational or educational purposes in
their communities. Asian poverty communities such as
Chinatown, San Francisco urgently need space, facilities,
equipment, and staff for both day and night recreation
for youth.

The Adlia'n Caucus supports the Task Force's recommendation
for joint community action in the establishment of a
Youth Multi-Service Center, but sees where communities
such as Chinatown may be too crowded to allocate such
space, and where communities such as the Filippino
community in San Francisco may be too poor to establish
such centers. It therefore recommends that public
buildings such as schools and armories be considered as
buildings already established with space and equipment
and suitable for recreation, library use, and tutoring.
State and local governments and agencies should staff,
equip and fund such projects.

9.1h The (Radio and Television) media which lease the
public air waves must begin to better serve their entire
listening and viewing audience.

Implementation: The Asian Caucus strongly agrees with
the Task Force position that the American public is
badly served by the broadcast media. Asians feel that
television has been one of the foremost perpetuators
of Asian stereotypes. Rarely are Asian actors and
actresses cast in any television roles, buth those who
are most often cast as cooks, lauhdrymen, sly spies, or
exotic peoples. Never are they portrayed as the family
next door.

The Asian Caucus also believes that almost no time is
devoted to Asians in public service time, even in
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San Francisco, where Asians comprise about 15% of the

total population. Therefore, the Asian Caucus joins

the Task Force onoRace and Minority Relations in

recommending to the President that he appoint able,

involved members of all minority groups to the Federal

Communications Commission, and that the FCC look to

providing more public service time at prime time)to

serve the interests of the community. This recommenda-

tion is closely related to Recommendation #3, in that

public service time could be used to broadcast cultural

events and documentaries.

The Asian Caucus feels that community control of the

airwaves is essential for obtaining responsive broad-

casting. In addition, it recommends that the Federal

Communications Commission should offer scholarships to

train Asians and other minority groups members for
media staff in order that the coordination and presen-

tation of the news be made by people whose attitudes

reflect the thinking of the minority communities served.
The Asian Caucus also recommends that the FCC require
applications for renewal of licenses to be made public

and to be made at least three months before the expira,_

tion date, in order to ensure public access to and time

for study, consent, or dispute of the station's licence

renewal.

9.1j The concept of educational exchanges of students,

faculty, and administration of different racial, ethnic,
and cultural backgrounds within a city or state should

be endorsed and initiated.

Implementation: The Asian Caucus felt that few people
were aware of their Asian communities, and that both the
members and non-members of the community suffered by it.

Some people know about Chinatown, San Francisco, for
example, and some have even visited it. But few know
about the poverty, sickness, mental illness, juvenile
delinquency, and general frustration which goes on there.
Consequently, most people know a Chinatown which exists

only for the tourists, and little concern is given to
solving its real problems.

Therefore the Asian Caucus also recommends that school
boards and communities throughout the country initiate
dialogue with other school systems inside and outside
of their state to determine the feasibility and desira-
bility of educational exchanges.

9.1k The basis on which Federal expenditures are
determined for youth activities should be applied
equally to Puerto Rico as to the fifty states.

The Asian Caucus joins the Task Force on Race anl
Minorities in recommending x.o the President and the
Congress that the special- formula allowance which is
used for Puerto Rico appropriations be discontinued and
the same basis used for the 50 states be instituted
instead.

9.11 A National Minority Youth Foundation should be
established by the Federal Government to provide grants
to private non-profit youth organizations which offer
innovative approaches to solving the social problems of
racial and ethnic minority youth.
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Implementation: The Asian Caucus believes that the
National Minority Youth Foundation would be important
in spotlighting upon the concerns of minority youth,
and that such a funding source is badly needed for
programs which are worthy but poor in Asian communities.

The Asian Caucus joins the Task Force on Race and
Minority Relations in 'recommending to the President and
Congress of the United States that they investigate the
possibility of establishing such a national body with
the desire of making it a reality within the next three
years.

9.1m The past approach to Indian education should be
abandoned by the Federal Government with the power to
make decisions given to the Indian people themselves.

The Asian Caucus joins the Task Force on Race and
Minority Relations in recommending to the Federal
Government that Indian communities be given the right
to control and opergte their own schools. It is also
our conpern that the Johnson-O'Malley funds which are
presently given to school districts to help Indian
children in public schools be channeled directly to
Indian tribes and communities, thus allowing the Indian
community to either have far (3.0ater influence in those
public schools where large percentages of their children
attend 'or permit them to form their own school systems.

9.1n. Title II, the Emergency Detention Act of the
Internal Security Act of 1950 should be repealed
immediately by the Congress of the United States.

Implementation: This law authorizes thy detention,
imprisonment, and relocation of American citizens
during times of national emergency based upon mere
suspicion without any proof that they have committed
any crime. It authorizes on a continuing basis what
was done to the Japanese-Americans living in the United
States during World War II.

During World War II, thousands of Japanese-Americans
were accused of being dangerous conspirators with the
enemy, although not one was ever arrested for espionage.
They were forcibly evacuated from their homes without
compensation, and relocated in isolated detention camps
as prisoners in various parts of the country. Such
acts were not only unconstitutional, but fully racist.
They denied the judicial process of law, and they
singled out an ethnic minority group to imprison and
punish. The Japanese were shown no evidence or just
cause for.their evacuation, nor were they accorded
the right of fair trial. In the same war, America was
also fighting Germany, yet the German-Americans were not
evacuated and relocated in concentration camps.

As long as this law remains on the books, the rights of
American citizens are in jeopardy. For many years many
people have worked hard to have Title II repealed, but
up until now they have.met with little success. Last
year its repeal was passed by the Senate, but not by the
House. This year, a bill to repeal it has just been
unanimously voted out of the House Judiciary Committee.

The Task Force on Race and Minority Relations of the
White Mouse Conference on Youth opposes the efforts of
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the House Internal Security Committee to amend the
Emergency Detention Act of the Internal Security Act of

1950, and urges its total repeal by the House of Repre-
sentatives and the Senate of the United States.

9.10 New American Centers" should be established in

areas where settlement of foreign immigrants is heavy by
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, in

conjunction with the Department of Immigration; to
assist immigrants in adjusting to the new life they find
in the United States.

Implementation: The proposal for New American Centers
to assist immigrants recognizes the plight of peoples
newly arrived from foreign countries to the United
States. When Chinese, Filippinos, Puerto Ris,ps,
Chicanos, and other groups come to this country, they
face certain problems and have certain needs which only
immigrants have. They do not speak English, and there-
fore cannot seek jobs outside their own ethnic commun-
ities, and their children need intensified bilingual
programs. Since many immigrants, re forced to live in
their ethnic ghettoes, they sharii a common language,
understanding, and way of life. There is an increased
need for clinics, hospitals, and public health services.
Crowded conditions mean more stress, a higher rate of
disease, and less recreation space. Delinquency
increases.

Social service agencies are woefully inadequate in
serving recent immigrants. Federally-sponsored New
American Centers should be established, not to impose
white American values upon the immigrants, but to teach
them essential English and skills for adapting to
American society. This would include providing day care
centers for mothers who must work; offering English
classes which would teach new Americans adequate English
to buy in American stores, use public transportation,
register at hospitals, and perform other activities
essential to daily life. Orientation classes should also
give an understanding of the economic, political, and
social systems which affect them. In addition, tutorial
programs could be set up in these centers, as well as
recreation programs for youth. The list of needs and
possibilities is endless, but it should be emphasized
that such programs would not deny or suppress the native
cultures of the new Americans, but respect it for enrich-
ing the American society as a whole.

The Asian Caucus of the Task Force on Race and Minority
Relations therefore recommends that the United States
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, in con-
junction with the Department of Immigration, establish
New American Centers in areas where immigrants settle in
substantial numbers, seeking to enable immigrant people
of other cultures to survive within the framework of the
American society.
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9.2 We unanimously support the Black United States
Congressmen in their effort to get the Nixon Administra-
tion to respond to their questiOns concerning its
handling of the problems relating to Black people.

9.2a The present institutional structure of racism in
America is unable and unwilling to change by itself.
Only non-white oppressed people can develop viable
opposition and create alternatives to these institutions.
The survival of this socio-economic and political system
depends upon the federal government and other white
institutions making available, on an unconditional
basis, financial and technical resources to Blacks
specifically, and other oppressed people generally, in
programs of self-determination. This investment should
reflect at a minimum the annual military expenditure.

9.2b Initiate a domestic plan to counteract the social
and psychological disorders among Blacks caused by white
racism, i.e., drugs, prostitution, poor housing, etc.

9.2c Education - Resolved that every school, Black and
white, receiving federal funds, require Black Studies
and require that Blacks have representatives on the
Board, which chooses curriculum and books.

Black Studies: (1) The incorporation of Black repre-
sentation in all textbooks at all educational levels.

Course Structure: (1) Courses which impart the know-
ledge necessary for daily life (i.e. home management,
employment, employment information, etc.) should be
"offered. (2) Courses should be offered to prepare
non-college-bound-youths for an adequate family income,
(i.e. trade schools, vocational studies, etc'.).

go.
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Teaching Requirements: (1) "Humanism" incorporated
into the rules of teaching. (2) College level future
teachers should be required to learn how to deal with
the socially deprived, mentally retarded, the exceptional
child, etc.; teachers should be granted tenure only
after evaluation in terms of competence and-effective-
ness; and teaching resources should reflect the needs
of all students.

9.2d'' We recommend that United States Foreign Policy
must be guided by the universal principle of "equality"

of all peoples: (1) We demand a change in immigration
policies to make entrance into the United States from
Black and white countries the same. (2) .We demand an
equality of Foreign Aid and assistance (technical and
monetary) for all countries.' (3) The United States
cease the investment and economic control (and therefore
governmental control) which make developing nations of
Black and non-white countries become satellites of the
U.S. (4) -Promote the exchange of Black personnel
among diplomatic staff and terminate the promotion of
division among blacks and other oppressed peoples.

9.2e -Institutional racism has manifested itself in the
employment of racial and ethnic minority youths. This .

is evident in the discrimination practices in apprentice-
ships and labor unions and employment standards set by
agencies which systematically exclude minorities because
of their socio-economic background. The employment of
ninority youth is essential to the upward mobility of C.-le
Alack People.

The Black Caucus on Race and Minority Group Relations
resolves that the President of the United States, the
Department of Labor, and National employment agencies
and Unions be advised by minorities affected by inequi-
table employment practice and initiate from their
recommendation programs to counteract these conditions,
and that: (1) All employment examinations be designed.
with questions relevant to the job sought. (2) Creation

qof labor force minimum quotas for minority labor involved
in public works. (3) Extensive apprenticeship and on-
the-job training with incentive pay be established and
expanded among minority youths not enrolled or unable to
enroll in school. (4) That t e Federal government
establish programs for s employment among minority
.students who depend on these earnings to continue their
education. (5) That a proportionate quota of the
proposed revenue sharing funds be raised by state govern-
ments for establishing apprenticeship and on-the-job
training programs among minority youth. (6) That
re-establishment and expansion of these programs such as
the N.Y.C. be immediately initiated in order to prevent
frustration and sublimation of minority youth energies
in lawless violence channels. (7) That the Federal and
state government influence and solicit the establishment
of industrial development in minority group areas which
would utilize minorities in all levels of management and
labor.
1

9.2f All Federal authorities support the proposition that
significant segments of the population are entitled to
programing service which meets their needs and interest.
The Supreme Court has stressed the public right to
receive suitable access" to ideas and problems of
interest and concern to their communities. Be it hereby
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resolved that the Federal Government iecognize and
dedicate 1/2 hour per night of prime network time to the
on-going task of reporting and implementation of all
resolutions formulated at the 1971 White House Conference
on Youth. The total content of all productions will be
controlled by minority youth. Programs will be produced
be each specific ethnic grout...

9.2g Institutionally, the electoral process frustrates
Blacks and other minorities because of the power
structure of the two major political parties. In regard
to this, we recommend that:' (1) A massive and concerted
effort toward implementation of programs be made for
greater voter registration as,well ae voter education.
(2) Various federally funded institutions be established
to insure adequate safeguards against intimidation and
infraction of the rights of voters at the polls.

9.2h Since its inception, the United States has main-
tained.a racist and dual system of law enforcement and
criminal justice. This has resulted in a dispropor-
tionate amount of Black and other minorities being found
guilty of crimes and the subsequent moresevere sentences.
Consequently, depending on the locality, penal institution
Tortain from 601 to 80% minorities despite the fact that
these comprise less that 16% of the total population.
Pbrases such as "crime in the stre4t" or "as man's house
is his castle," "no-knock" laws and "search and seizure"
techniques, have all contributed to making a law and
order society and not a just society. The Black Caucus
concluded thet there can be no law and order today with-
out the right combination of law-order and justice.

To help achieve this, federal, state, and local govern-
ments must insure that funds received under the Law
Enforcement and Criminal Justice Act or direct grants
from the Department of Justice are used to: (1) promote
better police-community relations,H2) recruit more
minority group policemen, (3) revamp courts, (4) humanize
our penal institutions and improve the delivery system
of justice -- as opposed to purchasing anti-riot equip-
ment and other hardware, which serves to further oppress
ghetto residents.

We are also concerned that too few juries consist of a
...jury of peers" in cases involving Blacks.

Finally, we must reinstate for Black people the system
of justice which indicates that a person is innocent
until proven guilty. The situation that surrounds Black
Liberators suggest that the reverse is true -- Blacks are
guilty until proven innocent.

Why are drug allowed to flourish in Black communities?
Get drugs out of our community. Stop the financiers.
Stop the pushers.

Why are young black women allowed to prostitute in full
view of observing police? Replace corrupt policement
with Blacks who care. The connection between prostitutior
and drugs is obvious.

When young Blacks are imprisoned they are questioned by
parole boards about' political concepts, i.e., what do
you think of the Black Panthers? The Muslims? 'Angela
Davis? Questions normally asked whites about rehabilita-



tion factions such as jobs, housing and sponsorship are
not considered. These are institutional acts of,
"genocide."

Health and Welfare 9.2i We resolve that: (1) Funds for health care be
made available to all Black people to cover the full
cost of doctor's fees, medicine, and hospitalization for
both mental and physical health problems. (2) The
Black woman has the freedom to control her own body. It

must remain her choice to decide whether and when she
will give birth. (3) There be adequate prenatal and
post-partem care for all Black mothers and children.
(4) Massive financial aid be invested intc(bringihg
the percentage of Blacks in professional capacities in
the field of medicine up to the percentage of Blacks in
the population as a whole. (5) Guaranteed annual
income be instituted by the federal government in
accordance with its responsibility "promote the
general welfare" of its people. We reject, however,
philosophy that in order for a human being to survive
he must agree to perform degrading tasks in dead-end
jobs for slave wages. (6) The welfare system be
humanized so as to reflect in its administration a
respect for the inherent worth of every individual. An
individual whose dependence is the result of institu-
tional racism at work on all levels of society must not
be patronized and condescended to by those who have
succeeded in the system at his expense and,who continue
to prosper solely because he exists. (7) The admini-
strators of the welfare system be prohibited from
requiring the acceptance of white standards of behavior,
family structure, and culture of those Black people
who seek their rights under the system.

Implementation 9.2j In order to implement the above recommendations,
as well as those of the minority group caucuses:

We recommend that the President create a cabinet level
Department of Racial and Linguistic Minority Group
Affairs; that this department be headed by a member of
the concerned groups; that its staff be composed of
persons in proportion to the representation of these
minorities in the national population; that this depart-
ment be empowered to advise and make binding recommenda-
tion to all other departments, offices, and bureaus of
the federal government on their aspirations, programs,
and staffing as these areas impinge on the rights and
privileges of racial and linguistic minorities; that this
department translate and interpret the desires and
aspirations of racial and ethnic minorities to all other
agencies of the federal government; that 4t develop and
submit legislation to the Congress of the United States
representing the requirements and demands of its client
groups; that it incorporate into its organization a legal
staff which will represent minorities in class actions
on all levels of the judicial system; that this depart-
ment be charged with the implementation of the recommen-
dations of the Race and Minority Group Relations Task
Force of the White House Conference on Youth as its
first priority.
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9.3 The goal of our workshop is to explore the basic
cause of racism and to determine that this group can do
to encourage its elimination. In accordance with the
Kerner Report we believe that a basic problem is white
racist attitudes and institutional income. Many

/recommendations are made and will be proposed; however,
we believe that recommendations will not be implemented
effectively as long as white racist attitudes exist.

With the belief that we need to re-educate our white
people and ourselves, we have come up with the following
suggestions for re-education and awareness of racism:

Part of the reason for racism is the use of oppressed
minority groups a5 scape goats for frustration that
racist whites e.sperience in their lives and especially
their work situation.

One way to give white people an understanding of what
it is to .be discriminated against, is role playing
exercises.

We rbcommend that these exercises will be studied and
carried out in the context of, fo,. instance, education
and employment.

National Youth 9.3a We support the concept of the National Youth
Cultural Exchange Cultural Exchange Program. Each year and especially in
Program the summer, community groups, and community agencies hire

groups of youth from their communities. This nation
has racial and ethnic groups which have similar problems
and are knowledgeable in their own problems and are not
communicating as organizations as part of a national
forum. If we could have a National Cultural Exchange
program the youth themselves, Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto
Ricans, Italians, Indians, Asians and youth from other
ethnic and economic groups could go to other sites of
community action with leaders and work in other organi-
zations in other states and see the basic unity and
common problems and common solutions shared by the
entire community of youth, black, brown, white or yellow,
red, rich and poor.

9.3b One institution where white ethnic groups have
gained and held power is the labor union. We deplore
the racism in these unions which have denied 3rd world
people admission to the unions. Apprenticeship positions
should be opened to minority groups in proportion to
their representation in the community.

9.3c (The Fred Hampton Memorial Resolution)
Police harassment of minority communities has a continuous
form of institutional racism. This must end. We there-
fore propose: (1) Community elected citizen review
boards to handle complaints from the community and to
sensitize police departments to the needs and problems
of the community. (2) Minority groups represented in
number and in rank on the police force in proportion to
their number in the city. These representatives should
be organized and allowed to work in the community which
they represent. (I) White police should be better

Apprenticeship
Opportunities

Police Reforms
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educated to cope with minority groups. On-going
sociological and psychological consultation should be
available to aid in handling racial problems.

9.3d Expansion of Task Force Recommendation #1 that
American institutions must actively oppose racism.

--Denunciation of racism must come from leaders in
the White ethnic communities--rabbis, ministers, priests,
and community leaders have the power to influence their
groups.

--Church facilities should be opened to community
Groups especially those churches in the central city-
for day care centers, tutoring projects, and community
group meetings.

--If the churches do not vocally support and act on
these suggestions, then their real property should s

lose their tax exempt status.
\ \.

9.3t! The President must realtze his responsiblity to
use his appointive and directive powers to put a higher
caliber of judges with stronger social conscience into
the judicial system and appoint in other bureaucratic
positions dedicated people with attitudes empatheti6
to the oppressed situation of many of this country's
people.

9.3f In the area of housing some of the current inequi-
ties would be changed by the following: (1) A larger
program of home loan underwriting muss be instituted.
(2) Strong fair trade commissions with direct powers
must be set up to police the area of real estate sales
and rentals. (3) The concept of scattering small
units of public housing throughout a community from
center city to suburbs should be instituted. (3a) The
construction of Public Housing Projects and renovation
of buildings for use as public housing might easily
provide an area for youth training and employment.

9.3g The Neighborhood Youth Corps program of the United
State Department of Labor is an appropriate means to
broaden meaningful job opportunities for minority youth.
However, due to limited funding, the N.Y.C. has not been
allowed to develop to its fullest capacity and has
therefore been limited in its effectiveness in youth
development. To the endof making a better N.Y.C. for
minority youth, the following points are proposed:

:1) That additional funds be appropriated for the N.Y:C,
in these areas: (a) the establishment of a youth
development planning department to help local N.Y.C.'s
cultivate and design meaningful programs; (b) additional
counselors and enrollers hired at the current minimum
wage standard; (c) monies earmarked specifically for
educational equipment and programs; and (d) a raise in
the hourly week for all programs.

(2) Substitution of the current Labor Department
standards designating "poor" from the national $3600/
family of four to separate regional standards.

(3) Dropping the current guidelines pertaining to job
site qualifications (i.e. municipal, governmental,
non-profit agencies) to include private businesses and
industries providing these private firms will provide a
designated degree of enrollee training. This would
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greatly enlarge the N.Y.C.'s capacity to provide the
enrollee with more meaningful and productive work
experience.

9.3h In c.he area of desegregation the law rust be applied
with equal force to all school systems.When desegregation
is ordered and implemented, federal and state aid must
be given to the affected systems to expedite and enrich
this mixing. This aid takes the form of appropriations
for items such as buses, multi-cultural educational
material, new buildings and more teachers.

9.3i We want a statistical study done of the Italo-
American population of the United States.

In many of the major urban cities the Italo-Americans
are plagued by lack of education, decent housing and
drug addiction and many of the problems that confront
our black, brown, red, yellow and poor white brothers
and sisters from other ethnic groups. We recognize our
needs and position of oppression and we want our
statistical position defined on every level and locality- -
education, health, housing, income and race relations
and attitudes.

9.3j We note that the system of education of Italo-
American youth and other white ethnic groups give a
distorted view of the history of the white ethnic groups
in America and we feel this has contributed to distorted
racist actions and attitudes on the part of all whites
in general. We see, in the history of the United States,
the pitting of working class ethnic and racial groups
against each other on the part of the Economic System
which has worked to divide all the oppressed peoples of
the U. S. and the world. We demand that this be exposed

. in the American educational system so that all oppressed
minorities of all colors may recognize who their oppres-
sors are and work toward recognizing those areas of unity
between all oppressed peoples, black, brown, yellow, red,
and white.

9.3k The schools in the United States are becoming
overcrowded custodial institutions. We support the
concept of a Nation -1 Training Program conducted on a
local basis whereby the youth can learn how to fulfill
themselves as human beings as well as providing them
with a rewardiig way to make a living. We support the
concept of the work study program whereby, starting in
the Junior High, a youngster could pick a vocation or
profession they might be interested in, and with the
cooperation of the I.bor unions, professional organiza-
tions and school systems, work in these jobs as aides
and/or apprentices. This system would militate against
racist and discriminatory practices and traditions by
existing trades and professions since they will have to
relate to the students as they are referri to them by
the school system. This would open the trades and
professions up to all minorities and would give tradesmen
and professionals a much needed line of communication with
all young people on a one to one basis, as well as
opening the doors to youth who have been systematically
excluded from these Fields.

NON-ETISIO/WORKSHOP 9.4 Racism is thn fundamental cancer of American
Society and its eradication should be the paramount
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objective of all Americans. To this end we make the
following recommendations:

9.4a We recommend that the President of the United
States, by means of a major television address, within
the next six (6) months, officially denounce racism as
the cancer of this society and call for action across
the country by community groups, civic and fraternal
organizations, businesses, churches and other religious
bodies, county, municipal state governments, and the
federal government, for the immediate confrontation with
this problem.

9.4b And be it further stated that it is not only the
responsibility of the President of the United States,
as previously stated, but there must be action by every
agency, public and private, social and religious, includ-
ing churches of all faiths, to establish priority programs
supported by the allocation of substantial human and
material resources.

9.4c We recommend a more vigorous enforcement of federal
laws in the area of civil rights, and to this end there
should be increased budgetry appropriations to permit
substantial increases in the staff of the civil rights
division of the Department of Justice and other agencies
responsible in the area of Civil Rights.

9.4d We urge Congress to enact without further Oelay
proposed legislation to provide financial aid to those
schools charged with carrying out plans designed to cure
both de lure and defacto segregation to the amount of
not less than 1.5 billion dollars in the fiscal year
1972.

9.40 We strongly recommend that each voting citizen
thoroughly investigate and make public the background and
affiliations of each candidate in regard to racism.
Furthermore, the voters should seek from each candidate
a statement of his positic'ns with regard to racism.

9.4f We recommend those American history text books which
are us:A in elementary and secondary schools and colleges
must more clearly and honestly reflect the diverse racial
and ethnic heritage of this country. And further, that
up to date pamphlets containing information regarding
such textbooks be made available and distributed to
faculties and sch.aol board members by Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

9.4g There should be incorporated in school curriculumn
at all levels, studies which lead to the understanding
of the multi-athnic nature of our society. In order to
facilitate this workshop type courses concerning
learning of different cultures be made available and be
required of all teachers retruning to universities for
required additional credits.

9.4h We recommend the revision of I.Q., admission and
other tests which are discriminatory. We demand there
be reasonable alternatives faking into account language,
cultural, ethnic and economic environment of persons
being tested according to evaluation objectives.

9.4i We recommend that a student loan program be esta-
lished to provide higher education ti all students in
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America. Financial institutions will make the loans and
a secondary market will be created at the Federal level.
No repayment should be required until graduation. The
term of repayment should be graduated and depend on
individual circumstances.

9.4j We recommend that every school with at least 10%
of its Jtudents for whom English is not a "first
language", establish a free, bilingual-bicultural program.
We particularily recommend special programs to teach the
English language to the non-English speaking stvdents in
their own native tongue.

Meaningful 9.4k We recommend that the President and Congress
Employment initiate programs to either create or generate meaningful

employment opportunities for minority youth 16 to 24, in
school and out, enlisting full support by both management
and labor. This work should either be apprentice in
nature, or give youth some opportunity to see the wide
variety of jobs with are available.

New Jobs

Counselling Centers

Minority
Counsellors

Mass Media

We endorse the executive order directing building trade
unions to open up opportunities for apprenticeship for
minority groups and the proposed regulations requiring
compliance if necessary. We recommend extension of
this order to include all industry.

9.41 We endorse the Accelerated Public Works Bill
pending in the United States Senate which would provide
funds to help local gover=ents to create new jobs in
such areas as Environment. This is complementary to the
Economic Development Law.

9.4m We recommend that youth themselves begin the initial
investigation to determine if coordinated recreational,
educational and counseling centers can be established in
their neighborhood, town, or city. Comprehensi-e lists
of all organizations involving youth should be compiled
and distributed in these communities. We also feel that
these bodies that have youth programs be responsive to
th needs of all minority youth groups and explore the
possibility of joining with other organizations with
similar interest to establish such a center. Funds
should be made available by Federal, State, Local, and
private agencies.

9.4n We recommend that schools provide minority
councelors when there is at least 10% of a minority
group of students within the student body.

9.4o The radio and television media which is licensed
by the public to use the air waves must begin to better
serve th' entire listening and viewing audience in a
manner represents the pluralistic nature of this
audient.e.

To this end, we recommend,
(A) The President of the United States should appoint
able, involved minority group members to the Federal
Communication Commissin and encourage that body Lo
concern itself with the complaints of inadequate repre-
sentation of community interests.

(B) The mass media be urged to correct the kind of
stereotyped reporting whtch portrays ethnic groups and
working class people in an unrealistic and negative light254
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and provide regular, prime time, high-quality programs
on the rural, suburban, racial, ethnic and social aspects
of American Society. In this regard, we recommend that
the television media seek to include inter-racial families
in their regular programming.

(C) We endorse the ideology of the programming on
National Educational Television (NET) and we urge the
greater use of educational television in combating
social injustices, furthering the interests of local
communities, and , ,nerally in bringing people closer
together.

9.4p We recognize that parties to inter-racial marriage
face prejudices from many directions, including their
own racial groups. We recommend that efforts be made
to eliminate the severe pressures these couples and
their families encounter in most of the United States.
In fulfilling this objective, we recommend that when
the President makes his statement against racism that
he asks the American people to extend to inter-racial
families the same respect of personal liberties as any
other American family.

9.4q We charge the National Commission which has been
chartered to celebrate the Bi-Centennial of the Delara-
tion of the American Independence that it establish as
one of its primary goals for presentation to the Nation
the establishment of a truly pluralistic society and the
elimination of racism and discrimination in any form.
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9.5a Por cuanto: Esta sumamente claro las agencies
que aplican la ley a diferentes niveles y especificamente
las de nivel top al, no estan cumpliendo trabajo satis-
factorio; es mAs, en muchos casos estas agencies obsta-
culizan el proceso por el cual se remedian las numerosas
injustic,i.as sufridas por las personas de hable hispana
en los dltimos aAos. Se necesitan representantes ante
las cutidades pUblicas que provengen de la comunidad y
que/protejen a esas comunidades del abuso y discrimi-
nacion por agencies publicas que no tienen escrupulos.

Demandamos: Que el presidente prepare a inicie un plan
a d9s iiRos en cual representantes de hable hispan,
segun nombrados agentes del orden federal y que al
volver a dii.chas comunidades, apliquen que al presente
no se estan aplicando por nuestras supuestas agencias
pdblicas en las comunidades de hable hispan que estos
nuevos agentes del orden identificuen a aquellos agentes
que en el pasado no han cumplido con su deber correcta-
mente. Este progrima entrenaria a estos nuevos agen/tes
en las diferentes areas de ley con la cual trabajaran,
oomo Derechos Civil6LS, Brutalidad Policial, etc.

9.5b Por Cuanto; No hay necesidad de ruetir los
problemas que la comunidad de hable hispana ha sufrido
bajo esta sociedad. Euestros hijos conocen la falta de
la ens9ftanza de nuestra cultura en las instituciones de
este pais conocernos el racism° en los libros de las
escuelas. Que hemos tenido muchos problemas tratando de
establecer nuestras escuelas, problemas legales y finan-
ciero ;, hasta con las leyes locales sobre educac..4n.
Tambien reconocemos que el presente concepto de inte-
graciclp no sirve su prppcfsito; al contrario, la inte-
gration de la poblacidn de habla hispaR'a con los
gabachos, en este tiempo, resultarA en la opresion de
nuestra cultura. Puede que estoa comentarios estfmulen
dudes; que algunog nos acusen de recistas de nacional-
istas, y hasta de amenazar el sistema educacional de
gabacho. Pero tenemos que decir que nosotros creemos
en la Raza Cosmica y su ideal, y que la gentes de hable
hispa"ria pueden construir su propio sistema de educaci6n.

9.5c Por Cuanto: Las cadenas de radio y television
han periatido a las agencias de publicidad explotat,
ridiculizar y abusar,del sentido de decencia de las per-
sonas de habla hispana.

Han causado mucho resentimiento entre los grupos min-
oritarios, especialmente entre los grupos de habla
hispaRb. Ejernplos de este tipo de publicidad son de-
masiadas numerosas. Creemos que la Primera Enmienda
de la Constitucion (Libertad de Expresion y de Palabra),
no es aplicable cuando se usa pare reprimir a la gente,
cualquiera que esta sea; esto se hace con respecto a
la actitud mental y fisica de las gentes de habla
hispana. Est tipo de publicidad solamente puede lograr
la perpetuacion del racismo y consecuytemente debe ser
eliminada de los medios de comunicacion.
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Demandamos: Que la Autoridad Federal de Comunicaciones
suspenda, revoque o adjudique multas no menores de
$5,000,ni mayores de $10,000 a cualquier radioemisora o
estacion televisora que transmita publicidad racista de
cualquier clase.

9.5d Por Cuanto: Tradicionalmente, los programas de
ayudas federales a Puerto Pico han sido en proporcidn
menor a los Estados de la Union., En una sociedad donde
la mayoria consiste deiniaos y jovenes y en periodo donde
la imagen de la juventud puertorriguarla es una de in-
dividuos preocupados por el futuro de la comunidad; es
esencial que la mayor ayuda federdl sea dada a Puerto
Rico.

Recomendamos: Que se considere al Estado Libre Asociado
de Puerto Rico en un plano igual a los 50 Estados de la
Union, con respect9 al presupuesto Federal para activi-
dades de la juventud.

Demandamos:

(1) To4os los tribienales deben proveer servicios de
traducidn adecuada y consistente cuando haya personas
de hable hispana en dichos tribunales.

(2) Deben proveer fondos federales para ins trucion
bilingue en to,dos distritos,escolares donde la poblacion
de habla hispana est6 presente.

(3) Tcdas estadistic5s del censo deben incluir cate-
gories irr3icando el numero de Chicanos, Puerto Ricans,
y otros grupos habla hispana en cada area.

(4) El gobierno federal debe poner suma importancia en
la mejora de la educacion, salubridad y Welfare y sis-
temas de justicia para trabajadores migratorios.

(5) El gobierno de los Estados Unidos debe poner suma
imr-Irtancia en las relaciones firms con el Latino
America.

9.5e Por la presente: Demandamos que el Gobierno
Feder.il termine inmediatamente todos los contratos con
las Uniones dy la industria de constucciA que no tienen
representadob proporcional de la minorias del area
donde operan. Demandamos tambien que estos contratos
seen adiudicados a las uniones de la industria de con -
strucci5n que tienen una representaLidn proporcional
de negros, Chicanos, puertorriquenos y otros grupos
ninoritarios.

9.5f Deplandamos: Que el Presidente crep una agencia de
Educacion Hispdra; que dicha organizacidn sea operada
por personas de habla hispana. Este agencia tendrd'el
siguente proposito:

a. La utilizacion efectiva de los fondos asignados zara
el use en instituciones educacionales de habla hispana.

b. Cl reconapimiento academic° a las instituciones bajo
su jurisdicion.

c. La proteccion de los derechos de estas escue]as y
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sus estudiantes.

d. La fiscalizacion de los fondos para ayudar a los
profesores, administradores y estudiantes de dichas
instituciones y para remunerarlos a un nivel aceptable.

9.5g Demandamos: Que la ley de
nivel de 54.00 la hora para los
ao despues se presenten resoluc
costo de vida.

Que todos los traba
domesticos e- los Estad9s Unidos
por la ley de salario minima y q
apliquen tambign 'a los trabajudo
tarjeta verde, etc.

salario minim° se suba al
abs 1971-72 y que cada
Tones -le acuerdo con el

jadoz.z.s migratorios y
deben estar cubiertos
ue estas leyes se
res oigratorios de

9.5h Por cuanto: Today las agencias fuderales que no
contienen como parte de,su personal la proporcion de
personas de hable hispana en relacidn a su proporci6n
con el total de la poblacidn son racistas y discrimina-
torias,

Por lo tanto: Se demanda que el Presidente por orden
ejecutiva estienda un mandato por el cual cada departa-
mento feder41 implemente inmediatamente un programa.de
adiestramiento que ponga en posiciones de responsabilidad
en todos los niveles federal, administrativos, a personas
de habl hispana con relacion a su proporcion en la
poblacidn total.

e,

9.51 Por Cuanto: El Comite de Habla Hispana del Taller
de Trabajo de Racismo y Grupos Minoritarios, despues de
revisar las recomendaciones pertinentes, cree y declara
que dichas recomendaciones son ambiguas y que detraen
del verdadero problema del Racismo.

Consequentemente, hews rechazado
dichas recomendaciones y en consideracion de los 12
milliones de personas de habla hispana presentamos a
esta Honorable Asamblea, las siguientes recomendaciones:

RecomendaciOn: Que las tres agencias federales se or-
ganizen a responder a las necesidades de las personas de
habla hispana:

a. El gabinete Y Comite para las per-
sonas de habla hispgin y sus negocios.

b. Oficinas para las personas de habla
hispana y negocios HEW

ti
c. Oficinas para las personas de habla

hispana y negocios, U. S. Oficina de educacion.

Que se responda inmediatamente a lo
siguiente:

1. Que active sus respectivos comites
de consejos

2. Incluir estudiantes y otros jovenes
en la, comunidad.

9.5j Por cuantos: Oue de los 40 millones de personas pobres
en estiTiTs, dgnde circulan cupones de alimentos, solo
un porcentaje minimo es incluido.

9.5k Recomendamos: Que en orden de dar Lula oportunidad
adecuada a todos los cuidadanos nacionales de habla
hisparTA, nosotros pedimos al Congreso de los E. U. de
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Norteamerica la implementacion de un programa bilingue,
largamentepropuesto, Un programa que debe de ser im-
plemantad9,en todas las comunidades urbane& y rurales de
esta Nacion para que se le cree al nilb una conciencia
bilingue, una temprana edad, por ejemplo: en el area
del desarrollo human°. El objeto de este programa es
de prover al participante la base de oonytinuidad en
relacion en la comunidad integrada. Asi la implemen-
tacien del programa eliminara las oportunidades de
discriminacien en nuestras escuelas. Agregando programas
proponemos el empleo de maestros de habla hispana,
acreditados en una forma adecuada. Por ejemplo, el
ayudante de maestro, maestro profesional bilingue, y
personas que sirvieron como asistentes. Tambien personas
que seran preparadas y que eventualmente serail maestros
pr4cticos acreditados.

9,51 Demandamos: Que el Presidente cree un fondo federal con
el.propdsito de establecer un programa para estudiar la
validez y efectividad de los examenes que sirven para
determinar que estudiantes estan capacitadq,s para entrar
en las universidades y colegios de este pais. Los
examenes que seran revisados son los de SAT, GRE, y ACT/. ,

Los foridos federales seran distribuidos a una asociacion
nacional reconocida como el "College Entrance Examina-
tion Board".

Estos fondos seran adjudicados a esos pro-
graimasque como el "College Entrande Examination Board"
quieran estudiar hondamente la validez de dichos ex-
amenes. Un ejemplo de dichas organizaciones es la
"Mexican- American Youth Organization de Austin, Texas.

9.5m Demandamos: Que por los cambios generales en esta
sociedad, nacen necesario abrir el razonamiento nacional,
especikmente del gobierno que sirve a la sociedad de
habla hispa1'a.

Empezando con agencias y fondos asignados
por el Congreso para las mejores y cambios necesarios
de estas minorias con gran enfasis en grupos de gentes
envualtas en empleos temporales de la agrj.cultura (con
interes especial para avudar a los trabajadores emigran-
tes inter-estatales).

Las razones son las siguientes: La falta
de entendimiento cultural; la falta de entendimiento
economic° y la falta de entendimiento de idiomas. El
objecto es de crear sensibilidad en las personas em-
pleadas para servir y proveer servicios. El plan sera
que la agencia a programa debe reclutar o pagai persona
qud reciba entrenamiento "sensitivo en relacidn a min-
orias". Punto esencial para las funciones necesarias,
si estas agencies reciLen fondos federales, o estatles
para lo ya mencionado.

Como ejemplo podemos citar la falta de
personal de habla hispana en esp, la Conferencia de
la Casa Blanca sobre la Juventud, demostrando asi la
falta de consideracion con las minorias.

9.5n Dirigida al gobierno federal de los Estados Unidos
de America.
La Task Force en pobreza declare: /
Educacion - Empleos en General: Por los cambios gene-
rales en esta sociedad, es necesario iluminSr el razon-
amiento de comunidad, especialmente la del govierno que
sirve a esta sociedad, empezando con aquellas agencias
y pondos proporcionados por el congress para iluminar
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los prOblemas de las minorias de habla Hispana que se
encuentran en zonas rurales, en grupos de trabajadores
mig;atorios inter-estateles y en la agricultura tem-
poral.

1. Presente privaciop economica.
Presente privadi6n socigl.
Presente falta de representaciAp politica.
Presente falta de representaci6n total.

9.50 Pedimos Lo Siguente:

Que el sistema del servicio civil, nacional, estatal y
en 'general.

Elimine los requisitos de empleo en todas las agencias
responsables de.dar servicios, generales a la suciedad
de habla hisparia

Inmediatamente dirigi6os a agencias coao:

A todo nivel Civil Service,-Interhacional, Federal,
Estatal y de ciudad,

Ejenplos:

Prisiones, Hospitales, Clinic 3.

Servicikos Informativos y Beneficencia Pub)i
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All recommendations were drafted by the workshops and
voted on by the entire Task Force.' Two discussion
groups, Political Action and Citizen Effectiv-: an
Society's Responsibility to the Individual, r

formulate specific recommendations. The Prea, _le was
outlined by a committee of discussion group leaders,
drafted by four of these and revised and approved by the
entire Task Force.

10.1 We agree with the findings of the 1970 White House
Conference on Children that the effects of racism repre-
sent the greatest threat to the nation, and we assert
that the arts constitute the most immediate and powerful
force working towards the elimination of racism.

The communion among people who share an artistic expres-
sion makes prejudice base and elevates the quality of
being human.

Art, being essential to the spirit of man, is a creative
experience between the giving artist and the giving
audience.

We strongly support the diverse cultures and their ar-
tistic expressions which collectively are the Nation.

The well being of the United States demands a firm corn-
mitment to the arts to reverse the perilous decline in
the sense of what it means fo be an American. Massive
financial assistance will be required to accomplish this
goal.

10.1a Be it resolved that: (1) The National Foundation
for.the Arts and Humanities become a permanent, inde-
pendent agency Of the government. (2) That a post of
Director of the Naticnal Foundation for Arts and Humani-
ties be created at the cabinet level.. (3) That the
National Endowment for the Arts receive its full appro-
priation within the limits of the existing legislative
authorization for fiscal 1972 and 1973. (4) That by
fiscal 1974 the appropriation for the National Endowment
for the Arts be increased to no less than $1.00 per
person. (5) That 40% of all program funds of the
National Endowment for the Arts be placed into the
Developing Arts Program as of fiscal year 1972. (6) That
no less than 1/3 of State Arts Council Pr-gram funding
fro'm all levels be applied to ethnic and pc;verty art
programs. Further, that these allocations be enforced
by the National Endowment for the Arts and no federal
arts funding be allocated to any state or territory vio-
lating this requirement.

10.1b Be it resolved that: (1) The Office of Education
implement the-recommendations of the report prepared by
the Communications Foundation for the Office of Arts ant'
Humanities of the OfficJ of Education. 2) The Office
of Education Arts and/Humanities program institute a
grants program to discover and develoi young talent with
priority given to the urgent needs of the culturally
ignored. (3) The needs rf the :solitary artist should
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also be considered within the context of this program.

10.1c Be it resolved that: (1) The Congress appropriate
funds-to the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts to
develop an annual National Youth Festival in all forms of
the arts with particular attention to the contribution of
ethnic groups. (2) Further, that the Kennedy Center for
the Performing Arts--at its present level of funding- -
proceed with these programs.

10.1d Be it resolved that the Department of Labor
develop and support youth apprenticeships in every arts
category.

10.1e Be it resolved that: That American Bi-Centennial
Commission reevaluate its aims for the 1976 celebration
in order that it be dedicated to the redefinition, dis-
covery and affirmation of the roots of the nation to
effect a spiritual rebirth of all our people.

Be it resolved that: The Bi-Centennial Commission esta-
blish a Task Force to provide programs of youth in arts
with specific support for expression of the diverse
cultures that have created the nation.

Be it further resolved that: Young people representing
these cultures be a part of decision making bodies to
rededicate efforts to accomplish our high Vials.

10.1f Be'it resolved that: Acknowledging the importance
of all the arts at all levels, State and local govern-
ments assume responsibility for material assistance to
the arts through technical Shd financial support.

10.1g Be it resolved that: The President appoint youth
members to the National Arts Council with representation
from the ethnic groups and reflective of the several arts
fields. Those appointments should reach a level of ten
positions by 1974.

10.1h Be it resolved that: The National Endowment for
the Arts place one youth member on each of the seven Art
Advisory Panels.

10.1i Be it resolved that: The Office cf Education,
Arts and Humanities Branch establish an Advisory Board
with significant youth representation.

10.1j Be it resolved that: The State Department Office
of Education and Cultural Affairs immediately establish
a Youth Advisory Board with the same duties and responsi-
bilities as the existing Advisory Board.

10.1k Be it resolved that: The AFL-CIO and all profes-
sional guilds facilitate means for all young artists to
become members of Arts Crafts unions with particular
attention to artists of minority groups.

10.11 Be it resolved that: All state and local arts
councils appoint a significant representation of youth
members.

10.1m Be it resolved that: The Implementation Committee
of the White House Conference on Youth present and pJbli-
cize those iecommendations to the Council of Mayors, the
Council of Governors, the AFL-CIO, the Duparf rent of
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Labor, the related Senate and Congressional Committees
and any other group important to the implementation of
these recommendations.

10.1n Be it resolved by the 1971 White House Conference
cn Youth that: Recommendations of the Artistic and Cul-
tural Expressions Subdivision of the Task Force on Va1,2s,
Ethics and Culture be considered as a priority because
the arts have been sorely neglected in our society in
spite of the fact that they are basic to our human exist-
ence.

10.2 We realize that we have not addressed ourselves to
several areas of major concern such as responsibilities
of parenthood, population growth and control, sex educa-
tion and the framework of values within the family, and
the right to abortion and birth control. These areas
were not treated due to lack of time, not to lack of
concern.

10.2aN Be it resolved that: The Congress address itself
to the need for economic security for the family, includ-
ing: (1) High quality child care centers should be made
available through public funds with the dual purpose of
enriching child development or freeing parents for
development of their own potential. (2) A parent in a
single-headed family should have the choice of going to
work or staying home to care for his or her children.
In a two-paren"c home the non-breadwinner has the same
choice. (3) Edtkcational and vocational opportunities
should be esp-.cially available, through public funds, for
both mothers and fathers whose incomes are below the
adequate family income standard. (4) Every family shold
be guaranteed a minimum adequate income with built-in
work incentives.

10.2b Be it resolved that: There be an acceptance of a
wide variety of individual and family life styles.. When
children are involved in the relationship, the favorable
child-rearing environment is that of the stable, long-
lasting relationship of a man and a woman. This does
not mean that this standard shall be imposed on people
who are living in other arrangements. Individual free-
doms are limited by the responsibility of child-rearing.

Minority Resolution 10.2c A minority resolution is that the purpose of mar-
riage should be to bear and be responsible for children.

MASS MEDIA AND ITS
USES
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10.3 One of man's most basic needs is the need to com-
municate. Youth and adult alike wish to be heard, to
coxmunicate from their hearts and minds to others. But
with this most natural desire comes dn equally important
obligation, the need to listen--with both heart and mind-
to what the other individual has to say.

We believe a two-way process of communication to be of
deep significance to the evolution of an ideal society.
And we hold that the mass media must become increasingly
responsive to this process.
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We live in an atmosphere saturated with messages trans-
mitted by the media. The dominating influence on us all
is infinite. With sometimes frightening ease, they can
move us to vote, to bu% and to form attitudes and opinions.

In a decole in which change will become routine, the mass
media must accept growing responsibility for their role
as communications intermediaries in a diverse and plura-
listic society. Increasingly they must provide us with
the basic facts upon which rational decisions can be made;
and when they elect to express judgments of their own,
these must be overtly labelled so that the reader, the
viewer, or the listener can identify opinion, as opposed
co fact.

At all times, the media should be judged on their ability
to illuminate and ges,-rate an understanding to their
audiences. Their failure to light the darkened corners
will only accelerate the search of youth for alternative
means for satisfying their need and right to communicate.

10.3a Be it resolved that: The Task Force on Values,
Ethics and Culture recognizes that the system of public
supported (non-commercial) radio and television repre-
sents a most useful, effective, and stimulating alterna-
tive to commercial broadcasting. Therefore, the Task
Force stronglj urges the Congress to provide full and
systematic support for the Corporation for Public Broad-
casting and other public supported broadcasting agencies.
It will be most desirable to develop a method for long-
range financing of the system of public broadcasting.

10.3b e it resolved that: There should be federal
support of the development of local cable television
systems which would be subject to local community control
and local community ownership.-

10.3c Be it resolved that: The Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare and other appropriate agencies
support pilot multi-media centers in selected urban
communities for th: purpose of training community resi-
dents in the production of films and television programs
reflective of community issues and interests., .These,pro7
ductions and other ApprOpriate Media would be available
to residents 'through local cable outlets or at the very

., least through the multi-media centers.

10.3d Be it resolved that: A concerted effort be made
to build the libraries of the country into dynamic multi-
media learning centers, locally oriented and offering a
range of services for youth.

These newly defined centers will be alive and vibrant.
They will be expected, in the first instance, to
heighten the citizen's interest in reading books and
periodicals. But in addition, the centers will become
key locations for artistic displays. They will provide
study carrels for the application of video and audio cas-
settes, 8 MM filn, and slide projectors to the processes
of individual learning.

Further, discussion and film-viewing rooms will be
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provided at times of maximum use to youth. Appropriate
seminars, responsive to the interest of young men and
women, will be scheduled. Tutors will be employed and
assigned to the centers at critical times for studying.

We recommend to H.E.W. and to appropriate private insti-
tutions and organizations that c)ordinated support, both
financial and philosophical, be provided for this pro-
gram of change.

10.3e Be it resolved that: There'is a deep-seated con-
cern among youth about the credibility of the media. A
restoration of their faith is a most worthy objective
for all of the forms of communication.

We charge broadcasters, journalists, publishers, and film
producers to accept fully a responsibility that is com-
mensurate with their power in the nation. This respon-
sibility is to conduct an unrelenting search for quality
and excellence in all of their output. The effectiveness
of their products is to be measured by the degree to
which they communicate a true understanding of the total
human experience.

10.3f Be it resolved that: We are ccncerned about the
incredible strength of the media in all phases of our
lives. We recognize the potential for danger that lies
in this widespread penetration.

We recommend, therefore, that each State Council on Youth
deriving from the White House Conference establish local
councils to monitor the media for fairness, fullness,
integrity and competence. These councils will be set up
including youth from various ethnic and social back-
grounds. They will share the tasks of observing the
practice and performance of local newspapers, periodicals,
and broadcasters. In addition, they will join with the
State Council in assessing the continuing performance
of the national media.

10.3g Be it resolved that: There is real concern that
television programs create and perpetuate a passive
society. Therefore, we applaud and encourage the efforts
of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting to strengthen
the development of programming that stresses local com-
munity involvement.

We believe that the viewer who has actively participated
in this public broadcasting service, and who has been
able to take advantage of new communications opportuni-
ties in community - oriented cable systems and community
program centers, will be far better able to evaluate and
then influence commercial television programming.

10.3h Be it resolved that The publishing and record-
ing industries be commended for their success in the dis-
semination of a wide variety of excellent and low cost
books and musical recordings. We wish also to commend
National Educational Television for its creative innova-
tions in programming. We hope this beginning will serve
only as a beginning.

10.3i We recommend development of courses in Audio-Visual
Communication at the high school and undergraduate level
to educate young people in effective, creative and res-
ponsible use of the media.

9
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10.4 Genuine democracy is the power to choose an indi-
vidual life style a goal for which the whole life of
the person is involved in all that is necessary to
achieve this coal.

An individual has the right to continue his personal
growth-building toward the goal of his life style, as
long as this goal allows all people's right to life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

We feel that these rights as listed in the Declaration of
Independence should be treated in order, with life having
the highest priority. Where law has ceased to express a
balanced set of values, a personal moral code is neces-
sary.

tf

10.4a Be it resolved that: The Task Force on Values,
Ethics and Culture feels that in order tc fulf;..11 the
right of life, the total Conference should endorse the
Peoples' Peace Treaty.

10.4b Be it resolved that: The American Civil Liberties
Union be commissioned to make a review of all laws in
order to guarantee alternative life styles.

10.4c Be it resolved that The State Department make a
review of foreign policy so that it reflects our domestic
policies in order that other nations be allowed their
own growth of cultures, life styles and economic indepen-
dence.

10.4d Be it resolved that: The Office of Education and
State School Boards set up programs of all high school
students, before graduation, to study al-J3 /0r live in
another ethnic or sub-culture so that they may better
understand and accept different life styles.

10.4e Be it resolved that: The Department of Justice
through the Attorney General's Office assure that law
enforcement officers be better paid and be required to
live in the Leighborhood of the people they serve in
order that they be better prepared to perceive the pro-
blems of those people.

10.5 In developing its recommendations this Discussion
Group identified the following points which outline a
general approach to religion and provide a framework
for our specific recommendations:

1. The Values, Ethics and Culture Task Force feels that
this country's young people firmly support and desire
diversity and freedom of religions in the United States
of America and respect for all the religions and cultures
of the world's peoples. Youth feels that every person
has the right to worship and believe in any transcendent
being, beings or force(s) in any manner not detrimental
to others, without fear of suffering in any way whatso-
ever, be it social, economic, or physical. We believe
that a consensus of the most fundamental ethical values
is indispensable to a viable society; without this,
society becomes fragmented and chaotic, and herein lies a
clear and present danger.
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2. We believe that religion which we define as the
patterns of thought and the way of life stemming from
faith and belief in a transcendent being(s) or force(s) -

tends to nurture, enrich and strengthen ethical values,
and therefore is urgently necessary to social progress
and national welfare.

3. We believe a concensus does exist on the ideal level
in this country's society on the deepest fundamentals
taught by the great religious traditions known in this
country's life: commitment to Human brotherhood, the
integrity and dignity of the individual, the fundamental
worth and equality of all men, compassion for and a
sharing with those in need, and freedom for the individual
to work out his self-realization so long as he does not
harm others. These values urgently need reawakening,
clarification, and strengthening. They rust not be lost
or undermined in the further development of our crr-!ded
and technological society. We call upon religious leaders,
decision makers, and every individual to make this ideal
concensus a living reality.

4. We believe that youth seeks the following values in
religion but too often finds them lacking in our reli-
gious institutions and teachings:

Leadership and guidance in coping with the problems
youth faces, such as the draft, drugs, destruction of
the environment, racism and a sense of identity.

Relevance of religious teachings to the problems of
present day society.

Realism in religious teachings, so as to provide teach-
ings freed of meaningless dogma and credible for the
individual in the modern world.

An influence that brings men together instead of
separating them; fosters unity and bortherhood instead
of division and prejudice.

Action that really offers solutions to Our national
problems and a clear sense of national priorities,
instead of adherence to outworn parochialism.

5. We believe that failures and negative influences
traceable to religion stem not from the religious values
themselves, but from failures to put these teachings into
practice, and the hypocrisy that would use them to justi-
fy self-interest and prejudice.

6. We believe that too much institutional self-interest
is a danger to religion; that religion, in order to
retain its integrity, must be thought of not just as an
institution but as a spiritual force offering the indi-
vidual a lasting value structure that will meet his
personal needs. These needs include a sense of identity,
a sense of worth, a sense of direction, a way of relat-
ing to others, and a standard of conduct. Religion
must also prove itself as an influence helping to steer
our society away from immoral acts and policies, or
lack of policies. We commend and support those people
within religious institutions who are working for the
betterment of all society, and regret lAat many ofAthese
dedicated people are the objects of both church and
political repression.
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Renew Spiritual 10.5a We are convinced that social programs will be
Health for the more effective when people are spiritually alive and
Nation awake, because spiritual awakeness encourages love for

one's neighbor and caring for the disadvantaged. We call
upon the religious institutions to foster more vigorously
the spiritual health of the people, and to encourage
their members to commit themselves and their resources
more fully to meeting the total-needs of the people.

Responsibilities of
Religious Institu-
tions

Be it resolved that: The President, members of Congress,
the leaders of religious organizations, decision-makers
at all levels of government, business and education, as
well as individual citizens are called on to vigorously
pursue compassionate, practical, living religion in
American life. This should include a keener respect for
individual conscience, a strengthening of the worship of
God and of other forms of religious experience, and
stronger adherence to the original ideals set forth for
this nation. It should augment the sense of brotherhood,
compassion, equality, and dignity that will harmonize
human relationships and restore the quality of American
life

10.5b The Values, Ethics and Culture Task Force indicts
organized religion because it has too often lacked the
courage to take the leadership in effecting societal
range. By its silence, it has condoned and is continu-
ing to condone such evils as racism, war, poverty, sexism,
and discrimination. Such hypocrisy cannot be supported
by the youth of America.

Therefore, we, while acknowledging the commitments of
individuals and single religious institutions to improve
the quality of human life, believe this effort is minimal
in view of the vast resources, financial and personnel,
of the religious institutions.

Be it resolved that: (1) The American religious institu-
tions seriously rearrange their priorities, (2) money
not be spent on property and buildings or be kept
stagnant; that is, invested to provide a continual
source of security for churches, (3) money be freed up
and spent in programs which benefit the poor of the
United Stites of America and especially minority groups,
(4) money which is invested should be invested responsi-
bly in olmpanies whose ideas are in accord with religious
principles such as the elimination of poverty, war,
racism, pollution, etc., and (5) buildings, facilities,
and personnel of religious institutions be made available
to community groups and the total community for such
programs as clothing distribution, breakfast programs,
recreation, education, political action groups, drug
programs, etc.

Endorse Immediate 10.5c The hypocrisy of organized religion to profess
Withdr,lal from love, brotherhood, and the celebration of life, yet by
Southeast Asia their too frequent silence having condoned the atrocities,

incidents of racial prejudice, and slaughter of Southeast
Asian peoples has not gone unnoticed by the youth of the
United State3 of A ;erica.

Pe it resolved that: In ordor to correct this overwhelm-
ing paradox, the Valuer, Ethics, and Culture Task Force
calls uon all or,onized religions to officially demand

270 imnediate and total withdr,swal of all 7Lerican troops from
So,Ithea_t A.s i.

rr:
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10.5d Be it resolved that: In the belief that religious
institutions and the People are synonymous, the Values,
Ethics and Culture Task Force strongly urges that the
governing boards of religious institutions be comprised
of all segments of the membership. In particular, youth
must have equal voice in all decisions.

.arses in Religious 10.5e Ignorance and misunderstanding of different re-
3 Cultural Diver- ligions and cultures has often led to persecution and
ty suffering in our society.

:tarian Restric-
ms

:HNOLOGY

SOLUTIONS

aninyful Work

Be it resolved that: In order to create better under-
standing among all members of our society, the Values,
Ethics, and Culture Task Force recommends that optional
courses in Diversity of Religion and Culture be offered
at all high schools, and that programs of education in
Diversity of Religion and Culture be made available for
the media to reach large segments of the population.

10.5f Religious institutions must avoid imposing their
sectarian restrictions or beliefs in a compulsory way on
those of other persuasions.

Be it resolved that: The Values, Ethics and Culture Task
Force recommends that the religious institutions re-
evaluate their stands on civil legislation in order to
avoid imposition of sectarian beliefs on people of other
persuasions.

10.6 Technology, defined, is the practical use of
scientific knowledge. In the discussion of technology,
we must also realize its ultimate goal, that of giving
man increased control over his environment in order to
improve the quality of his existence.

The quality of technology is affected by man. Techno-
logy itself has no inherent ethical values; all values
perceived to be a part of technology are in actuality
culturally determined. In man's hands the uses of
technology can be twisted in indiscriminate ways for
for cultural or personal benefit, for good or evil, often
with no regard for the rights of others.

Man's role in the process of technology lies in his
ability to integrate the human factor within the material-
ization of an end product. The consequences of a new
product must be considered before marketing is permitted.
There must be checks and balances within research and
development procedures, for we cannot always logislate
technology into a prescribed channel.

We rust also be aware of social implications of tech-
nological applications. Can our society develop the
capability to change as fast as technology changes? Or
can society direct and accept technological change
because cif society's desire for a better life?

With these factors in rind, we draft these resolutions.

0
10.6a De it resolved that : nanager-ent and labor make
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efforts to give man meaningful work so that he is not a
mindless cog, but an individual who uses his innate and
acquired abilities.

Implementation: (1) Rotation of workers on assembly
lines (2) Management and labor uses of research in this
area (3) Government efforts directed toward an amendment
of the Occupational Safety and Health Act to include
factors that may endanger the mental health of the worker
(4) Consideration and possible use by business of the
four-day work week in order to provide the flexibility
necessary to facilitate the realization of cultural and
other aspirations and (5) Sponsorship by management and
labor of cultural activities for workers and their
families.

10.6b Be it resolved that: Those who make the products
of technology available to the peoples of the world
have an ethical responsibility for the conditions they
impose and the consequences their developments produce.

Implementation: (1) Technical improvements must not be
permitted to destroy, degrade, or corrupt the various
cultures of the world. Rather, these improvements
should be compatible with these cultures. (2) This also
includes extensive testing programs to determine any
adverse effect on the consumer or damage to his psycho-
logical well-being.

10.6c Be it resolved that: We recognize the contribu-
tions that technology has made and the contributions that
it can make in the future, if properly used. Therefore,
we recommend as in-re ie in support for technological
improvements, such n the areas of medical research,
housing construction Id rapid transit systems.

10.6d Be it also re;olvkl that. If a re-establishment
of priorities is to co-Le with regard to technology,
it can be realized enl: 'hrough education and restruc-
tured efforts of mass : uia. We advise that an educa-
tional approach to 1:ewL, events and social problems be
pursued rather than traitional factual or specula-
tive reporting.

The publication cf a rport of this Conference and fol-
low-up committees ar the implementation we ask.

10.6e Be it also resolvei that Technology be held
accountable to make all efforts to conserve and/or rc-
place resources that are being exploited.- This is an
area that can be leginlated by city ordinances and
state laws, as well a' by the federal government. Along
with technology's eflt.ts, we recognize that a value
change must come in SC, 'itt; to use recycling processes
effectively.

10.7 Relationships: I,..aan beings are sexual pursons.
Ideal sexual relatio straps are sensitive, concerned and
responsible expressions of human feeling. Every
pen;on has the right ti fully express his or her indivi-
dual sexuality. Furthrmore, any sexual behavior, when
occurring between consenting, responsible individual,
must be recognized and 'ol,,rated by society as an ac-
ceptable life-style.

2 5:



Such ideal relationships do not often exist because of
three major factors; sex role channeling, social oppres7
slors and subsequent legal restrictions.

Sex Role Channeling: Children, from the moment of birth
are directed into sex role patterns that restrict their
emotional expression, their recreational and artistic
pursuits, and career choices. Parents, schools, and
other special institutions must be made aware of the
restrictive sex role stereotypes they impose, often
unwittingly. Traditional concepts of femininity and mas-
culinity are not adequate if men and women are to become
fulfilled' human beings, capable of a great variety of
roles.

In a humanizing society that seeks to promote the indivi-
dual fulfillment of every person as a unique being,
efL'orts must be made to open the options for individuals
to make their on decisions about life styles without
becoming objects of ridicule, guilt, or legal structures.

Social Oppression: Any person in our society who, as a
matter of personal choice, engages in any form of sexual
behavior or activity which is outside the institution of
heterosexual marriage is subjected to pressure, gossip,
suspicion, and social ostracism. Even those whose sexual
behavior wi iin marriage differs from "acceptable" or
"proper" standards are subject to criticism. Men and
women who try to find work in areas traditionally re-
served for the opposite sex are ridiculed and opposed.

Thus at some point in the life of nearly every citizen of
hrs country he or she becomes the object of a form of
subtle, yet vicious, psychological repression. Examples
of this are widespread: women who are seen as inferior
in our society, anyone who has engaged in a homosexual or
lesbian relationship, who has become pregnant outside of
wedlock, who has cohabited with a person of the opposite
sex to whom he or she is not legally married, who has
sought an abortion, who has engaged in prostitution or
engaged the services of a prostitute, or who has in any
other ways challenged sexual stereotypes or participated
in sexual activities which are 'unacceptable" to others.
In each of these situations the reaction of many member:;
of cur society is to stereotype and ostracize these
individuals by imposing severe judgmental standards.

The effect of such sexual repreL:sioh through social
customs, norms, and prejudicies is extremely harmful to
supposed "offenders". Guilt feelings, illness, suicide,
psychological withdrawal, occupational discrimination and
an entire spectrum of other problems are traceable to
this sort of repression. There is good reason to assert
that the major problems facing the so-called sexual
"deviant" are not connected with his on behavior at all.
Rather, they more likely stem froi-; the effects of social
repressicn brought to hear by person-, adhering to "con-
forming" standards of "normal' behavior. Such activity
denies many people their rights to freedom of decison
aad action. We recognize that many people are forced by
economic and social pressure to assume sexual roles in
which they are exploited. Any sexual role which has
not heen freely chosen is wroi.g, whether we spea'.: of the
prostitute, the ttuckdriver, or the housewife.

371
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Legal Restriction: Social repression and sex role chan-
neling are manifested in our legal statutes. Laws, as
those forbidding fornication, adultery, homosexuality,
lesbianism, and so-called "unnatural acts", restrict the
right of individual expression. Laws restricting or
prohibiting abortion or distribution of contraceptives
inhibit individual expression and attempt to legislate
sexual morality. Sexual morality cannot and must not be
legislated.

We can facilitate ideal sexual relationships by repealing
sexually restrictive laws and changing attitudes through
comprehensive education, which seeks out and annihilates
all ignorance leading to,the misinterpretation of sexual-
ity. Many people in this society grow up with little or
no understanding of sex--either in terms of the facts
concerning human anatomy and reproduction or the psy-
chological and sociological aspects of human sexuality.
Most sex education still remains ineffective, unrecog-
nized, and for the most part non-existent. Education in
this area should include not only human anatomy, but
should enable the participants to understand what it
means to be a sexual being and to understand the process
for making decisions about sex which are consistent with
one's own values. Specific information about such
related matters as venereal disease, homosexuality and
lesbianism, abortion, and birth control should also be
included.

10.7a Be it resolved that: We condemn the deliberate
us of female and male models as sex objects in advertis-
j- playthings to be exploited in the pretense of sell-

products to a society.

10.7b be it resolved that: Editors, textbook writers,
and children's authors must present in their characters
a far wider range of models for mothers, fathers, career
patterns, and family life styles in children's books.
Roles of women other than mother--hurremaker parti,2ularly
nee(' expansion.

10.7c Be it resolved that: The nuclear family of mother,
father and children, while the predominate pattern in
United States society, is riot the only option available.
Alternatives must be recognized and sanctioned as legiti-
mate and fulfilling choi,,a2s. Examples include childless
marriages, single-state, communal families.

10.7d l3 it resolved that: The homosexual is the object
of ridicule and uppression. As with other minority
groups, the homosexual or lesbian has a right. to all
privileges of citizeaship, which should in no vol be
circumscribed solely as a result of his or her preference
for a six partner.

1U.7o We recognize these three understandings as prae....i-
cal, realiaLic standar,3s for sexual re---Tonsibility in our
society: (1) Sex is natural and normal in every persen's
litu. There is nothing shameful or degraL:ing about it

(2) Sexual rela'..ionshi!:s involve concern and responsi-
bility for otherE.. They should nct be used in a way brat.
exploitsor harms anyone else. (3) The responsibility
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for knowing about and practicing contraception should be
mutual decision, shared equally by both men and women.

Be it resolved that: We call upon representatives of all
institutions (families, reiigiou's bodies, schools,
businesses and government) to make them a part of their
own understanding and to work at sharing them with their,
members, clients or constituencies.

10.7f Be it resolved that: All institutions of our
society (religious bodies, schools, businesses and
government) must review their attitudes and religious
practices toward what constitutes "normal" behavior.
Institutions especially have been and continue to be the
source of negative and narrow- minded attitudes; by tag-
ging certain people as "sinners" they contribute to
individual difficulties, making individuals the object
of considerable gossip and ostracism. High schools still
turn away students who become pregnant before graduation.
Businesses and government fire the homosexual who is
"found out," Such practices must be ended.

10.7g Be it resolved that: We must encourage and sup-
port those who have been the object of social sexual
oppression (e.g. homosexuals, divorced persons and women)
and demand for them equal rights and treatment in our
society. We support their legitimate needs to organize
and to work for freedom to choose behavior.

10.7h Be it resolved that: We demand sweeping repeal of
legislation which restricts and represses individual
freedoms. Laws, as those forbidding fornication, adul-
tery, homosexuality, lesbianism and so-called "unnatural
acts" restrict such freedom. Furthermore, laws restrict-
ing or prohibiting abortion or distribution of contracep-
tives affect this right. Contraception and education
must be available to every person and abortion is an
individual right and choice, a matter to be scilely de-
cided by the woman and her physician. We demand that
the state take the responsibility to provide and make
easily accessible such services to any individual where
services are not readily available. This does not imply
that the state be vested with the power to force in Any
way such services on any individual or group of indivi-
duals, as has been the practice of some state welfare
and family planning agencies. We demand that all other
sexual legislation be repealed. Existing laws pertain-
ing to aggression and exploitation are sufficient to
protect individuals from sexual behavior such as assault
and kidnapping which leads to physical or psychological
harm, as in child molestation.

IC.71 Be it resolved that: Acts of discrimination re-
loted to sex and sexual behavior, i.e., job discrimina-
tion (qovefnments and businesses which refuse to hire
homosexuals) ; tax exemptions (unmarried coupl,s cannot
file joint income tax returns); marital contracts
(homosexuals and lesbians are not allowed the right to
marriajo); and housing (denial to un7l3rried couple, com-
munal living grout's, homosexuals and lesbians) mast be
prohibited by law.
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10.7i Be it resolved that: We demand that the Federal
Government make funds available through the National
Institute of Mental Health t set up national guidelines .

on uniformity, in regard to curriculum and teachers, so
that each state, community or school district .-:an esta-
blish programs of education for human sexuality. Such
programs will undertake the education of parents, teach-
ers, professionals, and the community at large, as well
as youth. The context of these programs should include
not only human anatomy, but should enable the participants
to understand what it means to be a sexual being and the
process for making decisions about sex which are con-
sistent with one's own values. Specific information
about sex-related matters as venereal disease, homo-
sexuality, abortion and birth control should also be
included. We demand that the Office of Education co-
operate in this effort.

Through programs of sex education, the misconceptions of
sex and sexuality will be eliminated and the sexual be-
havior of each individual will be governed by personal
values rather than ignorance.

Record of Vote on Resolutions: Because of the contro-
versy of these recommendations, the Task Force decided to
record the vote: 40 in favor; 27 opposed; 6 abstentions.

10.7k The following minority resolution was submitted
for the record:

We members of the Task Force on Values, Ethics and
Culture assert that the development of the individual is
derived largely from the family which is the primary unit
of society. The individual and the family draw their
strength from the mutual love of parent(s) and child
(or children). The recognition of the family as the
primary unit of society is vitally important to healthy
social living. Legal approbation of sexual relationships
contrary to the present legal and moral position of the
family are harmful to the ,,,elfare of the family and
society.

We also believe that our country should view with com-
passion and concern the individuals involved in sex
relationships considered legally abnofmal.

* The word "parent(s)" means any per:..)11 or persons con-
sidered as parent (s) or in loco parentis according to
law.
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11.1a Because of the Education Act approved in 1970 by
the Congress and administered by the Office of
Education under HEW, Asians were excluded as a disadvan-
taged group. Many Asian students will continue to suf-
fer from the i-,2quities of our society primarily within
the Asian ghettos in New York, San Francisco, and Los
Angeles and in rural areas.

Therefore be it resolved, this White House Conference on
Youth communicate directly with the President of the
United States about this blatent discriminatory practice.

Be it further resolved the Education Act approved in
1970 be amen ded to include persons of Asian ancestry.

Be it further resolved that those persons of Asian
descent qualifying under poverty standards receive the
appropriate services of the Government.

11.1b During World War II, thousands of American citi-
zens of Japanese ancestry were forcibly evacuated from
their homes, and relocated in isolated detention camps
as prisoners in various parts of the country. These
people were incarcerated, not because of any crime
committed, but because their ancestry caused suspicion
of being a danger to the security of our nation. These
fears proved foundless as not one case of espionage or
sabotage was committed by any persons of Japanese ances-
try in America according to FBI files. The incarcera-
tion resulted in high loss of property and cost of the
self-respect of a people.

The legal precedence of the incarcertaion led to the
adoption of the Internal Security Act of 1950. The act
gives the President of the United States the power to
declare a state of natiolerl emergency at his own dis-
cretion without consulting Congress. At this time all
constitutional rights for all citizens are suspended,
including the freedoms of speech, press, aid assembly.

This resolution is aired directly at Title II, The
Emergency Detention Act of the Internal Security Act.
This section of the act enpowers the President to
encarcerato any persons he deems dangerous to national
security, and to impris,n the individuals for any
length of time while depriving the individual:; of their
constitutional rights to indicteent, rial, and appeal.

We, the Asian-Pacific Caucus, feel that Title IT gives
too much power to a single individual while failing to
provide proper checks and balances for its enforcement.
Further, we feel that the law is uncontitutional and
is an arbitrary tool of oppression.

Therefore: The Asian-Paeific Caucus, along pith
unanimous suepott of the hlack, Chicano, and Indian
eaucuses and the Race Relations Task Force, denard the
irsrediate repeal of Title 11, The Emergency Detention
Act of the Internal Security Act of 1950. he fu/thu:

',f! 1



demand that Congress shall not enact legislation with
the intent of oppressing an individual due to his race,
color, or political ideology. (Submitted by Asian-
Pacific Caucus.)

inority Report 11.1c We, the members of the Asian-Pacific Caucus,
recommend that:

LACK CAUCUS

INDIAN COUNCIL

-eamble

,dian Education

The United States Government and the citizens of the
Continental United States recOFize the right of
Pacific and Asian peoples (including Asian Americans,
Hawaiians, Guamanians, Micronesians, and Samoans), to
self-determination and preservation of cultures.
further recommend that all means of self-determih, iun
and preservation of cultures be afforded to Pacific and
Asian peoples even to the preservation of land and
natural resources that are held sacred by the different
cultures and peoples of the Pacific.

11.2 We support the Black caucus in the Congress of the
United States. We ask that a National Black Youth
Conference be convened. We say to the Conference that
business is business and bullshit is bullshit.

11.3 We, the Native,American Indian Youth delegates to
the White House Conference on Youth, concerned to insure
a better tomorrow for our people, as well as to correct
the tragedies visited upon us in the past--a Past which
has resulted in the Native American being the poorest,
most under-educated, ill-housed, short-lived, and
neglected of all Americans do hereby make the following
recommendations:

11.3a That adequate Federal funds be made available for
the publications of tribal textbooks upon request of
tribal governing bodies or Indian communities,

That the image of the American Indian be changed through
presentation of his true history to this nation.

That the Federal government establish Indian Junior
Colleges in strategic locations with respect to Indian
population.

That remedial reading programs le established in high
schools.

That MA schools be completely controlled by Indian
people and financed by the government.

That Head Start prograils be turned over to the Indian
people with classes taught in the native language.
The subject content must be directly related to Indian
life on respective reservations. Indian history,
language courses may be supplemented with instruction
by older Indians versed in lndain culture.

That elementary teachers Le allowed to teach Indian
students only after taking part_ in a concentrated
orientation programs, taught Ly qualified Indi,n people.

That corpetent Indian counselors, selected by Indian
pareWs and students, be rade available on the elementary



through college levels.

That schools on reservations educate students to fill
responsible offices and professional positions.

That it be understood that a native Indian person need
not have a degree in order to teach Indian courses in
Indian controlled schools.

That adequate financial aid of scholarships, fellow-
ships, and grants be appropriated. Funds appropriated
by Congress shall be channeled through Indian Tribal
Councils.

That tutorial programs, as well as Federal fundings for
Indians attending schools, elementary through college
levels be established.

That summer programs be established for Indian college
students in order to provide exposure to professional
fields and the experience involved therein. Such
programs shall be Federally funded.

That Indian student residents, whose tribes have contrib-
uted land for educational institutions, shall not pay
that state's tuition, and non-resident Indians shall
pay in-state tuition.

That adequate federal funding and facilities be provided
for the educational needs of Indian students who cannot
benefit from regular BIA schools or state public schools,
such a drop-outs, slow learners, and the physically or
mentally handicapped.

That schools be located throughout reservations to allow
children to attend school from home, rather than being
removed to boarding schools.

Legal Rights 11.3b That each state and Federal probation board have
Indian members.

That the Indians have their own Federally-funded reha-
bilitation programs.

That legal education be provided to inform Indians of
their legal rights.

That Indians be tried by all-Indian juries.

That the House Concurren t Resolution Dill 95 he passed
by Congress.

That all neticnal televised programs contenting
he reviewed and edited by the Indians concerned.

That we encourage and support involve,ent of Indian
students in the forl Alatinn of school policies.

That we endorse tlinal jurisdiction over Indian land,
water, an,1 treaty rights.

That Indian parents have the right to determine where
their children attend school.

That funds he provided for Ihdians to retain legal
281 counsel of their choice for the protection of their



individual rights.

That a Cabinet level Agency be created to have exclusive
responsibility over all relations between the Federal
government and the American Indians and Alaskan Natives,
to be headed by a person called the Secretary of Indian
Affairs.

That we support an Indian Trust Counsel Authority.

That we endorse the establishment of the National Indian
Chairman's Associations.

Poverty 11.3c That the root causes of Indian poverty must be
attacked at all levels, therefore:

The Draft

Drugs

(1) We request the acceleration of Indian 't-esource
development by funding.

(2) We support Indian development of the resources of
their reservations.

(3) We support adequate funding for up-grading and re-
training of reservations manpower through vocational
schools.

(4) We support Federal programs :hat would provide
adequate housing and encourage home ownership among
American Indians.

(5) We request adequate funding for community facilities
for the entire Indian community (i.e.; hospitals,
schools, offices, recreation centers, public libraries
and educational television.

(6) We endorse the National Welfare Rights Organiia-
tion's Bill of a guaranteed annual income.

(7) We support tribally owned, tribally based trtdustry.
/r

11.3d That Indians be exempt from the draft and other
forms of mandatory national service.;

11.30 That Drug Education be included in the curriculum
of all schools attended by Indian students.

Ethics, Values
and Cultures 1.1..3f That the public mcOia explicitly recognize the

Indian contribution to the American cultural herit-age.

P.AZA CAYctis
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That we demand a halt to any attempts by any form of
public media to demean Indion cultures and to perpetuate
harmful sterotypes of the American Indian.

That we support the deroracy that allows all people to
pursue their own goals and their own visions of life.

That we remind the American people that the Am,.iicaa
nation is a state of mind, Only the lar,1 endures,
you can have the country- -the: laud is cut:;.

11.4 (1 la Paza Caucus statument appeared previously
as the statement of the Spanish-peaking Causius of the
Task Puree on Race Xinority Group Relations; See
section 9. page 256 )
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12.1 Background: This Conference has succeeded in
bringing together a vast number of youth who represent a
diverse cross-section of attitudes, political ideologies,
life-styles, ethnic/racial background, and ages. This
has been accomplished at one time in one place. It would
indeed be tragic if the discussion, dialogue, fears,
awareness and consciousness which has emerged during
this Conference are lost through our failure to initiate
action at the grass roots in an attempt to bring our
recommendations into being, This discussion, dialogue,
fear, awareness and consciousness must be shared by large
numbers of the American populace if we are to succeed.
Clearly, then, we must establish and fund some means by
which interested delega,tes who are committee and dedicated
to trying to bring about this change, through the system,
by working at the grass roots level may have some chance .

at success. Our recommendations will fall on deaf ears
and enjoy only lip service in response unless we can
bring. Meaningful pressure to Lear upon the policy-
makers and decision-makers in our society.

Action Statement: As a means of creating the funding and
machinery for such grass-rootS pressure, it is recom-
mended that a Cbmmittees of Correspondence be established
to maintain communication among interested delegates and
keep them apprised of developments with regard to the
impact our Conference report has made and the status of
implementation of all recommendations at all levels of
government and society.

In addition, regional follow-on task force listening
parts.must be established to facilitate input to the
Committees of Correspondence.

Finally, we must imnlement some means of publishing for
all delegates a "State of the 1971 Youth Conference
Report" on an annual basis so that all delegates may
judge the progress made and gear community action groups
accordingly.

Strategies For Implementation: We, as youth, are told
time and time again how important it is to work at the
grass roots level for change. Surely, then, this
attempt to establish machinery to that end will be met
favorably by those in government and other social
institutions who hold the purse strings and favor work
"through the system." It is further recommended that
this proposal be presented to a plenary session of the
Conference for approval. We must not lose this
opportunity for effective persuasion and implementation
of our Conference report.

12.2 In September CBS began its new television season
with the theme "Let's All Get Together." If you watch
television on Tuesday nights, you know that who got
together, back-to-back, were the stars of three of
America's most popular T.V. program::: "The Beverly
Hillbillies,""Green Acres," and "Hoe-Haw." Each week
millions of Amerimans gather around their sets to watcl
this combin6tAon, which has to he the most intensive
effort over exerted by a nation to belittle, demean,
and otherwise destroy a minority people within its
boundries. Within the three shows on one night,
hillbillies are shown being conned into buying the
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White House, coddling a talking pig, and rising from a
corn patch to crack the sickest jokes on T.V. If similar
programs even approaching the maliciousness of these were
broadcast today on Blacks, Indians, or Chicanos, there
would be an immediate public outcry from every liberal
organization and politician in the country. The now
culture people would organize marches and prime-time
boycotts. America is allowed to continue laughing at
this minority group.

Not only is the nation apathetic toward Appalachians, but
President Nixon has shown the degree of concern he has
when he announced that he would have visited the Hyden
disaster if it had not been for "the bad weather."

The nation and the President continue through their pro-
grams to tell Appalachians that for them to love, their
culture must die. For Appalachians to live, not only
must the Appalachian culture die but part of America
must die. The American dream -wi-11 be tainted with one
more IF.

In this decade, only one positive force has been exerted
for Appalachia. That force, the Appalachia Regional
Commission, was severly restricted from its beginning.
The ARC was given one-twentieth of the amount of money
it takes to fight the Vietnam War for one year and told
to use that amount over a E-,ix year period to correct
almost 200 years of abuse to an area of 13 states. This
area has been described "as en island of poverty in a sea
of affluence.",

President Nixon has decided that this island of neglected
and exploited Appalachian should; continue to exist as an
example to the world of America's concern for the poor by
announcing that he will not ask for the extension of the
ARC.

We ask that this conference join us in rejecting the
President's actions toward Appalachia, and that the
Conference support us in demanding the following actions
by the President and Congress.

12.2a Continuance of the ARC with the minimum of a
doubled budget.

12.21) The removal of the administration of safety
regulations in the mines from political control groups.

12.2c An end to strip-mining on land which cannot be
restored completed to a usuable state.

12.2d Guaranteeing constructive and non-demeaning jobs
to all Appalachians, including the more than three
million who have been forced into an economic refuge to
Northern Industrial. Cities.

12.2e Agreeing with the Appalachians that the historical
and ever present assumption that academic education is
superior to practical or vocational education is a force.
Also vocational education should be an intrical parL-6?
elementary, secondary and even higher education instead
of a supplementary secondary role in Appalachia.

12.2f Require that all schools and colleges in
Appalachia teach Appalachian studies and recognize the
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cultural uniqueness of the Appalachian people. Also, that
the Federal Government fund Appalachian studies as it
funds other minority group studies.

.2.29 Urge prosecution of the United Mine Workers for
their failure to fairly represent coal miners in matters
of health and safety.

12.2h Urge that the Federal Government and the Federal
Court System sanction legal recourse without regard to
fault toward mine owners when their mines are not in
accordance with the mine safety regulations a.id an
accident results.

12.2i That the Congress should require that 1/2 of all
college work-study monies be spent for service-learning
within Appalachia.

12.2j Finally allow the Appalachian people the right of
self-determination in deciding their future.

12.3 The White House Conference Youth has been
assembled to enable a 'select group of persons, youths
and Adults, to exchange views, express convictions,
debate issues and make recommendations for the guidance
of our nation during the next decade. Basic to the
achievement of these goals are certain intangible but
vary real qualities to which all must be committed:

a. Respect for the person, the opinions and the
convictions of everyone present, especially of those
sharing common assignments.

b. Commitment to truth, which brings an openness to
new insights and an honesty in dialogue.

c. Desire for justice, a justit, which permeates society, .

governs our stems and directs the relationship of group
to group and individual to individual.

d. Spirit of love, both in attitudes and in action,
which engenders a warmth, .a generosity and a compassion

'between ail person and groups.

All of these are spiritual qualities and reinfoce the
fact that man is a spiritual being, endowed by God with
marvelous faculties to achieve personal fulfillment and
a spiritual destiny. Man's spiritual nature and his
ultimate destiny must be the background for all con-
siderations pet-taining to his welfare, as well as the
underlaying-directive force for all his actions.
Recognition of, and respect for, this spiritual dimension
of the human per-Son must permeate all social relations,
and indeed the very fabriO of society itself.

Against this background, W2 emphasize the following
propositions, limited in number, pertaining to some of
the deliberations of the White House Conference on Youth:

12.3a For any proper functing,.individual or as a member
of a society, a person must have the basic necessities
of life--food, clothing. shelter, health care and
education. Therefore, every person must be assured of
a basic income floor below which no one's income should
fall. This should be sufficient to supply these basic
necessities. It should be supplied through cmploy77ent
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or social insurances, but wh'ere these are unaVailatle,
through an income maintenance program of Public ar.A.stance
which is financed and administered by the federal
aovernment. and administered in a manner which respects
the human dignity of the recipient.

12.3b The development of the individual is derived from
the family which is the primary unit of society. The
individual and the family draw their strength from the
mutual love of parent(s) and child (or children). The
recognition of the family as the primary unit of society
is vitally important to health social living. Legal
approbation of sexual relationships contrary to the
present legal and moral position of the family are
harmful to the welfare of the family and society.
Alternative life styles (e.g. tribal life, kibbutz and
certain forms of communal life) are possible within the
framework of present law. Where legislative changes are
needed to provide additional life styles that do not
threaten the family unit they can be provided.

We also bC.ieve that our country should view with
compassion and concern the individuals involved in sex
relationships considered legally abnormal. Legislative
review and amelioration, wheie needed, of laws governing
so-called "victemless crime" (e.g. alcoholism, drug
addition, homosexuality, etc.) should be provided.

12.3c The quality of life in our country must enhance
every individuals potential. for personal fulfillment,
social contribution and achievement of F.piritual destiny.
This means an achievement of peace, elimination of SOC1Pi
conflict and a commitment to excellence. Therefore, we
join the many voices calling for an end of war in
Indochina and the Middle East. We urge _hat all insti-
tutions and groups, both governmental and non-governmental,
to respond to the aspirations of minority groups and
assure them full and equal participation in the life of
our country. We urge a renewed emphasis on and support
of the cultural elements of society, such as arts.

12.3d We make a special plea for the aged, that they
might experience the same quality of life. Many of our
senior citizens are poor, most are lonely, ane all have
special problems of living. They should be guaranteed
an adequate income, the attention of neighbors and other
friendly visitors, and the assurance of a life of peace
and security in their advanced years.

We urge that social security benefits and old age
assistance payments be increased to provide tk'e assurance
of economic security. We urge that the Administration
on Aging of the Federal Government receive increased, not
aeceased, funding and a-tat this Administration assume
aggressive leadership in assuring a '.sigh quality of
life for the elderly.

12.3e Quality of life presumes a respect for the right
to life. The right to life is guaranteed by our
constitution, respected by society, and considered by
all as a most precious possession. This, if meaningful
at all, must apply not only to the strong and affluent,
but also to the weak, the poor and the handicapped. It

must be defended and protected for all, but especially
for those who are least able to defenc and protect
themselves. This defense must be embodied in the
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attitudes and actions of everyone in our society. But
above all, it must receive the protection of our laws.

Among the weakest and most in need of protection is the
unborn child. This child has the right to be born, which
right must be respeCted and protected. Its existence
cannot be left to the private determination or whim of
other individuals. It cannot protect itself, but
deserves the defense and protection of a society which
cares for its weakest members. This protection must find
expression in laws which prohibit abortion.

Moreover, the ill-effects of illegal abortion must be
overcome, not by legalizing abortion, but by education/
programs, service and action programs, and by enforcement
of those laws which prohibit the killing of the unborn
child.

12.3f One of the paramount challenges of our time is tc
recreate in our important institutions an environment
congenial to the genuine pluralism that is indispensible
to quality human development. specifically, this nation
needs a legal and educational system which will foster
the truly human development of the person through
cultural, ethnic, religious and intellectual diversity.
We do not reject the collectivization of many human
activities, but we doubt its application to the education
of the mind and spirit.

A fundamental question is: can the law provide for
educational diversity in our country or are we doomed to
the establishment of an educational monolith? If
pluralism dies in education, it's ultimate survival in
the cultural and intellectual areas of American life is
is threatened. Pluralism on the cultural and deeper
personal-value levels is a fundamental good; from
diversity on these levels come strength, creative option,
and--more important--the strongest practical foundation
for personal freedom.

But apart from this general societal problem, we wish to
express our concern for making plurality of educational
chcice available to all citizens regardless of race,
economic class or ciaed. For the poor, America has
provided no such choice. They can neither reside in the
attendance area of their preferred school nor employ a
nonpublic school to replace it. They have, in short, nc
opt-Lon other than to attend the compulsory public school
in the neighborhood They are forced by circumstances to
inhabit. If the school is in a poor neighborhood, there
is no access to the social culture that sets the central
themes of modern life; if the neighborhood is black,
there is little opportunity fOr sccial or racial
integration.

In recent years a serious search at least has begun for
solutions to the basic question of how--can society
provide freedom of choice for all classes, but partic-
ularly the poor. Many different proposals have been
proferred: tax credits, tuition grants, purchase of
services, auxiliary services, vouchers and categorical
aid. We maintain that every existing End proposed form
of state or federal aid to education should be evaluated.
In seeking such aid neither the nonpublic nor the public
sectors should he viewed as competing for scarce

287 educational dollars but, as cooperating to attract
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increased community support for education and to make the
most efficient use of available funds. On the practical
level this means that legislation extending any degree of
public support to educational services offered in non-
public schools must include the provision for adequate
funding sources which do not diminish or divert funds
already committed to and needed by the public sector.
Citizens, educators, and legislators should be fully
informed of the importance of the nonpublic sector in
maintaining and improving community educational services
at a unit cost lower than that required in public
institutions. At present nonpublic schools save the
taxpayers billions of dollars each year in the states.
Models of financial aid should permit families including
the poor, to choose among educations of varying styles.
Such assistance would necessarily demand assurance of
fairness in the application of funds, safeguards against
discrimination, and accounting systems to restrict tax
monies to secular purposes in accord with the Schempp
and Allen criteria.

The achievement of church-related schools in educating
Americans through a quality of professional service tLat
has enriched American education was acknowledged by
Justice White in the Board of Education v. Allen
(392 U.S. 236): "Private education has played and is
playing a significant and valuable role in raising
national levels of knowledge, competence and experience.
Americans care about the quality of the secular education
available to their children. They have considered high
quality education to be an indispersible ingredient for
achieving the kind of nation and the kind of citizenry
that they have desired to create. Considering this
attitude, the continued ',/illingness to rely on nonpublic
school systems, including parochial systems, strongly
suggests that a wide segment of informed opinion,
legislative and otherwise, has found that those schools
do an acceptable job of providing secular education to
their students. This judgment is further evidence that
parochial schools arc'performing, in addition to their
sectarian function, the task of secular education."

Properly fashioned, financial aid to education according
to the above criteria could--for the first time in our .

history -- provide variety, freedom of choice, account-
ability, integration and equality of opportunity within
tax financed education.

We irge the states and the fe,ITral government to under-
take serious experimentation with all of these systems
of aid. It is time that the rhetoric of freedom,
equality and plurality of choice be given sti'Dstance for
all income classes in American society.

12.4 Every delegate at the White House Conference on
Louth is a participant in the caucus for implementation.
I say this because no one made this trip to one of the
nation's most isolated spots without expectation that
there would be implementation of the proposals put forth
at the Conference.

Must delegates have expressed some dispair at the thought
of implementation of many proposals on the Federal level
without a drastic reordering of the present priorities,
implementation is impossible.
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Therefore implementation must be largely left to the
community level, to action by the nation's voluntary
youth serving organizations. President Nixon early in
his administration recognized the strength of the nation's
voluntary activities. These organizations operate at the
grass roots level, they are not moved by political con-
siderations, they are problem orientated rather than

.

political orientated.

Implementation: T . Caucus for Implementation recommends
that the implementation of the recommendations of the
White House Conference on Youth be made a number one
priority by the national youth serving agencies.

That these volunta-.:y organizations attack the problems
of white racism, poverty, reordering of priorities, legal
and civil rights within their own organizations and that
they act as the conscience of the nation with freedom to
criticize agencies of government which fail to implement
their own laws, rules and regulations.

These voluntary organizations hope that the gap between
government and people can be narrowed--that the govern-
ment will no longer fear its own people to the extent of
scheduling Conferences at places such as Washington which
is the nation'e and the peop!.es capitol.

The National Conference of Ctristians and Jews obligates
itself to a series of regiona' conferences of voluntary
organizations which will work.Dut specific plans for
implementation of the White House Conference on Youth
at the community and State level; we urge these voluntary
organizations and the Governor's Committees on Children
and Youth to work together for the implementation of
these proposals. We welcome any cooperation of agencies
cn the Federal and State level.

It is our opinion that the resources of these organiza-
tions are vast but largely untapped. We hope that every
participant at the conference will take advantage of this
offer to implement the recommendations of the White House
Conference on Youth. Only through this kind of voluntary
effort can our democracy survive.

12.5 Resolution: We members of the Task Force on Values,
Ethics and Culture, assert that the development of the
individual is derived largely from the family wilich is
the primary unit of society. The individual and the
family draw their strength from the mutual love of
parent(s) and child (or children.) The recognition of
the family as the primary unit of society is vitally
important to healthy social living. Legal approbation
of sexual relationships contrary the present legal
and moral position of the family are harmful to the
welfare of the family and society. Alternate life styles
(e.g. tribal life, kibbutz, and certain forms of communal
life) are possible within the framework of present lair.
Where legislative changes are needed to provide addi-
tional life styles that do not threaten the family unit
they can be provided.

We also believe that our country should view with
compassion and concern the individuals involved in sex
relationships considered legally abnormal. Legislative
review and amelioration, where needed, of laws governing
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so-called "victimless crime" (e.g. alcoholism, drug
addiction, homosexuality, etc.) should be provided.

12.6 The Civil Liberties Caucus, composed of members of
the Legal Rights and Justice Task Force, believe it is
necessary for this conference to address., itself to
current national issues in addition to making many
worthwhile recommendations. Although the Conference is
proposing making excellent recommendations, it is not
expressing to our nation the degree of alienation and
frustration of many youth.

We feel this Conference should express its complete
abhorance and repulsion with the unwarranted political
surveillence now being carried out by the FBI on Atherican
citizens, and that we demand the irmediate resignation
of J. Edgar Hoover as director of the FBI.

Although Mr. Hoover has built an effective crime-fighting
organization, his arrogance and his intimidation of
dissident youth groups has clearly made him a symbol of
repression. We feel that over 45 years of service is
long enough.

A resolution, as outlined in paragraph 2 was presented
to the Legal Rights task force. The resolution was the
last on the agenda, the vote was held at 1:30 a.r.,
and only 51 members were present. A large portion of
those voting were adult delegates and did not represent
the young viewpoint on this vital concern. Because the
vote was very close, we feel this issue should be
brought before the entire Conference.

12.6a I move that the 1571 White House Conference on
Youth declare its complete abhorance and repulsion with
the unwarranted political surveillence now being carried
out by the FBI on American citizens, and that we demand
the immediate resignation of J. Edgar Hoover as director
of the FBI.

12.7 The United States of America, the nation with the
largest gross national product in the w4r1d, should offer
an educational system which equips her people to live
meaningfully in a rapidly changing society. Yet our
nation hasn't met this goal because :misplaced priorities
have diverted both human and financial resources.

Federal, state, and local governments must support the
recommendatiors outlined by the 1971 White House Task
force on education. The federal government must reorder
national spending priorities so that the federal
contribution to primary, secondary, and higher education
will total 25% of the national budget (the current
federal contributior to education is 3.67%). In addition,
state and local governments must also re-examine their
spending propricies and determine ways in,which more fUnds
can !e channeled into education.

1.) Defense spending must be reduced. The Federal
government currently sper-as 46.45% of Ole Federal tax
dollar on defense. These funds must be redirected so
that a large proportion will be spent on education--to
establish new, more effective educational systets,
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including programs to serve individuals frcm low income
backgrounds and those with nona.zademic interests.

2.) The United States must set a specific date to
withdraw all troops from the Indochina conflict.
American tax dollars must be redirected from this
expenditure to people's problems, including education,
housing, the environment, poverty, drug education, etc.
The Federal government must not revert American tax
dollars from his conflict to military research and
develcpment

3.) Special priority for the distribution of these new
funds must include funding black colleges, small private
institutions, and other institutions which serve a
significant number of minority students.

4.) With the reallocation of Federal tax dollars we
propose that methods should be developed that rely less
on personal property taxes as the single means of
financing education at the local level.

5.) A system of accountability must be developed for
duties and states in the use of this increased share of
Federal monies for education

12.8 In view of what has transpired at the White House
Conference on Youth, we as concerned delegates deem it
necessary to submit this minority report.

We have witnessed the alienation of a large number of
delegates due to:

(a). The politically biased staff, Task Force members
and preliminary Task Force Reports.

(b). The rampant emotionalism which has dominated the
Conference hindering rational discussion of the issues.

(c). The selection process which resulted in an
inadequate representation of the political cross-section
of American youth.

These have produced a Conference which in no way
represents the opinion of American youth. The American
people must realize that youth does not speak with one
voice. We are as diverse in our views as the nation
itself. To view youth as monolithic is an insult to
members of our generation, for it implies that
individual members do not have minds of their own, but
merely follow the mouthings of self-appointed "leaders"
whose only qualification for leadership is their ability
to seize a microphone.

12.8i. In the area of foreign policy in particular we
have witnessed an abundance of emotionalism, a lack of
und:xstanding of the true nature of communism and a
failure to accept just national interests in foreign
policy. It is not immoral to be concerned with the
defense of the American people.

77:1
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12.8b We have witnessed at this Conference a new
isolationism--an isolationism even more dangerous than
that of the 1930's. This is an outlook which has
produced conflicts and inconsistencies while still
adhering to general principles.

12.8c On the one hand the delegates condeMn the
imposition of American standards on foreign nations,
while at the same time calling for the overthrow of
the legal government of South Vietnam and interference
in the internal affairs. of other nations such as
Pakistan and the Sudan.

12.9d America cannot shirk its rightfill role in the
community of nations. The delegates h-ve shown
themselves to be shallow in their understanding of the
complexities of foreign policy and the realities of
American involvement in world affairs.

12.8e We are distressed at the lack of real concern
toward campus issues and student rights. There have
been no innovations in the areas of free speech on
campus, the presentation of diverse viewpoints, the
unfair mandatory student fees and alternative paths to
educational financing such as the voucher system and
deferred tuition. We call f'or the exploration of new
concepts and outlooks to preserve the individual rights
of the student, to ensure his or her ability to obtain
a quality education and to provide new methods of
promoting the continuance and growth of private schools

12.8f Grieved at missing Earth Day back home, the
delegates to the Environment Task Force contented
themselves with pushing their pet projects in Colorado
atthe taxpayers' expense. Rather than representing
average Americans, these delegates - both youth and
adult - were the activist elite of the ecology movement.
They expressed a near unanimous feeling that over-
population is the major cause of environmental problems.
They recommended that the government promote extended
and extensive birth control practices and the tight of
the mother to destroy the fetus.

12.8g Few delegates viewed the problems of environmental ,

quality in a rational manner. Many of the delegates
could have the average American believe that he has
little more than ten hours to live. Such emotionalism
carried into the question of Appalachian coal-mining.
The delegates voted to remove the "blood-stained money
of the capitalists" as one delegate stated it - into
the hands of a nationalized coal industry owned by the
people of Appalachia."

12.8n In so acting, most delegates showed a callous
disregard of individual rights (including those of the
unborn), ignorance of the American economic system, and
a near-totalitarian desire for government enforcement of
their particular views.

12.8i We believe that realistic solutions to the pro- .

blems of ecology depend greatly on indivivual intiiatives
and a personal commitment to improving our environment.
Environmentalists rust not disregard the existing
economic system, but rather use the free enterprise sys-
tem to help solve these problems. Laissez-faire capital-'t,
ism and individual commitment are the keys to solving
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envirorraental problems.

12.;Ij In terms of economic policy, we strongly condemn
the Conference recommendation of a guaranteed annual
income of sixty-five hundred dollars per year for a
family of four. As with many other proposals, we concur
in the observation of the Denver Port that "the delegates
indicated...a lack of understanding of the American
economic system."

12.8k We deplore the trend towards enslaved dependency
on government for more and more millions of Americans.
The American nation cannot exist with millions continual-
ly living off a government dole. Our policy should move
towards the elevation from welfare to active participa-
tion in the American economy. To this end, we call for
increased job training, hiring policies based on merit
and ability, and the availability of more capital for
minority groups in particular. he would remind the
Conference that we are living in a society which errone-
ously forces individuals to seek a collegiate education
while at the same time confronting a dire shortage of
trained and skilled craftsmen.

12.81 We must rededicate ourselves towards providing
income and occupational opportunities for all Americans.

Implementation: Throughout the conference, delegates
have attacked the performance of government in solving
our nation's ills in one breath while in the next breath
calling for more government intervention And expenditure.
But the solution is not more government involvement. It
is apparent that new answers must be sought.

We therefore oppose the proposals for the Family Assis-
tance elan and a Federal Health Insurance PrograM as
a return to the mistaken and ineffective policies of the
thirties. We ask for new directions, new perspectives,
new approaches to our nation's social problems. We call
for a reinvigoration of the private and independent
sectors and a re-evaluation of the responsibilities of
individual citizens, confronting cur problems on a
person-to-person basis. A truly just society can be
achieved only when individual citizens accept the
responsibilities of alleviating social ills - rather than
passing them on to an impersonal and bureaucratic
government.

To this end, we call for a new approach to the complexi-
ties of modern society and a rejection of excessive
dependence on government--a dependence which worsens
our nation's problems and deprives our citizens of
essential individual freedom.

12.9 We ask the President to appoint a National
Citizens Committee, representing youth and non- govern-
mental organizations, to direct and monitor the follow-
up and implementation of the recommendations of the 1971
White House Conference on Youth,
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12.10 Background: 850,000 citizens of Washington, D.C.
who are without political rights and the power of self
government.

Action Statements: To obtain for the District of
Columbia the full sovereign rights of statehood .s

guaranteed by the constitution.

Strategies for Implementation: To pressure congress to
make the District of Columbia a state and to yeild full
political rights to the people of the nation's capital.

12.31 Whereas: No economic system has ever been pErfect
and, Whereas: The least imperfect and most productive
system ever divised by men is private eompetitive enter-
prise and,

Whereas: Free enterprise is the economic system
where the tools of production are owned by private
individuals and used by others who produce and, sell their
products in competition with each other within the frame-
work of legally enforced ethical business practices.

Now Therefore Be It Resolved: That although there may
be abuses and misuses as there are in other areas of
man's endeavors, that we reaffirm our belief in a system
of free enterprise economics. [Adopted unanimously]

12.12 Whereas there is a definite need to solve the
social-economic problems of Alaska by Alaskans without
reliance on Federal treasuries.

Whereas the natural energy requirment in the
immediately foreseeable future requir.?.s new and sub-
stantial domestic oil reserves capable of beith marketed.

Whereas the lack of domestic petroleum reserves
will compell continuing and increasingly greater reliance
on foreign sources of crude oil. This results in a
weakening in the U.S. position in foreign relations and
increase the danger of involvement in foreign conflicts.
Development of domestic resources counter this.

Whereas substantial evidence has been furnished
by the State of Alaska, by the technologists and which
eliminates any reasonable doubt as to the capability of
environmental safety in the transmission of crude oil ia
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline.

.Whereas there has been a substantial emotional
environmental overstatement primarily from those who are
11,nformed and have no direct concern with the pipeline.
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And whereas Alaskans should be masters of their
own social, economic and environmental destiny.

Therefore, be it resolved that the Secretary of Interior
of the United States immediately issue a permit for the
construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline hetwcen
Prudhoe Bay and Valdez, Alaska.

Alternatives: Therefore be it resolved that the Secre-
tary of Interior immediately issue a Final Environmental
Impact Statement in support of construction of the Trans-
Alaska Pipeline and a permit for construction of the same
provided, howevers.that said impact statement provide
for appropriate safeguards for the environment of Alaska,
ocean shipping lanes and gateway harbors.

Below are listed the resolutions proposed at an open
meeting on Indochina. The balloting on these is
recorded at pages 301 and 302.

12.13a Be it resolved that the White House Conference on
Youth adopt the Peoples' Peace Treaty between the people
of the U.S. and the people of North and South Vietnam,
and commit itself to take steps toward achieving its
implementation.

Introduction: Be it known that the American and Vietna-
mese people are not enemies. The war is carried out in
the name of the people of the United States, but without
our corsent. It destroys the land and the people of
Vietnam. It drains America of her resources, her youth
and her honor.

We hereby agree to end the war on the following terms,
so that both peoples can live under the joy of indepen-
dence and can devote themselves to building a society
based on human equality and respect for the earth, In

rejecting the war we also reject all forms of racism and
discrimination against people based on color, class,
sex, national origin and ethnic grouping which form a
basis of the war policies, present and past, of the
United States,

Principles of the Joint Treaty of Peace: AMERICANS
agree to immediate and total withdrawal from Vietnam,
and publicly to set the date by which all U.S. military
forces will be removed.

Vietnamese agree to participate in an immediate
cease-fire, and will enter discussions on the
procedures to guarantee the safety of all with
drawing troops, and to secure release of all
military prisoners.

AMERICANS pledge to stop imposing Thieu, Ky and Khiem
on the people of Vietnam in order to ensure their right
to self-determination, and to ensure that all political
prisoners are released.

Vietnamese pledge to form a provisional coalition
government to orcp..ri7, democratic elections, in
which all South VietnJTese can participate freely
without the presence of any forcign troops, and
to enter discussions cif procedures to guarantee
the safety and political :Leedom of persons who
cooperated with either side in the war.
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AMERCANS and ViiNEMESE agree to respect the i,..7 pen-

Pence, peace and neutrality of Laos and Cambecii,,,

Upon -,:.)ints of agreement, we pledd
the war. W2 will resolve all other questLons in
mutual re:-ipr.:t for the righ:..s of self-dcf-tmina-
tiot of the people of Vie, L Nam and of f' it(d

12.13b We support the continued and acceleratuc:
drawal of American comoat troops from South list Asia,
We believe in the Vietnamization process on liounds
that nations should develop the capability tc cA-enC
themselves.

Withdrawal of Ame can troops must be based c
including the safety of American troops and an a n nc11t

of the safe return of prisoners of way once th, ican
cnobat involvement has ended.

We call for the increased diplomatic efforts to encourage
the early exchange of prisoners of war between the United
States, South Vietnam, North Vietnam, and the Viet Cong.
We further call for the release of information on the
names of prisoners now held by North Vietnam and the
Viet Cong, the flow of correspondence, and the inspection
of such POW camps by the International Red Cross.S
The governmenZ: of the United States and its citizens
must realize that we should have a continued interest
in the development of the nations and peoples of Indo-
china. We encourage increased economic assistance .o
these nations over the next ten years.

We believe that America caunot once again return to a
policy of isolationism, especially in Indochina, but
must invplve itself through cultural and economic assts-
tance to aid these people throughout the 1970's.

ti

12.13c The Indochina Caucus endorses a: total and
immediate cessation of U.S. ground operations in Indo-
china.

Bombing Cessation 12.13d The Indochina Caucus endorses a: total and im-
mediate cessation of U.S. bombing in Indochina.

December 31, 1971
Withdrawal 12.13e The White House Conference on Youth endorses the

Vietnam Disengagement Act of 1:-;71, and stcongly urge
its adoption and enactment by Congress aid the President.

(1) Congress finds and declares that under the
constitution of the United States the President and the
Congress share responsibility for establishing, defining
authority for, and concluding foreign military commit-
ments; that the repeal of the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution
raises new uncertainties about the source of authority
for American involvement in V.etnem; that both the
domestic and foreign policy interests of the United States
reguire an expeditious end to the war in Vietnam; that
the conflict can best be resclved through a political
settlement among the 9arties concerned; that in light
of all considerations, the solution which offers the
grentest safety, the highest measure of honor, the best

296 liklihood for the return of United State's prisoners and
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the most meaningful opportunity for political settlements
would be the establishment of a date certain for the
orderly withdrawal of all United States Armed Forces from
Vietnam.

(2!. Chapter I of Part III of the Foreign Assistance
v_rt of 1961 is amended by adding a., the end thereof the
rollowing new section.

Section 620A. In accordance with Public state-
ments of oolioy by the President, no funds
,ruthorized to be appropriated under this or any
other act may be obligated or expended to main-
taa troop level of more than 284,000 rmed
forces of the United. States in Vietn-in after
May 1, 1971.

Section 620B. After May 1, 1971, funds authorized
or appropriated under this 02 any other act may be
expended in connection with activities of American
Armed Forces in and over Vietnam only to accom-
plish the following objer.tives:

1. To bring about the orderly termination of
military operations there and the safe and
systematic withdrawal of remaining America,,
Armed Forces by December 31, 1971;

2. To insure the release of prisoners of war;

3. To arrange asylum or other means to assure
the safety of South Vietnamese who might be
physically endangered by withdrawal of American
forces; and

4. to provide assistance to the Republic of
Vietnam consistent with tLe foregoing objectives.

12.13f Whereas the United States haS a continuing respon-
sibIlity to the people of Indochina, and

Whereas it has consistently been an ideal of the United
States to provide economic assistance towards social
development of foreign nations, ana

Whereas the United States has been directly responsible
for destruction of people, agricultural lands and hospi-
tal facilities in Indochina and

Ynereas the United Nations has been an effective channel
for administration of foreign assistance problems.

Therefore be it resolved that the Vietnam caucus of the
White House Conference on Youth recommends agricultural
support, development rehabilitation, and relief in the
form of a two billion dollar grant to the people of
Cambodia, Vietnam and Laos.

Be it further resolved that these funds be administered
by the United Nations.

12.13g Understanding that the present prisoner of war
situation in Southeast Asia and in other areas of the
world iv not presently in accordance with the Geneva
Convention in 1957; the United States in 1955 and South
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Vietnam in 1965, I propose that the White House Confer-
ence on Youth adopt a resolution which calls upon all
parties to any armed conflict to comply with the terms
and provisions of the 1949 Geneva Convention relative to
the treatment of prisoners of war in order to insure
humane treatment of all persons entitled tc the protec-
tion of the convention and to permit regular inspection
in accordance with the convention of all places of
detention of prisoners of war by a protecting power on
humanitarian organizations, such as the International
Committee of the Red Cross.

12.13h The time has come to recognize the war in
Southeast Asia for what it really is--an ecological
disaster that ultimately destroys both the land and the
people it purports to protect...The great danger to the
nation today lies not in our ideological or political
differences but rather in our uncontrolled ablity to
destroy our comr..on support system, the plant..."

In this light, the vast majority of the Erwironment Tas?.
Force urges that the Indochina Caucus demand that the
United States cease its policy of ecocide in Indochina.

Specifically. we urge that the following tactics be
totally abandoned immediately:

1. All used of chlorophenoxy herbicides (2,4,5-T,
2,4-D, etc.) These defoliating agents have resulted in
the direct destruction of food crops and in the destruc-
tion of natural mangrove ecosystems which are essential
for the production of other foods such as fish. The
herbicides have also been shown to cause birth defects
in laboratory tests, and appear to be one of the major
factors in the raid increase in stillbirths and defec-
tive children horn te Vietnamese women since massive
defoliation was instigated. Destruction of forests has
resulted in the elimination of niches for many species
of animals, including man. and 'erastic decline in the
production of rubber and rice, formally the foundation cf
the Vietnamese economy.

2. 'Saturation bombing, which has resulted i'1
significant nutritional and health ii,:,zards to noncom-
batants. This bombing policy has cae:.ed dtstruction of
irrigation systems, dostroction of peasant c,oplands,
destruction o: housing and sanitation facilities, massive
relocation of peasant families, and has created breeding,

3. All uses of parsistant herbicidal agents such
as picloram and cacodylic acid. These agents persist in
the environment, leaving highly toxic residues, such as
arsenic and !,reventing ecological restorat.on of the
landscape for years.

4. All fire bombing, which destroys human life and
property and which causes severe damage to natural life
suprt systems.

5. All policies which have resulted in the trau-
matic urbanization of Vietnam. The massive migration of
the peasants to the cities has not been accompanied by
significant increases in services or employment required
to provide a decent standard of living. The 'pacifica-
tion programs" have resulted in increased urban crime,
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prostitution, pollution, di!_ease, malnutrition, and
housing shortages.

Furthermore, the United States should not merely cease
these destructive activities; rather, it must also
instigate a comprehensive program for the restoration of
the ecological balance of Indochina, relying largely oh
existing scientific expertise of the Indochinese them-
selves.

We believe that ecology, the study of the interdependent
relationship of all things on earth, indicates the
increasing penalty that will result from the needless
destruction of life in any form. Now is the time to
create the true ecological harmony of peace, human
dignity and environmental quality. Therefore, we call
upon t.e administration, tne Congress and the people of
the United States to do whatever is necessary to bring
about the withdrawal of all troops and a quick end
to the war in Southeast Asia.

We cannot widen the war, in order to and it. We cannot
destroy Vietnam, or the world in order to save it.

12.13i WHEREAS: any thousands of young Americans of
good conscience have been compelled by the nature of the
draft, by the nature of t.:ie United States involvement
in Indochina, and by the courage of their convictions to
live in exile or in prison, 12t this meeting recommend;

That the White House Conference on Youth request Presi-
dent Nixon to grant amnesty to all Americans either
exiled or incarcerated because of their moral beliefs.

12.13j A Resolution calling for the White House Confer-
ence to support the Provisional Revolutionary Government
of Vietnam.

We, the delegates to the White House Conference on Youth,
want peace in Indochina and America. But we also want
justice in Indochina and America. And, most of all, we
want human liberation end self-determination in Indochina
and America.

Although we cannot even imagine the horrors of War and
Repression suffered by the Indochinese people, identify
with the aspirations of the vast majority of the Indo-
china peoples for peace, justice, independence, and
neutrality. We must face squarely the fact that the
provisional Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam
represents the leadership of the legitimate Vietnamese
liberation movement. Thus, despite the fact that our
goVernment defines the P.R.G. as /our "enemy', we the
delegates to the White House C nference an Youth hereby
express our solidarity with and support for the P.R.G.

We call for our government to immediately withdraw from
Indochina militarily. We ask that vast resources be
made available by our government according to the program
of the P.R.G.

We dedicate ourselves as individuals to the vast, but
beautiful task of creating a liberation movement within
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America that expresses its solidarity with the Indo-
chinese liberation movement by being true to the highest
of human values.

12.13k In view of the abominable and destructive policies
against human life, men: women and children in Vietnam,
Laos, and Cambodia;

In view of the fact we the people are supposed to be
responsible for the government practices;

In view of the fact that the government has repeatedly
lied to us;

I recommend the White House Conference on Youth delegates
demand the immediate resignation of President Nixon and
Vice President Agnew and all their staff.

12.131 It is proposed that:
a. The United States Senate ratify the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights; and

b. Allow it to be ligitimately cited in litigation.

12.13m In light of the continued deadlock in the Viet-
namese peace negotiations we call on the United States
government to:

a. Ask the Soviet Union and United Kingdom to
reconvene the Geneva Conference of 1954 and also
to consider expanding Asian membersh4.p;

b. Request the United Nations and its members,
especiailv the Asian ones, to mediate and super-
vise a peace conference for Southeast Asia and
nhe withdrawal of all foreign troops.

12.13n The Indochina Caucus proposes:

a. The South Fast Asian Treaty Organization
be abandoned and replaced by a regional co-opera-
tive peaceful alliance for development and re-
source management.

b. A portion of the vast expenditure on the
Indochinese war be returned to the co-operative
alliance for all sorts of repairs which are
necessary, though nevertheless inadequate to make
up for the incalculably great damages.

World Court and
National Sovereignty 12.13o IT is proposed that the Caucus on Indochina, and

the entire Conference as a Unit,

a. Call upon the United States Congress to abro-
gate tie Connally Amendment;

Thereby giving the International Coutt of Justice
jurisdiction over the affairs of the United States
without its government's specific approval.

b. Call upon all other nations, especially the
300 Soviet Union and the Peoples' Republic of Cnina,
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to tale the reciprocal steps necessary to reduce
national sovereignty in matters of International
Law.

International
Recognition 12.13p He it Resolved that Cuba, North Korea, North

Vietnam and the People's Republic of China be:

China Policy

a. Granted admittance into the United Nations
and all of its 'family' of agencies.

1-). Given diplomatic recognition by the governments
of all nations especially the United States.

C. Contacted non-politically in cultural exchanges
between private citizens and non-governmental
organization.

U. Be invited to assist United States citizens
in repairing reparable environmental and human
damage in Indochina once the conflict there
is ended and U.S. presence of all sorts is
eliminated.

12.13q WHEREAS, the promotion of a laating peace in Asia,
including a stable resolution of the conflicts in Indo-
china, requires a normalization of relations between the
United States and the People's Republic of China,

WHEREAS, the Nixon Administration has responded promptly
and constructively to the recent initiatives of the
People's Republic of China to promote freer contact
between citizens of the two countries,

BE IT RESOLVED that it is the sense of the White House
Conference on Youth that the United States Government
be commended for its rapid and positive response to
initial Communist Chinese overtures;

AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Conference urges the
United States Government to seize every possible oppor-
tunity to promote better relations with the People's
Republic of China, culminating recognition and the
establishment of full diplomatic relations. We aciree
with the President that "there is no place on this small.
planet for a billion of its potentially most able people
to live in angry isolation."

RESULTS OF BALLOTING- -YOUTH DELEGATES
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Proposal
Number

12.13a

12.13b

12.13c

12.13d

12.13e

12.13f

Total
Votes
Cast

213

186

189

191

19

178

Number
"Yes"

137

57

129

163

145

131

Percentage
"Yes"

69

31

68

85

75

74

Number
"No"

66

129

60

28

, 48

' 47

Percentage
"No"

31

69

32

15

25

26
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Proposal Total Number Percentage Number Percentage
Number Votes "Yes" "Yes" "No" "No"

Cast
12.13g 18C 167 93 13 7

12.13h 179 163 91 16 9

12.13i 187 154 82 33 18

12.13j 156 58 40 99 60

12.13k 162 59 37 103 63

12.131 152 126 83 26 17

12.13m 164 133 81 31 19

12.13n 150 85 57 65 43

12.13o 147 95 64 52 36

12.13p 1b4 138 80 26 20

12.13q 168 146 86 22 14

RESULTS OF BALLOTING--ADULT DFLEGATFS

Proposal Total
Number Votes

Cb.st

Number
'Yes"

Percentage Number Percentage
"Yes" "No" "No"

12.13a 58 28 48 30 52

12.13b 53 24 45 29 55

12.13c 58 36 62 22 38

12.13d 58 41 71 17 29

12.13e 60 46 77 14 23

12.13f 53 39 74 14 26

12.13g 45 39 37 6 13

12.13h 50 38 76 12 24

12,131 49 28 57 21 43

12.13j 10 10 25 30 75

12.13k 48 10 21 38 79

12.131 48 41 85 7 15

12.13m 42 32 76 10 24

12.1Jn 44 23 52 21 48

12.1:',c) 43 20 46 23 54

12.13p 45 27 60 18 40

12.13q 53 50 94 3 6
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12.14a We recommend that the various institutions in
the U.S. concerned with international student affairs
coordinate their activities to create a central data
bank to collect and disseminate information about summer
employment and available financial aid. This should ')e
done within regional areas and could be conducted through
monthly newsletters.

12.14b We request that the U.S. government make a formal
statement of the legal rights of and guidelines for
international students in the U.S. and make this state-
ment available to each foreign student entering this
country.

12.14c We recommend that legal assistance be given in
the case of alleged transgressions of the legal rights
of those international students who lack the necessary
means to defend themselves.

12.14d At the present time, foreign citizens who are
permanent residents on immigrant visas are liable for
military induction. We recommend that until such a
time as the draft is abolished, induction into the armed
forces should constitute the option of immediate -

American citizenship for the foreign citizen.

International Youth
Center 12.14e We, the International Delegation, endorse the

International Youth Center proposal.

Endorsement

Drafting of Foreign
Students

NON-PUBLIC
EDUCATION CAUCUS
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12.14f We, the International Delegation, endorse the
recommendations of the Task Force on Education concerning
she international student.

12.14g The White House Conference on Youth condems the
action of the House of Representatives in amending the
Selective Service Act so as to make subject to the draft
full-time foreign students who have been in the United
States more than four years, urges the Senate to defeat
the amendment, and requests that Conference Chairman,
Stephen Hess, communicate this message immediately to
the Senate Armed Services Committee.

12.15 One of the paramount .hallenges of our time is
to recreate in our important institutions an environment
congenial to the genuine pluralism that is indispensible
to quality human develpment. Specifically, this nation
needs a legal and educational system which will foster
the truly human development of the person through
cultural, ethnic, religious and Intellectual diversity.
We do not reject the collectivization of many human
activities, but we douby its application to the educa-
tion of the mind and spirit.

A fundamental question is: can the law provide for
educational diversity in our country or are we doomed to
the establishment of an educational monolith? If
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pluralism dies in education, it's ultimate survival in.
the cultural and intellectual areas of American life is
threatened. Pluralism on the cultural rind deeper per-
Sonal-value levels is a fundamental good; from diversity
on these levels come strength, creative option, and- -
more important--the strongest practical foundation for
personal freedom.

But apart from this general societal problem, we wish to
express our concern for making plurality of educational
choice available to all citizens regardless of race,
economic class or creed. For the poor, America has
provided no such choice. They can neither reside in the
attendance area of their preferred school nor employ a
nonpublic school to replace it. They have, in short, no
option other than to attend the compulsory public school
in the neighborhood they are forced by circumstances tc
inhabit. If the school is in a poor neighborhood, there
is no access to the social culture that sets the central
themes of modern life; if the neighborhood is black,
there is little opportunity for social or racial inte-
gration.

In recent years a serious seareh at last has begun for
solutions to the basic, question of how--can society .

provide freedom of choice for all classes, but particu-
larly the poor. Many different proposals have been
tiroffered: tax credits, tuition grants, purchase of
services, auxiliary services, vouchers and categorical
aid. We maintain that every existing and proposed form
of state or federal aid to education should be evaluated.
In seeking such aid neither the nonpublic nor the public
sectors should be viewed as competing for scarce
educational dollais but as cooperating to attract
inc-eased community support for education and to make
the most efficient use of available funds. On the prac-
tical :ievel this means that legislation extending any
degree of public support to educational services
offered in nonpublic schools must include the provision
for adequate funding sources which do not diminish, or
or divert funds already committed to and needed by the
public sector. Citizens, educators, and legislators
should be fully informed of the importance of the non-
public sector in maintaining and improving community
educational services at a unit cost lower than that
required in public institutions. At present nonpublic
schools save the taxpayers billions of dollars each
year in the states. Models of financial aid should
permit families including the poor, to choose among
educations of varying styles. Such assistance would
necessarily demmd assurance of fairness in the applica-
tion of funds, safeguards against discrimination, and
accounting systems to restrict tax monies to secular
purposes in accord vith the Schempp lad Allen criteria.

The achievement of church-related schools in educating
Americans through a quality of professional service that
has enriched American education was acknowledged by
Justice White in the Board of Education v. Allen(392 U.S.
236): "Private education has played and is playing a
significant and valuably role in raising national levels
of knowledge, competence and experience. Americans
care about the quality of the secular education available
to their children. They have considered high quality
education to be an indispensible ingredient for
achieving the kind of nation and the kind of citizenry
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that they have desired to create. Considering this
attitude, the continued willingness to rely on non-
public school systems, including parochial systems,
strongly suggests that a wide segment of informed
opinion, legislative and otherwise, has founl that those
schools do an acceptable job of providing sccular
education to their students. This judgement is further
evidence that parochial schools are performing, in
addition to their sectarian function, the task of
secular education."

Properly fashioned, financial aid to education according
to the above criteria could--for the first time in our
historyprovide variety, freedom of choice, accounta-
bility, integration and equality of opportunity withie,
tax financed education.

We urge the states and the federal government to under-
take serious experimentation with all of these systems of
aid. It is time that the rhetoric of freedom, equality
and plurality of choice be given substance for all in-
come classes in American society.

12.16 The 10 sueject areas of the WHCY represent a
broad range of-the problems confronting the U.S. today.
The depth and urgency of these problems has been a
continuing source of despair among youth.

However, it is this very fact which gives us hope of an
answer to an these problems. The increase in societal
troubles is just a symptom of the inevitable decay of the
:i.mperialist system. Since the big capitalist corpora-
tions must always expand their markets to keep up with
competitien and improved technology, these viruses were
a predictable result,

Of course, no onF_ wants the war in Indochina, but U.S.
investment abroad needs to be expanded, not reduced, if
the big corporations are to keep making their profits.
And likewise, no one wants to destroy the environment,
but industry must exploit rescJrces as well as people in
order to make the maximum profit. And the drive to make
the maximum profit is the basis of the capitalist system.

What this means to the youth of this country (and the
worldl is that these problems can be really solved in
only one way. These are not the problems of the ruling
class that runs the U.S. The destructive effects of
economic recession, poverty, war, the draft, injustice
and soon are not problems ofr the wealthy elite who
hold the real power in this society. They are the
problems of the great mass of people who are exploited
by the capitalist system.

Therefor, the only way we can ever hope to really solve
these problems rather than modify them is the complete
overthrow of the ruling class and their capitalist
system. The working class must substitute a system of
lamocratic socialism which allows the masses to deter-
mine their own future. We of the socialist caucus are
certain that the people, once free of the capitalist
bosses, will create a way of life free from imperialism,
racism, sexism, poverty, and all the ether forms of
exploitation we now suffer.
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Thus we conclude that the only possible implementation of
solutions to the problems we have been discussing here
is by international socialist revolution. This must
inevitably take the form of an armed struggle led by
the youth of the working class.

12.17 The Task Force on Foreign Relations has.. submitted
two recommendations for a plenary vote regarding American
Foreign Policy in Vietnam. These two recommendations,
however significant, shuuld not conceal the fact that the
Task Force on Foreign Relations has taken a variety of
important positions on other pressing and immediate
world problems, as related to American Foreign Policies.
We urge the delegates of the White House Conference on
Youth review and endorse the full context of task force
recommendations which appear in the'conference proceed-
ings.

12.18 A RESOLUTION: Proposing a White House Conference
on Youth Each Four Years.

Whereas the express purpose of the White House Conference
on Youth is to offer a platform for the presentation of
youth's viewpoint on problems confronting America and
their possible solutions to those in power.

Whereas a conference held each decade does not encounter
the many generational and attitudinal changes of
American Society within that ten year period.

Whereas the nation's educational institutions also
produce several generations'of different composition 0
attitudes within a decade, whose needs are not met or
considered by a conference held every ten years.

Whereas the governmental administrations of that ter
year period need a continuous flow of relevant and
futuristic ideas, which a conference held every four
years would provide, in order to be effective in meeting
the needs of the people, especially those of youth.

8e i, resolved, by the 1971 White House Conferences on
Youth the White House Administrations, both the present
and those of the future, establish, finance, and admin-
ister a national conference on youth in the middle of
each Presidential tem.

12.19 In an era when the elimination of racism is
finally beginning to receive some of the attention it
deserves, the United States is still woefully remiss in
combatting sexism. This country is still based on the
male - the culture, the employment sector, the govern-
ment, the U.S. ethos still does not consider the wrman-
black, wnite, brown or red - as a fully participating
individual. She is a second-class citizen.

The White House Conference on Youth has perpetuated
this sexist attitude. It took a six month batt13
still n)t completely successful - to convince the staff
that a female leader is a Chairwoman not a Chairman.

306 This is not semantics, but the recognition of the fact
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that women are individuals, not sub-groupings under
the generic title "men". Just as minorities are not
subgroups under the classif cation of whites and have
the right to De recognized as black, brown, as-Indians,
as Asians, as Chicanos different and equal tc the
whites - so too does the woman of any race have the
right to her existence as a female.

More basiu than this, though, is the lack of receg-
nition of women's problems which pervades this Con-
ference.

There is no Task Force on women nor has there been
any attempt to include women's problems within,
the purview of the other Task Forces. ,

Statistics in women bave not been made available
for Task Forces or delegates use, despite repeated
requests for this.

Demographi,-: representation of delegates regarding
race, geographic background, age, etc. has been
followed diligently for this Conference, except
as regards women.- Fumale representation at the
Conferenc is 5% Ic.4er than female representation
in the American population.. This discrepancy is
greater than for any other population factor,
despite pre- Conferer ^e promises that females would
be represented proporrdonately.

Notable, too, is the abrious lack of many feminist
leaders, despite repeated requests by Task Force
members that they be invited.

In the summary of Task Force reports, almost all
references are specifically directed to the male,
the word female bein!,; used only three times.
Only one Task Force Values, Ethics and Culture-
made-the effort to include both sexes in their .

references to individuals.

In all, the White Nouse Conference on Youth has proved
to be a microcosm of United States sexism. The problems
of women have not been adequately considered within the
Task Force, thus necessitating the formation of our
Women's Caucus. We would much prefer to work side by
side with our brothers in solving the problems that face
the U.S. We are not here in adequate number, nor has
the White House Conference on Ycuth staff through the
direction of its research made this possible. We have
tried to use the Task Force structure to make our pro-
blems known. In some cases, we have succeeded. 8e,7ause
many have not listened and so the .Conference as a wh-,le
may hear our grievances, we are peesenting to you
recommendations by Task Force healing that should be
made known.

We hope yob will not, see thiS as an effort to divide
men anl women. Rather we hope to uaite us all - as
equals.

12.19a Counselors, faculty and admillic.trators at all
levels of education should be required 16'participate
in courses which sensiize them towards the female's
right of self-actualizAtion. Specifically, women should
he exposed to the full spectrum of career opporturittes,
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without restriction ro so-called 'women's jobs.'

All state education systems, as well as private institu-
tions should immediately discontinue use of broadcasts
which perpetuate the stereotypic role of women. All
state text book committees should recall and refuse to
purchase or use textbooks and other educational materials
which ignore the role of wtkc,en in history or undermine
her potentiality to make unique contributions to society.

State school systems should appropriate more funds for
the expansion and creation of programs for the continuing
education of women.

The OFCC (Office of Federal Contract Compliance) and the
OCR (Office of Civil Rights) should fe funded toallow
them to insure compliance of Title VI,: and the affir-
mative action plan.

Women's Studies Curricula should be developed for all
educational levels.

12.19b We endorse immediate withdrawal of American
troops from Viet Nam and until such time as the draft
is abolished,. of which we alsO approve, to share the
responsibilities.

Standards of entracmce and promotion as well as ranks
and occupations whihin the armed forces should be equal
for both women and men.

12.1 r:c Additional research needs to be conducted re-
garding the effects (long-term) of oral contraceptives.
Research needs to he sponsored on new methods of contra-
ception.

Physician prescribing habits need to De determi%eC in
regards to the types of drugs being prescribed to women
(e.g. tranquilizers, sleeping medications). I women
are being overdruggad, their prescribing habits need
to be changed and women need to be informed of this.

12.19d We recommend that the United States ratify the
recommendations of the Human Rights Convention of the
United Nations dealing with the political rights of
women. So far 72 countries have ratified these recomron-
dations.

A comparative cross cultural study on the status of
wcmen should be .....7onducted.

Finally, we recommend that A MATTER OF SIMPLE JUSTICE be
distributed post-C-Driference to all delegates and staff
of the White House Conference on Youth.

12.19e Management and labor should require their stL.ffs
to attend courses sensitizing them towards 'corporate
and unionized sexism,' e.g., myths about female absen-
teeism, which is actually lower than the male's, laLor
turnover, the fallacy of "men's jobs" for which women
cannot qua. ify, the tendency to automatically place women
in secretarial or other end jobs. The underutili-
zation of woman is tne heignth of economic inefficiency,
besides being unjust.

The Department of Human Resources, when established,
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should assure that a women's agency be given the
authority and status to deal with the concerns of women.
Until that time, the following proposals should be
undertaken by either the Women's Bureau or the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare.

Funds should be appropriated to establish a national
clearinghouse of information on women and to
develop a comprehensive annotated register of
women's organizations so that pertinent health,
legal rights and relief, educational and employ-
mental information can be distributed nation-wide.

The Bureau of Labur Statistics should be required
to provide statistical information by sex break-
down

12.19f All legislation that prohibits dissemination
of birth control information or devices should be
abolished.

The Equal Rights Amendment be immediately passed, as
recommended by the Task Force on Economy and Employment.

Title VI be amended to include 'sex".

Abortion should be legalized as the right of every woman
to cortrol her own body.

The federal government should immediately seek to
'practice what it preaches' and hire more women in top
level federal positions, including ambassadorships.

12.19g "lniversal child care and free health services
should be instituted immediately, and should be located
first in poverty areas, both rural and urban.

12.19h The mass media perpetuating the stereotypic
roles of women and portraying females as sex objects
should be subjected to intense public pressure and their
licenses should be challenged.

All concerned individuals should reassess their pur
chasing policies and write letters of protest to
producers or apply boycotts on the products of all
companies using sexist advertising.

The feminist movement is not merely for women, but seeks
to liberate males from their sexual roles as well. As
long as a woman must be soft and sweet and dumb and stay
in the hem , the male will be required to be hard and
strong and smart and 'bring home th) kill', regardless
of indivicual preferences. All men and women, therefore,
should attempt to familiarize themselves with the goals
of the feminist movement, to liberate, themselves as
individuals.

YOUTH OMBUDSMAN 12.20 RESOLUTION TO ESTT,B1,TSH TRAINING OF YOUTH{ OMBUDS-
AUCUS MEN FOR ALL INSTITUTIONS DEALING WITH YOUTH PROBLEMS.

Whereas: Institutions are in a state of turmoil
bordering on potential structural breakdown
of our entire system

Whereas: Many of these problems are a result of a
309 serious bottleneck in communicaton networks
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within and between institutional systems

Whereas: The rights of Youth are being subtly and un-
justly violated without adequate machinery for
redress of their legitimate grievances

Whereas: Creativ, and innovative changes sorely needed
in our society are still not being implemented
rapidly enough

Whereas: Policy makers do nut have complete or even
adequate access to innovative information nor
have proper communication channels beeo
designed for overcoming this inadequacy and

Whereas: This inadequate communication results in costly
obsolescence and waste of manpower

Whereas: The resources of our youth are still not being
recognized or employed

Whereas: Youth frequently feel the frustration of
suppression and a disreg6rd in the decision-
making processes of institutions causing them
to feel unnecessarily alienated, hopeless and
finally rebellious '

Whereas: The White House Conference on Youth offers a
platform for yoLnIg people to speak but does
not offer a guarantee that their voices will
be heard by those who can implement their
suggestions and proposals

Whereas: Whereas high schools, colleges, businesses,
industry, professional organizations and other
in,;titutioos are now using the ombudsman to
serve as representative of the little man who
is often not heard in a bureaucracy

Be it resolved that the White House Conference on Youth
go on record as recommending that each Task Force appoint
its own Ombudsman who will train to insure that the
suggestions and voices of the Young people at this White
House Conference will truly be heard bnd implementer in
our Nation's Capital.

Appropriate legislation will be enacted to establish
Youth Ombudsmen for Drugs, Environment, Education,
Poverty and Minority Group problems.

2.2



APPENDIX

Closing Session
Ballot

Task Forces

The ballot in no way indicated priorities of the
Conference. Tas!:. Forces and Caucuses were given the
option to place all, some, or none of their recommenda-
tions on the ballot. A total of 675 ballots were cast:

YES NO UNDECIDED

2.0 DRUGS
Recommendation 2.8 336 168 33

5.0 ENVIRONMENT
Recommendation 5.1a 512 71 42
Recommendation 5.1b 503 106 37
Recommendation 5.1c 645 16 A
Recommendation 5.1d 554 37 51

6.0 FOREIGN RELATIONS
Recommendation 6.2a 452 157 39
Recommendation 6.2b 243 340 33

7.0 LEGAL RIGHTS & JUSTICE
Recommendation 7.1a 594 26 5

Recommendation 7.1b 565 39 14

10.0 VALUES,ETHICS & CULTURE
Recommendation 10.1 496 129 3J

Jr- Recommendation 10.7 571 4: 38

Caucuses 11.1 ASIAN-PACIFIC CAUCUS 593 58 15

12.1 AD-HOC WHCY IMPLFMENTA-
TION COMMITTEE 465 65 44

12.4 CAUCUS FOR IMPLEKENTATIN
OF THE WHITE MIISE CONZER-
ENCE ON YOUTH 503 75 28

12.6 CIVIL LIBERTIES CAUCUS 448 130 81

12.7 COMMITMENT TO EDUCATION
CAUCUS 412 116 44

12.10 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
COLONIAL PEOPLE'S CAUCUS 547 60 30

12.14 INTERNATIONAL DELEGATES
CAUCUS
Recommendaepn 12.14a 501 39 47
Recommendation 72 14b 560 18 28
Recommendation 12.14c 476 31 41
Recommendation 12.14d 446 63 54
Recommendation 12.14e 410 31 108
Recommendation /2.14f 434 32 77
Recommendation 12.14g 113 19 10

12,18 WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE
PROPOSAL CAUCUS 500 101 37

12,20 YOUTH OMBUDSMAN CAUCUS 248 155 122
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